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"The threshold of transformation is always the experience of one's limitations"
McGrath, S., 1992. "The Passion According to Tolkien",
in Tolkien: A Celebration, Pearce, J. (ed.), Fount, London, 1999.

"Now all has been heard; here is the conclusion of the matter:
Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man"
Ecclesiastes 12:13
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Abstract
Rapid prototyping (RP) is a large and rapidly growing industry with many different processes
either under development or already available commercially. These processes offer fast and
flexible production of objects from a wide range of materials. They vary from being able to
produce only prototypes of products, through to being suitable for production of finished
products ready for service. Rapid prototyping by robotic gas metal arc welding (GMAW) uses
metal deposited by the GMAW process to build metal products with engineering properties
suitable for service conditions.
Wear replacement (WR) involves the repair of worn metal surfaces through the deposition of
weld metal, and can also be performed using robotic GMAW. Since both rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by robotic GMAW involve the building up of metal objects from metal
deposited by the GMAW process, it is possible to combine research in this area.
Rapid prototyping and wear replacement using the robotic GMAW process may however give
rise to stability problems. Geometric and thermal instability can be an inherent feature of the
process, resulting in relatively poor dimensional accuracy and surface quality. Various research
directions have been taken in the past in order to address these problems, however the effects of
weld path design on process stability have not yet been well researched.
The objective of this thesis was to study what effects weld path design can have on the stability
of rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW, in order to test whether weld path design
could be used to improve process stability and performance. The hypothesis adopted in this
thesis was that improved geometric and thermal stability should be possible if the material and
heat input are optimised by control of the weld path through weld path design.
It was found that the stability of the rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW process
is very sensitive to weld path design and that optimised open-loop weld path design can be used
to greatly improve process stability and performance. A number of different mechanisms were
identified through which the weld path design impacts on the stability and performance of the
process and corresponding recommendations for weld path design were presented. The
suitability of various weld path designs for different types of applications was assessed and the
most optimal weld path designs for an expected wide range of applications were identified. By
using one of the most recommended path strategies, rapid prototyping and wear replacement by
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GMAW systems can enjoy improved geometric and thermal stability and fewer problems with
weld defects, through the choice of weld path.
It was predicted that the most successful commercial rapid prototyping and wear replacement by
robotic GMAW systems would utilise a flexible and multi-faceted approach, using a
combination of technologies, in order to best address the various needs of the process as
required for key areas of industrial application.
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Nomenclature
CE

Carbon equivalent (also CEQ)

FCAW

Flux cored arc welding

FDM

Fused Deposition Modelling rapid prototyping process

GFR

Gas flow rate [L/s]

GMA

Gas metal arc

GMAW

Gas metal arc welding

GTAW

Gas tungsten arc welding (also TIG)

HAZ

Heat affected zone

LENS

Laser Engineered Net Shape rapid prototyping process

MAG

Metal active gas (welding) - GMAW

MIG

Metal inert gas (welding) - GMAW

MMAW

Manual metal arc welding

p value

Probability of making a type-1 error arising from a statistical test

Ra

A measure of surface roughness [Kalpakjian, 1989]

Ridge weld

One of the two weld types in the self-constrained welding strategy

RP

Rapid prototyping - usually referring to RP by robotic GMAW

Rq

A measure of surface roughness [Kalpakjian, 1989]

Rt

A measure of surface roughness [Kalpakjian, 1989]

SAW

Submerged arc welding

SDM

Shape Deposition Manufacturing rapid prototyping process

SLA

Stereolithography rapid prototyping process

SLS

Selective Laser Sintering rapid prototyping process

Standoff

Contact-tip to workpiece distance

Stickout

Electrode extension past contact-tip

Trough weld

One of the two weld types in the self-constrained welding strategy

TS

Welding travel speed [mm/s]

WFR

Wire feed rate [mm/s]

WR

Wear replacement - usually referring to WR by robotic GMAW

WTIA

Welding Technology Institute of Australia
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

1.1 Project Outline
Rapid prototyping is a large and rapidly growing industry with many different processes either
under development or already available commercially. These processes offer fast and flexible
production of objects from a wide range of materials. They vary from being able to produce
only prototypes of products, through to being suitable for production of finished products ready
for service. Rapid prototyping by robotic gas metal arc welding (GMAW) uses metal deposited
by the GMAW process to build metal products with engineering properties suitable for service
conditions. Wear replacement is the repair of worn metal surfaces through the deposition of
weld metal, and can also be performed using robotic GMAW. Since both rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by robotic GMAW involve the building up of metal objects from metal
deposited by the GMAW process, it is possible to conduct research into them together.

This research was part of an effort to create an automatic robotic welding cell capable of both
rapid prototyping and wear replacement. In order for such a cell to be possible, a capability must
exist for automatic generation of the required weld paths and weld procedures. Successful
automatic generation of weld paths and procedures for such a purpose can be a highly complex
task and needs to be robust, efficient and practical for automatic rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by robotic GMAW to be viable.

It was found however that the rapid prototyping process using GMAW may suffer from stability
problems. Geometric instability seems to be an inherent feature of the process, resulting in
relatively poor dimensional accuracy and surface quality. As a result researchers at other
institutions have investigated ways of improving the geometric performance of the process,
notably through improving weld regularity, real-time analysis and feedback control of the
process, as well as through integrating it with machining processes [Siminski and De Boer,
2001].

In this thesis geometric stability is defined to mean the uniformity and predictability of the
shape of deposited weld beads and weld layers. It is directly linked to the dimensional accuracy
and surface quality of objects produced. Thermal stability is defined to mean the uniformity and
predictability of the weldment surface temperatures on top of which welds are made.

This thesis investigates how the weld paths used in rapid prototyping by robotic gas metal arc
welding affect the stability and performance of the process. It tests whether non-feedback weld
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path design can be used to improve process stability and performance. It studies a range of weld
path design strategies, how they perform and compares them.

1.2 Robotic Gas Metal Arc Welding
1.2.1 The Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) Process

Gas metal arc welding (GMAW), also called metal inert gas (MIG) or metal active gas (MAG)
welding, is a fusion welding process that melts a localised area of a substrate and adds to it
molten filler material so that the two molten metals mix and solidify to form a weld. The gas
metal arc welding process uses an electric arc between a filler wire and a substrate to melt the
filler wire and substrate metal. The electrode wire is continuously fed into the arc and it
continuously melts and falls onto the molten area on the substrate called the weld pool. This
process is also shielded from the atmosphere by a shielding gas, such as argon (Ar) or carbon
dioxide (CO2), or a mixture of gases. This process is illustrated below in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The gas metal arc welding process [Kearns, 1978]

The most important parameter in the GMAW process is the welding current. This is the current
supplied by the welding power supply that flows through the contact-tip, the electrode
extension, the arc and the workpiece. The welding current is the dominant factor in how the
welding process behaves. The nominal welding current is usually selected indirectly depending
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on the application and the mode of welding, usually between 50A and 450A. The instantaneous
current, however, can vary greatly and rapidly depending on the welding process and the
dynamics of the system.

The welding voltage is the voltage supplied by the welding power supply to the welding
process. The nominal welding voltage also affects the welding process and also varies
depending on the application and the mode of welding. The total voltage drop across the power
supply terminals is the sum of the voltage drops in the welding cables, contact-tip, electrode
extension, the arc and the workpiece. The instantaneous voltage across the welding process can
also vary greatly and rapidly depending on the welding process and the dynamics of the system.
If all other welding parameters remain fixed, for a constant arc length, the mean voltage and the
mean current have a linear relationship [Norrish, 1992].

The wire feed rate is the speed at which the electrode wire is fed into the welding process,
measured by unit distance per unit time. The mean wire feed rate is set to a desired value
depending on how quickly material is to be added to the welding process. However it must be
carefully matched with the other welding parameters otherwise the welding process will be
unstable. Usually a constant wire feed rate is used for the welding process, though some
advanced welding systems vary the wire feed rate dynamically depending on the instantaneous
behaviour of the weld process. Some power supplies are programmed to automatically predict
optimal settings for other welding parameters such as welding voltage, based on wire feed rate
selection.

The travel speed is the speed at which the welding torch is moved relative to the workpiece
during welding. It affects the way in which heat and material are deposited into the workpiece
and therefore also weld bead size and shape and penetration into the workpiece.

The deposition rate is the rate at which filler material is deposited into the weld, measured in
unit mass per unit time. It is used as a measure of overall welding speed and productivity.
Deposition rate is calculated as shown in Equation 1.1, where DR is deposition rate, ρ is the
density of the filler wire, A is the cross-sectional area of the filler wire and WFR is the wire feed
rate.

DR = ρ × A × WFR
Equation 1.1: Deposition rate
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The deposition area is the cross-sectional area of the solidified filler material in the weld bead
(perpendicular to the direction of travel). The weld bead itself is also made up of re-solidified
substrate material, but this is not included in the deposition area. The deposition area is
therefore a measure of the cross-sectional size of the deposition. It is approximated by Equation
1.2, however some filler material would also be lost due to phenomena such as spatter. This
does not however provide insight into the actual shape of the weld bead which is determined by
various other factors such as heat input and shielding gas. In Equation 1.2, DA is the deposition
area, A is the cross-sectional area of the filler wire, WFR is the wire feed rate and TS is the
travel speed.

DA =

A × WFR
TS

Equation 1.2: Deposition area

Heat input is a measure of how much heat is deposited by the welding process into the
workpiece per unit travel distance and is measured in unit energy per unit distance. The mean
total heat input into the system is calculated according to Equation 1.3, where HI is heat input,
V is welding voltage, I is welding current and TS is travel speed. Heat input affects the
temperature and size of the weld pool, the amount of penetration into the substrate and the shape
of the weld bead. The greater the heat input, the more substrate material is melted, the greater
the fusion between the filler material and the surrounding material, the hotter and larger the
weld pool, the larger the total weld bead, the longer the weld pool takes to solidify and the wider
and flatter the weld bead.

HI =

V×I
TS

Equation 1.3: Heat input

In gas metal arc welding, there are several distinct mechanisms by which electrode material can
be melted and transferred to the weld pool. Which one of these "transfer modes" the weld
process operates in depends on the welding parameters used and on whether or not a particular
transfer mode is "artificially" induced or controlled by the welding power supply. There are a
number of "natural" transfer modes that automatically occur depending on the parameters used.
The welding current is the parameter that most influences the transfer mode, however other
parameters such as shielding gas, wire feed speed and electrode type are also important
[Norrish, 1992]. The three main "natural" transfer modes are: "short-circuit", "globular" and
"spray". These transfer modes operate very differently and they affect the process stability, the
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amount of spatter generated, the weld quality, the positional capabilities of the process, as well
as occurring in different current and therefore heat input ranges [Norrish, 1992].

Short-circuit transfer mode occurs when the electrode wire is being fed faster than it can be
melted and it therefore comes into contact with the weld pool. Upon touching the weld pool, the
current rises sharply, melting the electrode wire above the weld pool and re-establishing the arc.
This can be a very unpredictable and unstable transfer mode that generates a lot of spatter and
poor weld quality. However it alone out of the natural transfer modes can be used with very low
welding currents and is thus useful for applications where low currents and low heat inputs are
required. If the welding parameters are chosen well, the short-circuit transfer process can be
made to occur regularly, producing acceptable levels of spatter and high quality weld beads
[Norrish, 1992]. Because the short-circuit transfer mode uses low heat inputs and therefore
small fast-freezing weld pools, it is well suited for applications such as the welding of thin steel
sheet where burn-through must be avoided, welding in different orientations with respect to
gravity and any applications that require small weld pools and fast-forming small weld beads.

For steel electrode wires, shielded by Argon-based gases, short-circuit transfer normally occurs
with welding currents below approximately 100 - 150A, however this depends on electrode wire
diameter and composition as well as shielding gas composition. The regular operational
sequence is as follows. The tip of the electrode wire touches the weld pool, a short-circuit is
formed and the arc is extinguished, causing a sudden rise in welding current. The temporarily
high current then melts a section of the electrode wire and this molten metal is transferred to the
weld pool, causing a small new gap to form again between the electrode wire and the weld pool.
The welding arc is then re-established and the cycle is repeated. A diagram of the short-circuit
transfer mode is shown in Figure 1.2 below.

Figure 1.2: The short-circuit transfer mode

Globular transfer occurs when the electrode wire is being melted at a high enough rate to stop it
from touching the weld pool, but the electromagnetic force created by the current is not great
enough to force rapid regular transfer of molten metal to the weld pool. The molten metal
collects as a droplet at the tip of the electrode wire, held together by surface tension and grows
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and does not detach until the force of gravity is large enough to force it to drop into the weld
pool [Norrish, 1992]. It occurs at higher current levels than short-circuit transfer but lower than
spray transfer and therefore produces higher heat inputs and larger weld pools than short-circuit
transfer. For steel electrode wires, shielded by Argon-based gases, globular transfer normally
occurs with welding currents between approximately 100 - 250A, though this again depends on
electrode wire diameter and composition as well as shielding gas composition. It is thus used for
applications requiring larger heat inputs, greater melting of the substrate material and larger
weld beads than with short-circuit welding, but smaller than with spray welding. However due
to its reliance on gravity, globular transfer has very limited positional capabilities [Norrish,
1992]. A diagram of the globular transfer mode is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The globular transfer mode [Cary, 1979]

Spray transfer mode occurs when the welding current is large enough to not only melt the
electrode wire as it is fed, but to also create a large enough electromagnetic force to regularly
pull the molten metal from the tip of the electrode. Small droplets of molten metal, of a diameter
similar to or smaller than that of the wire, are regularly detached from the wire tip and are
projected in a steady stream to the weld pool [Norrish, 1992]. It occurs at welding currents
higher than that of globular transfer and therefore produces higher heat inputs and larger weld
pools. For steel electrode wires, shielded by Argon-based gases, spray transfer normally occurs
at welding currents higher than 250A, though once again this depends on electrode wire
diameter and composition as well as shielding gas composition. As the welding current
continues to increase, the size of the droplets continues to decrease and their speed continues to
increase, eventually resulting in what is called "streaming" transfer [Norrish, 1992]. Spray
transfer tends to be stable with little spatter [Lincoln Electric, 1998]. Spray transfer is used for
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applications where large heat inputs, large weld beads and high deposition rates are needed.
However due to the large, slow-freezing weld pools, it still has limited positional capabilities
[Norrish, 1992]. A diagram of the spray transfer mode is shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: The spray transfer mode [Cary, 1979]

In addition to the three "natural" transfer modes, there are also two "artificial" ones that are
commonly used: pulsed GMAW and controlled short-circuit. Pulsed GMAW allows spray-style
droplet detachment from the electrode wire while using a low mean welding current. In pulsed
GMAW, the welding current is periodically pulsed to a high value, but is kept low for the rest of
the time. The low "background" current keeps the arc alive and keeps the overall mean current
low. The regularly pulsed high current creates temporary large electromagnetic forces which
cause regular controlled detachment of droplets from the electrode tip. The result is regular
spray-style transfer at low mean currents, with less spatter than short-circuit transfer and lower
heat inputs, smaller weld pools and better positional capabilities than spray transfer. The current
waveform is controlled by the welding power supply and the background and pulse parameters
are set depending on the application [Norrish, 1992].

Controlled short-circuit, otherwise known as controlled-dip, is an "artificial" modification of the
short-circuit transfer mode. In controlled short-circuit welding, the welding process is divided
up into distinct sections in time and each section is given its own individually tailored voltage
and current waveforms. The welding power supply monitors the instantaneous electrical signals
from the short-circuit process, identifies which stage the process is in and dynamically sets the
voltage and current as desired. This is done in order to remove some of the uncertainty and
irregularity of the basic short-circuit transfer mode and to individually control each part of the
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process in an optimal manner. The advantages are a more regular welding process with less
spatter than normal short-circuit welding [Norrish, 1992] [Lincoln Electric, 1998].

The actual waveform control employed during various stages in the controlled short-circuit
process can vary, but there are some principles that are common. From the time the electrode
initially touches the weld pool, the current is set to a low value to help create a stable contact
and to reduce spatter. After a stable contact is created, the current is quickly increased to a high
value to melt a section of the electrode wire and to squeeze the molten droplet from the wire tip
by electromagnetic force. Just before the short-circuit is broken, the current is quickly reduced
again to reduce spatter and the short-circuit is left to break through surface tension force
between the droplet and the weld pool. After the short-circuit has broken, the current can be
increased again to help re-establish the arc, before being brought back down to the regular
arcing current [Norrish, 1992] [Lincoln Electric, 1998].

As has previously been alluded to, the diameter of the electrode wire also affects the welding
process. The mechanisms through which electrode diameter affects the process vary between
transfer modes. Short-circuit transfer mode occurs when the electrode wire is not melted fast
enough to stop it from touching the weld pool. The larger the electrode diameter, the more
electrode metal needs to be melted and the more likely that the electrode will touch the weld
pool for a given welding current. Thus as the electrode diameter increases, the welding current
required to produce non-short-circuiting globular transfer also increases. As has been mentioned
before, when welding in short-circuit mode, it is important to set the welding parameters such
that the process is as regular as possible in order to improve weld quality and reduce spatter.
The detachment of metal from the electrode occurs due to resistive heating of the electrode by
the briefly very high current during a short-circuit. However the larger the electrode diameter,
the higher the current required to rupture it, the larger the volume of material transferred during
each short-circuit and the less regular the process. If the short-circuit current is too high, this can
also result in explosive metal transfer and excessive spatter [Norrish, 1992]. Thus increasing
electrode diameter in short-circuit welding leads to reduced process stability. Thus smaller
electrode diameters work better with short-circuit welding and are thus suited to applications
that require low welding currents where deposition rate is not the primary concern.

In globular and spray transfer modes, as outlined previously, the behaviour of the molten
electrode metal is governed largely by a balance between the surface tension and
electromagnetic forces. Both of these are affected by electrode diameter. The larger the
electrode diameter for a given welding current, the less the electromagnetic force tends to pull
downwards and the more it tends to push upwards [Norrish, 1992]. The more it does this, the
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more it acts against the detachment of the molten droplet from the electrode tip and the closer
the transfer process moves towards globular transfer. Also, the larger the electrode diameter, the
larger the surface tension force acting to hold the molten droplet at the electrode tip, which also
acts to prevent droplet detachment [Norrish, 1992]. Thus through both of these mechanisms,
larger electrode diameters lead to larger droplet sizes and less frequent droplet detachment, thus
requiring higher welding currents to achieve a given mode of transfer. Thus larger electrode
diameters are best suited to applications that require high deposition rates and high welding
currents.

Now, another noteworthy welding parameter is the length of the electrode wire protruding from
the contact-tip, referred to as the electrode extension. The electrode extension, plus the vertical
length of the welding arc (the arc length), equals the contact-tip to workpiece distance. The
electrode extension controls how much electrode wire is exposed to resistive heating by the
welding current. The longer the electrode extension, the greater the effect of resistive heating on
the electrode. As a result, the lower the current required to melt the electrode for a given wire
feed rate and the greater the allowable wire feed rate for a given welding current [Lincoln
Electric, 1998]. However in GMAW, the electrode wire is stored wound-up on spools before it
is fed into the welding process. It is therefore curved and not straight when it emerges out of the
contact-tip and the direction of this curvature varies in time as the wire is fed. Thus the electrode
tip wanders during the welding process, affecting the location of the arc and the size and
location of the weld pool. The electrode extension also controls the magnitude of this lateral
movement, with longer extensions translating into greater lateral movement.

Finally, the role of the shielding gas in gas metal arc welding will be discussed. The main
purpose of the shielding gas is to protect the welding process from the atmosphere. However the
shielding gas also influences other aspects of the process, including the characteristics of the arc
and the transfer mode, the depth of penetration, as well as the shape of the weld bead. The main
shielding gases are helium (He), carbon dioxide (CO2), argon (Ar) and various mixtures of
argon and other gases including helium, carbon dioxide and oxygen (O2).

Argon has a low thermal conductivity and a low ionization potential which makes the arc and
therefore the welding process relatively very stable, but it also produces a constricted arc with
high current density in the centre. This constricted arc in turn deposits heat over a small area
which leads to deep but narrow "finger" (or "nipple") penetration in the substrate. Argon allows
spray transfer to take place when the welding current is above the threshold level, which is a
positive, since globular transfer at high currents would otherwise produce more spatter and a
less regular weld bead. The low ionization potential of argon also makes it easier to strike an
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arc. Pure argon is often used for welding nonferrous base metals [Lincoln Electric, 1998]
[Praxair Technology, 2004].

Helium has a higher thermal conductivity and higher ionization potential than argon, which
means that it has reduced arc stability, but it also makes the arc broader and more even. This in
turn deposits heat into the substrate over a larger area, which in turn produces broader and more
even penetration. Helium also provides a higher heat input for the weld pool than argon for a
given welding current and arc length, which is an advantage for applications requiring
maximum heat input. However helium can not support spray transfer and is limited to shortcircuit and globular transfer, with increased spatter and poorer weld regularity. Also, helium is
much less dense than both air and argon, therefore flow rates of two to three times that of argon
are required to maintain shielding. Pure helium is typically used for welding nonferrous metals
such as aluminium, magnesium and copper alloys [Praxair Technology, 2004] [Linweld, 2004]
[Lincoln Electric, 1998].

Unlike argon and helium which are inert, carbon dioxide is a reactive gas. During welding it
breaks down into carbon monoxide and oxygen. The oxygen reacts with the filler metal being
transferred across the arc, generating a lot of slag in the weld pool and fumes. Carbon dioxide
doesn't allow spray transfer to take place and can only be used with short-circuit and globular
transfer modes which are erratic, unstable and generate a low of spatter. Due to the unstable
welding process, carbon dioxide produces rough and irregular weld beads. However carbon
dioxide is relatively inexpensive and is often used for welding carbon and low allow steels.
When welding such steels, carbon dioxide produces hot and fluid weld pools, wide and deep
penetration, high levels of fusion and can accommodate higher welding speeds [Praxair
Technology, 2004] [Lincoln Electric, 1998].

Because of its desirable yet incomplete properties, Argon is often mixed with other gases to add
to it the advantages of the other gases. Mixtures of argon and helium are often used for welding
nonferrous metals such as aluminium, copper, nickel alloys, magnesium alloys, and reactive
metals. The higher heat input into the substrate and broader penetration of helium is balanced
with the higher arc stability of argon. Spray transfer can also be obtained if the percentage of
argon in the mixture is at least 20% [Praxair Technology, 2004] [Linweld, 2004] [Lincoln
Electric, 1998].

None of the gases or gas mixtures presented thus far have been well suited to steels, with the
exception of carbon dioxide. The final group of shielding gases discussed here are argon based
mixtures containing carbon dioxide and/or oxygen, which are very well suited to steels and are
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very commonly used for the welding of steel. The addition of small amounts of oxygen to argon
has the effects of further improving arc stability, reducing spatter, lowering the spray transition
current, reducing undercutting and lowering heat input into the substrate. As a result, this gas
mixture performs particularly well in low current short-circuit transfer for applications requiring
small and shallow weld pools. The addition of carbon dioxide to argon has the effects of making
the penetration broader and more even, of making the weld pool hotter and allowing the process
to use higher welding speeds, though increasing percentages of carbon dioxide lead to
decreasing arc stability, increasing spatter and eventually the inability to weld in spray transfer
mode [Praxair Technology, 2004] [Linweld, 2004] [Lincoln Electric, 1998] [BOC Gases
Australia Limited, 2004 a,b,c].

Argon based gases containing both carbon dioxide and oxygen combine all of these properties
and perform well in all types of transfer modes when welding steel. As a result they are very
versatile, are suitable for a wide range of steel welding applications and are very commonly
used. Different blends of these three gases are available commercially, depending on the
specific application. Blends containing slightly more oxygen and less carbon dioxide are
especially suited for low current short-circuit applications requiring small, cool weld pools.
Whereas blends containing less oxygen and more carbon dioxide are especially suited for high
speed, high current, high heat input spray transfer welding, with deeper penetration and higher
levels of fusion [Praxair Technology, 2004] [Linweld, 2004] [Lincoln Electric, 1998] [BOC
Gases Australia Limited, 2004 a,b,c].

1.2.2 GMAW Process Monitoring and Estimation

The GMAW process is highly complex and many factors need to be balanced in order to
produce a desired result. There are many welding parameters, or inputs, that have to be specified
in a welding procedure. There are also many aspects of weld quality, or outputs, that have to be
achieved. The final weld quality is heavily dependent on the welding procedure, yet the
interaction between the inputs and outputs is highly complex in the GMAW process.
Traditionally, quality welding depended heavily on the experience of the person performing the
weld. Welding procedures were determined experimentally for particular welding tasks, though
this necessitated the generation of new welding procedures for each new welding task. The
development and testing of new weld procedures and the quality testing of the resulting welds
is, however, a costly and time-consuming process [Carvalho, 1997].
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For this reason much research has been carried out in the fields of GMAW modelling, process
monitoring, estimation and control. Researchers have studied how various process inputs affect
process outputs and automatic weld parameter selection methods have been developed
[Carvalho, 1997] [Norrish, 1992]. Online weld quality monitoring systems have also been
developed in an effort to improve the efficiency of weld quality testing, as well as systems for
real-time control of the welding process. Doumanidis wrote that the "welder's experience with
various process situations is now codified in rigorous analytical, numerical or experimental
models, and his judgement during the operation is gradually superseded by real-time welding
control systems" [Doumanidis, 1994]. Doumanidis also wrote that since such real-time control
systems measure the welding process outputs in order to control the process inputs, they are
adept at "coping with unexpected disturbances and ensuring superior joint quality and
production performance" [Doumanidis, 1994]. Carvalho [Carvalho, 1997], Norrish [Norrish,
1992] and Doumanidis [Doumanidis, 1994] give information regarding weld process
monitoring, estimation and control techniques.

1.2.3 Robotic Gas Metal Arc Welding

Robotic gas metal arc welding is gas metal arc welding performed by a robot instead of a human
welder. A robotic gas metal arc welding cell is a welding cell consisting of all the equipment
necessary for the welding process to be carried out automatically. A typical robotic welding cell
may consist of the following components [Dilthey and Stein, 1991]:

- a robotic arm (actuator)
- a controller for the robotic arm
- welding power source, welding torch and other welding equipment
- a workpiece positioning system (either stationary or programmable)
- sensors for the welding process
- a computer for monitoring/controlling the welding cell
- safety devices

Dilthey [Dilthey and Stein, 1991] and Willgoss [Willgoss, 1987] provide further information
about welding robots, robotic welding cells and the integration of robotic welding into computer
integrated manufacturing.

Robotic welding has several advantages. Robots do not need to be qualified in welding, once
given a welding program they can perform welding operations with more consistency, they have
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less down-time than human welders, can operate in environments that would be hazardous for
humans and can perform welding operations that would be difficult or impossible to do
manually.

However robotic welding also has disadvantages. Willgoss [Willgoss, 1987] stated that welding
is more difficult to automate than other manufacturing processes such as milling or turning and
that "the original problems of variability in welding, once catered for by a vigilant well trained
welder, have come to the fore in a systematic way once mechanisation, and later automation,
have been applied to the process". Since the welding is performed by a robot, the experience of
a human welder is absent and control of weld quality needs to be achieved through other means.
Various weld monitoring, analysis and control techniques, sometimes incorporating real-time
control, may be required. The setup cost involved with a robotic welding cell can also be a
disadvantage. Further information regarding the advantages, disadvantages and feasibility of
automated welding is provided in WTIA Technical Note 17 [WTIA, 1986].

1.2.4 Offline Programming of Robotic GMAW

In order for a welding robot to execute a desired welding operation, the robot must be given a
robot program that it can execute. There are two basic approaches to robot programming: online
and offline.

Online programming involves physically moving the welding robot for which the program is
intended into the required positions and saving them into the program. The robot is taken
through the program step by step and taught what to do so that it can later repeat the
movements. The advantages of this approach is that it is relatively simple, intuitive, requires
little general programming experience from the programmer and the programmer can
immediately see how the robot relates to its surroundings during program execution. The
disadvantages are that this approach requires the robot to stop production while it is being
taught, is usually slow and tedious and may be practically impossible for large programs that
require many movements.

Offline programming on the other hand is performed away from the robot, or offline, on another
system. This usually involves writing the program on a separate computer, either manually or
automatically with the assistance of a suitable software package. Once the program is written it
can be downloaded directly into the desired robot. There is almost no downtime associated with
this approach as the robot can continue to execute the old program while the new one is being
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written. Writing movement instructions using a keyboard can also be quicker than physically
bringing the robot to a desired position, especially when fine positioning is required. This can be
made even quicker if the program is generated automatically with a software package. This is
especially important when there are a large number of instructions and positions required.
Libraries of old programs can also easily be created and new programs can borrow previously
written code, thus further speeding up the programming process.

Offline programming does have disadvantages, however. More general programming
experience is required from the programmer and the process may involve various software
packages such as CAD packages, which have to be purchased, installed and tested and which
require experience to use. Another serious disadvantage is that the programmer is entirely
removed from the reality of the welding cell and may have little idea how the program will
perform in real life. This can be a safety issue for both operators and equipment and can result
in productivity losses if programs are tested on the robot and found to be incorrect. Thus the
simulation of the welding cell may be required using special software packages in order to test
the robot program in virtual reality.

Positional calibration is also a problem with offline programming. During the course of a
welding procedure the welding robot must interact with other objects in the welding cell, such
as the weldment. Determination of the precise positional coordinates of such objects relative to
the robot's coordinate system may be difficult in offline programming. Such positional
coordinates may need to be measured using the robot directly, through online programming.
However once the positional data of a stationary object is known, the same data can then be
used in other programs.

A detailed treatment of offline programming of robotic welding operations is given by Carvalho
[Carvalho, 1997]. An example of research in the area of automatic computer assisted offline
programming for robotic GMAW is also given by Legoff [Legoff and Hascoët, 1998].

1.2.5 Adaptive Control of Robotic GMAW

Adaptive control of robotic welding involves the incorporation of a sensory and feedback
control capability into a welding cell. However a robotic welding program is generated, it may
sometimes be necessary to adapt the program in real time during the welding operation in order
to cope with unpredictable disturbances. Roedsted wrote that such disturbances may be caused
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by "inaccuracies during prefabrication, errors with positioning and deformation during welding,
and they lead to inconsistent weld quality" [Roedsted and Koch, 1987].

Typical parameters that may be controlled in real time are torch position and weld path, contacttip to workpiece distance (also referred to as standoff) and weld process parameters such as heat
input, travel speed and wire feed rate [Middle and Goh, 1987]. Adaptive control of robotic
welding is dealt with by Dilthey [Dilthey and Stein, 1991] and Carvalho [Carvalho, 1997].

1.3 Rapid Prototyping and Wear Replacement
1.3.1 Rapid Prototyping

Rapid prototyping is the manufacturing of objects or machine parts through use of highly
flexible generic manufacturing techniques that can efficiently produce arbitrarily shaped
products with minimal set-up time. Rapid prototyping is concerned with manufacturing one-off
objects or objects needing only small production runs, in a much faster and more cost effective
manner than is possible with conventional manufacturing techniques. It is thus valuable for
reducing product development times since it is able to quickly produce prototypes of products,
as well as being an economical way of producing small numbers of specialised parts. Rapid
prototyping is also commonly known as "solid freeform fabrication", "layered manufacturing",
"desktop manufacturing" as well as "rapid tooling" when applied to the manufacture of tooling
for other manufacturing processes. The term "rapid prototyping" (RP) is used in this thesis and
for the purposes of this thesis all these above terms are considered interchangeable.

Rapid prototyping is a large and rapidly growing industry with many different processes
commercially available or undergoing research. These processes offer fast and flexible
production of objects from a wide range of materials. They vary from being able to produce
prototypes for visualisation purposes only, through to being suitable for low and medium
volume production of finished products in the desired materials and with the desired
engineering properties.

Most rapid prototyping processes involve the "slicing" of the desired object design into thin
"slices" and the subsequent manufacturing of the object layer-by-layer until the manufactured
object approximates the design. This can be done either by material addition, material removal
or by a combination of material addition and removal processes. This type of methodology is
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central to the success of rapid prototyping since it allows for generic style manufacturing
processes that do not require part-specific tooling or fixturing [Kovacevic, 1999]. More
information regarding the rapid prototyping industry is provided by Conley [Conley and
Marcus, 1997], Link [Link, 1999], NCMS [National Center for Manufacturing Sciences, 1998],
Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997] and Rosochowski [Rosochowski and Matuszak, 2000].

Some of the more common rapid prototyping processes are briefly described below. These
include Stereolithography (SLA), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Fused Deposition Modelling
(FDM), Laser Engineered Net Shape (LENS), Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM).

Stereolithography (SLA): Stereolithography was the first commercially available and most
common rapid prototyping process and relies on a laser selectively curing a liquid epoxy or
plastic resin [Conley and Marcus, 1997] [Link, 1999] [Ramaswami, 1997]. The laser builds the
object layer-by-layer by scanning the surface of the liquid resin and solidifying new material on
top of previously solidified material. After the object is completed, it is removed from the
unused

liquid,

cleaned

and

post-cured

using

ultraviolet

light

[Kietzman,

1999].

Stereolithography is thus limited to creating objects made from special photocurable resins
[Conley and Marcus, 1997], however objects thus produced can be coated with metal and may
be suitable for various rapid prototyping applications [Link, 1999]. Figure 1.5 shows a diagram
of the stereolithography process.

Figure 1.5: The stereolithography process [Rosochowski and Matuszak, 2000]

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS): The selective laser sintering process forms an object by fusing
powder together using a laser [Kietzman, 1999]. After the laser solidifies a thin layer of powder,
a roller distributes a new powder layer on top of the old and the process is repeated until the
object is completed. After the object is completed, it is removed from the powder bed and any
excess powder is removed [Link, 1999]. To reduce thermal stresses and laser power, the powder
is kept heated at just below melting temperature so that only a small change in temperature by
the laser is required to fuse the powder [Link, 1999]. An attractive feature of SLS is that the
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powder bed acts as a support for the solidified object layers making it easy to build overhanging
or free-floating objects. Selective laser sintering can also be used for a range of applications and
even though the powder used is usually a polymer, some limited success can be achieved with
metal-based powders [Link, 1999]. Figure 1.6 shows a diagram of the SLS process.

Figure 1.6: The selective laser sintering process [Castle Island Co., 2001]

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM): FDM uses a thermoplastic wire that is fed into a heated
nozzle and gets deposited on a substrate in long continuous lines to form an object
[Ramaswami, 1997]. The thermoplastic filler wire gets heated to just above its melting
temperature and the semi-solid wire solidifies immediately after deposition, welding itself to the
substrate [Rosochowski and Matuszak, 2000]. The nozzle moves relative to the substrate and
the object is formed layer-by-layer with the nozzle being moved upwards in between layers
[Wenbiao and Jafari, 2000]. Usually polymers and waxes are used for the filler wire, though
polymer-based metallic and ceramic mixtures are also used [Bouhal, Jafari, et al., 1999] [Conley
and Marcus, 1997] [Kietzman, 1999]. The FDM process is illustrated in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: The fused deposition modelling process [Wenbiao and Jafari, 2000]

Laser Engineered Net Shape (LENS): The LENS process uses a laser to melt metal powder. The
laser is focused on a point on a substrate forming a weld pool into which is blown a metal
powder, causing the metal powder to melt and thus form a weld [Hensinger, Ames and
Kuhlmann, 2000]. The process is also shielded from the atmosphere by a gas, which is usually
argon, helium or nitrogen [Lewis and Schlienger, 2000]. Layers are formed by welding
overlapping weld beads next to each other and the object is built up layer-by-layer resulting in a
fully dense metal object [Lewis and Schlienger, 2000]. It is possible to use multiple metal
powders such as stainless steel alloys, titanium alloys or tool steel alloys, to either deposit
different metals in different regions of the object, or to create specialised alloyed objects
[Hensinger, Ames and Kuhlmann, 2000] [Lewis and Schlienger, 2000]. The process results in
high quality material properties and small metallic grain sizes [Hensinger, Ames and Kuhlmann,
2000]. Since LENS produces fully dense metal objects, it can be used to directly manufacture
machine parts or tools for other manufacturing processes [Link, 1999]. Figure 1.8 shows a
diagram of the LENS process.

Figure 1.8: The laser engineered net shape process
[Hensinger, Ames and Kuhlmann, 2000]
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Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM): Shape deposition manufacturing is a rapid
prototyping process that involves both material deposition and removal [Ramaswami, 1997].
The deposition can be carried out by welding-based processes such as laser welding,
microcasting, extrusion or casting and the material removal is usually carried out by CNC
milling [Cooper, 1999] [Kietzman, 1999]. The deposition and milling operations alternate
during the build process as required [Kietzman, 1999]. Stress relief may also be employed
during the object build process [Merz, Prinz, et al., 1994]. Microcasting employs a modified
GMAW welding torch that establishes an arc between a filler wire and the torch itself, so that
the filler wire melts and large molten metal droplets detach and free-fall to the substrate [Amon,
Beuth, et al., 1998].

As well as depositing the material that makes up the object, SDM also deposits a sacrificial
support material during the build process that surrounds the object and is removed at the end of
the process by either melting or etching [Ramaswami, 1997]. Instead of using very thin layers of
material to build an object, the use of a support material and CNC milling allows SDM to use
adaptive near-net-shape material layers or "compacts" with sloping sides to approximate the
object [Kietzman, 1999] [Ramaswami, 1997]. This enables the manufacture of complex
geometric features such as undercuts and conformal cooling channels [Link, 1999]. Shape
deposition manufacturing has the ability to produce fully dense objects from a wide variety of
materials and it can be used to directly manufacture machine parts or tools for other
manufacturing processes. A picture of the SDM process is shown in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9: The shape deposition manufacturing process [Kietzman, 1999]

Further information about these and the many other rapid prototyping processes in existence is
given by Amon [Amon, Beuth, et al., 1998], Conley [Conley and Marcus, 1997], Cooper
[Cooper, 1999], Kietzman [Kietzman, 1999], Link [Link, 1999], Merz [Merz, Prinz, et al.,
1994], Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997] and Rosochowski [Rosochowski and Matuszak, 2000].
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1.3.2 Rapid Prototyping by Robotic GMAW

Rapid prototyping by robotic gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is a rapid prototyping process that
uses gas metal arc welding to deposit molten weld metal where it is needed in order to form an
object. A robot guides the welding torch along a substrate, depositing weld beads on top of other
previously deposited weld beads as required. Because the GMAW process involves local
remelting of the substrate and the addition of molten filler metal, rapid prototyping by GMAW
has the ability to create dense objects and is suitable for direct manufacturing of metal parts.
Gas metal arc welding is also a widely researched and well established process and rapid
prototyping by GMAW can be performed using various metals and using readily available
equipment. Some illustrations of the rapid prototyping by GMAW process and its applications
are shown in Figures 1.10 to 1.15.

Figure 1.10: The RP by GMAW process [after: Ribeiro, 1999]

Figure 1.11: Close-up of the RP by GMAW process
[Skordeli and Doumanidis, 1999]
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Figure 1.12: Photograph of the RP by GMAW process [Ribeiro, 1999]

Figure 1.13: Photograph of a welded object [Ribeiro, 1999]
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Figure 1.14: Thermal image of the welding of a hollow cylinder

Figure 1.15: Photograph of a layer of a solid cylinder

The advantages of rapid prototyping by GMAW are that it:

- Creates fully dense metal parts with full metallurgical bonding
- Is suitable for direct manufacturing of fully functional metal parts
- Uses gas metal arc welding which has been widely investigated and is well established
- Uses readily available off-the-shelf equipment
- Can achieve high speed [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]
- Is relatively low cost [Kovacevic, 1999]
- Produces very little waste of material
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The disadvantages of rapid prototyping by GMAW are:

- High substrate temperatures, residual stresses and warpage
- Relatively poor dimensional accuracy and surface quality
- Thermal and geometric instability
- High potential for weld defects and unfilled voids
- Metal deposition coupled to heat deposition and process relatively difficult to control

Early rapid prototyping by robotic welding and the related process of cladding by robotic
welding can be traced back as far as the 1940's [Carpenter and Kerr, 1947] [Harter, 1942].
Investigation into these processes continued through the 1960's and 1980's, when they acquired
names such as "shape melting" and "shape welding", notably by companies such as Krupp,
Thyssen, General Electric, Hitachi, Boeing and especially Sulzer and Babcock & Wilcox
[Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Kussmaul, Schoch, et al., 1983] [Pacheco, 1993] [Dekumbis,
Marsden, et al., 1992] [Geisseler, 1987] [Ludwig, 1981] [Ayres, Edmonds, et al., 1988] [Doyle
and Ryan, 1989] [Doyle, Edmonds, et al., 1989] [Edmonds and McAninch, 1988] [Malone,
McAninch, et al., 1990]. Most of this research was directed at the creation or modification of
large rotationally symmetrical objects. Rapid prototyping by welding of arbitrarily shaped
asymmetrical objects of any size first appeared in the early 1990's, most notably in the Sulzer
patent by Schneebeli which presented the key concepts of the modern process, but also through
the work of other researchers such as Dickens [Schneebeli, Braun, et al., 1993] [Dickens,
Pridham, et al., 1992].

Dickens [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] and Spencer [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer,
Dickens, et al., 1998] researched various aspects of RP by GMAW, including various effects
that weld path generation can have on weld and object quality. They investigated object surface
quality, weld temperatures and the residual stresses caused by the welding process. They
showed that RP by GMAW requires high quality regular welds and investigated the effects of
varying various weld parameters on weld and object quality. They performed mechanical and
material testing on objects produced by this process and showed that in the absence of weld
defects such as voids and lack of penetration, "parts produced by the 3-D welding process have
good structural integrity and property levels which would allow them to be exploited in service
conditions" [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992].

The role of welding parameters in rapid prototyping by GMAW and the mechanical properties
of objects produced with this process were also researched by Jacono and De Boer, who
concentrated on welding with mild steel [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999]. Jacono
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found a range of welding parameters that could be successfully used to produce high quality
single weld thickness walls, but also found that this range is narrow and that such walls are very
sensitive to the weld parameters used. He also proved that if weld defects are not present, the
mechanical properties of welded objects are just as good as those of the parent filler wire metal.

Another noteworthy form of rapid prototyping by welding that should be mentioned at this point
is rapid prototyping by gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). This form of rapid prototyping is the
same as rapid prototyping by GMAW, except that is uses the GTAW welding process. The
GTAW process is similar to GMAW, except that the arc is created between the workpiece and a
non-consumable tungsten electrode, instead of a consumable electrode like in GMAW. A filler
wire is then fed directly into the weld pool by a separate wire feeding mechanism, such that the
wire is always fed in front of the moving arc.

The GTAW process has a number of advantages over the GMAW process that can be very
useful for rapid prototyping. The GTAW process is inherently more stable and easier to control
than the GMAW process, because the position and shape of the electrode tip do not vary and
because heat deposition is decoupled from material deposition [Kovacevic, 2001]. As a result, it
can produce higher quality weld beads to a higher level of precision and is commonly used for
high quality welding applications [Advantage Fabricated Metals, Inc., 2003] [Kovacevic, 2001].
GTAW is also particularly good at performing low heat input, low temperature welding and can
produce welds with low levels of distortion [Advantage Fabricated Metals, Inc., 2003]. As well
as this, GTAW can also be used to weld more exotic metals than GMAW and does not produce
slag or spatter [Advantage Fabricated Metals, Inc., 2003]. However disadvantages of robotic
GTAW are that it is slower than GMAW and requires more complex and more expensive
equipment [Advantage Fabricated Metals, Inc., 2003] [TM Technologies, 2004] [Kovacevic,
2001].

Rapid prototyping by GTAW has been under investigation in parallel to rapid prototyping by
GMAW and the two processes share many of the same problems and challenges. Rolls Royce
investigated the direct manufacture of aircraft engine parts made of nickel and titanium based
alloys using rapid prototyping by both GMAW and GTAW, in conjunction with Cranfield
University in the 1990's [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Norrish, 2004]. Direct manufacture
through rapid prototyping was looked at in order to reduce the levels of waste of the expensive
alloys compared to conventional material processing techniques. The feasibility of this approach
was initially proven by Brian Benn and Tony Pratt, of Rolls Royce and by John Norrish, John
Saville and Antonio Fernando Ribeiro, of Cranfield University [Norrish, 2004] [Ribeiro, 1998]
[Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997]. Subsequently this process was developed to the point of industrial
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application at Cranfield University by Stephen Blackman and John Saville [Norrish, 2004].
Recently, Rolls Royce have been continuing their research into rapid prototyping by both
GMAW and GTAW in conjunction with Nottingham University, under Richard Harvey and
Graham McCartney [Knight, 2003] [McCartney, 2004]. Rolls Royce use the process to produce
parts for its Trent 800 engine for the Boeing 777 and claim that it can drastically cut production
time compared to conventional techniques [Knight, 2003].

The specific research of Antonio Fernando Ribeiro was aimed at the welding of objects by
GMAW whose cross-sections are only one weld bead in thickness [Ribeiro, 1998] [Ribeiro and
Norrish, 1997]. Ribeiro developed a completely automated RP by GMAW cell for the welding
of such objects. As part of this welding cell he developed an automated weld path and robot
program generation system. As well as this, he carried out work on weld parameter prediction
and also found that the quality of objects produced is highly dependent on the weld parameters
used. However Ribeiro's work was only applicable to the welding of thin-walled objects and is
not transferable to the welding of objects with thicker cross-sections.

A weld path and weld parameter generation system suitable for the rapid prototyping of thick
objects by GMAW was developed by Zhang [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. Zhang's software system
could analyse CAD drawings of objects and automatically generate weld paths and weld
parameters intended for the welding of the object. Zhang also investigated some problems
associated with weld paths, such as what happens at weld corners and weld starts and he
proposed some solutions.

Kovacevic undertook research directed at improving the predictability and control of the
GMAW metal transfer process, in an effort to produce smoother and more regular weld beads as
is required in rapid prototyping by GMAW [Kovacevic, 1999] [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. He
also used finite element modelling to analyse temperatures and weld penetration in rapid
prototyping by GMAW and discussed the roles of heat input, weld temperatures, cooling cycles,
microstructure and weld bead dimensions [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]. Kovacevic also
investigated the control of heat input in rapid prototyping by GTAW when welding in regions of
a substrate with localised variations in heat transfer conditions, such as edges and corners, in
order to produce consistent weld bead geometry [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001].

The effects of heat input on residual stresses and object deformation were also investigated by
Matthes [Matthes and Alaluss, 2001]. Matthes used finite element modelling to analyse
temperature, stress and deformation in straight line bead on plate welds that had been welded on
top of each other. Matthes confirmed the findings of previous researchers, concluding that
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residual stresses can be very large and problematic in RP by GMAW and can lead not only to
deformation but also cracking.

Rapid prototyping by GMAW in a slightly different form has been researched by Karunakaran
[Karunakaran, Shanmuganathan, Jadhav, et al., 2000] [Karunakaran, Shanmuganathan, RothKoch, et al., 1998], Song [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1999], as well as Kmecko
and Kovacevic [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. These researchers developed a rapid prototyping
system based on a combination of GMAW and CNC milling. The system is both additive:
material is added on top of previously deposited material using the GMAW process; and
subtractive: unwanted material is machined away. The milling capability has the particular
advantage of being able to produce high surface and dimensional quality independently of the
welding process. Song also investigated how various welding parameters affect his RP system,
including some effects on hardness and microstructure. Karunakaran, on the other hand, also
investigated the application of adaptive slicing for his RP system.

Researchers at Tufts University have developed control systems which guide the welding
process in real time, for GMAW and for GTAW. Doumanidis developed the "scan welding"
process, which uses a control system and temperature feedback to control the temperature field
in a substrate in real-time by controlling the welding torch motion and heat input in real-time
[Doumanidis, 1994] [Doumanidis and Fourligkas, 1997]. He successfully applied this system to
rapid prototyping by GMAW, achieving real time weld path and temperature control.

Doumanidis and Skordeli also developed a system for real time weld path control for RP by
GMAW based on geometric modelling [Doumanidis and Skordeli, 2000] [Skordeli and
Doumanidis, 1999]. They developed a 3D geometry model of a surface being generated by
droplet-based deposition processes. The model treated droplets of deposited material as spheres
and estimated deposited surface geometry using summations of spherical elements. This model
was used to develop a real time control system for the regulation of surface geometry in real
time through control of the torch motion and wire feed rate. They successfully used this system
for RP by GMAW and controlled the welding process as required to bring the deposited surface
to the desired geometry.

1.3.3 Wear Replacement

Wear replacement is the repair of worn metallic components or machine parts. Wear
replacement uses a welding process to deposit metal onto the surface of a part to build up the
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surface of the part until it reaches the desired geometry. In this way, material that had been
missing from the surface of the part through wear or other damage is replaced by new material
from the welding process.

However this technique is not restricted to just replacing missing material from old parts. It is
also used to give parts, both new and old, various surface properties not found in the base
material. Specially selected welding processes, consumables and welding procedures can be
used to control surface composition and microstructure in order to give the components greater
resistance to wear, corrosion, heat and other forms of damage [Sun and Ang, 2002]. Such
techniques are often referred to as surfacing, cladding, hardfacing, reclamation, repair welding,
as well as wear replacement. However for convenience, the term wear replacement is used in
this thesis and is taken to encompass all of these techniques and applications. Research into the
customisation of surface properties of a component through wear replacement, is however
outside the scope of this thesis.

Wear replacement is a complex process requiring careful selection of welding process and
consumables and careful development of the welding procedures in order to achieve the desired
outcomes. Nevertheless, the cost savings gained by repairing used parts instead of replacing
them and extending their service life by giving them more desirable surface properties, are
significant [WTIA, 1996 b] [Drews and Cordes, 1990]. Thus wear replacement is widely used in
industries that experience extreme surface conditions, such as mining [WTIA, 1996 b] and
power generation.

Examples of research into the welding repair and surfacing of turbines and other power
generation equipment are Doumanidis [Kwak and Doumanidis, 1999], Lau [Lau, Lau and Poon,
1996], Magnier [Magnier and Segura, 1999], Tinkler [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991] [Tinkler,
McNabb, et al., 1987] and Yushchenko [Yushchenko and Savchenko, 2000]. A photograph of a
nuclear steam turbine half joint repaired using wear replacement is shown in Figure 1.16.
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Figure 1.16: A nuclear steam turbine half joint repaired using wear replacement
[Lau, Lau and Poon, 1996]

Wear replacement is thus similar to rapid prototyping in that a flexible, generic manufacturing
technique is used to "create" material. Only in wear replacement, the material is created on top
of previously existing material to modify an existing object, rather than creating a wholly new
object. Also, while rapid prototyping can be performed in a wide spectrum of materials and
using a wide spectrum of processes, wear replacement is more restricted. Wear replacement
needs to create material that is dense, with full metallurgical bonding, that is ready for service
conditions.

A wide range of welding processes can be used for wear replacement applications. While just
about any fusion welding process can be used, the most common processes are [Sun and Ang,
2002] [WTIA, 1996 b]:

- Manual metal arc welding (MMAW)
- Gas metal arc welding (GMAW/MIG/MAG)
- Flux cored arc welding (FCAW)
- Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW/TIG)
- Submerged arc welding (SAW)
- Plasma arc welding
- Laser beam welding

More information regarding the various welding processes that are used for wear replacement,
including their advantages and disadvantages, characteristics and typical applications, is given
by Sun [Sun and Ang, 2002] and by WTIA Technical Note 4 [WTIA, 1996 b]. More
information about wear replacement using laser welding is given by Alam [Alam, Harris, et al.,
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2002], while further information about FCAW is given by Aloraier [Aloraier, Ibrahim, et al.,
2002] [Shehata, Aloraier, et al., 2002].

1.3.4 Wear Replacement by Robotic GMAW

Wear replacement by robotic GMAW is wear replacement performed automatically by a robot
using the gas metal arc welding process. The GMAW process is economical and has a high
deposition rate, compared to the MMAW and GTAW processes [Sun and Ang, 2002] [WTIA,
1996 b]. It can weld in all positions and is good for general purpose wear replacement
applications [WTIA, 1996 b]. Compared to the other processes, the GMAW process is also
particularly suited to automation, with most industrial arc welding robots being designed to
work with GMAW [Sun and Ang, 2002] [WTIA, 1996 b].

However, a major issue in wear replacement in general is the need for improvement in deposited
surface regularity and the need for high geometrical precision. The required surface quality
depends on the application; for example a high surface quality is required for machine parts,
whilst for ground engaging tools a relatively rough surface finish is often acceptable. A problem
in wear replacement by GMAW is that the GMAW process is not naturally suited to high
geometrical precision and it tends to produce ridges and valleys in the deposited surfaces, which
can reduce the mechanical properties of components [Sun and Ang, 2002].

Automating the wear replacement process has been an attractive field of development for some
time [Drews and Cordes, 1990] [Kwak and Doumanidis, 1999] [Magnier and Segura, 1999]
[Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987]. Automated wear replacement has
significant advantages over manual wear replacement and its continuing development is being
pushed by the demands of industry [Sun and Ang, 2002]. Automatic wear replacement has the
advantage of being able to produce higher quality products with higher consistency, has higher
productivity and removes the hazards associated with manual welding in difficult and dangerous
conditions [Drews and Cordes, 1990] [Sun and Ang, 2002] [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991].

1.3.5 Rapid Prototyping and Wear Replacement by Robotic GMAW

Rapid prototyping and wear replacement by robotic GMAW are very similar processes. Both
involve the deposition of weld metal on top of previously deposited weld metal in order to fill a
desired volume and create a shape out of fully dense metallurgically bonded metal. Both use the
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same welding process as the means of depositing new metal and fusing it to the previously
deposited metal and both are automated and use robots to perform the welding.

The main difference between the two processes is that rapid prototyping usually starts with a
flat metal base plate on top of which a new part is created. Also, rapid prototyping can include
the creation of finer, more geometrically complex shapes since it is used to create new parts that
may have small and complex features. On the other hand, wear replacement starts with an
existing part that is almost always not flat, on top of which material is added to modify the part.
Thus automated wear replacement needs to include some sensing mechanism through which the
existing part geometry can be measured, before the shape to be deposited can be determined
[Drews and Cordes, 1990].

The similarities between rapid prototyping and wear replacement by robotic GMAW often
allow these two processes to be investigated together. Improvements in shape deposition
intended for one process can often be applied to the other process. For convenience, the term
rapid prototyping will be used throughout the rest of this thesis. However, it is intended to
encompass the creation of shapes using weld metal deposited by the robotic GMAW process for
both rapid prototyping and wear replacement.

1.3.6 Automatic Weld Path Generation

Both rapid prototyping (RP) and wear replacement (WR) by robotic GMAW require the
generation of weld paths that the welding torch can follow. By its nature, the GMAW process
can be regarded as a point source of material and heat, which welds by moving relative to a
workpiece along desired weld paths. In manual welding, the manual welders choose the weld
paths intuitively. However robotic GMAW requires the generation of precise weld paths and
welding programs, complete with welding parameters, that a welding robot can understand.

In order for the RP and WR by robotic welding processes to be truly automatic, the weld paths
complete with welding parameters need to be generated automatically. However, the analysis of
a particular object that is to be produced and the generation of the welding procedures that are to
be used by the robot can be a highly complex task. It is also a very important task, since as
Sarma states, "the geometric and functional properties of the end product are dependent on the
trajectory of the tool" and "the trajectory dictates the accuracy of the end product and the time
taken to manufacture the product" [Sarma, 2000]. For an automatic RP or WR system to be
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viable, weld path generation needs to be carried out in a manner that is efficient, practical,
robust and requires as little operator input as possible.

Automatic weld or tool path generation in general is not new. Automatic cutting tool path
generation and optimisation in CNC machining has been investigated extensively. Tool path
generation in other forms of RP, such as fused deposition modelling and LENS, has also been
well investigated. Examples of these investigations include: Cooper [Cooper, 1999]; Dong
[Dong, Kao, et al., 1999]; Hensinger [Hensinger, Ames, et al., 2000]; Horváth [Horváth,
Vergeest, et al., 1998]; Kamarthi [Kamarthi, Bukkapatnam, et al., 2000] [Kamarthi, Pittner, et
al., 1997]; Kao [Kao and Prinz, 1998]; Langrana [Langrana, Qiu, et al., 2000]; Nickel [Nickel,
Barnett, et al., 2001]; Pang [Pang, Joneja, et al., 2001]; Rajan [Rajan, Srinivasan, et al., 2001];
Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997]; Tai [Tai, 1997]; Tangelder [Tangelder, Van Den Belt, et al.,
1995]; Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001]; Tse [Tse and Chen, 1997]; Vosniakos [Vosniakos and
Papapanagiotou, 2000]; Wah [Wah, Murty, et al., 2002]; and Wenbiao [Wenbiao and Jafari,
2000].

However such research into tool or weld path generation for other processes does not consider
the particular characteristics and limitations of RP and WR by the robotic GMAW process and
is not directly transferable. RP and WR by robotic GMAW has intrinsic properties that differ
significantly from other RP processes and these greatly affect the performance of the process
and the task of weld path generation. Particular features of the RP and WR by GMAW process
such as high substrate temperatures, residual stresses and warpage, relatively poor dimensional
accuracy and surface quality, thermal and geometric instability, high potentials for weld defects
and unfilled voids, metal deposition being coupled to heat deposition and the process being
relatively difficult to control, all make weld path generation more difficult.

Kovacevic wrote that most research into tool path generation (prior to 1999) "focused on
developing software to transfer CAD data into instructions for positioning systems" and that
"the importance of understanding and controlling the metal transfer process in GMAW was not
recognized as one of the key issues in controlling the quality of the resultant weld and/or
generated layer of metal for rapid prototyping" [Kovacevic, 1999].

Comprehensive automatic weld path generation systems for RP and WR by robotic GMAW that
consider all the various characteristics and limitations of the process pertinent to weld path
design have not yet been developed. More research into path generation that takes into
consideration the complexities of the deposition system and its relationships with the properties
of the final product is required. This was recognised by Sarma who states that further research is
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required into the effects of deposition paths on "the geometric properties" and "the functional
properties of the manufactured shape" for various forms of RP [Sarma, 2000].

Weld path generation, complete with weld parameters, for RP and WR by robotic GMAW can
be highly complex. This is due to the many complex and inter-related phenomena that occur
during the object creation process, all of which affect the geometric, mechanical,
microstructural and other properties of the finished object. The weld procedures that are used
during the object building process affect all of these phenomena and the final object properties.
While much is known about the GMAW process when applied to materials joining, this
knowledge does not suffice for weld path generation for the rapid prototyping process, since the
criteria for high quality joint welding differ from the criteria for high quality rapid prototyping
[Kovacevic, 1999].

The weld paths used to build an object affect the geometry and regularity of every single weld
created and can contribute to the presence of weld defects in every weld. As well as affecting
the properties of individual welds, they also affect the geometry, regularity and surface
smoothness of the object as a whole and can lead to poor mechanical properties if weld defects
or voids are present.

The heating and cooling history at different points in the object also depend on the geometric
and thermal aspects of the weld paths. In turn, thermal conditions within the object affect the
level of remelting of previously deposited metal and fusion with newly deposited metal, thermal
stresses, weld defects and the surface temperatures prior to later weld bead deposition. The
surface temperatures of the previous weld bead affect the way in which a new weld solidifies
and the time it takes to solidify, the shape of the weld bead, the likelihood of weld defects
occurring and the surface smoothness of the object. The thermal conditions and history that
material at various locations within the object is subjected to also affect material microstructure,
residual stress and the object's mechanical properties. Finally, the weld paths also determine the
total length of time it takes to build the object.

Examples of weld procedures producing inadequate properties of objects rapid prototyped by
robotic GMAW are shown in Figures 1.17-1.19.
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Figure 1.17: Cross-section of rapid prototyped object showing lack of fusion
[Jacono, 1999]

Figure 1.18: Cross-section of rapid prototyped object showing excessive
remelting and loss of geometric accuracy [Jacono, 1999]

Figure 1.19: Rapid prototyped thin metal walls showing irregular geometry and
poor surface regularity
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1.3.7 Geometric and Thermal Stability Problems in Rapid Prototyping by GMAW

A major problem with rapid prototyping by the GMAW process has been found by previous
researchers to be geometric and thermal instability. It was found that as the build procedure of
an object progresses and more and more layers of weld metal are deposited, the geometric
accuracy and precision as well as the thermal conditions within the object deteriorate. These are
major problems because they reduce the quality of the finished object and make weld path
design and process control more difficult.

Dickens found that "heat build up due to the welding process can cause earlier welding passes to
remelt and cause part distortion or collapse of the structure" [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. He
also found that "inaccuracies in the welding and robot parameters can cause cumulative errors,
resulting in the torch being too close or too far away from the surface" [Dickens, Pridham, et al.,
1992]. He added that "solid layers (i.e. filling in of outline shapes) cannot be performed
sufficiently accurately to form a smooth surface" and that as a result "gaps can occur inside
solid objects" [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992].

These findings relating to geometric and thermal instability were echoed by Spencer, who wrote
that as an object was being built "excess residual heat not only affected surface finish [of the
object] but also the bead height, due to delayed solidification" resulting in "large amounts of
porosity, poor surface finish and increased material flow" [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998].
Spencer also recognised that the contact-tip to workpiece distance varies undesirably during a
build procedure, due to variations in weld bead height caused by retained heat and that this
causes losses in weld and object quality [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998].

The presence of geometric instability in RP by welding was also reported by Song. Song stated
that dimensional accuracy in RP is very important, describing it as a "critical issue…for the
currently used rapid tooling techniques" [Song, Park, et al., 1998]. He described the
deterioration of dimensional accuracy as an object progresses through the build process, stating
that "usually, each extra step required for the conversion process towards the final part implies a
deterioration of its dimensional accuracy" [Song, Park, et al., 1998].

Kmecko stated that poor geometrical qualities are a result of "small defects in the previous layer
that become more and more amplified in subsequent layers" [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. In an
effort to reduce weld irregularities that would then accumulate into large defects, Kmecko
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investigated metal transfer control for RP by GMAW in order to produce more regular welds.
However he reported that despite this research, "the rapid prototyping process based on 3-D
welding alone does not provide satisfactory dimensional accuracy and surface quality"
[Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. He concluded that "because of complete melting, the accuracy as
well as the surface quality of parts are generally lower than that of machined parts" [Kmecko,
Hu, et al., 1999].

Finally, similar problems associated with geometric and thermal stability were also observed
during preliminary welding trials performed by the author at the University of Wollongong.

To overcome or control some of the problems stemming from this geometric and thermal
instability, past researchers have adopted various research directions, as previously outlined in
the introductory section on rapid prototyping by robotic GMAW in this thesis. Dickens and
Spencer investigated the effects of various weld settings as well as weldment temperature on
object quality [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens,
et al., 1998]. Zhang investigated the effects of weld settings, developed a strategy where weld
paths from stacked weld layers are rotated to help reduce the effects of error accumulation and
identified that regions near weld starts and weld ends are particularly prone to errors and defects
and proposed some solutions [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002].

As mentioned previously, Kovacevic and Kmecko investigated the GMAW metal transfer
process in an effort to reduce geometric instability by producing more regular welds
[Kovacevic, 1999] [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. They [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999], as well as
Karunakaran

[Karunakaran,

Shanmuganathan,

Jadhav,

et

al.,

2000]

[Karunakaran,

Shanmuganathan, Roth-Koch, et al., 1998] and Song [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et
al., 1999], also investigated a modified form of rapid prototyping that relied on the GMAW
process for metal deposition and the CNC milling process for material removal, so that the
material removal process could remove the effects of the geometric instability. Also, Jandric
and Kovacevic researched the control of weld bead dimensions through control of the weld
settings when welding in regions with localised differences in heat transfer conditions [Jandric
and Kovacevic, 2001].

Finally, Doumanidis and Skordeli took a very different approach. Instead of relying on regular
welds, open-loop weld path design, or on machining, they investigated various on-line control
systems that could control the welding procedure and guide the welding torch in real time
[Doumanidis, 1994] [Doumanidis and Fourligkas, 1997] [Doumanidis and Skordeli, 2000]
[Skordeli and Doumanidis, 1999].
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1.3.8 Effects of Weld Path Strategies on Stability of Rapid Prototyping by GMAW

This thesis adopts a different approach to addressing the geometric and thermal stability
problems with rapid prototyping by GMAW. It focuses on the role played by weld path design
strategies by studying how they affect the stability of the process. The thesis tests the effects
that weld path design can have on process stability and examines the usefulness of open-loop
weld path design as a tool for improving process stability and performance. The improvement of
process stability through weld path design is investigated by testing and comparing a range of
weld path design alternatives.

Material removal such as CNC milling is not considered and is assumed not to be a part of the
rapid prototyping process. This is in order to focus on improving the deposition process, which
in turn could be used to improve rapid prototyping both with and without material removal.
Thus even though it is not considered, this research is also applicable to rapid prototyping that
uses a combination of welding and machining, where it could be used to reduce the amount of
material removal required. According to Jandric, a disadvantage of the rapid prototyping by
welding and milling process is its relatively slow speed [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001].
However, Jandric also stated that if "the surface of each deposited [weld] layer would be smooth
enough ... many, if not all, of the layers could be deposited without introducing the milling
operation, and the major disadvantage of this process could be eliminated" [Jandric and
Kovacevic, 2001].

Real-time process sensing, feedback control, adaptive programming and real-time welding torch
motion control are also not considered in order to focus on improving the process stability
through open-loop weld path design. A better understanding of how open-loop weld path design
affects process stability would improve rapid prototyping systems that do not employ real-time
control. However knowledge of the open-loop behaviour would also help to improve the control
of closed-loop systems if closed-loop control is deemed to be desirable.

1.4 Thesis Objective
The objective of this thesis is to study the effects of weld path design strategies on the stability
of rapid prototyping (RP) and wear replacement (WR) by the gas metal arc welding (GMAW)
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process, in order to test whether open-loop weld path design can be used to improve process
stability and part quality. The hypothesis adopted here is that improved geometric and thermal
stability should be possible if the material and heat input are optimised by control of the weld
path through open-loop weld path design. This is to be done by firstly identifying and
cataloguing the open-loop tool path design strategies adopted for the RP and WR by GMAW
process that appear in literature. Secondly, by trialling various weld path design strategies and
investigating aspects of their performance, in order to ascertain the usefulness of open-loop
weld path design as a tool for improving process stability and performance. Then finally, by
testing and comparing a selection of alternative weld path design strategies to further investigate
their effects on stability and to establish which strategies perform best.

An empirical approach is adopted for the study of the effects of open-loop weld path design on
process stability. This approach was adopted in order to avoid the complexities associated with
physical modelling and finite element analysis in order to perform a broad study encompassing
a range of weld path design strategies tested under a range of conditions. Restricted finite
element analyses of the RP and WR by GMAW process are highly complex, whereas broad
analyses encompassing the many phenomena involved are nearly impossible [Kovacevic and
Beardsley, 1998]. A broad study is deemed to be necessary in order to make a substantial
contribution to the success of the RP and WR by GMAW process in general.

The weld path design strategies were tested and compared against the following criteria:

- Geometric stability of welds and weld layers
- Thermal stability of welds and weld layers
- Minimisation of weld defects such as porosity, inclusions, lack of fusion and unfilled
voids
- Minimisation of build time

Geometric stability is defined in this thesis to mean the uniformity and predictability of the
shape of deposited weld beads and weld layers. It is directly linked to the dimensional accuracy
and surface quality of objects produced, both of which are vital to the success of the RP and WR
by GMAW process. The geometric stability of every single weld produced affects the stability
of every subsequent weld bead. These in turn affect the geometric stability of all weld layers
and thus the stability of the whole object. Geometric stability can also affect weld defects such
as unfilled voids and porosity.
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Thermal stability is defined in this thesis to mean the uniformity and predictability of the
weldment surface temperatures on top of which welds are made. As welds are made, the surface
temperatures at different points on the substrate change. Thermal stability is related to geometric
stability since surface temperature affects weld bead shape, the amount of remelting of
previously deposited weld metal and the surface smoothness of the object. Thermal stability also
affects the depth of penetration of weld beads and weld defects such as inclusions and lack of
fusion.

Weld defects need to be minimised since they reduce the mechanical properties of the object
and reduce its functionality. Minimisation of weld defects is thus necessary if rapid prototyping
and wear replacement by GMAW is to be viable. Yet care needs to be taken when designing
weld paths, since the potential for weld defects is high.

The final criteria considered is build time, since it is desirable to speed up the build process by
minimising the time taken to build a single weld layer or a whole object.

The measurement, comparison and optimisation of residual stresses is not considered and is
outside the scope of this thesis. Open-loop weld path design would naturally affect residual
stresses, however this would be a topic for further research. For the purposes of this thesis, it is
thus assumed that any residual stresses in the objects produced can and should be removed after
the build process is complete by heat treating the entire object.

The welding and base plate material is limited to plain carbon steel. Plain carbon steel is used in
order to avoid complexities arising from complex microstructures and heating cycles. The
measurement, comparison and optimisation of metal microstructure and the effects of multiple
and varied heat cycles are considered to be outside the scope of this thesis and a topic for further
research. For the purposes of this thesis, it is assumed that microstructure can be adequately
controlled through heat treatment of the entire object after the build process is complete. The
outcomes of this research may be extended to welding metals other than plain carbon steel on
the condition that the same assumption can be made.

The mechanical properties of objects produced, such as tensile strength and toughness, are not
measured or compared. Previous research has shown that objects rapid prototyped by robotic
GMAW have similar mechanical properties to the electrode wire metal and are suitable for
service conditions, as long as they are defect-free [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Jacono,
1999]. Thus the presence of weld defects is used in this thesis as an indicator of mechanical
properties, where an absence of defects signifies adequate mechanical properties.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The introduction to the thesis is given in Chapter 1.

Chapter 2 is the literature survey, wherein is presented past research into the areas of geometric
and thermal instability in RP and WR by GMAW, as well as various styles and methodologies
of open-loop weld and tool path design.

Chapter 3 rationalises and catalogues different weld path design strategies that can be applied to
RP and WR by GMAW, illustrates and describes them and indicates which ones will be tested
in this thesis.

A description of the experimental hardware and software used in this thesis is given in Chapter
4.

Chapters 5 to 7 present the preliminary path strategy sensitivity experiment which trials various
weld path strategies, examines some of their effects on process stability and performance and
ascertains the usefulness of open-loop weld path design as a tool for improving process stability
and performance.

Chapters 8 to 10 present the weld path strategy comparison experiment which tests and
compares a selection of alternative weld path strategies in order to further investigate their
effects on stability and to establish which strategies perform best.

The outcomes of the thesis are discussed in Chapter 11 and the conclusions and suggestions for
further research are presented in Chapter 12.

The references are given after Chapter 12, followed by the appendices.
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey
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2.1 Geometric and Thermal Stability Problems in Rapid
Prototyping by GMAW
This literature survey chapter will outline past research that is pertinent to the study of weld path
design and its effects on the stability of the rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW
process. The first part of the chapter will present research that illustrates the stability problems
found in the RP and WR by GMAW process and the various research directions that have been
taken to address them. Following this, the second part of the chapter will present various weld
path and build process design strategies which are described in the literature.

2.1.1 Instability in the Rapid Prototyping by GMAW Process

Previous research has established that rapid prototyping by the GMAW process has problems
with geometric and thermal instability. As more material is welded next to and on top of
previous deposits there is a reduction in geometric precision and accuracy and the thermal
conditions within the object become less predictable. These geometric and thermal instabilities
are interrelated and lead to a deterioration in the quality of the objects produced. These are a
major problem for RP by GMAW and make production of high quality objects more difficult.

Dickens found that as an object is being welded using RP by GMAW not all of the heat
generated by the welding process escapes from the weldment and as a result there is an
accumulation of heat inside the object [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al.,
1992]. He found that this accumulating heat is a problem since the "heat build up due to the
welding process can cause earlier welding passes to remelt and cause part distortion or collapse
of the structure".

As well as thermal instability, Dickens also found that the process suffers from geometric
instability [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. He found that the
welding process produces geometric inaccuracies in the welds which accumulate as more metal
is deposited. He stated that "inaccuracies in the welding and robot parameters can cause
cumulative errors, resulting in the torch being too close or too far away from the surface".

Precise metal deposition is vital in RP by GMAW in order to reduce the errors arising from
geometric instability. This was noted by Dickens who wrote that "the shape and dimensions of
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the weld bead are very important in the use of 3-D welding as a Rapid Prototyping system". He
also noted that for normal welding applications it is "more important to develop new welding
systems that can lay down as much weld as possible in a short time", but RP by welding "relies
on precision methods that can be seen to be as much a 3D printing process, as a welding
process". He noted that "solid layers (i.e. filling in of outline shapes) cannot be performed
sufficiently accurately to form a smooth surface" and that as a result "gaps can occur inside
solid objects" [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992].

Temperature fields and geometric phenomena in rapid prototyping by welding have also been
investigated by Doumanidis. Doumanidis wrote about the importance of geometric and thermal
behaviour in rapid prototyping. He wrote that "in modern thermal processing of materials, such
as welding and rapid prototyping, the dimensional precision of functional products must be
coupled to integrity of their material structure and mechanical properties" and that "these are
dictated by the evolution of the temperature field during the process, resulting from the dynamic
heat input distribution from the heat source on the part surface" [Doumanidis, 1996].

Furthermore, Doumanidis wrote that "the quality and productivity of ...[rapid prototyping]
relies on precise geometric control of the dimensional tolerances of the product, as well as on
thermal regulation of the resulting material structure and mechanical properties of the part"
[Doumanidis, 1997]. He noted that "lack of ...[appropriate] thermal regulation in industrial
practice often yields unacceptable part defects compromising its functionality, such as craters,
pores, incomplete fusion, cracks, brittle material microstructure, and excessive residual stresses
and distortions".

However Doumanidis also described the difficulty of controlling thermal fields in RP by
welding, both by GMAW and GTAW, due to the fact that they are affected by various
interactive phenomena. He noted that RP by welding involves "inherently coupled heat and
material transfer mechanisms" which makes geometric and thermal control very difficult
[Doumanidis and Fourligkas, 1997]. He claimed that off-line open-loop weld procedure
generation "can not cope with unpredictable alterations of the process conditions, resulting in
poor dimensional tolerances" and that it "often yields unacceptable material structure and
mechanical properties, and thermal stresses and distortions limiting the product performance".

Kmecko and Kovacevic also experienced problems associated with the instability of the RP by
GMAW process. They mentioned that in RP by the GMAW process, "because of complete
melting, the accuracy as well as the surface quality of parts are generally lower than that of
machined parts" [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. They described the geometric instability of the
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process, stating that poor geometrical qualities of parts produced are a result of "small defects in
the previous layer that become more and more amplified in subsequent layers".

Kovacevic also described the process' thermal instability and its link to geometric instability. He
wrote that the use of high heat inputs during the welding process causes "excessive remelting of
the previously deposited layers" and that this "can disrupt the geometry of the earlier formed
layers" [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]. He wrote that as the welding of an object continues,
"applying additional layers will introduce more heat into the substrate and make it more difficult
to provide the conditions for building a straight wall layered structure".

Kovacevic also wrote about the importance of the cooling rate of newly deposited welds, since
it affects the shape of the weld beads. He wrote that "if the newly deposited molten metal cools
rapidly, a high and narrow bead will form" [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]. However if a new
weld cools slowly this "will allow time for the molten metal to spread over the previously
deposited layer before solidification occurs", resulting in weld beads that are "wide and more
flattened". These phenomena were also noted by Ribeiro, who found that heat build-up in a part
and the amount of cooling time used between deposited weld layers affect the dimensions of the
weld beads [Ribeiro, Ogunbiyi, et al., 1997].

Song was another researcher who reported geometric and thermal instability in the rapid
prototyping by GMAW process [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1999]. Song wrote
that dimensional accuracy in rapid prototyping is very important, stating that it is a "critical
issue…for the currently used rapid tooling techniques" [Song, Park, et al., 1998]. However Song
noted that geometric and thermal instability is an inherent problem in RP by GMAW [Song,
Park, et al., 1999].

Song stated that dimensional accuracy deteriorates as more and more of an object is welded,
stating that "usually, each extra step required for the conversion process towards the final part
implies a deterioration of its dimensional accuracy" [Song, Park, et al., 1998]. He also noted that
the complete re-melting of the substrate at the weld pool has the effect of lowering geometric
accuracy and surface finish and that thermal conditions within objects vary depending on the
object geometry.

Geometric and thermal instability in RP by GMAW were also known to Spencer [Spencer and
Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer found that thermal conditions within
objects vary greatly depending on the objects' geometry and depending on where on the objects
the welding is taking place. However Spencer warned against excessive temperatures, writing
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that during the build process "excess residual heat not only ...[affects] surface finish but also the
bead height, due to delayed solidification", which can result in "large amounts of porosity, poor
surface finish and increased material flow".

Spencer noted that variations in weld bead height caused by retained heat in the weldment can
cause the welds to form away from their intended positions [Spencer and Dickens, 1995]
[Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer also noted that such geometric instability can then
cause the contact-tip to workpiece distance to vary unacceptably during the welding process,
which further reduces the weld quality. Finally, Spencer stressed the need for "maximum
possible accuracy by producing predictable welds".

Tinkler encountered problems related to geometric instability in wear replacement by robotic
GMAW [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987]. Tinkler observed
"inherent variability" in the weld deposit dimensions and stated that this "may cause the actual
weld deposit geometry to deviate somewhat from that expected in the ... planning model"
[Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987]. Tinkler also observed that "these positional errors may be
cumulative in a multi-layer deposit".

Zhang and Li also reported the effects of geometric and thermal instability in RP by GMAW
[Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. During their investigations into the welding of thin-walled objects,
they found that weld starts and stops are particularly significant sources of uneven deposition.
They also found that as the number of deposited layers increases this uneven deposition
accumulates, stating that "due to the flow of molten metal, the error increases quickly and is
very difficult to compensate for". They added that "after a few layers, a significant deviation
from the originally expected shape will occur".

Finally, signs of geometric and thermal instability in rapid prototyping by robotic GMAW were
also observed by the author in preliminary welding trials performed at the University of
Wollongong.

2.1.2 Research Directions in Literature

After it had become clear that harmful geometric and thermal instabilities were characteristics
of rapid prototyping by GMAW, researchers investigated various ways in which they could be
controlled or overcome and the quality of the parts improved.
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Dickens recommended the use of sensors and real time control of the build process [Dickens,
Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. Dickens stated that "it is evident from these
problems that some form of sensing is required to control the process". He wrote that "sensory
feedback would be a requirement for improvement of the system quality through process
monitoring and for post inspection purposes" and that sensors could be used "to prevent possible
collapse of the part through temperature build-up". However Dickens noted that real time weld
monitoring systems alone are unlikely to overcome all of the problems associated with process
instability.

Dickens envisaged the need to pause welding "at intermittent stages to leave the part to cool
down and avoid collapse due to heat build-up, or to implement forced cooling" [Dickens, Cobb,
et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. He suggested that sensors could be used to help
decide how much cooling is needed and to perform post-inspection. He suggested that "this
inspection information can be used to update the robot position to avoid cumulative errors, plot
new robot trajectories to avoid gaps, and generally control the weld parameters".

Dickens also investigated the improvement of the quality of thin-walled objects through study
of the weld parameters [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. Dickens researched the effects of
various weld parameters on the dimensions of the weld beads and the surface quality of thinwalled objects, with considerable improvement.

The control of geometric and thermal instabilities in rapid prototyping by both GMAW and
GTAW through the use of real time sensing and control techniques has been researched by
Doumanidis for some time [Doumanidis, 1994] [Doumanidis, 1996] [Doumanidis, 1997]
[Doumanidis and Fourligkas, 1997] [Doumanidis and Skordeli, 2000] [Skordeli and
Doumanidis, 1999]. His research has been aimed at developing closed-loop control systems that
guide the welding torch in real time.

The "scan welding" technique was developed by Doumanidis to sense and control the thermal
field inside a substrate in real time during a welding operation. It moves point heat sources
rapidly across a substrate and regulates their power in such a way as to achieve and maintain
desired thermal fields. [Doumanidis, 1994] [Doumanidis, 1996] [Doumanidis, 1997]
[Doumanidis and Fourligkas, 1997].

Doumanidis stated that "a thermal controller is particularly necessary to track the changing
operating conditions in the variety of processed patterns, and to reject disturbances in the
boundary conditions stemming from the variable geometry and heat flow as material is
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deposited or removed from the part" [Doumanidis, 1997]. He added that closed-loop thermal
control "is also needed to handle parameter alterations of the material and heat source due to
thermal drift, and to ensure a desirable dynamic performance during the constantly transient
process conditions".

As well as real time control of thermal fields, Doumanidis also researched the real time
modelling and control of weld geometry. He developed a model of a GMA weld pool based on
physical principles of mass and energy and yet suitable for real time control of weld bead shape
[Doumanidis and Kwak, 2001]. He used this model together with real time laser sensing of weld
bead shape and real time infrared sensing of weld pool temperature to form a weld bead shape
control system. He successfully tested this control system on straight line bead on plate welds.

Doumanidis also developed another model of welded geometry that is suitable for real time
control of RP by GMAW, this time based on the deposition of spherical elements [Doumanidis
and Skordeli, 2000] [Skordeli and Doumanidis, 1999]. It modelled material deposition in
GMAW as the successive deposition of spherical elements representing molten metal globules
and it modelled the surface topology of the weldment as a combination of unit deposition fields.
Doumanidis was able to form a real time welded topology closed-loop control system, using this
model together with real time laser sensing of weld bead shape. This control system would
control the feed and motion of a GMAW torch in order to control the welded topology and
Doumanidis successfully tested it on straight line bead on plate welds.

Finally, Doumanidis also developed a deposited geometry model, similar to the spherical model
except using ellipsoidal elements [Kwak and Doumanidis, 1999]. Similarly to the spherical
model, he incorporated it into a real time closed-loop torch control system. However
Doumanidis extended this control system to also incorporate laser scanning of the underlying
surface in front of the welding torch, with the control system taking the underlying topology
into account when controlling the torch. He successfully tested the system in a GMAW cell on
adjacent overlapping straight line bead on plate welds. Doumanidis concluded that this system
was "shown to reject geometric disturbances introduced by the crooked contours of a previous
pass, and deposit a straight edge bead".

Now, Kovacevic and Jandric researched the improvement of weld geometry in RP by GTAW
through the control of weld parameters [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001]. They investigated the
control of weld bead shape while welding near areas of a substrate that have local differences in
heat transfer conditions. They noted (for example) that when weld beads are made on top of
sharp corners in a substrate, the heat transfer conditions are different than elsewhere on the
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substrate and lower heat inputs are required in order to produce constant penetration and weld
bead dimensions. They performed experiments linking different welding parameters with the
weld bead shape at different geometrical features such as edges, corners and internal channels.

Following their weld parameter experiments, Kovacevic and Jandric developed a hybrid control
system to control heat input near geometrical features such as edges, corners and internal
channels [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001]. The control system was based on offline open-loop
path planning and real time closed-loop weld bead size measurement. They tested the system in
a GTAW cell, successfully making complex object shapes with good weld bead uniformity near
the edges of the objects.

Karunakaran developed a hybrid rapid prototyping process based on welding and milling, after
noting that the RP by GMAW process produced poor dimensional accuracy [Karunakaran,
Shanmuganathan, Jadhav, et al., 2000] [Karunakaran, Shanmuganathan, Roth-Koch, et al.,
1998]. Karunakaran's RP process used robotic GMAW for material deposition and CNC milling
for material removal. It also used two different metals, one to make the actual object and one
that was used as a sacrificial support material. This RP process machined away any unwanted
material after each layer was welded, smoothed-out each layer and encased it in support
material where necessary, before welding new material over the top. It thus avoided the
problems associated with the instability of the RP by GMAW process, by relying on the CNC
machining process for geometric accuracy and precision.

Kovacevic, Kmecko and Beardsley used the pulsed GMAW process for rapid prototyping. They
recognised that overall geometric stability and object quality could be improved by minimising
the irregularities in individual weld beads. They used the pulsed GMAW process because it is
relatively stable at low welding currents and they investigated new ways of controlling it in
order to make it even more stable and thus improve the regularity of individual weld beads
[Kmecko, Hu and Kovacevic, 1999] [Kovacevic, 1999] [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]. They
developed methods of controlling the pulsed metal transfer in real time using laser sensing as
well as high speed vision sensing. They demonstrated that maximising metal transfer stability
and thus maximising the regularity of individual weld beads is very beneficial to rapid
prototyping by GMAW, stating that "by precisely controlling the droplet growth process and
instant of detachment, the maximum depth of penetration as well as the shape of the bead
penetration profile can be controlled" [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]. It should be noted
however that Kmecko and Kovacevic found that the equipment required for their vision-based
system was "expensive and not suitable for industrial applications" [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999].
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At this point, the possible benefits of controlled short-circuit GMAW to rapid prototyping can
also be mentioned. Since the aim of controlled short-circuit GMAW is to make the short-circuit
transfer mode more stable, it is expected that this form of GMAW would also offer benefits in
terms of individual weld bead regularity, similar to the work by Kovacevic with pulsed GMAW.

However, while high weld regularity through high metal transfer stability is very important, it is
not the only way to improve object quality. Kmecko and Kovacevic found that their pulsed
GMAW control system did not achieve the level of geometric stability that they desired, stating
that "in spite of our success in controlling the welding process, the rapid prototyping process
based on 3-D welding alone does not provide satisfactory dimensional accuracy and surface
quality" [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999].

As a result of these findings, Kmecko and Kovacevic also investigated rapid prototyping by a
combination of welding and CNC milling and developed a hybrid RP system similar to that of
Karunakaran [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. Once again, the hybrid system relied on precise
material removal using CNC milling to remove the effects of the geometric instability of the
robotic GMAW deposition system. This RP system is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: RP using material deposition by GMAW and material removal
by CNC milling [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]

Kovacevic and Beardsley also investigated the use of finite element analysis to model the RP by
GMAW process [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998]. They used it to model temperature and the
depth of penetration of weld beads into the base plate. They made a list of the many phenomena
that ideally should be included in a finite element analysis of the RP by GMAW process.
However they stated that "numerically representing any one of these phenomena would be a
very complex task", whereas "attempting to quantify the cumulative effect of these factors
coupled together would be even more challenging, and nearly impossible to verify". They noted
that "designing a feasible 3D welding operation requires a thorough understanding of how the
part will respond to the repeated heating and cooling cycles".
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Rapid prototyping by a combination of robotic GMAW and CNC milling was also researched
by Song [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1999]. Similar to other researchers, Song
used the precise material removal capabilities of the CNC milling process to counteract the
inherent geometric instability of the RP by GMAW process. In Song's system, after each new
layer is deposited by robotic GMAW it is machined to give it a smooth top surface, before the
next layer is added. Also, after a desired number of layers have been added, the side surfaces of
the object are also machined. However, unlike Karunakaran, Song did not mention the use of a
sacrificial support material.

Spencer addressed geometric and thermal instability in RP by GMAW through the control of
weldment temperature as previously proposed by Dickens, stating that excess heat has to be
removed from the object being built [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer used an infra-red
temperature sensor to monitor an object's surface temperature and did not allow welding to
proceed until the temperature fell to a pre-determined desired value. Spencer experimented with
this form of thermal control using different temperature cut-off values as well as no thermal
control at all, comparing surface finish, microstructure and residual stresses in selected test
objects. It was found that keeping the surface temperature low in such a manner improved
surface quality, but greatly increased object build time.

Tinkler employed arc signal monitoring and real time control of the welding torch position to
try to overcome geometric instability in wear replacement by GMAW [Tinkler, Fihey, et al.,
1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987]. In order to maintain constant standoff, Tinkler monitored
arc voltage or current during the welding process and maintained them at constant levels by
moving the welding torch up or down relative to the workpiece. As well as this, Tinkler's wear
replacement system also used grinding to machine the deposited weld surfaces to the desired
geometry.

Finally, in order to overcome the instability problems that they observed in the RP by GMAW
process, Zhang and Li developed two special modifications to their welding procedures [Zhang,
Li, et al., 2002]. The first was to rotate successive weld layers by a desired angle so that the
geometric errors in the weld layers would be more evenly distributed throughout the object and
not accumulate as dramatically. The second was a modification to the weld ignition and crater
filling procedures, relying on weld path and weld parameter modification, in order to produce
more even deposition in these areas. However Zhang and Li noted that the surface quality of the
parts produced by their system still needed to be improved and that the weld paths used still
needed further investigation.
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2.1.3 Effects of Weld Path Strategies on Process Performance

This thesis examines the effects of open-loop weld path design strategies on the stability of the
rapid prototyping by robotic GMAW process. It tests how a range of alternative weld path
design strategies perform and how useful open-loop weld path design is in improving the
stability of the process.

To the best of the author's knowledge, the effects of open-loop weld path design on the stability
of RP by GMAW have not yet been well researched. The nearest research topics that have been
found in literature were the investigations performed by Jandric and Zhang.

As described previously, Zhang found that process instability could be reduced by rotating
successive deposition layers and by employing special modifications to the weld parameters and
weld paths near arc ignition and crater filling regions [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. Jandric on the
other hand developed a control system that could control heat input when welding in regions
with different thermal transfer properties in order to maintain uniform weld bead shape and
penetration [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001].

However this thesis investigates a broader range of alternative open-loop weld path design
strategies that have been identified in literature and focuses specifically on their effects on
process stability. In doing so, it investigates the scope of open-loop path design in general as a
tool for improving stability.

Material removal is not considered in this thesis in order to improve the RP by GMAW
deposition process. This can improve RP by GMAW both with and without material removal.
Material removal is time consuming and minimising the amount of machining required can
reduce object build time [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. Jandric noted that if a greater amount of
weld metal could be deposited between machining operations and the frequency of machining
operations could thus be reduced, this would be a major improvement for RP by welding and
milling process [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001]. Song also noted this, writing that "it would be
best if the prototype tool can be manufactured directly without any secondary process" [Song,
Park, et al., 1998].

Real-time process sensing, feedback control, adaptive programming and real-time control of
torch motion are not considered in order to focus on the performance of the various open-loop
weld path strategies. Open-loop weld path design is the simplest and most ideal way of creating
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rapid prototyped parts. The following chapter section presents many different weld path design
strategies that have been identified in literature, of which a selection will be tested. Knowledge
of how these affect stability in RP by GMAW would aid in open-loop weld path design and
could also improve systems that employ real-time control.

2.2 Tool Path and Build Process Design Strategies in
Literature
This part of the literature survey presents the various kinds of weld path and build process
design strategies that have been found in literature. Some of the design strategies presented here
were developed specifically for GMAW, or have been previously applied to GMAW. However
much of the research referenced here was aimed at processes other than gas metal arc welding,
such as CNC milling, FDM or SDM, or for generic rapid prototyping. As such, many of the
design strategies are intended for other processes, or are generic and not developed with
GMAW specifically in mind. Such design strategies that were deemed to be appropriate for RP
and WR by GMAW are presented here. Many of the design strategies appear in more than one
place in literature and have been used for more than one process.

As a result of having come from a variety of processes, the design strategies presented here do
not all relate to "weld paths". Not all the processes involve welding and not all involve the
deposition of material. Literature about CNC milling refers to "cutting paths" or "tool paths",
while literature about non-welding rapid prototyping may refer to "deposition paths". For the
purpose of convenience, the terms "tool path" and "deposition path" will be used
interchangeably in this chapter. The term "build process" is used to refer to the creation of an
object using any form of rapid prototyping. "Build process design" refers to the task of
analysing an object that is to be created and deciding how the build process should be
structured.

The tool path and build process design strategies presented in this chapter have been organised
into groups and will be presented in the following chapter sub-sections.
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2.2.1 Object Partitioning

The object to be built may be partitioned into sections and any cross-sectional layers that are to
be filled can also be partitioned into sections. Unlike many rapid prototyping processes, RP by
GMAW may require complex shapes to be split-up into separate build processes. This may be
because some object shapes are much better built with certain build directions, or because
sometimes it is impossible to build-up a complex object in the one build direction.

Sometimes is may be beneficial to alternate between the build processes of various subcomponents. When sub-components are symmetrically distributed around the object, for
example, it may be beneficial to build them all simultaneously by regularly switching from one
to another. This can have the effects of producing more symmetrical heat deposition and may
reduce build time by avoiding waiting for a particular weld layer to cool.

Once an object has been sliced into fill layers, it is possible to partition the fill layers so that
different sections are filled with separate fill patterns. This may be desirable for complex object
cross-sections. Ramaswami proposed that complex shapes could be partitioned into simple
convex polygons that are easier to fill [Ramaswami, 1997]. These various object partitioning
concepts are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: Various object partitioning strategies
(a) Object partitioning with multiple build directions
(b) Alternating build directions for symmetrical heat deposition
(c) Splitting up fill layers and using different fill patterns

Chang researched surface recognition and shape partitioning for SDM [Chang, Pinilla, et al.,
1999]. SDM is different to RP by GMAW in that it uses very thick material layers that can be of
varying shapes. Thus object partitioning takes on a new significance in SDM where a whole
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object section may in fact be built as a single "layer". Chang also researched the use of "surface
compact graphs" to automatically analyse and create a build sequence. An example of Chang's
surface compacts and build sequence analysis diagrams is shown in Figure 2.3. Shape
decomposition for SDM has also been investigated by Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997].

Figure 2.3: Surface compacts, surface compact nodes and precedence edges
[Chang, Pinilla, et al., 1999]

Cooper also researched shape decomposition, adaptive layer shapes and thicknesses, "surface
compact graphs" and automatic build procedure generation in RP by SDM [Cooper, 1999]. As
well as this, Cooper also investigated the use of multiple build directions in SDM and the
optimisation of build direction based on the minimisation of "staircase" error and build time,
stating that the use of multiple build directions can be beneficial in the SDM process.

Dickens recommended dividing complex objects into simple and convenient smaller objects in
rapid prototyping by GMAW [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. An
example of an object made in this way is Dickens' welded thermostat housing, which was
divided into two parts each with its own build direction and is shown in Figure 2.4. Dickens
noted that some shapes are better built in certain directions, for example cylinders which are
"best built in the form of rings laid on top of each other". Dickens also noted that in order to
accommodate separate build operations with different build directions in RP by GMAW, a
welding cell would require a robot with sufficient degrees of freedom and a programmable
workpiece manipulator.
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Figure 2.4: Welded thermostat housing [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]

Ribeiro also wrote that in rapid prototyping by GMAW "depending on the complexity of the
desired component, sometimes it is not possible to build the whole component in one go"
[Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997]. He mentioned that in such cases the object to be welded would
have to be partitioned into separate sections each with its own build procedure.

2.2.2 Thin Wall Welding

Thin wall welding in rapid prototyping by GMAW is the welding of walls of weld metal that are
one weld bead thickness in width, by welding single welds on top of each other. Objects with
thin cross-sections are made using thin wall welding, if the object's thickness falls within the
suitable range. Thin walls are also used in solids welding when smooth outer surfaces are
required. Thin walls may be vertical, or sloping and are usually made with a constant build
direction and torch orientation. Thin walls made with constant and variable build directions are
illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Cross-sections of straight and sloping thin walls
(a) Made with a constant build direction
(b) Made with a variable build direction

De Boer and Jacono researched thin wall welding using robotic GMAW, concentrating on weld
parameter selection [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999]. They tested a wide range of
weld parameter combinations to see if they were suitable for thin wall welding and found that
there is only a very narrow range of suitable parameters. A photograph of a thin wall that was
made with wholly unsuitable weld parameters is shown in Figure 2.6. Jacono found that it is
important to use small weld pools that freeze quickly with as little material flow as possible. To
this end they recommended the short-circuit metal transfer mode with very low heat input and
low deposition rate. They also stressed the need for a stable metal transfer process with constant
standoff in order for the welds to be regular.

Figure 2.6: A thin wall made with unsuitable weld parameters [Jacono, 1999]

Dickens also did some research involving parameter selection for thin wall welding using rapid
prototyping by robotic GMAW. He noted that the shape and dimensions of the weld beads are
important since they influence the range of wall thicknesses that can be produced and the
surface quality of the walls [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]. He performed some welding trials
and studied how thin walls respond to various changing weld parameters, in an effort to improve
thin wall quality and to start the construction of a weld parameter database. This led to a
significant improvement in Dickens' weld walls, as is shown in Figure 2.7, however Dickens
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noted that further research was required especially regarding "the effects of multiple layers on
weld bead dimensions".

Figure 2.7: Cross-sections of Dickens' weld walls before and after weld
parameter improvement [after: Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992]

Thin wall welding in rapid prototyping by GMAW has also been well researched by Ribeiro
[Ribeiro, 1998] [Ribeiro, 1999] [Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997] [Ribeiro, Ogunbiyi, et al., 1997].
Ribeiro investigated the effects on thin wall welding of weld parameter selection and found that
highly tuned weld parameters and regular welds are essential. He investigated various aspects of
weld path design for thin wall welding and developed an automatic object slicing and weld
procedure generation system, complete with automatic weld parameter prediction. A photograph
of a thin walled object created by Ribeiro is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: A beer mug rapid prototyped by GMAW [Ribeiro, 1999]

Song also researched thin wall welding in rapid prototyping by GMAW, both with and without
the incorporation of CNC milling [Song, Park, et al., 1998]. Song performed some experiments
with thin walled objects and investigated the role of heat and the microstructure at different
locations in the objects.

Thin wall welding in RP by robotic GMAW was also researched by Spencer [Spencer and
Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998] and Zhang [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. Spencer
reported being able to produce thin walls of between 3mm and 6mm in thickness when using a
1mm diameter filler wire. However when attempting to produce walls thicker than 6mm,
Spencer found that the "heat inputs are excessive and bead profiles [are] lost due to insufficient
cooling rates" [Spencer and Dickens, 1995]. As a result, Spencer stated that walls thicker than
6mm require the use of multiple weld beads.

Hensinger developed a path generation system for the Laser Engineered Net Shape (LENS)
process that uses variable tool orientations [Hensinger, Ames, et al., 2000]. When depositing an
object's outer surfaces, the tool is always kept perpendicular to both the deposition path and the
normal to the part's outer surface at the point of deposition. Using this system, Hensinger was
able to make complex parts with sloping walls and sloping outer surfaces that exceeded the
maximum wall angle possible using a constant tool orientation. Hensinger showed that this was
particularly effective when using the LENS process to make thin walls that had extreme or
varying slopes.
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2.2.3 Solids Welding

Solids welding in RP by GMAW is the welding of objects which have cross-sections too thick
to be made using a single thin wall. If any region of an object has a cross-section that is thicker
than the maximum wall thickness producible with thin wall welding, that region of the object
needs to be welded using solids welding. Such thicker cross sections require larger areas to be
filled with weld metal, requiring the use of some sort of layer filling technique.

It has been shown by De Boer and Jacono [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999], as
well as by Spencer [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998], that solid
objects cannot be made in RP by GMAW by simply using multiple thin walls side by side.
These researchers showed that doing so leads to lack of fusion because the thin wall welds do
not have enough heat input to penetrate the surrounding substrate. They also showed that
increasing the heat input in an effort to improve fusion leads to loss of object shape and poor
surface quality. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Cross-sections of low quality solid objects made
using thin wall offsetting [Jacono, 1999]
(a) Showing lack of fusion due to inadequate heat input, but little loss of shape
(b) Showing loss of shape due to excessive heat input, but good fusion

Thus it can be seen that layer filling for solid objects in RP by GMAW needs to be performed
using higher heat input welds than are suitable for thin wall welding. It can also be seen that if
the objects require smooth outer walls then these need to be made using separate thin walls
made around the perimeter of the fill layers. In other words, an outer boundary needs to be made
using thin wall welding and then the interior needs to be filled in with larger welds. This
"boundary method" was successfully used for RP by robotic GMAW by De Boer and Jacono
[De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999] as well as by Spencer [Spencer and Dickens,
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1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998] and Zhang [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. Zhang stated that in
RP by GMAW a boundary is necessary otherwise "the surface error will be significant". A
cross-section of a solid object made by Jacono using the boundary method is shown in Figure
2.10.

Figure 2.10: Cross-section of a solid object made using the boundary method
[Jacono, 1999]

Cooper used a boundary technique in RP by SDM [Cooper, 1999]. First the outer walls of a
solid object are built, making sure that the material being deposited solidifies quickly and does
not flow much before solidifying. Then the inner volume of the shape is filled by a separate
operation while making sure not to melt the outer "thin walls", which act to contain the inner
material. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: The boundary method as illustrated by Cooper [Cooper, 1999]

Hensinger used a form of boundary method for the LENS process [Hensinger, Ames, et al.,
2000]. As described in the previous subsection regarding thin wall welding, Hensinger
developed a path generation system for LENS that used variable tool orientation during the
build procedure. Hensinger used the same system for making the exterior of solid objects as for
thin walled objects, except that after the outer surface of each layer was welded, the interior was
filled in with a layer filling technique. A similar form of boundary method was also used by Qiu
for FDM [Qiu, Langrana, et al., 2001].

A novel technique for the welding of solid weld layers was developed by Kalligerakis
[Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992]. Kalligerakis invented the "double spiral overlay welding"
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technique and applied it to wear replacement (cladding) by GMAW. In the general case, it is
referred to in this thesis as "self-constrained" filling. This technique involved first depositing
one set of welds that were separate from each other and then another set of welds inside the gaps
defined by the first set. Thus the first set of welds, called the "ridges" or "crests", act as
constraints for the second set of welds, called the "troughs" or "roots". Kalligerakis' diagram of
this technique is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: "Double spiral overlay welding" [Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992]

Kalligerakis wrote that since the "ridge" welds do not overlap each other they can be made with
lower welding currents than in standard, "single spiral" or "non-constrained", layer filling
[Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992]. Kalligerakis also wrote that because the following "trough"
welds are constrained in shape by the "ridge" welds, they can use high currents to burn off any
slag from inside the channels and to ensure proper melting and fusion with the adjacent welds
and the base material. Kalligerakis compared single and double spiral filling techniques and
found that an advantage of the double spiral technique was that it produced smoother surface
profiles, while a disadvantage was that it required two different sets of welding parameters to be
devised instead of one.

The "double spiral overlay" or "self-constrained" welding technique was subsequently used by
Kmecko and Kovacevic for their RP by GMAW and CNC milling process, as shown in Figure
2.1 [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. As can be seen in that figure, they also employed a kind of
boundary technique where a separate weld is made to run along the outer perimeter of each fill
layer.

The "double spiral overlay" welding technique was also subsequently used for RP by GMAW
by Spencer, who illustrated it as shown in Figure 2.13 [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer,
Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer realised that this technique was not restricted to just spiral paths,
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but could be used with any layer filling procedure that allowed for the division of the fill area by
"crest" welds and the subsequent filling of the remaining channels by "root" welds.

Figure 2.13: The "double spiral overlay" welding technique
[Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]

Spencer also discussed the role of weld parameters in "self-constrained" welding [Spencer and
Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer reiterated that "trough" welds require a
greater heat input than "ridge" welds, because "ridge" welds only require fusion at the bottom
whereas "trough" welds need to melt and fuse with metal on three sides. However this would
not necessarily have an adverse affect on weld geometry, since after the "ridge" welds are made
they act as a constraint for the molten "trough" weld metal and help to control their shape. That
being the case and under the condition that the heat input is sufficient for full fusion and the
melting of slag, Spencer proposed that the "trough" weld heat input could be varied to help
control weldment temperature. Finally, Spencer proposed the use of through-the-arc sensing for
automatic "trough" weld control.

A slightly different form of fill weld constraint was used by Tinkler [Tinkler, McNabb, et al.,
1987]. Tinkler used what will be called in this thesis "inter-layer self-constrained" welding.
Tinkler's fill welds were made inside valleys produced by the previous weld layer. Thus the fill
welds were still constrained to some extent, except that the constraint came from the fill welds
from the previous layer.

Link presented a different solid object build strategy that should be mentioned, which is suitable
for all metallic forms of rapid prototyping [Link, 1999]. The strategy is to use a suitably shaped
pre-fabricated base object as an integral part of the solid object design. An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 2.14. The advantages of this strategy could be reduced build time and
reduced residual stresses, as less material would need to be deposited by the rapid prototyping
system. This was also envisaged by Song, however Song used a combination of material
deposition and material removal in his rapid prototyping system [Song, Park, et al., 1998].
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Figure 2.14: Use of a simple pre-fabricated base as an integral part of the object

2.2.4 Raster Fill Path Patterns

After a solid object has been sliced into layers, tool paths need to be designed that the tool can
follow in order to fill the layers in. Three basic families of tool path patterns for the filling-in of
layers have been identified in literature. These will be presented separately in the next three
chapter sub-sections.

The path family presented here is the raster fill path family. Raster paths have also been known
by other names such as "staircase" or "zigzag", however for the purposes of this thesis the name
"raster" will be used. Raster paths involve regularly spaced parallel lines that cover the area to
be filled, forming "staircase" or "zigzag" patterns.

Farouki described raster paths and mentioned that they are common in CNC milling [Farouki,
Tarabanis, et al., 1994]. Farouki also briefly compared raster paths to contour paths and noted
that raster paths are generally easier to compute for a given 2D shape, however contour paths
are generally predicted to produce smoother surface finishes for a given deposition or removal
process.

Raster path patterns were used by Fessler for the SDM process using laser welding [Fessler,
Merz, et al., 1996]. Fessler investigated how various raster path patterns affected residual stress
in SDM using laser welding.

Hensinger used raster paths for the filling in of solid layers using the LENS process [Hensinger,
Ames, et al., 2000]. After the outer boundary of each layer had been welded, the interior of each
layer was filled in using a raster path pattern. This is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Kmecko and
Kovacevic also used the same raster fill technique, as shown in Figure 2.1 [Kmecko, Hu, et al.,
1999]. Raster weld paths were also used by Song [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et al.,
1999].
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Figure 2.15: Welding of perimeter and layer filling using a raster path in the
LENS process [Hensinger, Ames, et al., 2000]

Raster path patterns were also researched by Kamarthi for CNC milling [Kamarthi,
Bukkapatnam, et al., 2000] [Kamarthi, Pittner, et al., 1997]. Kamarthi's research involved the
mathematical description and optimisation of raster cutting paths inside convex polygons.
Kamarthi developed an algorithm that could generate "near optimal" raster tool paths for convex
polygons for CNC milling, concentrating on minimising the total path lengths and cutting times.
A particularly useful observation made by Kamarthi was that the shortest total path length of
raster paths inside convex polygons usually occurs when the raster lines are parallel to the
longest side of the polygon.

Kulkarni and Dutta used raster paths for the FDM process and investigated how they affect the
process [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]. The raster path that they used had linking sections that
linked the end of one raster line to the start of the next, so that the entire fill layer is filled by
one unbroken path that zig-zags its way across the layer as shown in Figure 2.16. Such raster
paths will be referred to in this thesis as "continuous" raster paths, as opposed to "discrete"
raster paths such as the one shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.16: A contour path and continuous raster paths, respectively
[Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]

Kulkarni and Dutta noted that a major problem with continuous raster paths is that they leave
unfilled voids near the edges of the fill areas, when the deposition is performed with a circular
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filling tool [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]. This can be seen from Figures 2.16 and 2.17. They
modelled the areas that remain unfilled as a function of the corner angle when using the FDM
process. They found that the smallest voids are produced when the raster lines meet the edge of
a fill area at 90º. Kulkarni and Dutta also noted that in order to reduce unfilled voids in layer
filling in general, the number of corners or changes in direction in deposition paths should be
minimised.

Figure 2.17: Voids produced by continuous raster paths near
fill area edges [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]

Nickel investigated the effects of various deposition path patterns on residual stress and
cracking in SDM using low carbon steels [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel,
Barnett, et al., 2001]. Some of the path patterns Nickel investigated were discrete raster paths.
Using finite element modelling and experimentation he showed that residual stresses are
greatest in the direction of the raster lines. He also compared the effects of two different raster
path patterns used to fill in a narrow rectangle, as shown in Figure 2.18. Nickel showed that the
path pattern that used the shorter raster lines, that is with the raster lines perpendicular to the
longer rectangle sides, produced lower stresses and lower base plate deflection. Raster paths in
SDM have also been researched by Ramaswami, who investigated the automatic generation of
raster paths for the SDM process [Ramaswami, 1997].

Figure 2.18: Discrete raster paths using different raster angles [Nickel, 1999]

Various kinds of raster paths were also researched by Qiu [Qiu, Langrana, et al., 2001] and
Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001] for the FDM process. Qiu as well as Tarabanis investigated the
generation and optimisation of raster paths for FDM, including both discrete and continuous
raster and the effects on the FDM build process of varying raster angles. They both echoed the
results of other researchers by finding that path corners, starts and ends tend to introduce
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unfilled voids and therefore should be avoided. Tarabanis investigated their minimisation
through raster angle selection. Raster deposition paths in FDM were also used by Wenbiao, who
also investigated problems with overfill at corners [Wenbiao and Jafari, 2000].

The generation and optimisation of discrete and continuous raster paths for machining and
generic rapid prototyping has also been researched by Rajan [Rajan, Srinivasan, et al., 2001],
Sarma [Sarma, 2000], and Vosniakos [Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000]. Rajan
recommended that a raster path pattern should use as few raster lines as possible and developed
algorithms for raster line minimisation in a given shape through raster angle optimisation.

Tinkler also used raster paths for wear replacement by robotic GMAW [Tinkler, Fihey, et al.,
1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987]. Both discrete and continuous raster paths were used, as is
illustrated in Figure 2.19. Tinkler noted that when using continuous raster paths "it is important
that process parameters be carefully controlled during the reversing stage of each pass in order
to maintain good quality" [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991]. Continuous and discrete raster paths
were also used by Zhang for RP by GMAW [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.19: Tinkler's raster paths [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991]
(a) Discrete raster; (b) Continuous raster

2.2.5 Contour Fill Path Patterns

Contour paths are another family of paths that can be used to fill in a layer. They use closed
loops that are offset from the boundary of the layer and from each other, usually by a set
constant distance. The closed loops are not connected to each other and each loop is a separate
path segment. Contour fill paths have also been known as "offset curves" or "offset paths" as
well as "window frame" paths due to the way they are generated and the appearance of the
resulting path patterns.
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Contour path patterns were described by Farouki, who noted that contour and raster path
patterns were both common in CNC milling [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994]. Farouki
described a number of methods that can be used to generate contour paths in various 2D shapes,
including offsetting the shape boundary and using Voronoi diagrams and discussed some of the
associated difficulties and limitations. Voronoi diagrams are also known as "medial axes" and
the Voronoi diagram of a shape is the loci of the centres of locally maximal spheres inside the
shape and can be thought of as a "skeleton" of the shape. A diagram showing the offsetting of a
given shape is shown in Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: Calculation of an offset from a 2D shape
[Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994]

Farouki also described some of the general problems associated with contour path patterns,
especially that areas of overfill and underfill can easily occur [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994].
This can happen where paths have discontinuous changes in direction, or are too close or too far
apart. This is especially the case in areas near the inmost contours where there may not be a
valid contour that is equidistant from itself and its neighbour and uniform area coverage may
not be possible. These problems can lead to unacceptably uneven deposition or unfilled voids.
Farouki noted that the seriousness of such problems depend on the particular deposition or
material removal process used and that "if optimum structural integrity and dimensional
accuracy are desired, ... explicit compensatory steps in the path planning may be necessary".

Kao researched the automatic generation of contour paths using medial axes techniques for
rapid prototyping by SDM [Kao, 1999] [Kao and Prinz, 1998]. As well as this, Kao developed a
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new way of computing the medial axes of any shape and investigated the overfill and underfill
problems that can easily occur in contour paths in the interior of objects.

Kao developed a method that used medial axes to test whether a generated contour path inside a
given shape is feasible for manufacturing [Kao, 1999] [Kao and Prinz, 1998]. Kao also
developed a system that automatically modified a shape by the minimal possible amount, in
order to avoid overfill and underfill problems in the shape's interior. This system also
automatically generated "optimal" contour paths directly from the optimised shape's medial axis
transform. Diagrams illustrating some of the problems with contour paths, the concept of medial
axes and Kao's shape optimisation system are shown in Figures 2.21 - 2.23. The generation of
medial axes for 2D and 3D objects, as well as object modification and detail control using
medial axes has also been researched by Storti [Storti, Turkiyyah, et al., 1997].

Figure 2.21: Common problems with contour paths [Kao and Prinz, 1998]

Figure 2.22: The medial axes transform of a shape [Kao and Prinz, 1998]
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Figure 2.23: Kao's shape optimisation and contour path generation system
[Kao and Prinz, 1998]

As mentioned previously in the subsection dealing with raster paths, Nickel investigated the
residual stresses produced by deposition paths in SDM using low carbon steel [Nickel, 1999]
[Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 2001]. As well as raster paths, Nickel also
investigated the effects on stress of contour paths, though it should be noted that Nickel actually
referred to contour paths as "spiral" paths. Nickel compared two different contour path variants
as applied to square fill areas; one had its contour path segments deposited from the outside
inwards and the other from the inside outwards. This is illustrated in Figure 2.24. Nickel found
that the contour path pattern where the outer contour was deposited first and the inner contour
was deposited last produced lower residual stresses and deflection.

Figure 2.24: Contour path patterns with different deposition order [Nickel, 1999]
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Contour paths and their generation for SDM have also been researched by Ramaswami
[Ramaswami, 1997]. Ramaswami used both recursive offset methods and medial axes methods
for contour path generation. However it should be noted that Ramaswami also referred to
contour paths as "spiral" paths, similarly to Nickel.

Kulkarni and Dutta [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999] as well as Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001] used
contour paths for the FDM process. A contour path diagram by Kulkarni and Dutta is shown in
Figure 2.16. Tarabanis decided to use inside-to-outside contour paths "for heat dissipation
purposes", but did not elaborate any further. Tarabanis also described some algorithms for
generating contour paths for complex fill area shapes for FDM and identified some common
mathematical problems that can arise. Contour paths were also described by Sarma [Sarma,
2000] and Vosniakos [Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000], who investigated their generation
using offsetting and medial axes.

2.2.6 Spiral Fill Path Patterns

Spiral fill paths employ continuous path segments that run unbroken between the centre of a fill
area to its boundary. Each continuous path segment can be called an "arm" of the spiral path and
there may be one or more spiral arms in a spiral path. The spiral arms wrap around themselves
and each other so that they are always spaced out by a constant distance. In the classic spiral
patterns, the radius from the centre of the fill area is a function of the angle.

Spiral path patterns were used by Kulkarni and Dutta for FDM [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999].
They presented three different types of spiral path patterns, one for circular fill areas and two for
square ones, as shown in Figure 2.25. The first of these, for circular fill areas, was the classic
Spiral of Archimedes. The second spiral path, designed for square fill areas, they called the
"pointwise spiral" which was based on the Spiral of Archimedes except that it used discrete
points that were joined together with straight lines. However Kulkarni and Dutta noted that the
"pointwise spiral" was never parallel to the sides of the fill area, which was undesirable since it
would result in unfilled voids near the edges of the fill area. Thus they presented the third spiral,
which they called the "desired spiral" for square fill areas. This spiral was parallel to the sides of
the fill area, however Kulkarni and Dutta stated that it "does not have a compact mathematical
representation".
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.25: Spiral deposition paths presented by Kulkarni
[Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]
(a) Spiral of Archimedes; (b) Kulkarni's square "pointwise spiral";
(c) Kulkarni's square "desired spiral"

Sarma also presented the Spiral of Archimedes as a deposition path suitable for the filling of
circular shapes [Sarma, 2000]. Sarma also presented a spiral for the filling of square shapes, the
same as the "pointwise spiral" presented by Kulkarni. As well as this, Sarma investigated the
generation of spiral paths for more complex 2D shapes and mentioned that medial axes can be
used to assist with spiral path generation, although the construction of medial axes for complex
shapes can be computationally intensive. Spiral paths were also used by Spencer for rapid
prototyping by GMAW, as is shown by a photograph of one of Spencer's weldments in Figure
2.26 [Spencer and Dickens, 1995]. It should be noted that this spiral is the same as Kulkarni's
"desired spiral". It can also be noted that this is also an example of Spencer's use of the "selfconstrained" welding technique.

Figure 2.26: A square spiral weld path in RP by GMAW
[Spencer and Dickens, 1995]
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2.2.7 Temperature and Residual Stress Regulation

Chin researched the evolution of residual stresses in multi-layer rapid prototyping by SDM
using the microcasting process [Chin, Beuth, et al., 1996] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 2001 a and b].
Chin found that greater thermal gradients inside an object lead to greater residual stresses and
thus residual stresses can be reduced through reduction of the temperature gradients. Chin also
found that heat from newly deposited layers acts to relieve stresses already present in the
weldment and that the rate of layer deposition does not greatly affect the final stresses. One way
to reduce thermal gradients would be through uniform preheating of the entire object during the
build procedure, however Chin noted that localised preheating would actually increase stress if
it resulted in increased thermal gradients. Chin also noted that correct weld path design also has
the scope for reducing thermal gradients and thus reducing residual stresses.

Chin also found that previously deposited adjacent droplets of metal have the effect of
increasing stress in the direction of deposition, relative to the transverse direction [Chin, Beuth,
et al., 2001 a and b]. Other recommendations made by Chin include that post processing such as
heat treatment should be used to relieve residual stresses (although this may not help to reduce
warpage), that baseplates should be firmly secured during a build procedure to help reduce
stress and that ideally materials should be used that work-harden as little as possible.

As a result of his research, Dickens proposed a methodology for controlling weldment
temperature in rapid prototyping by GMAW [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et
al., 1992]. Dickens envisaged that sensors could be used to measure the temperature of the
object being welded in order to prevent it from overheating. He proposed that welding should
stop and the build process be paused when the sensors detected that the weldment temperature
was too high. The weldment would then be allowed to cool or be forced to cool until the desired
temperature is reached, before welding resumed.

As mentioned in the previous chapter section dealing with instability in rapid prototyping by
GMAW, Dickens' strategy was later researched by Spencer [Spencer and Dickens, 1995]
[Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer investigated how this strategy affected surface quality,
microstructure and stress in RP by GMAW. However Spencer warned against forced cooling as
it could lead to cracking [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998].

As previously mentioned in the subsection on raster path patterns, Fessler investigated the
effects of some raster path variants on residual stress in SDM using laser welding [Fessler,
Merz, et al., 1996]. Fessler proposed and successfully tested two methods for reducing stress in
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SDM using laser welding. The first was to maximise surface area by using a discrete raster path
pattern, with every second raster line being deposited first forming separated ridges (or
"towers") of material, before filling in every other raster line. Fessler argued that the
intermediary protruding material deposits have greater surface area and thus cool faster, as well
as allowing for greater stress relief. Fessler's technique was later also used by Ramaswami
[Ramaswami, 1997]. The other method to reduce stress was to use materials with very low
coefficients of thermal expansion.

Kondoh and Ohji developed a method for automatically controlling the thermal field in straight
line bead on plate GTAW [Kondoh and Ohji, 1998]. They achieved this by varying the heat
input in different discrete sections of the straight line welds, in order to develop the desired
temperatures at various discrete locations next to the welds. They successfully tested their
system experimentally, resulting in more homogenous temperature fields and more uniform
weld bead shapes.

Link proposed a system of controlling the residual stresses in rapid prototyping, based around
the number of layers that had been deposited or the height of the layers that had been deposited
[Link, 1999]. Link proposed that after a desired number of layers had been built, or after a
desired deposition height had been reached, the whole part be heat treated to reduce residual
stress. After the part had been heat treated, deposition would continue and the cycle would be
repeated.

Nickel found that in SDM using low carbon steels, an object created using a greater number of
thinner layers has lower residual stresses and deflection than an object created using a smaller
number of thicker layers [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al.,
2001]. Nickel simulated how residual stress varies with the number of layers used to make an
object of a given height. He found that as the number of layers used approaches infinity and the
thickness of each layer thus approaches zero, residual stress and deflection decrease
asymptotically.

Another significant deposition path design strategy related to temperature and stress that should
be noted was presented by Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997]. Ramaswami recommended that an
object should be created in such a way so that the heat is deposited into it as symmetrically as
possible. Doing so will help to make the temperature distribution inside the object more uniform
and thus help to reduce thermal stresses.
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Song investigated thermal effects versus the height of objects produced in RP by GMAW
[Song, Park, et al., 1998]. Song described how heat dissipates faster when welding layers close
to the base plate and dissipates slower when welding layers that are high above the base plate.
He wrote that as an object being welded grows taller, heat accumulates in the object "until an
equilibrium between heat input and dissipation is achieved". He found that these differences in
thermal conditions affect weld bead dimensions and microstructure, causing both of these to
vary depending on their height above the base plate. Song proposed the variation of weld
parameters when welding layers depending on the height of the layer above the base plate, in
order to control heat build-up, surface temperatures, stress and microstructure. Similar
investigations were also performed by Spencer as part of Spencer's temperature control work
[Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998].

Song also recommended preheating base plates, using thicker base plates, heat treating parts and
cooling parts down as slowly as possible in order to reduce warpage and produce more uniform
microstructure in RP by GMAW [Song, Park, et al., 1999]. In his RP by GMAW and CNC
milling system, Song allowed each layer to cool to room temperature before it was machined.
As well as this, Song also modelled the effects of weld direction on warpage using finite
element analysis. Similar to other researchers, he found that "deposition with long [weld] beads
causes more warpage than with short beads" and recommended that when selecting the welding
direction "the bead length should be taken into consideration".

Finally, Vasinonta investigated weld pool length in thin wall welding using the LENS process
[Vasinonta, Beuth, et al., 2001]. Vasinonta studied the effects on weld pool length of various
process parameters as well as wall height. It was found that the weld pool length in the LENS
process increases dramatically as wall height increases from zero and then stabilises as the
height becomes large and the heat transfer effect of the base plate is lost. Vasinonta argued that
this would also be the case for other metallic rapid prototyping processes.

2.2.8 Other Tool Path and Build Process Design Strategies

Tool path design through real time closed-loop control of tool motion, power and feed has been
researched by Doumanidis, as reported in the previous chapter section dealing with instability in
rapid prototyping by GMAW. Doumanidis investigated various models and control systems for
controlling geometric and/or thermal properties of prototyped parts. Further details regarding
this research can be found in the previous chapter section.
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Also as reported in the previous chapter section, Kovacevic and Jandric investigated weld bead
shape and penetration control through control of the heat input in RP by welding [Jandric and
Kovacevic, 2001]. They developed a control system that maintained uniform weld bead
dimensions and penetration when welding near areas such as edges that have varying heat
transfer conditions. Further information can be found in the previous chapter section.

Kmecko and Kovacevic mentioned two weld procedure design strategies for RP by GMAW
regarding weld corners and the making of internal channels [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. They
recognised that when welds are made to turn tight corners they can result in uneven deposition
as too much material is deposited in the same location. Thus they proposed that during the
welding of corners, "the quantity of metal added to the weld pool has to be reduced". Regarding
the forming of internal channels in a part, they suggested that an open channel should first be
left unfilled in the part, which may then be filled in with a support material such as sand and
covered with a thin sheet of metal. Finally, new welds should then be deposited over the top of
the sheet metal as normal, leaving the internal channels inside.

Kulkarni and Dutta proposed a method of reducing unfilled voids that can occur near corners in
rapid prototyping by FDM, by changing the deposition speed or amount of material deposited
[Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]. A similar methodology was also described by Qiu [Qiu, Langrana,
et al., 2001]. Kulkarni and Dutta also presented a methodology for helping to reduce the
accumulation of errors between successive fill layers. This was done by rotating the deposition
path pattern between one fill layer and the next, as is shown in Figure 2.27.

Figure 2.27: Rotating fill paths between fill layers [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]

A few noteworthy recommendations for deposition paths and layer filling in general were also
mentioned by Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997]. Ramaswami stressed the importance of
avoiding unfilled voids, avoiding uneven deposition and avoiding revisiting points during layer
filling. Any deposition path pattern that revisits points or runs across itself would result in twice
the desired material being deposited at the revisited location, which would cause uneven
deposition. Also, Sarma made the point that deposition path corners, starts and ends in general
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should be avoided where possible during layer filling since "regions of sharp turns in the tool
trajectory and ends of the tool trajectory are causes for concern as more/less material remains in
those regions than otherwise estimated" [Sarma, 2000].

Finally, Zhang and Li also presented some weld procedure design strategies for RP by GMAW
that echoed some presented previously by other researchers for other processes [Zhang, Li, et
al., 2002]. As outlined in the previous chapter section dealing with instability in RP by GMAW,
Zhang and Li found that in thin wall welding arc ignitions at the starts of welds and crater fills
at the end of welds are a significant source of instability. They recommended that weld starts
and ends should be minimised if possible and developed modifications to their weld parameters
and weld paths near those areas to help reduce the instability. They also recommended a system
of fill layer rotation similar to that presented by Kulkarni, where successive fill layers are
identical except for being rotated with respect to one another. This system helped reduce
accumulated geometric error by distributing sources of error more evenly throughout the object.

2.3 Literature Survey Summary
The literature shows that previous researchers have encountered geometric and thermal
instability in the RP and WR by GMAW process and have found these instabilities to be very
problematic. The literature also shows that various research directions have been taken in the
past in order to address these problems. However the effects of open-loop weld path design on
process stability have not yet been well researched. At the same time, the literature shows that
many different tool path design strategies exist that can be adopted for the RP and WR by
GMAW process. The effects of many of these path strategies on the performance of other forms
of RP have previously been well investigated by researchers, however their effects on RP & WR
by GMAW have not. This thesis will therefore investigate the effects of such path strategies on
the RP & WR by GMAW process in order to determine whether open-loop weld path design
can be used to improve stability.
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Chapter 3
Weld Path Design
Strategies and Algorithms
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3.1 Overview of Weld Path Design Strategies Investigated
This chapter outlines the various different weld path design strategies investigated during the
course of this thesis. Most of the path design strategies presented here were found in literature
as described in the previous chapter. Others were developed by the author. All the investigations
in this thesis relate to the filling-in of two dimensional layers used in the making of objects with
thick cross-sections, with the exception of the experiment that is presented in Appendix D
which deals with the effects of shielding gases on thin wall welding. This chapter describes and
illustrates the various design strategies and their variants that will be tested for their effects on
process stability. The work in this chapter is published in Siminski and De Boer [2001]. The
algorithms and robot programs that were used to generate and execute them in the welding cell
are presented in Appendices A-C.

As was shown in the previous chapter, researchers have found in the past that thick (or "solid")
objects in RP by GMAW cannot be made by simply using multiple adjacent thin weld walls.
They also found that in order to make thick objects with precise geometry and smooth outer
walls, the outer walls need to be formed using low heat input welds similar to those used in thin
wall welding, while the interiors need to be filled in using higher heat input welds. Such a
methodology is referred to in this thesis as the "boundary method".

For the purposes of the design strategy investigations, it is assumed that all thick objects to be
welded require smooth outer walls. Thus all the thick object welding tests employ the boundary
method and use thin wall welds to form the boundaries of the objects before using layer filling
strategies to fill in their interior.

The weld path design strategies and their variants are presented in groups in the following
chapter sections. The next chapter section presents a number of different strategies for how to
constrain the welds used in layer filling in order to influence their shape. The chapter section
after that presents two different strategies regarding how to sequence the deposition of the thin
wall boundary layers and the fill layers during a build process.

The final three chapter sections present the three fill path pattern families that have been
identified in literature. As mentioned in the previous chapter, after a thick object has been sliced
into layers, weld paths need to be designed that the weld can follow in order to fill the layers in.
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This is done by using the fill path patterns presented below. As described previously, the three
path families that were identified were: raster, contour and spiral.

3.2 Layer Filling Constraint Strategies
A number of different layer filling constraint strategies have been identified, some of which will
be investigated in this thesis. Weld constraint refers to the presence of pre-placed weld metal
adjacent to where a new weld is to be made. When a new weld is made, its weld pool metal is
physically constrained by the existing metal. Any pre-existing metal that comes into contact
with the weld pool will affect its shape, the shape of the new weld bead and the amount of metal
that the new weld would need to penetrate and fuse with. Layer filling constraint strategies refer
to the deliberate design of constraint type for all the welds made during a layer filling
procedure.

The simplest constraint strategy is to use fill welds that are welded sequentially, with each new
weld overlapping the previous weld. In this strategy each weld is acted upon from one side by
the previous weld which is being overlapped, however it is not acted upon from the other side,
where no pre-placed weld metal exists. Since the welds are not constrained from all sides, this
strategy will be referred to as the "non-constrained" layer filling strategy. It is illustrated in
Figure 3.1.

Another constraint strategy originates from the "double spiral overlay welding" technique
developed by Kalligerakis, as presented in the previous chapter [Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992].
This was later also used by Spencer [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al.,
1998] and others. However Spencer realised that this technique was not just restricted to the
spiral welding of round components, but could also be used with other layer filling procedures
as well. As reported in the previous chapter, it relies on one set of non-overlapping welds being
welded first, which are not constrained at all on either side. After this, another set of welds is
made in between the first set, so that each of these welds is constrained on both sides.

Since in "double spiral overlay welding" the second set of welds are constrained from all sides
and since the constraint comes from other welds in the same fill layer, this constraint strategy
will be called the "self-constrained" filling strategy. It is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this thesis,
the first set of welds will be called the "ridge" welds since they form "ridges" of weld metal on
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the substrate and the second set of welds will be called the "trough" welds since they fill the
"troughs" in between.

Kalligerakis [Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992] and Spencer [Spencer and Dickens, 1995]
[Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998] both noticed that ridge welds and trough welds require different
weld parameters. Trough welds require more heat input since they need to penetrate and fuse
with more substrate metal. Trough welds also need to be able to burn away any slag that has
collected inside the troughs. It can also be noted that when using the self-constrained filling
strategy, Spencer used the same weld parameters for the ridge welds as for the boundaries of the
fill layers, though this need not always be the case. Both non-constrained and self-constrained
filling strategies will be investigated in this thesis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: The non-constrained and self-constrained filling strategies
(a) Non-constrained layer filling strategy
(b) Self-constrained layer filling strategy

It is also possible to define another constraint strategy that is a modification of the selfconstrained filling strategy. This new constraint strategy is here called the "wall-constrained"
fill strategy. It uses thin weld walls in the interior of the fill layers as well as at the boundaries.
These thin weld walls replace the ridge welds and provide constraint for the trough welds that
are used to fill in the gaps. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

However preliminary welding trials performed by the author have cast doubt over the usefulness
of the wall-constrained filling strategy. It was found that thin weld walls deposited near the
centre of fill layers tended to be lower than those deposited around the layer perimeter. This was
due to the differences in heat transfer conditions at different points on the fill layers, which in
turn affected the shapes of the thin wall welds. It was also found that it may be difficult to weld
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high quality trough welds in between the thin weld walls, due to the trough geometry. Finally,
doubts were raised as to whether or not this constraint strategy has any significant advantages
over self-constrained welding that may make it worthwhile. As a result of these preliminary
trials, it was decided not to investigate this strategy any further.

The final constraint strategy presented here comes from Tinkler and will be called "inter-layer
self-constrained" filling, as mentioned in the previous chapter [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987].
As described previously, it deposits fill welds inside the valleys formed in between the fill welds
of the previous layer. Thus the welds are partially constrained by the welds of the layer
underneath. This constraint strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The "inter-layer self-constrained" strategy does not, however appear to have any significant
advantages over the self-constrained strategy. In addition, it may have a few disadvantages.
Firstly, the strategy does not focus on depositing flat layers, but instead each layer depends on
the geometry of the one below which may make control of geometric stability more complex.
Secondly, it may be more sensitive to the weld parameters and weld spacings used. And finally,
special procedures may be required to fill in the edges of the fill layers where the regular welds
do not occur close enough to the thin wall boundaries. As a result, the "inter-layer selfconstrained" strategy will not be investigated in this thesis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: The wall-constrained and inter-layer self-constrained filling strategies
(a) Wall-constrained layer filling strategy
(b) Inter-layer self-constrained layer filling strategy
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3.3 Thin Wall and Solid Fill Sequencing Strategies
When using the boundary method to weld a solid object, the thin wall boundary needs to be
deposited first, before the filling in of the layers can proceed. Once the thin wall boundary has
been deposited, the fill welds can then fuse with its inner surface, while its outer surface remains
intact and forms the outer surface of the object. However it is not possible to fully weld a thin
wall boundary to its full height before performing the filling, since the welding torch would no
longer have access to the bottom layers. It is thus necessary to deposit no more than a few thin
wall layers at a time and alternate between depositing thin wall and fill layers. Thin wall and
solid fill sequencing strategies determine how this is done.

There are two basic strategies that have been identified according to which these operations can
be sequenced. The first one extends the thin wall boundary by an amount equal to the thickness
of one fill layer and then deposits a new fill layer so that the boundary and the fill layer are at
approximately the same height. After that, the sequence is repeated. The aim is to keep the fill
and the boundary at the same height. This is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the number of thin
wall layers equal to the thickness of one fill layer could be greater than one, depending on the
weld parameters used. It can also be noted that the build strategy used by Spencer is a special
case concurrence between the self-constrained and wall-constrained strategies and this
sequencing strategy [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998].

Figure 3.3: Sequencing thin walls so that they are level with the fill
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The other strategy is to always keep the thin walls ahead of the fill. In this strategy, the thin wall
boundary is extended by the greatest amount possible, while still not restricting torch access to
the fill layers below. After that, one fill layer is deposited and the sequence is repeated. The aim
of this sequencing strategy is to always keep the top layers of the thin wall boundary above the
fill layers. This helps to keep the top thin wall layers intact and unmelted and possibly helps to
cool them down. In turn, this may help to improve the quality of subsequent thin wall layers.
This sequencing strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Sequencing thin walls so that they are ahead of the fill

3.4 Raster Paths
Raster paths are weld paths that use regularly spaced parallel lines to cover the layer of a 2D
shape. These lines will be referred to in this thesis as "raster lines" with a single such line being
called a "raster line". A raster weld path strategy is a strategy that uses the raster path pattern to
define the layer filling weld paths. There are a number of different variations possible in raster
paths and the following raster path design variables have been identified:

- Discrete/continuous
- Raster angle
- Weld order of raster lines

The first variable refers to whether the raster path will be discrete or continuous, or some
combination of the two. In discrete raster paths each raster line is separate from the other raster
lines and does not come into contact with them. Consequently, each raster line requires its own
individual weld. On the other hand, continuous raster paths employ what will be referred to in
this thesis as "linking segments" that link the end of one raster line to the start of the next. As a
result, all the raster lines are joined together and the entire raster path is one long unbroken
zigzag that can be made with a single weld.
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However, as well as having raster paths that are completely discrete or completely continuous, it
is also possible to define raster paths that are some combination of the two. An example of a
combined discrete and continuous raster path would be a self-constrained raster path where the
ridge welds were discrete and the trough welds were continuous. It can also be noted that it is
physically not possible to use the self-constrained filling strategy in conjunction with a fully
continuous raster path.

The raster angle is the angle of the raster lines with respect to the object layer being welded.
Raster paths can be at any angle relative to the object's layer, therefore the raster angle is a
design variable.

The final variable that has been defined is the weld order of the raster lines. It refers to the order
in which the various raster lines in a raster path are welded. It can be noted that fully continuous
raster paths as well as non-constrained raster paths can only be made with a sequential weld
order. It can also be noted that self-constrained discrete raster paths rely on an appropriate weld
order that will ensure that all ridge welds are made unconstrained and prior to any neighbouring
trough welds.

Two noteworthy self-constrained discrete raster path weld orders have been identified. The first
is the "thermally symmetrical weld order" that orders the welds so that the heat input into the
substrate is as closely symmetrical as possible. The second is the "minimised total waiting time
weld order" which spreads the welds around the substrate so that total cooling time is
minimised, while ensuring that neighbouring welds are not welded immediately after one
another without sufficient cooling time in between.

Examples of various types of raster paths are shown in Figures 3.5 - 3.6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: Examples of raster weld paths
(a) Discrete; self-constrained; 0° raster angle; square fill layer
(b) Continuous; non-constrained; 45° raster angle; square fill layer
(c) Discrete; non-constrained; 0° raster angle; rectangular fill layer
(d) Combined; self-constrained; 90° raster angle; circular fill layer

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: More examples of raster weld paths
(a) Discrete; self-constrained; 45° raster angle; square fill layer
(b) Continuous; non-constrained; 90° raster angle; square fill layer
(c) Discrete; self-constrained; 90° raster angle; rectangular fill layer
(d) Discrete; non-constrained; 90° raster angle; circular fill layer

This thesis will restrict itself to simple object shapes such as squares, rectangles and circles, in
order to avoid complexities arising out of more complex object shapes. As a result, the
mathematical generation of the raster paths and the generation of the appropriate welding robot
programs in this thesis is straightforward. The welding robot used in this thesis is described in
the following chapter. A sample robot program used for the welding of raster paths is shown in
Appendix A.

The automatic generation of raster paths and of welding programs for more complex object
geometries is thus out of the thesis scope. Further information regarding automatic raster path
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generation and optimisation can be found in Kamarthi [Kamarthi, Bukkapatnam, et al., 2000]
[Kamarthi, Pittner, et al., 1997], Qiu [Qiu, Langrana, et al., 2001], Rajan [Rajan, Srinivasan, et
al., 2001], Sarma [Sarma, 2000], Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001], Tinkler [Tinkler, Fihey, et al.,
1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987] and Vosniakos [Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000].

3.5 Contour Paths
Contour paths cover the layer of a 2D shape by using closed contours or loops that are offset
from the shape boundary and from one another. The individual contours are not connected to
each other and each contour is a separate path segment that requires its own separate weld. A
contour weld path strategy is one that defines its fill welds according to the contour path pattern.
The following contour path design variables have been identified and will be investigated in this
thesis:

- Line/contour at centre of fill layer
- Contour weld order
- Contour welding direction (clockwise/anticlockwise)

The first of these determines whether the contour path pattern will have a full contour at the
centre of the fill layer, or whether it will have a line (or "half contour"). If there is a full contour
in the centre, then this contour needs to be uniformly offset from itself as well as from the
contour on its outside, in order to evenly cover the centre of the fill layer. The other option is to
have a line in the centre of the fill layer that is offset on both sides from the contour surrounding
it. In both cases, it is important that all parts of the fill layer centre get uniform coverage from
the contour path pattern.

The contour weld order determines the order in which the contours are welded. Since each
contour is a separate path segment, the contours can be welded in any order. However nonconstrained contour weld paths are physically restricted to sequential weld orders, either starting
from the inner-most contour and moving outward, or visa-versa. On the other hand, selfconstrained contour paths can use any weld order, on the condition that all the ridge welds are
welded unconstrained and prior to any neighbouring trough welds. One such weld order is the
"minimised total waiting time weld order", which minimises the total waiting time while
ensuring that neighbouring welds are not welded without the desired cooling time in between.
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The final variable determines the direction in which the contours are welded. Each contour can
be welded either clockwise or anticlockwise. All the contours in a path pattern can be welded in
the same direction, or the welding direction can be allowed to vary.

Examples of various types of contour paths are shown in Figure 3.7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.7: Examples of contour weld paths
(a) Line at centre; non-constrained; square fill layer
(b) Contour at centre; self-constrained; square fill layer
(c) Line at centre; non-constrained; rectangular fill layer
(d) Contour at centre; self-constrained; circular fill layer

As mentioned in the previous chapter section on raster paths, this thesis will restrict itself to
simple object shapes in order to avoid complexities arising out of more complex object shapes.
As a result, the mathematical generation of the contour paths and the generation of the
appropriate robot programs in this thesis is straightforward. A sample robot program used for
the welding of contour paths is shown in Appendix B.

As is the case with raster paths, the automatic generation of contour paths and of welding
programs for more complex object geometries is out of the scope of this thesis. Further
information regarding automatic contour path generation and optimisation can be found in
Farouki [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994], Kao [Kao, 1999] [Kao and Prinz, 1998], Ramaswami
[Ramaswami, 1997], Sarma [Sarma, 2000], Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001] and Vosniakos
[Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000].
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3.6 Spiral Paths
Spiral paths employ long path segments that run unbroken from the inside of the fill layer to the
fill layer boundaries. In this thesis, each such path segment will be called an "arm" of the spiral
path pattern, or a "spiral arm". A spiral path pattern may have one or more spiral arms that wrap
around themselves and each other to fill the area of a 2D shape. A spiral weld path design
strategy is one that uses fill welds based on some form of spiral path pattern. The following
design variables have been identified for spiral paths and will be tested in this thesis:

- Number of spiral arms
- Spiral arm welding direction
- Spiral arm weld order

The first design variable is the number of spiral arms used in a path pattern, since spiral path
patterns can be defined with any number of spiral arms. The most common number of spiral
arms is one or two, however it is possible to have more. It can be noted that if non-constrained
filling is to be used, then the number of spiral arms must be one. On the other hand, if selfconstrained filling is to be used, then the number of spiral arms must be greater than one.

Another design variable is the direction in which the spiral arms are to be welded. It is possible
to start welding a spiral arm in the centre of the fill layer and weld outwards towards the fill
layer boundary. Alternatively it is also possible to start welding at the fill layer boundary and
weld the spiral arm inwards towards the centre of the fill layer. All the spiral arms in a path
pattern may be welded in the same direction, or the direction could be made to vary between
spiral arms.

Finally, if the number of spiral arms is greater than one, then the order in which they are welded
can also be varied. However it is always necessary to weld the ridge spiral arms before the
trough spiral arms.

In this thesis, spiral paths that are designed for circular fill layers will be based on the Spiral of
Archimedes, as illustrated by Kulkarni [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999]. However, spiral paths
designed for square and rectangular fill layers will be based on Kulkarni's "desired spiral" rather
than Kulkarni's "pointwise spiral". These are illustrated in the previous chapter. This is because,
as was noted by Kulkarni, the "pointwise spiral" is never parallel to the sides of the fill layer
which would result in unfilled voids. In contrast, the arms of the "desired spiral" are parallel to
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the sides of the fill layer. As well as Kulkarni, the "pointwise spiral" was also presented by
Sarma [Sarma, 2000], while the "desired spiral" was also used by Spencer [Spencer and
Dickens, 1995].

As mentioned previously, a spiral path pattern can have any number of spiral arms, from one to
many. As a result, an infinite number of different spiral path patterns can be defined. Some of
these possible spiral path patterns are illustrated in Figures 3.8 - 3.9, with the simplest being
illustrated first. The spiral path patterns that have more than one spiral arm are illustrated as
self-constrained, with the solid lines representing ridge welds and the dashed lines representing
trough welds.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3.8: Increasingly complex spiral paths in square or rectangular fill layers
(a) Single spiral arm, non-constrained
(b-e) Multiple spiral arms, self-constrained
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

Figure 3.9: Increasingly complex spiral paths in circular fill layers
(a) Single spiral arm, non-constrained
(b-e) Multiple spiral arms, self-constrained

As can be seen from Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the complexity of a spiral path pattern increases as the
number of spiral arms increases. Also, as the number of spiral arms increases, the number of
separate welds increases because each spiral arm is a separate path segment. This in turn
increases the number of weld starts and ends in a path pattern and thus the concentration of
starts and ends in the centre of the fill layer, which is undesirable. It can also be seen that the
spiral paths shown in Figures 3.8a and 3.9a are non-constrained weld paths, while all the other
paths shown are self-constrained weld paths.

There are also other spiral path patterns that may be defined, similar to those shown above, that
are impossible to weld as continuous spirals. For example, the spiral path pattern shown in
Figure 3.10 cannot be welded according to the self-constrained strategy while using one
continuous weld per spiral arm. Even if the weld parameters were altered "on the fly" the
constraint arrangement for each weld segment would be incorrect.
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Figure 3.10: Self-constrained spiral path impossible to weld with continuous welds

Since the spiral path patterns shown in Figures 3.8a-b and 3.9a-b are the simplest path patterns
with the fewest spiral arms and encompass both non-constrained and self-constrained welding,
this thesis will restrict itself to these spiral patterns. Thus the number of arms in a spiral path
pattern will be restricted to either one or two, with the patterns being arranged as shown.

Some examples of spiral paths that will be investigated in this thesis are shown in Figure 3.11.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.11: Examples of spiral weld paths
(a) 1 spiral arm; non-constrained; square fill layer
(b) 2 spiral arms; self-constrained; square fill layer
(c) 1 spiral arm; non-constrained; rectangular fill layer
(d) 2 spiral arms; self-constrained; circular fill layer

As mentioned previously, this thesis restricts itself to simple object shapes such as rectangles
and circles. Nevertheless, unlike with raster and contour paths, the generation of the spiral weld
paths and robot welding programs is not straightforward.

In the case of circular spiral paths, the mathematical equations defining the paths are simple, yet
programming the paths into the welding robot is more complex. This is because the welding
robot can be programmed to move in a straight line or in a circular arc, but not in a circular
spiral. The solution to this is shown in Appendix C. On the other hand, in the case of the square
and rectangular spirals, a mathematical representation of the paths needed to be developed on
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which a robot program could be based. The mathematical formulae used to describe the various
spirals and program them into the welding robot, along with some sample robot programs, are
presented in Appendix C.

The automatic generation of spiral paths and of welding programs for more complex object
geometries is out of the scope of this thesis. More information regarding the automatic
generation of spiral paths is given by Sarma [Sarma, 2000].

3.7 Summary of Weld Path Design Strategies
Table 3.1 summarises the different path design strategies presented and discussed in this thesis,
together with references to where the strategies appear in literature and which strategies were
developed in this thesis.

Table 3.1: Summary of Path Design Strategies
Path Strategy

Path Sub-Strategy

Used or Mentioned By

Raster Paths

Discrete

Fessler [Fessler, Merz, et al., 1996], Hensinger [Hensinger,
Ames, et al., 2000], Kmecko [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999],
Nickel [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel,
Barnett, et al., 2001], Rajan [Rajan, Srinivasan, et al., 2001],
Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997], Sarma [Sarma, 2000],
Song [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1999],
Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001], Tinkler [Tinkler, Fihey, et al.,
1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987], Vosniakos
[Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000] and Zhang [Zhang,
Li, et al., 2002]
Farouki [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994], Fessler [Fessler,
Merz, et al., 1996], Kamarthi [Kamarthi, Bukkapatnam, et
al., 2000] [Kamarthi, Pittner, et al., 1997], Kao [Kao, 1999],
Kulkarni [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999], Qiu [Qiu, Langrana, et
al., 2001], Rajan [Rajan, Srinivasan, et al., 2001], Sarma
[Sarma, 2000], Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001], Tinkler
[Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991] [Tinkler, McNabb, et al.,
1987], Vosniakos [Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000],
Wenbiao [Wenbiao and Jafari, 2000] and Zhang [Zhang, Li,
et al., 2002]
Developed in this thesis

Continuous

Combined
Raster angle
Weld order

Sequential

Commonly varied
Commonly used

Minimised Developed in this thesis
total waiting
time
Thermally- Developed in this thesis
symmetrical
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Path Strategy
Contour Paths

Path Sub-Strategy
At centre

Contour

Line
Weld order

Spiral Paths

Farouki [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994], Kao [Kao, 1999]
[Kao and Prinz, 1998], Kulkarni [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999],
Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997], Sarma [Sarma, 2000],
Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001] and Vosniakos [Vosniakos and
Papapanagiotou, 2000]
Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997] and Sarma [Sarma, 2000]

Sequential
from inside
outwards
Sequential
from outside
inwards
Minimised
total waiting
time
Contour welding direction

Nickel [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel,
Barnett, et al., 2001]

Number of
spiral arms

Kao [Kao, 1999], Kulkarni [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999],
Sarma [Sarma, 2000] and Tarabanis [Tarabanis, 2001]
Spencer [Spencer and Dickens, 1995]

One
Two

Welding
direction of
spiral arms

Constraint
Strategies

Used or Mentioned By

Nickel [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel,
Barnett, et al., 2001]
Developed in this thesis

Developed in this thesis

From inside Developed in this thesis
outwards
From outside Developed in this thesis
inwards

Self-constrained

Non-constrained

Fessler [Fessler, Merz, et al., 1996], Kalligerakis
[Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992], Kmecko [Kmecko, Hu, et
al., 1999], Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997] and Spencer
[Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al.,
1998]
Commonly used

Wall-constrained

Developed in this thesis but not used

Inter-layer self-constrained Tinkler [Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987]
Thin Wall and
Fill
Sequencing
Strategies

Thin-wall-level-with-fill

Thin-wall-ahead-of-fill

Jacono [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999],
Hensinger [Hensinger, Ames, et al., 2000], Qiu [Qiu,
Langrana, et al., 2001] and Spencer [Spencer and Dickens,
1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]
Cooper [Cooper, 1999]
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Chapter 4
Description of Welding
Cell and Equipment Used
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4.1 Welding Robot
This chapter describes the hardware and software that was used for the experimental work in
this thesis. This chapter section describes the welding robot that was used. The following
sections of this chapter describe the welding power supply, the welding consumables, the weld
monitoring system, the welding cell computer control system and various other articles of
equipment.

The welding robot used in this thesis was an IRB1400 industrial robot with S4C controller from
ABB. The robot consisted of two main parts; the manipulator or robot arm and the robot
controller. The manipulator had six independently controlled axes driven by electric motors and
was used to hold and drive the welding torch to the desired locations and along the desired
paths. The controller was made up of the hardware and software necessary to control the motion
of the manipulator, perform program execution, store programs in memory, perform
input/output and other related tasks. Pictures of the robot manipulator and the robot controller
are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

The robot was programmed in the robot programming language RAPID, in which the program
files were plain text files that did not require any compilation in order to run. Programming was
either carried out online using the robot's teach pendant, shown in Figure 4.2, or offline on a PC.
The robot controller had a 3.5 inch floppy disk drive, a RAM disk, communication capabilities
and accepted software files in MS DOS format with the 8.3 character file name format.
Information regarding the communication capabilities of the robot can be found in section 4.5 of
this chapter. The robot had sixteen digital input channels, sixteen digital output channels and
two analog output channels.
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Figure 4.1: The IRB1400 robot manipulator

Figure 4.2: The S4C robot controller (right) with teach pendent (on top)
and the Power Wave 450 welding power supply (left)
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4.2 Welding Power Supply
The welding cell used an Invertec Power Wave 450 Robotic welding power supply made by
Lincoln Electric. The welding power supply was microprocessor controlled and provided power
for the arc welding process, controlled the current and voltage waveforms, controlled the wire
feeder unit, the welding torch and the shielding gas on/off valve. Information about the welding
torch can be found in section 4.6.1 of this chapter. The power supply was interfaced with the
S4C robot controller so that the user of the welding cell only needed to specify the welding
procedure inside a robot program and then the robot controller would control the welding power
supply as required. A picture of the welding power supply is shown in Figure 4.2.

The welding power supply was only used for GMAW in this thesis, but it was also designed for
use with pulse GMAW, FCAW and MMAW. It was rated at 500 A and 40 V at 60% duty cycle
based on a ten minute time period, with an automatic thermostat overload shutoff.

The power supply was designed to be a "synergic" power supply. For a specified combination of
welding process, filler wire type, filler wire size, shielding gas type and wire feed rate, the
power supply would automatically select the appropriate pre-programmed current and voltage
waveforms. Once the welding process, filler wire type, filler wire size and shielding gas type
were programmed into the power supply, what the synergic control effectively meant was that
for a given wire feed rate the power supply would decide what voltage setting to use. Thus
because of the way the power supply was designed it was possible to set the desired wire feed
rate directly but it was not possible to set the desired voltage directly.

However it was possible to set the voltage trim, or arc length trim. The voltage selected by the
power supply could thus be increased or decreased by up to 50%, resulting in voltages of
between 50% and 150% of the automatically selected voltage setting. The power supply was
interfaced with the robot controller in such a way so that a programmed voltage of 50-150 V in
the robot program resulted in a voltage of 50-150% of the power supply's nominal voltage. Thus
the user of the welding cell programmed the welding procedure in voltage percentage, not in
volts. Graphs relating voltage percentage to voltage, for the welding parameters used in this
thesis and for various wire feed rates, can be found in Appendix C of Jacono [Jacono, 1999].
The actual welding voltage in volts during welding was known, however, by measuring it using
the weld monitoring system described in section 4.4 of this chapter.
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4.3 Welding Consumables
4.3.1 Base Plates

The base plates used in this thesis were made from plain carbon steel. The plain carbon steel
was supplied by OneSteel and was known as 300PLUS. This steel satisfies the requirements of
AS/NZS 3679.1-300 grade [Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, 1996] and is
classified as steel Group Number 4 in the WTIA Technical Note 1 [WTIA, 1996 a].

The composition of the steel as quoted by the manufacturer is shown in Table 4.1 [OneSteel,
2000]. The AS/NZS 3679.1 standard has further information regarding 300 grade steel
[Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, 1996].

Table 4.1: Composition of 300PLUS mild steel (units are % by weight)
C
0.25 (max)
Cr
0.30 (max)

P
0.05 (max)
Mo
0.10 (max)

Mn
1.60 (max)
Al
0.15 (max)

Si
0.40 (max)
Nb
0.01 (max)

S
0.04 (max)
V
0.03 (max)

Cu
0.50 (max)
Nb + V
0.03 (max)

Ni
0.50 (max)
Ti
0.04 (max)

The maximum carbon equivalent (CE or CEQ) of 300PLUS steel is 0.44 [OneSteel, 2000], as
calculated by the formula for CE shown in Equation 4.1.

CE = C +

Mn Cr + Mo + V Ni + Cu
+
+
6
5
15

Equation 4.1: Formula for calculating CE (units are % by weight)
[Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, 1996]

The mechanical properties of 300PLUS steel plate guaranteed by the manufacturer are shown in
Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of 300PLUS steel plate [OneSteel, 2000]
Thickness (mm)

Tensile Yield

Tensile Strength

Elongation Minimum

Minimum (MPa)

Minimum (MPa)

(%)

< 11

320

440

22

≥ 11 ≤ 17

300

440

22

> 17 < 40

280

440

22

≥ 40

280

440

22

The thin wall welding experiment presented in Appendix D of this thesis used 6mm thick base
plates, 250mm in length and 100mm in width. All the other welding experiments presented in
this thesis used 20mm thick 250x100mm plates. In all cases, the top surface of every base plate
was ground before welding to remove millscale and rust.

4.3.2 Filler Wire

The filler wire used in this thesis was Autocraft LW1 supplied by Cigweld. It was a copper
coated mild steel wire with a diameter of 0.9mm. The filler wire classification was
AS/NZS2717.1: ES4-GC/M-W503AH and AWSA5.18: ER70S-4.

The wire is suitable for both short-circuit and spray transfer modes, is suitable for multi-pass
GMAW, produces low levels of spatter and "an even and smooth contour" [BOC Gases
Australia Limited, 1998], as well as offering "minimum weld cleaning especially when used
with Argoshield gases" [CIG, 1993], all of which are required for rapid prototyping. It had also
been successfully used for both thin wall and solid object rapid prototyping by Jacono [De Boer,
Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999].

The 0.9mm diameter of the filler wire had been shown by Jacono to be suitable for the welding
of both thin walls and of fill welds in rapid prototyping by GMAW [De Boer, Jacono, et al.,
2000] [Jacono, 1999]. As has been shown by Jacono and others [Ribeiro, 1998] [Ribeiro, 1999]
[Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997] [Ribeiro, Ogunbiyi, et al., 1997] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992],
thin wall welding by GMAW requires a very stable welding process with regular controlled
short-circuiting and very low welding currents, in order to produce a small, stable and fastfreezing weld pool. As has been described in the introduction, smaller wire diameters deliver
better process stability in short-circuit transfer mode at very low currents. Thus a large diameter
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wire cannot be used for thin wall welding. On the other hand, fill welds require more heat input
in order to burn away slag and fuse with a larger area of substrate, though they still require a
stable welding process and a modest weld pool size. Fill welds therefore need to use low to
medium welding currents and are therefore suited to low to medium wire diameters. Since the
single wire diameter of 0.9mm had been successfully used by Jacono for all types of welds,
since it was a low to medium sized diameter and was acceptable for all weld types, this single
wire diameter was used throughout this thesis as a compromise in order to streamline the
investigation. It should be noted however that rapid prototyping by GMAW systems could
possibly use more than one wire diameter, though in practice this would necessitate the use of
multiple welding systems with either rapid change-over for one robot or multiple robots.

With the chosen wire diameter of 0.9mm and a shielding gas of Argoshield 50, the filler wire
had the following properties [BOC Gases Australia Limited, 1998]:

- Yield stress: 420 MPa
- Tensile strength: 520 MPa
- Elongation: 30%
- CVN impact value: 110 J @ -20 oC
- Voltage range: 15-26 V
- Current range: 70-230 A
- Wire feed rate range: 3.5-15 m/min

4.3.3 Shielding Gas

Since this thesis welds plain carbon steel and requires very high process stability, the natural
choice for shielding gas was an argon based mixture also containing oxygen and carbon dioxide.
As has been outlined in the introduction, these argon based shielding gases are very well suited
to steels, produce the highest levels of process stability and are very versatile. Such a shielding
gas had previously been successfully used by Jacono for all his welds [De Boer, Jacono, et al.,
2000] [Jacono, 1999].

Two such shielding gases were considered for this thesis: Argoshield 50 and Argoshield 51, also
called "Argoshield Light" and "Argoshield Universal", respectively. Both of these are made by
BOC Gases, both are suitable for all transfer modes, both are recommended for the filler wire
being used and their compositions are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 [BOC Gases Australia
Limited, 1998] [CIG, 1993]. Since Argoshield 50 has more oxygen and less carbon dioxide than
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Argoshield 51, it is meant to produce a higher level of process stability and smaller and cooler
weld pools, thus being ideally suited to thin wall welding. On the other hand, since fill welds
use higher heat inputs, require greater penetration and do not require quite as high level of
process stability as thin wall welds, they are ideally suited to Argoshield 51.

Table 4.3: Composition of Argoshield 50
Oxygen

Carbon Dioxide

Argon

3.1%

5.0%

Balance

Table 4.4: Composition of Argoshield 51
Oxygen

Carbon Dioxide

Argon

2.75%

16%

Balance

The shielding gas used successfully by Jacono for all his rapid prototyping welds was
Argoshield 51 [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999]. This gas is designed to be an ideal
general purpose shielding gas good for robotic welding applications [CIG, 1993]. However the
properties of Argoshield 50 promised to lend themselves very well to thin wall welding,
possibly better than Argoshield 51. This could not be discounted, so a thin wall welding
experiment was carried out comparing these two shielding gases, as presented in Appendix D of
this thesis and published in Siminski and De Boer [2002 b]. The results of this experiment did
not show a great difference in the thin walls produced by these two gases. Thus for the purposes
of streamlining the investigations in this thesis, it was decided to use only Argoshield 51
throughout the thesis, since it was a proven and versatile gas and since using two different gases
would not have added to the results. However multiple shielding gases could potentially be used
in rapid prototyping by GMAW systems for applications where that were proven to be
beneficial.

4.4 Weld Monitoring System
4.4.1 Voltage Sensor

The welding cell had a weld monitoring system that could monitor the welding process in real
time by measuring welding voltage, current, wire feed rate and gas flow rate. The measurement
signals were fed into a PC and could be recorded or used for real time analysis.
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The welding voltage was measured using two wire cables that would pick up the voltage
difference between their two ends. They were placed as close as possible to the welding arc so
that the welding voltage thus measured would approximate the arc voltage. One was secured
inside the welding torch as close as possible to the contact tip. The other was secured to a corner
of the metal workbench. The voltage sensor is pictured in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The voltage sensor

4.4.2 Current Sensor

The welding current was measured using an LEM HT500-SID 0-500A Hall effect current
sensor, positioned around the welding cable near the welding power supply. Figure 4.4 shows a
photograph of the current sensor.
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Figure 4.4: The current sensor

4.4.3 Wire Feed Sensor

The welding cell used a Data Harvest analogue output 0-25m/min tachogenerator wire feed rate
sensor. The sensor was positioned on the robot near the filler wire spool with the filler wire
passing through the sensor. Since the wire feed rate was measured away from the arc, the sensor
did not pick up variations in the wire feed rate close to the arc and was only intended to be used
as a measure of mean wire feed rates values. A picture of the wire feed rate sensor is shown in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The wire feed rate sensor

4.4.4 Gas Flow Sensor

The flow rate of the shielding gas was measured by a non-obstructive gas flow rate sensor. It
was positioned near the gas bottle and inserted into the gas delivery system so that the shielding
gas would flow through it. The sensor was a Micro Switch AWM5104V Microbridge mass
airflow sensor, made by Honeywell. It measured the gas flow rate based on the theory that as
gas flows past a sensing element it causes heat transfer to take place. It measured flow rate in
litres per minute, with ±0.5% repeatability and ±3.0% linearity error [Honeywell, 1998]. The
gas flow rate sensor is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: The gas flow rate sensor

4.4.5 Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system consisted of a signal conditioning box and a PC with a data
acquisition card with analog to digital conversion. The conditioning box provided power for the
various weld process sensors, conditioned the sensor signals and referenced them to a common
ground voltage so that they were in a form suitable for the data acquisition card. The signal
conditioning consisted of a static gain in order to scale the signal, as well as a first order lowpass anti-aliasing filter. The cut-off frequency of all the signals was set to 2.5 kHz, except for
the wire feed rate which was set to approximately 250 Hz.

The PC used for the data acquisition system was a 600 MHz Pentium III with 320 MB of RAM
running Windows 98 and was the same PC as was used for all the PC tasks in the welding cell.
The data acquisition card was a 12 bit 16 channel AD, 12 bit 2 channel DA, AT-MIO-16E-10
made by National Instruments. The data acquisition was carried out at a sampling frequency of
5 kHz. The welding data was monitored and recorded using stand-alone PC applications written
by the author in C++ that used the dynamic link libraries (dll's) of the National Instruments
LabWindows/CVI 5.0 software package to perform the actual data reading operations. Figure
4.7 shows the conditioning box and the PC.
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Figure 4.7: The signal conditioning box and the PC

4.5 Computer Monitoring and Control of Welding Cell
4.5.1 Robot-PC Interface

In addition to weld monitoring and data acquisition capabilities, the welding cell's PC also had
the capability to monitor and control the ABB robot. The robot controller was networked to the
PC via ethernet, using tcp/ip and RAP communications protocols. The RAP communications
protocol was produced by ABB for the specific purpose of interfacing their robot controllers
with PC's. A software package called RobComm version 3.0/3 was also purchased from ABB
and installed on the welding cell's PC. RobComm provided a range of ActiveX controls and
OLE objects which could be used by applications running on the PC to monitor and control the
robot controller. The capabilities thus provided to PC applications ranged from remotely
viewing and setting I/O channels in the robot controller, through to copying data files to and
from the robot, to reading and writing robot program variables in real time during robot program
execution.

Figure 4.8 shows the RobComm setup window where "aliases" or handles were set up for
referencing remote robot controllers, while Figure 4.9 shows the welding cell PC with the robot
manipulator in the background.
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Figure 4.8: The RobComm setup window

Figure 4.9: The welding cell PC with the robot manipulator

4.5.2 Sample Computer Applications

In order to take advantage of the capabilities provided by the robot-PC interface, specialised PC
applications were still required that could use the tools provided by RobComm to perform a
desired monitoring or control task. RobComm made it possible for applications on the PC to
monitor and control the robot remotely, however the actual PC applications that did this were
not provided by the manufacturer. The system relied on the user of the welding cell
programming their own custom PC applications to suit their needs. Thus the author of this thesis
designed and programmed various specialised applications that were needed for the welding
cell, but were not provided by the manufacturer. These were programmed in C++ using Borland
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C++ Builder v.3. A selection of PC applications designed and programmed in C++ by the
author will now be presented.

Robot File Explorer: The Robot File Explorer was created to allow fast and convenient transfer
of data files between the PC and the robot controller. Within the Robot File Explorer
application, the robot's floppy and RAM disks were just as accessible as any of the PC's data
storage devices. Even though the robot controller had a 3.5 inch floppy drive, it was much faster
and more convenient to transfer files over the ethernet directly from the PC. This was especially
important as almost all of the robot programs used for the purposes of this thesis were written
offline on the PC in the Windows text editor Notepad and then transferred over to the robot
using the Robot File Explorer.

The Robot File Explorer's capabilities included: viewing all files and directories and their
attributes on the PC and the robot; copying, moving, deleting and renaming all files and
directories on the PC and the robot; creating new directories on the PC and the robot; executing
all files on the PC whose file types have been registered with Windows; backing-up and
restoring all robot system files; and performing various types of reboots of the robot controller.
Figure 4.10 shows a screenshot of the Robot File Explorer application.

Figure 4.10: The Robot File Explorer

Robot Robtarget Monitor: The Robot Robtarget Monitor monitored the position of the robot and
displayed it on the screen in real time. It allowed the user to access all of the robot's positional
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information directly from the PC. The robot language RAPID used a variable type called
'robtarget' to describe all of the information the robot needed to assume a given position. It was
the robot's current robtarget that was displayed in real time on the screen. In addition to this, the
robot's currently used tool (or "tool data") and coordinate system (or "work object") with respect
to which the robtarget was given, was also displayed on the screen in real time. The default
monitoring frequency of the Robot Robtarget Monitor was 10 Hz, however the user could set
the monitoring frequency to between 0.1 Hz and 15.0 Hz. The Robot Robtarget Monitor was
very useful during offline programming of robot programs, when certain reference positions
needed to be obtained physically from the robot. A screenshot of the Robot Robtarget Monitor
is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: The Robot Robtarget Monitor

Robot Current Status: This application monitored the status of the robot controller and displayed
the status on the screen in real time. The components of the robot's status that were monitored
were: robot operational status; robot controller status; program controller status; program status;
and robot-PC interface status. When a status state on the robot changed, RobComm would
immediately inform the Robot Current Status application, which would then display the new
state on the screen. This application was useful when the user wanted to know what the robot
was doing when operating the robot from the PC. Figure 4.12 shows the Robot Current Status
program window.
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Figure 4.12: The Robot Current Status application

Gas Flow Meter: The Gas Flow Meter application monitored the flow rate of the shielding gas
and displayed the gas flow rate in real time on the screen. It used the gas flow sensor and weld
monitoring system described in section 4.4 of this chapter. This application was used when
setting the gas flow rate on the shielding gas bottle before a welding procedure. The shielding
gas bottle did not have an accurate flow rate meter, so the flow rate was set by letting the gas
flow and by tuning the flow rate until the flow rate on the PC screen matched the desired flow
rate. A screenshot of the Gas Flow Meter is shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: The Gas Flow Meter application

Weld Logger: The Weld Logger was used to measure the welding process for a desired length
of time and to save the results to a data file on the PC. It used the weld monitoring system
described in section 4.4 of this chapter and measured the welding voltage, current, wire feed rate
and gas flow rate. The user would input the name of the file to which the results would be saved
and initiate a weld process measurement by clicking on the "Log Data" button. The welding
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process would then be measured for the desired length of time and with the desired sampling
frequency and the results would be saved in binary format. The program used an .ini file to
specify various settings and constants which could be edited by the user as required. The binary
results file could then be analysed in a software package such as Matlab. Figure 4.14 shows the
Weld Logger program.

The Weld Logger program was used to measure the welding process throughout the thesis, with
the exception of the weld path strategy comparison experiment. There, another program called
the 'Solids4 Weld Logger' was used. This program, also written by the author, was based on the
Weld Logger program and measured and saved the welding signals of desired welds
automatically.

Figure 4.14: The Weld Logger application

4.6 Miscellaneous Welding Cell Equipment
4.6.1 Push-Pull Torch

The welding torch used in the welding cell was a push-pull torch, which meant that it had a
motor inside that would feed the filler wire in cooperation with the main wire feeder unit. The
main wire feeder unit was situated a long distance away from the nozzle, so the push-pull torch
was used to produce smoother and more even feeding of the filler wire and thus improve the
weld process stability and the regularity of the welds. The torch used was a water-cooled Binzel
Neck-Change ROBO WH-PP with changeable neck WH-455 with a 22º bend and is shown in
Figure 4.3.
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4.6.2 Water-Cooled Nozzle

A water-cooled nozzle was used for all of the welding experiments conducted in the welding
cell. A previous user of the welding cell discovered that this was necessary because of the high
weld temperatures that can accumulate in rapid prototyping when new welds are made on
already hot material. They discovered this when they set fire to the welding torch during a
welding experiment because they were not using a water-cooled nozzle.

4.6.3 Programmable Wire Snipper

The welding cell also had an automatic wire snipper. This was positioned in one corner of the
work bench and was used to snip off the filler wire tip in between welds. When a weld is
completed and the arc is extinguished, the tip of the filler wire develops a solid "blob" which
can make it difficult to strike an arc at the start of the next weld. Thus the wire snipper was used
to snip off the end of the wire so that the next weld could begin with a fresh wire tip.

The wire snipper was actuated by air pressure provided by an air compressor and was controlled
by a solenoid valve, which in turn was connected to a digital output channel in the robot
controller. In this way, the robot controlled the wire snipper and wire snipping could be easily
programmed into any robot program. All the welds performed in this thesis used the wire
snipper and every weld was started with a fresh filler wire tip.

4.6.4 Thermal Imaging Camera

Weld temperatures were measured using an infrared thermal imaging camera. The camera used
was a Thermacam PM390 made by Flir Systems, very similar to the one shown in Figure 4.15.
The camera's specifications are shown below, as supplied by the manufacturer [Flir Systems,
1999]:
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- 256 x 256 PlSi/CMOS focal plane array (FPA) detector
- 3.4 µm to 5 µm spectral band
- ± 2% or 2 ºC accuracy
- <0.07 ºC sensitivity (NETD @ 30 ºC)
- -10 ºC to 1500 ºC extended temperature range
- 12 bit, 4096 level, 72 dB digitising resolution
- Integrated closed-cycle cryogenic cooling
- 16º lens
- 9 inch to infinity focus range
- 60/50 Hz image update rate
- 8 or 12 bit TIFF output image format

The temperature output images recorded by the camera were analysed in the software package
TherMonitor Pro v.1.61 made by Thermoteknix Systems.

Figure 4.15: The thermal imaging camera
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Chapter 5
Preliminary Path Strategy
Sensitivity Experiment
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5.1 Aim of Experiment
Now that the weld path design strategies have been presented and the welding cell has been
described, the thesis will test the effects of the weld paths on build process stability. These next
three chapters present the preliminary path strategy sensitivity experiment that gauges how
sensitive the build process is to the various weld path design strategies that were outlined in
Chapter 3.

The weld path design strategies were trialled in the robotic GMAW cell in order to observe their
effects on process stability and performance. The aim was to test whether the process was
sensitive to the weld path strategies used and to examine the scope that weld path design has as
a tool for controlling the stability and performance of the RP by GMAW process. If the
performance of the weld path strategies varied significantly and the process was shown to be
sensitive to the path strategies used, this would indicate that open-loop weld path design can be
useful for improving process performance.

The various weld path design strategies that were trialled are summarised in the experimental
method that is presented in the following chapter section. The sections of this experiment that
relate to the raster weld paths are published in Siminski and De Boer [2002 a]. The welding
trials focused on the following aspects of RP by GMAW process performance:

- Geometric stability
- Thermal stability
- Weld defects
- Total build time

5.2 Experimental Method
5.2.1 General Method Description

A series of solid object weld trials was carried out in the robotic GMAW cell. Each weld trial
(or weld test) was assigned a combination of weld path strategy variants and an object shape,
according to which the weld paths were calculated and was executed by welding one solid
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object. Each object was welded in the centre of one half of a base plate, with two objects per
base plate. A total of 54 trials were carried out.

A number of different shapes were used for the solid objects, as shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Shapes used for welding trials
Solid Object Shape

Programmed Dimensions (mm)

Square

length and width = 80

Rectangle

length = 80; width = 26.5 - 26.7

Circle

diameter = 80

Smaller square

length and width = 53.33

(for the wall/fill sequencing tests)

There were three sets of weld settings used for the trials, as shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

Table 5.2: Weld settings used for welding trials (1)
Weld Type

Voltage (%)

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

Wire Feed Rate
(m/min)

Thin wall

100

16.4

95

4

Ridge fill

120

20.3

125

5.5

Trough fill

150

27.4

159

7

Table 5.3: Weld settings used for welding trials (2)
Weld Type

Travel Speed

Vert. Incr.

Heat Input

Deposition Area

(mm/s)

(mm/layer)

(J/mm)

(mm2)

Thin wall

5

1.45

310

8.48

Ridge fill

4

2.5

634

14.58

Trough fill

4

2.5

1090

18.56

The thin wall weld type was used for the thin wall boundaries. The ridge fill type was used for
the "ridges" or "crests" in self-constrained filling, while the trough fill type was used for the
"troughs" or "roots" in self-constrained filling. For the fill welds in non-constrained filling, the
trough fill weld parameters were used in this experiment. The vertical increments were the
vertical distances by which the torch position was adjusted between consecutive weld layers.
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The thin wall weld settings, including the vertical increment, were chosen from among those
successfully developed for thin wall welding by Jacono [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono,
1999]. Jacono confirmed the work of other researchers that only a very tight range of weld
parameter combinations are suitable for thin wall welding, that small fast-freezing weld pools
are essential and that the welding process must be as stable as possible [Ribeiro, 1998] [Ribeiro,
1999] [Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997] [Ribeiro, Ogunbiyi, et al., 1997] [Dickens, Pridham, et al.,
1992]. As a result, the only "natural" transfer mode suitable for the making of thin wall welds is
low current short-circuit transfer, which is the transfer mode used here. Out of the range of weld
parameter combinations developed by Jacono, the one chosen for this thesis had a relatively
high wall thickness. This was in order to make the experiment more robust by reducing the risk
of the fill welds melting through the thin weld walls. This risk is something that all rapid
prototyping by GMAW systems would need to consider if they are using the boundary method,
though the actual thin wall weld parameters could vary.

The ridge and trough fill weld settings were chosen based on the solid objects work by Jacono,
on the findings of other researchers and on preliminary welding trials conducted by the author
[De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999]. Jacono had recognised the need to use much
higher heat inputs for fill welds than for thin wall welds, due to the need to burn off slag and
penetrate much more substrate material. Those of Jacono's settings that produced good fusion,
no weld defects and good mechanical properties were used as a guide for the parameters used
here. Kalligerakis and Spencer both stated that trough welds in self-constrained welding need to
use higher currents and heat inputs than ridge welds, since trough welds need to penetrate more
material than ridge welds and since trough welds must also be hot enough to be good at burning
away slag [Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992] [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et
al., 1998]. Yet at the same time, it was known that currents could not be too high, since the weld
pools still needed to be of a modest size. As a result, the trough welds in this thesis were made
in globular transfer mode and used a higher current and heat input than the ridge welds. The
ridge welds were made in high-end short-circuit transfer mode and in turn used a higher current
and heat input than the thin wall welds.

It was realised that in order to produce flat top surfaces, the ridge weld settings, the trough weld
settings and the weld spacing in self-constrained welding would need to be perfectly matched.
The match-up used in this thesis was developed after some initial trials performed by the author,
but was not perfect and the implications of the selection of these parameters are discussed as
part of the results discussion. The vertical increment for these welds was approximated after
initial trials. The trough weld settings were also used for the non-constrained fill welds in this
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experiment for the purposes of simplification, since this would not have affected the type of
results that this experiment was aiming to generate.

A contact-tip to workpiece distance of 15mm was used. This was the same contact-tip to
workpiece distance as was successfully used by Jacono for all his welds [De Boer, Jacono, et al.,
2000] [Jacono, 1999]. As outlined in the thesis introduction, longer contact-tip to workpiece
distances and therefore longer electrode extensions allow for greater resistive heating of the
electrode wire and therefore lower currents for a given wire feed speed. Since low currents are
essential in thin wall welding, this can be seen to be an advantage. However as also outlined in
the introduction, the greater the contact-tip to workpiece distance, the more the electrode tip
wanders due to its curvature and the less controlled the weld pool. This has even more
significance in rapid prototyping by GMAW, since tightly controlled weld pools and highly
regular weld beads are absolutely essential, especially in thin wall welding. The electrode tip
must be restrained from wandering as much as possible and so the contact-tip to workpiece
distance must be kept short. However the other factor to consider is that the shorter the distance,
the more risk of the welding torch hitting irregularly deposited regions of the weldment. This
was observed in initial welding trials. It was most likely to occur in regions where many weld
starts occurred, was highly detrimental to the process and cannot be allowed to happen in any
rapid prototyping or wear replacement process.

Thus the contact-tip to workpiece distance must be balanced between restraining the electrode
tip from wandering and reducing the risk of the welding torch coming into contact with any part
of the substrate. This thesis made a conservative choice in terms of this risk, since any collision
would have been very detrimental to the quality of the object being built and would have
seriously compromised the experimental results of this thesis. The contact-tip to workpiece
distance used by Jacono was deemed to be a good safe compromise for the purposes of this
thesis, since it avoided collisions while still producing adequate weld quality in order to obtain
the desired experimental results. Also, using the same contact-tip to workpiece distance as
Jacono also ensured the integrity of his carefully established thin wall welding parameters. Real
rapid prototyping and/or wear replacement by GMAW systems would need to make their own
judgement about contact-tip to workpiece distance based on the particular application and they
may well choose to use a smaller distance.

As has been alluded to previously, the regions where welds start and stop were found in initial
welding trials to be particularly problematic and tend to give rise to uneven deposition. In order
to reduce the risk of these regions negatively affecting the rest of the results that this experiment
was aiming to produce, weld settings were used for these regions that would reduce their impact
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on the rest of the deposition process. The implications of the problems introduced by these
regions and the choice of weld parameters in these regions will be discussed later in the results
and discussion chapters of the experiment.

The spacing used between the welds varied slightly depending on the weld test and was between
6.15mm and 6.67mm. All the welds within a weld test, thin wall welds as well as fill welds,
were offset horizontally from each other by the same spacing distance. The actual weld spacing
was allowed to vary within a very small range for the convenience of path generation and this
would not have affected the type of results that this experiment was aiming to generate.
Justification for the spacing used can be found in the paragraphs discussing the choice of fill
weld parameters. The number of thin wall boundary layers used for every fill layer was 1.66667.
The programmed number of fill layers was 6 for most of the weld tests, however tests 1 and 2
were programmed with 5. The rectangular raster fill path tests were programmed to have 12,
however the number actually welded varied.

The thin wall boundary layers were welded in such a sequence relative to the fill layers, that the
thin wall boundary was always higher than the fill except at the end of the weld test. To
accomplish this, the thin wall boundary was welded two layer sets ahead of the fill layers. The
exception to this was in the tests investigating the thin wall and fill layer sequencing
methodologies, where some weld tests used two layer sets and some used zero.

In order to reduce the amount of heat in the weldments, cooling times were used at various
stages of the object build processes. The wall/fill sequencing tests used a cooling time of 60s
after each thin wall boundary layer and a cooling time of 240s after each fill weld. All the other
weld tests did not use any cooling time between thin wall boundary layers, but used a cooling
time of 120s after selected fill welds and after each fill layer. These cooling times were,
however, occasionally extended manually to allow for visual inspection of the weldment and
cleaning of the weld nozzle. Where this occurred, this extra waiting time was not included in the
total build time, so the recorded build time was not affected.

The shielding gas used throughout this experiment was Argoshield 51 (otherwise known as
Argoshield Universal), as described in Chapter 4 and for the reasons outlined in that chapter.
The gas flow rate used was 15L/min for most of the weld tests, since this gas flow rate had been
successfully used for all weld types by Jacono and since it would not have significantly
impacted on the results [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999]. However the flow rate
for test 15 was 25L/min and the effective flow rate for tests 1-14 is unknown since these were
made with an undetected leak in the shielding gas delivery system. However since this was
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known when the results were being analysed, it did not affect the nature of the results. The weld
tests also used the water cooled nozzle and automatic wire snipping before every weld start.

5.2.2 Measurements and Observations Recorded

For each weld test the following information was recorded:

- Photographs of the welded object
- Description of observed phenomena
- Description of observed weld path strategy performance
- The number of individual fill welds per fill layer
- The total build time of the first fill layer (including welding and cooling times)
- Instantaneous voltage, current, wire feed rate and gas flow rate weld signals
- The basic dimensions of the welded object (such as height, width and height)
- The approximate widths of selected thin wall welds and ridge fill welds and their
corresponding trough channels

Every individual fill weld and every fill layer were visually inspected before being welded over
throughout every weld test conducted. All distances were measured using vernier callipers. All
welding parameter measurements were taken using the data monitoring and acquisition system
described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The welding parameter measurements were later analysed
in Matlab to calculate the mean weld parameters for each weld type as presented in Tables 5.2
and 5.3. All layer build times were measured automatically by the robot controller during robot
program execution.

Observations of geometric stability effects were based on visual observations supplemented
where required by distance measurements using vernier callipers. Where clear evidence of
geometric phenomena was observed, this was recorded. Possible geometric phenomena for
which the evidence was less pronounced were also recorded but the uncertainty of the result was
noted. More precise measurements of geometric stability were outside the scope of this
experiment, to be addressed by the final experiment in this thesis.

Weldment surface temperatures were not measured since a suitable temperature measurement
sensor was not available at the time of this experiment. Observations regarding weld
temperatures and thermal stability were made based on visual observations and intuitive
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reasoning, however these serve only as a guide and do not in themselves prove temperature
related phenomena. Direct measurements of thermal stability were thus also outside the scope of
this experiment, to be addressed by the final experiment in this thesis.

Cross-sectioning the welded objects was also outside of the experimental scope, to be addressed
by the final experiment in this thesis. This was due to the size of the experiment and to the fact
that the experiment was only designed as a preliminary experiment. As a result, there is only
limited scope for identifying weld defects in this experiment. Some of the worst weld defects
such as large voids and unfilled regions were clearly visible and such observations were
recorded. Other weld defects such as inclusions and porosity could not be measured.

The total time it took to build a fill layer in every weld test was recorded by measuring how
long it took to build the first fill layer. This build time included any cooling time incorporated
into the build process, but was independent of any extra cooling time added manually when the
operator was inside the welding cell. The number of instances that cooling time was employed
and the length of the cooling time that was used affected the total build time, yet this was
measured in this manner because cooling times are an integral part of fill layer welding. Since
cooling time can only be employed when the robot is not welding, the number of individual (i.e.
separate) fill welds per fill layer was also recorded and analysed, along with the interrelationship between this number and the total fill layer build time.

5.2.3 Path Strategies Examined

The weld path strategies investigated in this experiment were those presented in Chapter 3 of
this thesis. They consisted mainly of various layer filling strategies, however the final four weld
tests were devoted to trialling the methodologies for sequencing the deposition of thin wall
boundary and fill layers.

The weld path design strategies that were investigated were:
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- Raster weld paths
- Discrete or continuous
- Constant for all fill welds
- Combined (different for ridge and trough fill welds)
- Raster angle (relative to the object)
- 0°
- 45°
- 90°
- Weld order of path segments
- Thermally symmetrical weld order
- Sequential weld order
- Minimised total waiting time weld order
- Contour weld paths
- At centre of fill area
- Contour weld
- Line weld
- Weld order of fill weld contours
- Sequential from inside outwards weld order
- Sequential from outside inwards weld order
- Minimised total waiting time weld order
- Welding direction of fill weld contours (clockwise or anti-clockwise)
- Constant
- Alternating
- Spiral weld paths
- Number of spiral arms
-1
-2
- Welding direction of spiral arms
- From inside outwards
- From outside inwards
- Constraint strategies
- Self-constrained
- Non-constrained
- Thin wall and fill sequencing strategies
- Thin wall boundary layers level with fill layers
- Thin wall boundary layers ahead of fill layers
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The raster angle refers to the angle between the raster lines and the fill area of a particular
object. The raster angle 0° was defined to be parallel to the long axis of the base plate and in the
case of a rectangular object, also parallel to the long axis of the rectangle. The "minimised total
waiting time weld order" was a fill weld order that minimised total waiting time in selfconstrained welding, while ensuring that adjacent welds were not welded one directly after
another without any cooling time in between.

Combinations of these various strategies were devised and trialled. As mentioned previously,
various object shapes were also used and most strategy combinations were tested with more
than one object shape. One weld test was allocated per strategy and object shape combination,
resulting in the 54 tests that were carried out. It should also be noted that not all strategy
combinations were possible, since some strategy options are mutually inclusive or exclusive.
For example, weld orders other than sequential are only possible when using self-constrained
filling. Another example is that non-constrained filling with spiral paths can only be achieved
using one spiral arm. A summary of what weld tests were carried out is shown in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Summary of weld tests executed
Weld Test Numbers

Square

Rectangular

Circular

Smaller Square

Raster Paths

1 - 14

15 - 22

23 - 26

-

Contour Paths

27 - 32

33 - 35

36 - 39

-

Spiral Paths

40 - 43

44 - 46

47 - 50

-

Wall/Fill Sequencing

-

-

-

51 - 54
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6.1 Build Time, Number of Welds and Weld Dimensions
Results
6.1.1 Build Times and Number of Individual Welds Per Fill Layer

The fill layer build time results and the number of individual fill welds per fill layer results were
analysed in Matlab. The thin wall boundary/fill layer sequencing tests were ignored since they
used a square fill area that was smaller than all the other squares and because they used different
cooling times. The mean total build times for different path types and object shapes are shown
in Table 6.1. The mean number of individual welds per fill layer for the different path types and
object shapes are shown in Table 6.2.

The raster paths were grouped into three separate path types: discrete raster, continuous raster
and combined raster. Discrete raster path strategies included all of those which used separate
raster lines welded by separate welds. Continuous raster path strategies were all of those which
used raster lines that were connected to each other so that the entire fill area was covered by a
single zigzag weld. Combined raster path strategies were those that used both discrete and
continuous raster types. The spiral paths were also grouped into separate path types: single arm
spiral paths that had one spiral arm and double arm spiral paths that had two spiral arms.

Table 6.1: Mean total build times of first fill layers
Mean Build Time (s)

Square

Rectangle

Circle

Raster (discrete)

1215

706

1266

Raster (continuous)

212

70

171

Raster (combined)

769

358

490

Contour

818

326

745

Spiral (single arm)

337

189

269

Spiral (double arm)

471

324

383
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Table 6.2: Mean numbers of individual welds per fill layer
No. Welds / Layer

Square

Rectangle

Circle

Raster (discrete)

12

7

11

Raster (continuous)

1

1

1

Raster (combined)

7

4

6

Contour

6

2

6

Spiral (single arm)

1

1

1

Spiral (double arm)

2

2

2

It can be seen that the discrete raster path strategies had the longest build times and the greatest
number of individual welds per fill layer. The length of their build times was mainly due to the
larger number of cooling stops that they used. Cooling stops can only be scheduled between
individual welds and the discrete raster paths had the most individual welds per fill layer and
thus the most opportunities to schedule cooling stops. As well as the number of cooling stops,
the build times would also be affected by the duration of the cooling stops. It can also be seen
that the continuous raster paths had among the lowest build times. This was due mainly to their
single individual weld per fill layer, which made it impossible for them to accommodate cooling
stops during their layer filling procedures. The results for the combined raster paths were found
to lie in between the discrete raster and continuous raster results. This was as expected, since
combined raster paths are a combination of discrete and continuous raster paths.

Thus the various raster path patterns were found to have a wide range of build times and
numbers of welds per fill layer, depending on whether they were discrete, continuous or
combined. They had the capacity to generate the longest as well as the shortest build times and
the highest as well as the lowest numbers of welds per fill layer.

It can be seen that the contour path strategies had build times and numbers of individual welds
per fill layer that were in between the discrete and continuous raster path strategies. This was as
expected since by nature of their design contour paths have fewer individual welds per fill layer
than discrete raster paths yet more individual welds per fill layer than continuous raster paths.
Again, each extra individual weld per fill layer allows for an extra cooling stop to be scheduled
which would increase the total build time, though that would also depend on the duration of the
cooling stops.

Finally, it can be seen that the spiral path strategies also had among the lowest build times and
numbers of individual welds per fill layer. Since each spiral arm was welded as an individual
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weld, the single armed spirals always had one weld per fill layer and the double armed spirals
always had two welds per fill layer. As a result, the double armed spiral paths used more
cooling stops and produced longer build times, though once again this would also depend on the
duration of the cooling times. Also, since the single armed spiral paths only had one weld per
fill layer and could not accommodate any cooling stops during layer filling, they had among the
very shortest build times.

6.1.2 Dimensions of Welds and Welded Objects

The approximate means of the welded objects' basic dimensions were calculated in Matlab from
measurements recorded during the experiment. The results are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Mean Basic Dimensions of Welded Objects
Object Shape

Length (mm)

Width (mm)

Diameter (mm)

Height (mm)

Square

85

85

-

16

Rectangle

84

31

-

16

Circle

-

-

84

16

The approximate mean width of the thin wall boundary welds was also calculated in Matlab
using measurements recorded during the experiment. The mean thin wall weld width was found
to be 5.5mm.

Finally, the approximate mean ridge weld width and trough channel width were calculated in
Matlab using the ridge weld and trough channel width measurements recording during the
course of the experiment. Both the ridge weld width and the trough channel width were
measured at the bottom, at the surface of the substrate. The results were found to be:

- Mean ridge weld width = 8.9mm
- Mean trough channel width = 4.3mm
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6.2 Raster Weld Path Results
6.2.1 Raster Path Performance Near Fill Layer Edges

It was found that the various raster path strategies that were trialed performed very poorly near
the edges of the fill layers. The raster path strategies did not fully fill the edges of the fill layers,
resulting in many large unfilled voids, geometric disturbances and a high likelihood of other
weld defects. While different raster path variants performed differently near the edges of fill
layers, they were all found to suffer from such problems to some extent. It was also found that
raster paths performed worse near the edges of circular fill layers than square or rectangular
ones.

It was found that when discrete raster paths were applied to square fill layers in such a manner
that the raster lines were parallel to two sides of the square, there were large unfilled voids,
geometric disturbances and a high likelihood of other weld defects in the regions where the
starts and ends of the raster lines met the thin wall boundary. However, where the raster lines
ran alongside the thin wall boundary these problems did not occur. An example of this was weld
test 3, which was a discrete self-constrained raster path test and is shown in Figure 6.1.

In order to improve deposition quality and eliminate weld defects in these areas, special
techniques would need to be developed that use modified weld parameters, modified weld paths
and special weld starting and crater filling procedures in these regions. However it is very
desirable to avoid these problems as much as possible. This thesis focuses on investigating
avoidance of such problems and identifying instances where they are not avoided and where
such special techniques are necessary and restricts itself to this scope. Thus such actual special
techniques for controlling these local regions are not developed in this thesis. Thus it was found
that it is a disadvantage of discrete raster paths that they are not able to avoid creating these
problems.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.1: (a) Weld path strategy of test 3
(b) Top view of test 3 (scale shown in cm)

The unfilled voids and uneven deposition near the edges of the fill layers produced by raster
paths were found to be more severe in cases where the raster lines met the edges of the fill
layers at angles other than 90°. This was due to the greater distance between raster line ends, as
measured along the perimeter of the fill layer, resulting in greater areas that remain unfilled. It
was also found that where the straight line fill welds touched the thin wall boundaries at angles
other than 90°, the fill welds often tended to be skewed towards the thin wall boundary in the
region where they touched. This was suspected to be caused by the surface tension of the molten
weld pool metal and is a further cause of uneven weld deposition. An example of this was weld
test 7, shown in Figure 6.2. Test 7 was similar to test 3, but test 7 used raster lines that were at
45° to the sides of the square fill layer.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.2: (a) Weld path strategy of test 7
(b) Top view of test 7 (scale shown in cm)

However, it was not only discrete raster path strategies that were found to have problems near
the edges of fill layers. It was found that continuous raster paths also had similar problems.
Continuous raster paths employed short weld sections that linked the end of one raster line to
the start of the next, to form zigzag patterns. These linking sections did not, however, run
alongside the entire edge of the fill layer. It was found that unfilled voids and uneven deposition
still tended to occur in those regions that were not filled by the linking sections. As well as this,
it was also found that due to the localised build up of heat during the welding of the linking
sections, the linking sections themselves tended to melt the thin wall boundary. Such melting of
the thin wall boundary reduced the quality of subsequent thin wall boundary weld layers and
resulted in uneven deposition in the fill layers. Examples of these phenomena were weld tests 9
and 11, which were continuous non-constrained raster paths and are shown in Figures 6.3 and
6.4. Test 9 had raster lines parallel to two of the sides of the square, while test 11 had raster
lines that were at 45° to the sides of the square fill layer. Similarly to the discrete raster paths, it
may be possible to improve these regions through use of special techniques, but it would have
been better to avoid them. Thus poor performance and the need to use special procedures in
these regions is a disadvantage of continuous raster paths.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.3: (a) Weld path strategy of test 9
(b) Overview of test 9 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.4: (a) Weld path strategy of test 11
(b) Overview of test 11 (scale shown in cm)

A follow-on from these results was the observation that the best results near the edges of fill
layers could be obtained by welding right along the entire perimeter of the fill layer with a
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single weld. Where a fill weld ran alongside and parallel to a thin wall boundary, it filled the
edge of the fill layer without leaving any large unfilled voids and made it possible to have
complete fusion between the fill layer and the thin wall boundary. This can be seen from
Figures 6.1 to 6.6. Raster path strategies can never weld along the entire perimeter with a single
weld, which is a major disadvantage.

However, it was noticed that for certain fill layer shapes it is possible to select a raster angle
such that the percentage of the perimeter covered will be maximised. In the case of a square, a
raster angle that is parallel to one side of the square would result in half of the fill layer
perimeter being fully filled in, while any other raster angle would result in no part of the
perimeter being fully filled in. In the case of a rectangle, a raster angle parallel to the longer
sides of the rectangle would result in most of the fill layer perimeter being fully filled in. An
example of a rectangular weld test with raster lines parallel to the longer sides of the rectangle
was test 15, which was a discrete self-constrained raster test and is shown in Figure 6.5. An
example of a rectangular weld test with raster lines perpendicular to the longer sides of the
rectangle was test 18, which was a discrete non-constrained raster test and is shown in Figure
6.6.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.5: (a) Weld path strategy of test 15
(b) Top view of test 15 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.6: (a) Weld path strategy of test 18
(b) Top view of test 18 (scale shown in cm)

It was also observed that raster paths performed worse near the edges of circular fill layers than
with square or rectangular fill layers. This was partly due to the circular fill layers having no
straight sides which the raster lines could follow, resulting in unfilled voids, uneven deposition
and propensity for thin wall boundary melting right around the entire fill layer perimeter. It was
also due to the raster lines meeting the fill layer perimeter at many different angles, depending
on the location around the perimeter, ranging from 0° to 90°. The more acute the angle, the
greater the unfilled voids and the more uneven the deposition. The first and last raster lines were
of length zero and effectively met the fill layer perimeter at 0°. The edges of the fill layers near
these first and last raster lines had unfilled voids so large that adjacent fill welds tended to be
distorted and sag into the voids.

It should be noted that these problems with the edges of circular fill layers cannot be improved
through choice of raster angle, since in circular fill layers the raster angle is meaningless. It was
thus found that all of these problems with the edges of circular fill layers are an intrinsic feature
of raster filling of circles. It is not recommended to fill circular shapes with any of the raster
path strategy combinations trialed in this experiment. Furthermore, it is predicted that similar
problems will be encountered when using raster path strategies for the filling of any shapes that
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have significantly curved sides. Examples of weld tests that used raster paths to fill circular
shapes were weld tests 24 and 25, shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively. Weld test 24 used
a discrete non-constrained raster strategy, while weld test 25 used a continuous non-constrained
raster strategy.

(a)

Figure 6.7: (a) Weld path strategy of test 24

(b)

(b) Top view of test 24 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

Figure 6.8: (a) Weld path strategy of test 25

(b)

(b) Overview of test 25 (scale shown in cm)
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Finally, it was observed that the design of the continuous raster paths used in these trials was
not optimal, in the case of circular fill layers. The linking weld sections that linked the end of
one raster line to the start of another raster line were designed to be straight, which was found to
be not optimal when applied to circular objects. These straight linking sections did not follow
the curvature of the thin wall boundary, contributing to greater unfilled voids and more uneven
deposition near the edges of the fill layers. This was most clearly demonstrated by weld test 26,
which was a circular weld test that used self-constrained raster paths with discrete ridge welds
and continuous trough welds. Test 26, shown in Figure 6.9, clearly showed that the fact that the
linking sections were straight rather than curved further decreased the quality of the deposition
near the edges of the fill layer. A predicted improvement would be to always use linking
sections that follow the curve of the fill layer perimeter. While the use of such a strategy would
not eliminate all of the various problems caused by raster paths in curved fill layers, it is
predicted that it would help to improve process performance.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.9: (a) Weld path strategy of test 26
(b) Top view of test 26 (scale shown in cm)
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6.2.2 Discrete Raster Paths

Throughout this experiment it was found that the ignition, heating and crater fill zones of welds
were problematic and were sources of instability and defects. As well as this, arc ignition
failures were also found to be common and introduced further instability and defects. It was
proposed that the best way to address such problems was to avoid them as much as possible, by
avoiding short welds and using as few individual welds as possible. Discrete raster paths were
however found to contain high numbers of individual welds. Discrete raster paths were also
prone to using high numbers of very short welds in certain circumstances. On the other hand, an
advantage of discrete raster paths was found to be that they do not employ any weld corners,
which can otherwise introduce instabilities.

The ignition and crater fill zones of welds were found to introduce instabilities and weld defects
and were found to be major problems. Regions where weld ignitions or crater fills occurred
suffered from very irregular deposition, unfilled voids and were predicted to suffer from other
weld defects such as lack of fusion and possibly inclusions. These problems can be clearly seen
in the weld tests shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.5 - 6.7 and 6.11. They can also be seen in weld test
9, which was a continuous non-constrained raster path in a square fill layer and is shown in
Figure 6.10.

The heating zones of welds immediately follow the ignition zones and are characterised by
transient temperature fields which are a source of thermal instability. This thermal instability in
the heating zones was seen to cause varying weld bead shapes and eventually uneven deposition
in those regions as the number of fill layers increased. This can be seen in weld test 4, shown in
Figure 6.11, which was a discrete self-constrained raster path in a square fill layer. Thus the
weld heating zones were also found to be sources of instability.

It should be noted that such problems with ignition, heating and crater filling zones occur
whenever an individual weld is made and are not restricted just to the edges of a fill layer. All of
these problems were seen to accumulate as more and more welds were welded on top of each
other.

These regions near the starts and ends of individual welds would require special techniques in
order to control, through fine tuning of the weld parameters and/or through use of specialised
weld starting and crater filling procedures. However it is very desirable to minimise these
problems where possible. Such special techniques are not developed in this thesis, which
focuses on avoiding these problems through appropriate weld path selection. It can thus be
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stated that it is desirable to reduce the number of these weld regions by reducing the number of
individual fill welds per fill layer.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.10: (a) Weld path strategy of test 9
(b) Top view of test 9 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.11: (a) Weld path strategy of test 4
(b) Side view of test 4 (scale shown in cm)
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Another result was that arc ignition failures were found to be common and particularly
detrimental towards weldment quality. Every individual weld must begin with the ignition of an
arc, however arc ignition was found to be difficult in many cases. This was due to uneven
surface geometries and glassy slag deposits, which would often accumulate in small depressions
making it very difficult to strike an arc in those locations. Many arc ignition failures occurred
throughout this experiment.

It was observed that arc failures often caused the electrode wire to jam up against the substrate
and buckle inside the wire feed liner, which often blocked the wire from feeding making it
impossible to continue welding until the blockage was removed manually. It was also observed
that if the buckling was not severe enough to stop the wire from feeding, the deformed section
of wire eventually passed through the contact-tip and caused temporarily unstable metal
transfer, reduced weld quality and occasionally arc failure. As well as this, arc ignition failures
of any kind introduce delays in the welding procedure and may undermine efforts to control
substrate temperature. While it would be possible to increase the arc ignition success rate
through better ignition procedures, some risk of arc ignition failures would still remain. It is thus
desirable to reduce the number of weld ignitions by reducing the number of individual fill welds
per fill layer.

Thus it was recommended that in order to reduce the negative impacts of arc ignitions and weld
heating and crater filling zones, the number of individual fill welds per fill layer should be as
low as possible. A consequence of this recommendation is the recommendation that short welds
are to be avoided, since shorter welds lead to more individual welds for a given fill layer. Also,
welds that are very short are difficult to control since they may consist entirely of ignition,
heating and crater filling zones. The extreme example of this is point welds, which consist
entirely of ignition and crater filling zones in the one spot. These observations are illustrated in
the weld tests shown previously.

Unfortunately, discrete raster path strategies were found to contain very high numbers of
individual fill welds per fill layer. This was shown by the high numbers of individual fill welds
per fill layer recorded for the discrete raster paths. This can also be seen from the weld tests
shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.5 - 6.7 and 6.11. This is to be expected, since in discrete raster
paths every raster line is an individual weld. In fact, discrete raster paths have the highest
numbers of individual welds out of all the weld path strategies trialed in this experiment. This is
a serious disadvantage of discrete raster paths and has a very negative impact on their
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performance, since it makes them particularly prone to the previously described instabilities and
defects associated with high numbers of individual welds.

Discrete raster paths were also seen to be especially prone to employing very short welds.
Depending on the shape of the fill layer and the raster angle, very short raster lines may be
generated near the edges of fill layers. Very short raster lines lead to very short welds in discrete
raster path strategies since each raster line is a separate weld. As described previously, very
short welds together with high numbers of individual welds per fill layer are a source of
instability and defects.

Examples of discrete raster paths generating very short fill welds in square and rectangular fill
layers can be found in Figures 6.2 and 6.6. In the case of square and rectangular fill layers it is
possible to avoid very short welds through correct raster angle selection, as can be seen from
Figures 6.1 and 6.5. However in the case of circular fill layers it is not possible to eliminate very
short welds due to the nature of the shape of the fill layer, as can be seen in Figure 6.7. Thus
while in some cases it may be possible to avoid it, discrete raster paths have the major
disadvantage of being prone to use very short welds.

Finally, two advantages of discrete raster paths that were observed were that they do not employ
any weld corners and that they are relatively not prone to melt the thin wall boundaries. Since
discrete raster paths use one separate weld per raster line, they do not use any weld corners. At
weld corners, welds turn and change direction and introduce some instability due to the weld
turning into its own trailing temperature field. Discrete raster paths were also found to have a
relatively low propensity for melting the thin wall boundaries. This is due to the absence of very
long welds that may develop very high weld temperatures. Avoiding melting the thin wall
boundaries is very important since overall geometric stability depends strongly on the quality
and stability of the thin wall boundaries.

6.2.3 Continuous Raster Paths

Welds that were made using continuous raster paths were found to be geometrically and
thermally unstable as they followed each raster line and each raster linking segment. They were
also found to be geometrically and thermally unstable as the number of raster lines welded
increased. It was found that where short raster lines produced problems in discrete raster paths
due to too many short individual welds, in continuous raster paths the same short raster lines
produced different types of problems. It was also found that continuous raster paths produced
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very hot weld layers that were thermally unstable between fill layers and would require longer
cooling times in order to control. As a result, they were especially prone to melt the thin wall
boundaries and especially at the end of the filling procedure. While it may be possible to assist
with these problems through the development of special weld process parameter control
techniques, it would have been better to avoid these problems and these are shown to be natural
disadvantages of continuous raster paths. However, it was also found that fully continuous raster
paths produced weld layers that were particularly flat in the middle.

It was observed that the continuous raster strategies produced fill welds that were of varied bead
width along each raster line. The fact that the welds performed sharp reverse turns and
overlapped themselves resulted in localised thermal instability which was observed to
temporarily enlarge the weld pools and widen the weld beads. As a result, the weld beads were
of irregular width along each raster line, and the linking sections were prone to melting the thin
wall boundaries. This behaviour was found to be typical of weld corners that were too sharp or a
pair of corners that were too close together and it introduced some geometric and thermal
instability into the layer building process. A good example of this behaviour was weld test 9,
shown in Figure 6.10.

Continuous raster welds were also found to grow hotter and their weld pools grow larger as
more and more raster lines were welded. This was a form of intra-layer thermal instability and
in effect each raster line was welded under different conditions, with the weld being much hotter
and wider along the last raster line than along the first. This in turn led to non-uniform weld
bead widths and thus geometric instability. The last raster lines were also observed to be
responsible for much melting of the thin wall boundaries. Again, weld test 9 shown in Figure
6.10 is a good example of this.

It can thus be stated that continuous raster path strategies were found to be geometrically and
thermally unstable in directions both parallel to and perpendicular to the direction of the raster
lines. It can also be noted that while continuous raster paths used far fewer individual welds
than discrete raster paths, they achieved this at the expense of creating these thermal and
geometrical instability problems.

Now, continuous raster paths can often employ very short raster lines, exactly the same as is the
case with discrete raster paths. Once again, this depends on the shape of the fill layer and on the
raster angle. However the difference with continuous raster paths is that all the raster lines are
connected and the weld zigzags from one raster line to the next and each raster line is not a
separate weld as it is with discrete raster paths. Therefore short raster lines in continuous raster
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paths do not introduce problems associated with high numbers of individual welds. However it
was observed that they do introduce another type of problem. Short raster lines in continuous
raster paths were found to introduce localised thermal instabilities due to the welds overlapping
themselves and depositing heat in a concentrated area. Such thermal instabilities were observed
to give rise to geometric instabilities and were seen to lead to large variations in weld pool size,
very profound melting of adjacent thin wall boundaries and possibly an increased risk of
porosity occurring due to less effective shielding gas coverage.

Instances of very short raster lines causing thermal and geometric instability were observed
wherever fill welds zigzagged along very short raster lines: in square or rectangular fill layers
where raster angles were not parallel to the longest sides and also in circular fill layers. One
example was weld test 11, shown in Figure 6.4, which used a continuous raster path inside a
square fill layer and a raster angle of 45°. In this example, the weld pool was so large at the end
of the layer filling procedure that it left a crater approximately 25mm in diameter which
completely melted the existing thin wall boundary near the corner of the object. Another
example was weld test 25, which was a continuous non-constrained raster path inside a circular
fill layer and is shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.12.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.12: (a) Weld path strategy of test 25
(b) Top view of test 25 (scale shown in cm)
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Another observation was that continuous raster paths were thermally unstable between fill
layers due to the speed at which they performed the layer filling. Both the discrete and
continuous raster paths used the same cooling time in between fill layers, however in addition to
that the discrete raster paths also had extra cooling stops in between individual fill welds. In
contrast, the continuous raster paths could not accommodate any extra cooling stops because
they only had one individual weld per fill layer. This resulted in the continuous raster paths
producing much faster total build times but also must have resulted in higher weldment
temperatures as the number of fill layers increased, due to the faster rate of heat deposition.

An effect of this inter-layer thermal instability was observed to be increasing weld bead widths
as the number of fill layers increased. It was observed that the fill welds from later layers were
significantly wider than the fill welds from the initial layers and were increasingly prone to
melting the thin wall boundaries. Thus it can be seen that the continuous raster paths were
thermally and thus also geometrically unstable between fill layers and that the inter-layer
cooling time was insufficient to cool the weldment enough to make each fill layer identical.
Longer inter-layer cooling times would be required to stabilise this problem, depending on the
weldment's surface temperatures after each weld layer. It can also be noted that potential for
similar inter-layer thermal instability exists in other weld path strategies, not just continuous
raster, even though this phenomenon would be more significant with some strategies than with
others.

Finally, it was observed that continuous raster paths produced fill layers that were particularly
flat in their central regions. It is predicted that this was due to the high weld temperatures
generated during the layer filling procedures, which in turn led to the large weld pools that were
observed. The large weld pools in turn resulted in considerable remelting of previously
deposited metal, which is thought to have melted away any local differences in weld layer
height. However it should be noted that unlike the central regions, the edges of these fill layers
were not flat due to the various problems occurring their as described previously. This can be
seen in weld test 9 shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.10, weld test 11 shown in Figure 6.4 and in weld
test 25 shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.12.
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6.2.4 Combined Discrete and Continuous Raster Paths

A small selection of self-constrained raster paths were trialed that were a combination of
discrete and continuous raster paths. In one variant, the ridge welds were made discrete and the
trough welds continuous, while in the other it was the opposite. This was done in order to trial a
compromise between discrete and continuous raster, while enabling the use of the selfconstrained filling strategy. It was found that the performance of combined discrete and
continuous raster paths was in fact a compromise between the performance of discrete and
continuous raster, though it was not an ideal compromise since it did not address all of the
disadvantages of raster paths. The ridge welds from the continuous ridge-discrete trough path
strategy were found to be somewhat thermally and geometrically unstable. On the other hand,
the discrete ridge-continuous trough path strategy was found to have relatively stable ridge
welds and relatively geometrically stable but thermally unstable trough welds.

Firstly, combined discrete and continuous self-constrained raster path strategies were found to
be a compromise between the fully discrete and fully continuous raster path strategies. This was
because they allowed for the use of the self-constrained filling strategy, reduced the severity of
the intra-layer thermal instabilities and were predicted to lead to lower weldment temperatures
compared to continuous raster paths. They also reduced the number of very short welds and
reduced the number of individual fill welds per fill layer compared to discrete raster paths.
However, they still had the same basic raster line patterns that the other raster path strategies
had and did not address the problems associated with very short raster lines. As well as this,
they performed no better near the edges of the fill layers than the other raster path strategies.
Thus while combined discrete and continuous raster paths were found to be a compromise, they
were not an ideal compromise since they did not solve all of the problems associated with raster
path strategies.

One example of a combined discrete and continuous raster path was weld test 26, shown in
Figure 6.9. Weld test 26 used a circular fill layer, was self-constrained and had discrete ridge
welds and continuous trough welds. Other examples are weld tests 12 and 14, shown in Figures
6.13 and 6.14, respectively. Both weld tests 12 and 14 used a square fill layer and were selfconstrained. Weld test 12 had continuous ridge welds and discrete trough welds and had its
raster lines parallel to two of the sides of the square. Weld test 14 had discrete ridge welds and
continuous trough welds and had its raster lines at 45° to the sides of the square.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.13: (a) Weld path strategy of test 12
(b) Overview of test 12 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.14: (a) Weld path strategy of test 14
(b) Overview of test 14 (scale shown in cm)

It was found that the path variant whose ridge welds were continuous produced somewhat
unstable ridge welds. These ridge welds were found to change slightly in width as they
progressed across a fill layer. This was to be expected due to the build up of heat within the
weldment as the welding progressed and due to the fact that a similar phenomenon had already
been observed with the continuous raster welds. It was also observed that the ridge weld beads
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were higher along the linking segments due to the extra material build-up effect at the weld
corners. Thus these ridge welds were slightly thermally and geometrically unstable. Since the
trough welds were made inside the channels defined by the ridge welds, they too would have
been affected by the instability of the continuous ridge welds to some extent. However what the
overall effect on the stability of the fill layers was is not clear.

In contrast to this behaviour, the path variant with continuous trough welds was found to have
relatively stable ridge welds yet slightly thermally unstable trough welds. The ridge welds were
exactly the same as in fully discrete raster paths, while the thermal instability of the trough
welds was similar to that of fully continuous raster paths except less severe because the welds
were more spaced out and did not overlap each other. However it was also observed that the
previously deposited ridge welds managed to constrain the trough welds and restrict their weld
pools to inside the trough channels. Thus even though the continuous trough welds were
thermally unstable, the constraining effect of the self-constrained strategy forced them to be
relatively geometrically stable when near the central regions of the fill layers. However there is
a possibility that the continuous trough welds might have melted through the ridge welds if they
had generated high enough weld temperatures.

6.2.5 Miscellaneous Raster Path Results

It was found that non-constrained raster paths generated some geometrical instability near their
first and last raster lines due to these lines being welded under different constraint conditions.
Also, it was predicted that raster path strategies in general may tend to generate relatively
uneven surface temperature distributions along the top of thin wall boundaries. Another
prediction was that since all the raster path strategies that were trialed used straight raster lines
that were all oriented in the same direction, they may all lead to asymmetric stress distributions
inside the weldments. Finally, it was noticed that the raster path strategies in general performed
better when the fill layers were very narrow and the number of raster lines was very low.

Firstly, it was found that in non-constrained raster path strategies, the first and last raster lines
were welded under different constraint conditions. The first raster line was always the first fill
weld to be welded in a given fill layer, which meant that it was constrained on only one side by
the thin wall boundary next to which it was welded. However the last raster line was always the
last fill weld to be welded and it was constrained on two sides; on one side by the thin wall
boundary and on the other by the weld from the previous raster line. This difference in
constraint conditions was observed to generate some geometrical instability. The welds from the
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last raster lines were observed to have a slightly higher deposition level than the rest of the fill
welds and were particularly prone to melting the thin wall boundary. An example of this can be
seen in weld test 8, shown in Figure 6.15, which was a discrete non-constrained raster path
strategy in a square fill layer with a raster angle parallel to two sides of the square. Another
example is weld test 17 which is shown in Figure 6.16.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.15: (a) Weld path strategy of test 8
(b) Overview of test 8 (scale shown in cm)

Secondly, a predicted common disadvantage of all raster path strategies is that they may tend to
generate relatively uneven surface temperature distributions along the top of thin wall
boundaries. This is because they are predicted to heat the thin wall boundaries unevenly, since
different sections of the boundaries are heated at different times. Thin wall welds are sensitive
to changes in surface temperature and thus uneven surface temperatures should be avoided. This
predicted disadvantage of raster path strategies cannot however be proven by this experiment.

Another predicted disadvantage of all the raster path strategies that were trialed in this
experiment is that they may produce particularly asymmetric stress distributions in the
weldments. It is known that the greatest residual stresses caused by welds occur in the direction
of the weld beads. Since all the raster paths that were trialed in this experiment used straight
raster lines that were all parallel to each other, it is predicted that they would produce
asymmetric stress distributions that were greatest in the direction of the raster lines. Again, this
predicted disadvantage of raster path strategies cannot be proven by this experiment.
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Finally, it was noticed that the raster path strategies in general performed better when the fill
layers were very narrow and the number of raster lines was very low. This was seen in the
narrow rectangles where the raster lines were parallel to the longer sides of the rectangles. In
those cases, there were only three raster lines. Such weld tests had few individual welds, filled a
high percentage of the fill layer edges well and suffered less from some of the other various
problems associated with raster paths. An example of such a weld test is weld test 15, shown in
Figure 6.5. Another example is weld test 17, shown in Figure 6.16, which was a discrete nonconstrained raster path in a rectangular fill layer with the raster lines being parallel to the two
longer sides of the rectangle.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.16: (a) Weld path strategy of test 17
(b) Top view of test 17 (scale shown in cm)
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6.3 Contour Weld Path Results
6.3.1 Contour Path Performance Near Fill Layer Edges

It was observed that all of the contour path strategies that were trialed performed much better at
the edges of the fill layers than any of the raster path strategies. This was because the contour
path strategies welded right along the entire perimeter of the fill layer with a single weld, a
technique that has already been found to be the best way of filling the edges of layers. Due to
the nature of contour path design, the outer-most contours are always offset from the thin wall
boundary. As a result, the edges of the fill layers are always filled with a single continuous weld
that follows the layer perimeter. This is the case with all the layer shapes trialed: square,
rectangular as well as circular. Raster paths, on the other hand, were never able to weld along
the entire perimeter. This is a major advantage of contour path strategies since it makes it
possible to fill in the entire layer all the way to the edges and to avoid the major defects and
irregularities seen at the edges of the various rasters paths.

The superior performance of contour path strategies compared to raster path strategies at the
edges of fill layers can be seen in Figures 6.17 - 6.21. Figure 6.17 shows a top view of weld test
27, which was a self-constrained contour path in a square fill layer with a line weld in the layer
centre. Figure 6.18 shows weld test 29 which was a non-constrained square contour, with a
contour in the layer centre and an inside-outwards weld order. Another example is weld test 33,
which was a self-constrained rectangular contour path with a line in the layer centre and is
shown in Figure 6.19. These weld tests can be compared to the raster path weld tests shown in
Figures 6.1 - 6.6, 6.10 - 6.11 and 6.13 - 6.16. Now in the case of circular fill layers, Figures 6.20
and 6.21 show top views of weld tests 36 and 37, respectively. Both of these weld tests were
self-constrained contour paths in circular fill layers. Weld test 36 used a line weld at the centre
of the fill layer, whereas weld test 37 used a contour weld. Comparison of Figures 6.20 and 6.21
with Figures 6.7 - 6.9 and 6.12 shows how much better the contour path strategies were at filling
the edges of circular layers than the raster path strategies.
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(a)

Figure 6.17: (a) Weld path strategy of test 27

(b)

(b) Top view of test 27 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

Figure 6.18: (a) Weld path strategy of test 29

(b)

(b) Top view of test 29 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.19: (a) Weld path strategy of test 33
(b) Top view of test 33 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.20: (a) Weld path strategy of test 36
(b) Top view of test 36 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.21: (a) Weld path strategy of test 37
(b) Top view of test 37 (scale shown in cm)

6.3.2 Contour Path Performance Near Fill Layer Centre

Contour paths strategies were found to have some undesirable properties at the centres of fill
layers. The inner-most welds were found to be very short and in some cases were found to be
points welds, which is undesirable from the point of view of instability and weld defects. It was
also observed that some localised thermal instability may result at the centre of fill layers when
using very short contours at the centre of a fill layer.

It was found that an undesirable property of contour paths is that they can generate very short
welds at the centres of fill layers. As in raster paths, very short welds are undesirable because
they may consist entirely of ignition, heating and crater filling zones and are difficult to control
and also because it is desirable to reduce the number of individual welds per fill layer. The
presence of very short welds at the centres of contour paths was found to be dependent on the
shape of the fill layers. Very short welds were found at the centres of square and circular layers
but not rectangular layers. Where they occur, they are an intrinsic feature of contour path
patterns and cannot be avoided. This can be seen in Figures 6.17 - 6.21, which show very short
welds at the centres of square and circular fill layers but not rectangular fill layers.
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In some cases, the very short welds that occurred at the centre of the fill layers were seen to be
point welds. Point welds were welds that had zero length and started and finished at the same
spot and are very undesirable. They are sources of geometric instability and weld defects since
they consist entirely of arc ignition and crater filling and are difficult to control. In fact, where
point welds were scheduled but arc ignition failures occurred, the welding robot immediately
moved on to the next task and the point welds were not executed at all. Such instances of point
welds being missed were observed to lead to unfilled voids and significant geometric instability.
Point welds occurred at the centre of square and circular fill layers if the contour path pattern
was designed to have a line weld at the centre. This is shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.20. It is thus
recommended to use a complete contour at the centre of a contour path pattern in cases where a
line weld would in fact result in a point weld.

It was also observed that some localised thermal instability may result at the centre of square
and circular fill layers when using complete contours at the centre of the fill layer. These welds
were forced to follow paths with high curvatures and were seen to overlap themselves. However
it is not clear whether this would have any significant effect on the performance of the path
strategy.

6.3.3 Number of Welds and Thermal Stabilities

The number of individual welds per fill layer was found to be much lower in contour path
patterns than in discrete raster path patterns, although still much higher than in continuous raster
path patterns. At the same time, contour paths were found to be fairly thermally stable and have
good scope for thermal control, by virtue of their design.

It was observed that contour path patterns had much fewer individual welds per fill layer than
discrete raster path patterns. This can be expected due to the nature of their designs. Even where
discrete raster paths use an optimal raster angle for a given fill layer shape in order to minimise
the number of their individual welds, contour paths use approximately half that number of
individual welds. This is because in such cases, the contour paths can be thought of as joining
pairs of raster lines together to form contours. This is an important advantage of contour paths
over discrete raster paths, due to the serious weld defect, instability and arc ignition problems
caused by weld starts and stops as previously described in the raster results section. However,
contour paths still had a lot more individual welds per fill layer than continuous raster paths and
still suffered significantly from the associated problems.
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This can be seen from Figures 6.22 - 6.24. Figure 6.22 shows weld test 31 which was a selfconstrained square contour path, with a contour in the centre of the fill layer and with
alternating contour welding directions. Figure 6.23 shows an overview of weld test 33, which
was a self-constrained rectangular contour path with a line weld at the centre of the fill layer.
And finally, Figure 6.24 shows weld test 38 which was a non-constrained circular contour path
welded from the inside outward and with a contour weld in the layer centre.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.22: (a) Weld path strategy of test 31
(b) Top view of test 31 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.23: (a) Weld path strategy of test 33
(b) Overview of test 33 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.24: (a) Weld path strategy of test 38
(b) Overview of test 38 (scale shown in cm)

One interesting observation relating to weld starts and stops was that contour paths have the
unique property of starting and ending each fill weld in the same location. Each fill weld
follows a closed contour and thus no matter where the weld is started, it will always end in the
same location as where it started. The only exception to this is where a single line is used at the
centre of a contour path pattern. This can be seen from Figures 6.22 - 6.24. This property of
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contour paths is seen as an advantage since the number of regions affected by weld starts and
stops is thus halved and since it gives scope for better control over the start and stop regions due
to the weld overlap.

Now, at the same time as having much fewer individual welds per fill layer than discrete raster
paths, contour paths were also found to have good thermal properties. It was found that contour
paths did not use welds with very sharp corner angles or very high curvatures, nor did they used
welds that suddenly reversed direction. The exception to this was in the centre of the fill layers.
This is an important advantage in terms of stability, since sharp corners and sudden reversals in
direction are a source of significant localised geometric and thermal instability. This is in
contrast with the continuous and combined raster path strategies which had many sudden
reversals in direction and sometimes very sharp corners. Unlike these raster paths, contour paths
were not restricted to traversing adjacent raster lines, but instead used the entire available space
of the fill layers. In this way the contour paths avoided unnecessary sharp corners and reversals
in direction and thus avoided the associated localised instabilities.

This can be seen in Figures 6.22 and 6.24. These weld tests did not use weld corners sharper
than 90°, nor did they use very high curvatures or sudden reversals in direction, except for the
centre of the fill layers. This can be compared to the continuous and combined raster path
strategies shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.8 - 6.10, 6.12 and 6.14, which had significant localised
geometric and thermal instabilities caused by their sharp weld corners and sudden reversals in
direction.

Even so, the contour path strategies were not completely free of localised thermal instabilities
caused by weld corners. The square and rectangular contour paths used 90° corners which still
introduced slight thermal instabilities. It was observed that this caused the weld beads to be
temporarily slightly wider than normal immediately after exiting the corners due to the different
surface temperatures. When all the contours were welded in the same direction (clockwise or
anti-clockwise), it was noticed that all of these small temporary changes in weld bead shape
were aligned with each other throughout the entire fill layer. In the case of the self-constrained
contour paths, this gave the ridge contour welds a slightly "twisted" look, and gave the
impression that the contours were slightly rotated with respect to one another. However no
significant difference in overall final object appearance could be noticed between those contour
strategies that used a constant welding direction and those that used an alternating weld
direction. Thus it is concluded that the slight localised thermal instabilities at the weld corners in
contour path strategies were not a major problem.
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It was also found that contour paths have good thermal control capabilities during layer filling
in that they allow cooling stops to be implemented between any two contour welds. This allows
for all contour welds in a fill layer to be welded under similar thermal conditions instead of
increasing temperature, since heat can be allowed to escape from the weldment between each
contour. This capability can be used to avoid intra-layer thermal instability of the sort seen in
the continuous raster paths where the heat in the weldment kept increasing during layer filling.
This capability also allows for more flexible control of inter-layer thermal instability, in order to
prevent surface temperatures from increasing as the number of layers welded increases. As well
as this, the self-constrained contour path strategies are fairly flexible with the weld order of their
contours, similarly to the self-constrained discrete raster strategies. This allows for control of
weldment temperature while reducing build time, by allowing cooling stops to be shortened or
removed between contours that are far away from each other.

The fact that contour path strategies have these good thermal control capabilities can be seen
from Figures 6.22 and 6.24. It can be seen that weldment temperature can be controlled between
any two contour welds, which in turn allows for more stable weld bead shapes. In contrast to
this, continuous raster path strategies do not have such scope for thermal control, as can be seen
from Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.8, 6.10 and 6.12. There it can be seen that weld temperature and as a
result weld bead shape varied during layer filling.

6.3.4 Non-Constrained Strategy Geometric Results

It was found that the non-constrained welding strategy produced some geometric instability
when applied to the contour weld paths. First of all it was noticed that the outer-most weld
beads were always made under constant constraint conditions all the way around the entire layer
boundary, unlike in raster paths when the non-constrained strategy led to different constraint
conditions. However, it was noticed that in contour paths that were welded with an outside-toinside weld order, the non-constrained strategy produced clearly uneven deposition at the centre
of the fill layers. In the case of the inside-to-outside non-constrained contour paths the result
was less clear, but some tendency for geometric instability was still suspected.

Unlike the non-constrained raster path strategies, non-constrained contour path strategies did not
involve welds being made under different constraint conditions at different points along the
layer boundary. In the case of inside-to-outside non-constrained contour paths, the outer-most
welds were always welded with constraint on two sides: from one side by the thin wall
boundary and from the other by the previous contour weld. On the other hand, in the case of the
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outside-to-inside non-constrained contour paths, the outer-most welds were always welded with
constraint on only one side: from the thin wall boundary. Thus while the constraint type
depended on the weld order direction, it did not vary along the fill layer boundary. This is in
contrast with the non-constrained raster path strategies, where the first and last raster lines were
welded under different constraint conditions.

This can be seen in Figures 6.25 - 6.28. Figure 6.25 shows weld test 32 which was a nonconstrained square contour path, welded from the inside outwards, with alternating welding
direction and a contour in the layer centre. Figure 6.26 shows a side view of weld test 38, which
was a non-constrained circular contour path, welded from the inside outwards and with a
contour in the layer centre. Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show weld tests 30 and 39, respectively. Weld
tests 30 and 39 used the same path strategies as weld tests 32 and 38, respectively, except that
they were welded from the outside inwards and used a constant welding direction. In each of
these weld tests, the constraint conditions are constant all the way along the fill layer boundary.
This is unlike the non-constrained raster path test shown in Figure 6.15, which suffered some
uneven deposition as a result of the variable constraint conditions.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.25: (a) Weld path strategy of test 32
(b) Side view of test 32 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.26: (a) Weld path strategy of test 38
(b) Side view of test 38 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.27: (a) Weld path strategy of test 30
(b) Side view of test 30 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.28: (a) Weld path strategy of test 39
(b) Side view of test 39 (scale shown in cm)

However it was observed that the non-constrained welding strategy did lead to serious
geometric instability of another form in the case of the outside-to-inside weld order contour
paths. In these cases, it was observed that the second-last contour welds were depositing weld
metal very close to the centre of the fill layer and clearly encroached on the space that should
have been reserved for the final inner-most weld. In fact, these second-last welds were seen to
leave only small holes or even just depressions in the centre of the fill layers. This meant that
there was not enough space left in the centre of the fill layers for the final inner-most welds. As
a result, these final welds were made with a raised profile relative to the rest of the fill layer. As
the number of layers welded increased, it was observed that this phenomenon continued and the
uneven deposition accumulated resulting in the weldments being much higher in the centre than
at the edges. This was seen most clearly in the square and circular fill layers, as is shown in
Figures 6.27 and 6.28. This "pyramid effect" was a serious geometric instability.

In the "pyramid effect", it was suspected that at the same time as there was too much metal
being deposited in the centre of the fill layers, there was too little metal being deposited near the
edges. It was suspected that this was caused by the metal from each weld solidifying closer
towards the centre of the fill layers than intended. If so, this may be an intrinsic property of nonconstrained welding in general, however this cannot be proven in this experiment. It can be
noted that no uneven deposition of this sort was observed in the case of the self-constrained
contours, presumably because the constraint of each fill weld was specifically controlled.
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The non-constrained contour paths that were welded from the inside-outwards did not exhibit
any "pyramid effect". This can be expected, since in these weld trials the inner-most welds were
deposited first and were not constrained by any other welds. However it is possible that there
may have been a reverse "pyramid effect", where it was the outer-most welds that had less free
space and more metal was deposited at the edges of the fill layer than at the centre. This would
have been consistent with the theory on uneven non-constrained deposition. However no clear
evidence of such uneven deposition was found and this cannot be proven in this experiment.
Examples of weld tests that may have experienced a reverse "pyramid effect" are shown in
Figures 6.25 and 6.26.

6.3.5 Miscellaneous Contour Path Results

It was found that contour path patterns were more complex to program into the welding robot
than raster paths. It was also found that the contour weld path strategies that were trialed were
not completely successfully in filling in the corners in the square and rectangular fill layers. As
well as this, it was also predicted that contour paths may lead to more even surface temperature
distributions along the top of thin wall boundaries and more symmetrical stress distributions
than raster paths.

Firstly, it was found that contour path patterns were more complex to calculate and program into
the welding robot than raster path patterns. Raster path patterns only involved equally spaced
parallel lines whereas contour paths needed to be offset from the boundaries of the fill layers. It
is anticipated that the difference in complexity between these two path families would increase
if the complexity of the fill layer shape was to increase.

Secondly, it was found that the contour path strategies that were trialed were not completely
successful in filling in the corners in the square and rectangular fill layers. All of them tended to
leave very small unfilled voids at the corner apex's, where it is predicted that lack of fusion and
inclusions would also be common. This was due to the weld pool being rounded and the corners
being square. To fill in the corners, all of the contour path strategies used the same method.
They all used continuous welds that approached and exited the corners adjacent and parallel to
the boundary walls and welded right into the corner apex. This is considered to be the optimal
weld path design for a corner in the fill layer boundary and the contour paths were seen to
perform better at the corners than the raster paths. Nevertheless, it can be seen that some special
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procedure or path strategy modification is necessary to ensure high quality filling of fill layer
corners.

It was predicted that all the contour path strategies would have led to more uniform thin wall
boundary surface temperatures than all the raster path strategies. This is predicted because in all
the contour path strategies one single weld always fuses the thin wall boundaries with the fill
layers. Thus all the points along the thin wall boundaries are heated closer together in time and
therefore more evenly. Since thin wall boundary surface temperature is very important to thin
wall quality, this would be an advantage of contour paths, though this cannot be proven in this
experiment.

Finally, it is also predicted that contour path strategies lead to more symmetrical stress
distributions than raster path strategies. This is predicted because the fill welds in contour paths
are not all welded in the same direction as is virtually the case with raster paths. Since the
greatest stress produced by a weld is in the direction of its weld bead, this should result in a
more symmetrical stress distribution. Again, while this would be an advantage of contour paths,
this cannot be proven in this experiment.

6.4 Spiral Weld Path Results
6.4.1 Spiral Path Performance Near Fill Layer Edges

Similarly to the contour path strategies, the spiral path strategies performed much better at the
edges of the square and rectangular fill layers than the raster path strategies. The only difference
between the performances of the spiral and contour paths at the edges of square and rectangular
fill layers was that the spiral paths used a weld corner and one or two weld starts or stops at the
edge. The spiral path strategies that were trialed did not, however, perform well near the edges
of circular fill layers. There they produced very large unfilled voids and other problems and in
their current form were considered totally unsuitable for use with circular shapes.

It was observed that the spiral path strategies that were trialed with square and rectangular
shapes performed very similarly at the edges of the fill layers to the contour path strategies and
much better than the raster path strategies. Similarly to the contour paths, the spiral path
strategies filled the edges of these fill layers with a single weld that ran almost all the way
around the fill layer perimeter. This avoided the serious problems experienced with the raster
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path strategies and is therefore a major advantage of spiral paths over the raster paths. The
exception to this was the region where the spiral arms started or ended at the edge of the fill
layer and where the outer-most weld turned a corner and moved away from the fill layer edge.
Due to these weld starts or stops and the weld corner, this region at the edge of the fill layer was
more prone to uneven deposition, unfilled voids and possibly other weld defects such as
inclusions and lack of fusion. This is a slight disadvantage of spiral paths compared to contour
paths and this region may require special procedures in order to improve build quality.

This is shown in Figures 6.29 - 6.31. Figure 6.29 shows a top view of weld test 41, which was a
self-constrained square spiral path welded from the outside inward. Figure 6.30 shows weld test
44 which was a self-constrained rectangular spiral path welded from the inside outward. And
finally, Figure 6.31 shows a top view of weld test 46, which was also a rectangular spiral path
except it was non-constrained and it was welded from the outside inward.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.29: (a) Weld path strategy of test 41
(b) Top view of test 41 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.30: (a) Weld path strategy of test 44
(b) Top view of test 44 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.31: (a) Weld path strategy of test 46
(b) Top view of test 46 (scale shown in cm)
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In contrast to the square and rectangular fill layers, the spiral paths strategies that were used to
fill the circular fill layers performed extremely poorly at the fill layer edges. It was found that
they did not fill in the edges of the layers at all, leaving very large unfilled voids all the way
around the edges of the circles. This was found to be because these spiral paths spiralled
continuously outwards and at no point did they follow the inside edge of the thin wall boundary.
Only at one point could they fuse properly with the thin wall boundary and that was at the end
of the outer spiral arm where it was designed to be at the correct distance from the boundary. At
all other points there was a gap between the fill welds and the boundary. This gap was observed
to be even larger with the double armed self-constrained spiral paths than with the single armed
non-constrained ones.

This can be seen in Figures 6.32 - 6.34, which show weld test examples that used spiral paths in
circular layers. Weld test 47 was self-constrained and was welded from the inside outward and
is shown in Figure 6.32. Weld tests 49 and 50 were both non-constrained and were welded from
the inside outward and outside inward, respectively and are shown in Figures 6.33 and 6.34.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.32: (a) Weld path strategy of test 47
(b) Top view of test 47 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.33: (a) Weld path strategy of test 49
(b) Top view of test 49 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.34: (a) Weld path strategy of test 50
(b) Top view of test 50 (scale shown in cm)
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It was also observed that as a result of the spiral paths not filling the edges of the circular fill
layers, the fill layers tended to sag in the direction of the unfilled gap. It could be seen that the
weld metal from the outer-most sections of the fill welds sagged somewhat into the unfilled gap
and solidified away from its intended position. This created a downward slope in the direction
of the unfilled gap which in subsequent fill layers was seen to cause the fill welds to sag even
further. As the number of fill layers increased, the sagging increased and was seen to spread to
the entire surface of the fill layers. After that, every section of fill weld was seen to sag downhill
towards the fill layer edges. The overall effect was gross geometric instability as the fill layers
sloped downwards away from the centre and were much higher at the centre than around the
outside. This is illustrated using the side views of weld tests 47, 49 and 50 in Figures 6.35 6.37, which are the same weld test examples as were shown above in Figures 6.32 - 6.34.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.35: (a) Weld path strategy of test 47
(b) Side view of test 47 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.36: (a) Weld path strategy of test 49
(b) Side view of test 49 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.37: (a) Weld path strategy of test 50
(b) Side view of test 50 (scale shown in cm)

Due to their failure to fill the edges of the circular fill layers and the resulting weld sagging, it
was determined that the spiral path strategies that were trialed were completely unsuitable for
the welding of circular objects in their current form. These spiral paths were based on the Spiral
of Archimedes, which was recommended for circular layers in rapid prototyping by FDM by
Kulkarni [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999] and recommended for circular layers in rapid prototyping
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in general by Sarma [Sarma, 2000]. However they were here found to be totally unsuitable for
rapid prototyping by GMAW in their current form. They would need to be modified or totally
re-designed in order to be suitable for circular layers. One possible solution may be the
modification of the weld path near the layer edge together with modification of the weld process
parameters. Alternatively, a separate subsequent edge filling procedure may be required.
However it may be the case that a total redesign of the entire weld path is necessary, one that is
no longer based on the Spiral of Archimedes and follows the layer edge all the way around. This
is a topic for further research.

6.4.2 Number of Welds and Thermal Stabilities

It was observed that the spiral path strategies had very few individual welds per fill layer. The
non-constrained spiral paths had one individual weld per fill layer, which was the same as in the
continuous raster paths, while the self-constrained spiral paths had two. This was much fewer
than discrete raster paths and even much fewer than contour paths and combined raster paths.
Similarly to contour path strategies, spiral path strategies were also found to avoid unnecessarily
sharp corners and sudden changes in direction, which is an advantage for thermal stability.
However it was observed that spiral path strategies have less scope for thermal control and tend
to be less thermally stable overall than contour path strategies.

The spiral path strategies that were trialed all had very few individual welds per fill layer. The
non-constrained spiral path strategies had one spiral arm and therefore only one individual weld
per fill layer. This was the same number as the continuous raster paths and was the lowest out of
all the path strategies trialed. The self-constrained spiral path strategies had two spiral arms and
therefore had two individual welds per fill layer. Thus the spiral path strategies had much fewer
welds than the discrete and combined raster paths and even the contour paths. This is a major
advantage since it reduces the negative effects of weld starts and stops which have previously
been described in the raster results section. It should also be noted that whereas the number of
individual welds per fill layer increases with increasing fill layer size in the contour path
strategies and the discrete and combined raster path strategies, the number of individual welds
per fill layer in spiral path strategies is always constant.

The fact that the spiral path strategies use very few individual welds per fill layer and as a
consequence very few weld starts and stops can be seen from Figures 6.32, 6.38 and 6.39.
Figures 6.38 and 6.39 show weld tests 42 and 43 which were both non-constrained square spiral
paths that were welded from the inside outward and outside inward, respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.38: (a) Weld path strategy of test 42
(b) Top view of test 42 (scale shown in cm)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.39: (a) Weld path strategy of test 43
(b) Overview of test 43 (scale shown in cm)
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As well as having very few individual welds per fill layer, spiral paths were also noticed not to
use any short welds at all. This was an advantage over contour paths since they had short welds
at the centres of the fill layers and also an advantage over the discrete and combined raster
paths. However it was also noticed that the welds in the spiral path strategies did not start and
stop in the same spots like was the case with the contour path strategies. This was a
disadvantage since the number of regions affected by weld starts and stops was not halved and
the scope for controlling these regions may be less.

Now, similarly to the contour path strategies, the spiral path strategies avoided unnecessarily
sharp corners and sudden reversals in direction. The spiral paths did not use any corners sharper
than 90°, they did not use very high curvatures and they did not use corners that were very close
together. The exception to this was in the centre of the fill layers. Similarly to the contour paths,
the spiral paths were not restricted to following adjacent parallel lines, but instead used the
whole of the available space in the fill layers. These properties of spiral paths were all
advantageous in terms of thermal stability. However just like contour path strategies, spiral path
strategies were not entirely free of localised thermal instabilities and the 90° weld corners were
still observed to generate temporary weld bead shape disturbances.

This can be seen from Figures 6.29 and 6.32, which show weld tests 41 and 47, respectively.
These weld tests can be compared to the continuous and combined raster path strategy weld
tests shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.8 - 6.10, 6.12 and 6.14. It can be seen that these raster path
weld tests had significant localised geometric and thermal instabilities resulting from their sharp
weld corners and sudden reversals in direction.

However spiral path strategies were found to be not quite as thermally stable overall as contour
path strategies, with less scope for thermal control. Though they still tended to be more
thermally stable than the continuous raster paths. It was found that the welds in the nonconstrained spiral paths, which only had one spiral arm, grew noticeably hotter and their weld
pools grew larger as they were being welded. This was a form of intra-layer thermal instability
and was caused by the weldment continuously heating up as the welds were being welded. Since
there was only one weld per fill layer, cooling stops could not be implemented during the filling
procedure and thus there were no opportunities when the welding could stop to allow some of
the heat to escape.
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On the other hand, the self-constrained spiral paths which had two spiral arms were not noticed
to exhibit such intra-layer thermal instability. These spiral path strategies would still have been
subject to a similar phenomenon, however since they used two separate fill welds spaced wider
apart and with a cooling stop in between, the effects would have been much less and harder to
observe. Examples of non-constrained spiral weld tests that were observed to suffer from this
form of intra-layer thermal instability are shown in Figures 6.33, 6.34, 6.38 and 6.39.

Because of the speed with which they performed the layer filling, the spiral path strategies were
predicted to lead to higher weldment temperatures at the end of the layer filling procedures. It
was predicted that the non-constrained spiral path strategies would lead to even higher
weldment temperatures than the self-constrained spiral path strategies because they did not use
any cooling stops during the procedure. In order to avoid inter-layer thermal instability the
cooling time between fill layers must be long enough to prevent the weldment temperature from
increasing as the number of layers welded increases. Otherwise, the thermal conditions under
which the welds are made will vary between layers which will in turn affect the geometries of
the welds. Similarly to the continuous raster paths, it was deemed that the inter-layer cooling
time used with the spiral paths was too short.

It was thus found that the spiral path strategies had less scope for thermal control than the
contour path strategies. It could be seen that the fewer numbers of individual welds per fill layer
translated into fewer opportunities for the implementation of cooling stops. In turn, the fewer
opportunities for cooling stops reduced the level of control over the weldment temperature
resulting in welds being made under less optimal and more variable thermal conditions. In line
with this result, the non-constrained spiral paths which had one spiral arm had less thermal
control and were more thermally unstable than the self-constrained spiral paths which had two
spiral arms. It can thus be stated that while lower numbers of individual welds per fill layer
reduce localised geometric and thermal instabilities and weld defects associated with weld starts
and stops, they also reduce the level of thermal control over the filling process and thus tend to
promote overall thermal instability.
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6.4.3 Spiral Welding Direction Results

It was found that the spiral path strategies that were welded from the inside outwards performed
differently to those welded from the outside inwards. One difference that was noted was that arc
ignition was more difficult at the centre of the fill layers than at the edges which made it more
difficult to start welds from the centre of the fill layers. However the major difference was that
the strategies that were welded from the outside inwards were less thermally stable due to the
accumulation of heat at the centre of the fill layers.

The first difference was that the inside-to-outside spiral path strategies tended to have more arc
ignition failures. It was observed that the centres of the fill layers tended to have more little
depressions in the layer surface, where glassy slag deposits would often appear, than the edges
of the fill layers. This was seen to be because the centres of the fill layers had greater
concentrations of weld corners. Therefore it was more difficult to ignite an arc and start a weld
near the centre of the fill layers than near the edge.

However the major difference between these two spiral strategy variants was that the outside-toinside spiral strategies were more thermally unstable. As they welded inwards towards the
centre of the fill layers they deposited heat in an ever more concentrated area resulting in a lot of
heat accumulating in the centre of the layers. This was seen to cause an extreme enlargement of
the weld pool and variation in weld bead shape as the welds approached the fill layer centre. It
was estimated that at the centre of the square and circular fill layers, the non-constrained
outside-to-inside spiral strategies generated the highest weld temperatures and the largest weld
pools out of the entire experiment. At the end of these layer filling procedures, it was seen that
approximately the central quarter or third of each fill layer was one giant weld pool. While the
self-constrained outside-to-inside spiral path strategies did not produce instabilities as extreme
as that, the same phenomenon was seen to be at work and the ridge welds were seen to grow in
width as they approached the centre of the fill layer. In contrast, the inside-to-outside spiral path
strategies did not produce such a concentrated heat accumulation.

This can be seen in Figures 6.33, 6.34, 6.38 and 6.39. The non-constrained outside-to-inside
spiral weld tests shown in Figures 6.34 and 6.39 clearly exhibit very large weld pools at the fill
layer centre. On the other hand, the non-constrained inside-to-outside spiral weld tests shown in
Figures 6.33 and 6.38 do not exhibit any weld pool disturbances as extreme as those. It can also
be noted that weld test 43, shown in Figures 6.39 and 6.41, had a tip of material some 6mm in
diameter and some 6mm in height protruding out of the fill layer centre. This tip of material
would have been made out of slag and is a sign of weld defects occurring at the centre of the fill
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layers [Abbott, 2002]. The cause of this weld defect is not known, nor is it known whether this
was a common problem for weld layers of this type.

6.4.4 Non-Constrained Strategy Geometric Results

The non-constrained filling strategy was found to cause similar geometric problems with spiral
paths as with contour paths. It was noticed that in spiral paths as in contour paths the fill welds
made around the perimeter of the fill layers were made under constant constraint conditions all
the way around. However, the non-constrained outside-to-inside spiral paths produced higher
deposition at the centres of the fill layers than around the edges, similar to the contour paths.
The non-constrained inside-to-outside spiral paths were also suspected to have a form of uneven
deposition.

Just like in the contour path strategies, the outer-most weld sections in the spiral path strategies
that ran along the fill layer perimeter were made under constant constraint conditions all the
way around. Again, this was in contrast with the non-constrained raster path strategies where the
constraint type varied along different sections of the perimeter. Naturally, the constraint type
depended on whether the spirals were welded from the inside-outwards or visa-versa. This of
course did not include the circular fill layers where the spiral path strategies failed to fill in the
edges of the layers.

The outside-to-inside non-constrained spiral path strategies produced fill layers that were much
higher in the middle than at the edges. This was much clearer in the square fill layer than in the
rectangular fill layer, while in the circular fill layer this result was blurred by the sagging
phenomenon caused by the unfilled layer edges. However even in the square fill layer this result
was blurred a little by the previously described very large weld pools that occurred in the centre
due to the extreme accumulations of heat. This was the same "pyramid effect" that was observed
in the non-constrained contour paths that were welded with an outside-to-inside weld order and
it came about in the same manner. Just like with the contour paths, this "pyramid effect" was a
serious geometric instability. Also similarly to the contour paths, it is possible that the inside-tooutside non-constrained spiral paths may have experienced some sort of reverse "pyramid
effect", though there is no clear evidence of this in this experiment. Again, it is possible but not
proven that weld beads solidifying away from their intended locations is a feature of nonconstrained filling in general.
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This is illustrated in Figures 6.36, 6.37, 6.40 and 6.41. Figures 6.40 and 6.41 show side views of
weld tests 42 and 43 which were both non-constrained square spiral paths that were welded
from the inside outward and outside inward, respectively. Figure 6.41 clearly shows that the fill
layers were higher at the centre than at the edges, due to the "pyramid effect". This effect is also
visible in Figure 6.37, however it is less clear due to the sagging phenomenon of the weld layers
towards the unfilled gap at the edges. On the other hand, the weld tests shown in Figures 6.36
and 6.40 do not have this "pyramid effect" because they were welded in the opposite direction.
It is possible that they may have suffered from a reverse "pyramid effect", though this cannot be
proven. Once again, the result from the circular weld test shown in Figure 6.36 is less clear due
to the welds sagging towards the unfilled layer edges, in an opposing manner to the possible
reverse "pyramid effect". However it should be noted that this inside-to-outside weld test shown
in Figure 6.36 is a lot more flat than the outside-to-inside weld test shown in Figure 6.37. This
supports the presence of the "pyramid effect" in Figure 6.37 and may also indicate a possible
reverse "pyramid effect" in Figure 6.36.

(a)

Figure 6.40: (a) Weld path strategy of test 42

(b)

(b) Side view of test 42 (scale shown in cm)
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(a)

Figure 6.41: (a) Weld path strategy of test 43

(b)

(b) Side view of test 43 (scale shown in cm)

6.4.5 Miscellaneous Spiral Path Results

It was found that the spiral path patterns were much more complex to calculate and implement
on the welding robot than the contour path patterns. As well as this, it was found that the spiral
paths were not completely successful in filling in the corners of the fill layers, just like the
contour paths. Similarly to contour paths, spiral paths were predicted to produce more even
surface temperatures in the thin wall boundaries and more symmetrical stress distributions than
raster paths. Finally, it was found that spiral path strategies performed very similarly to contour
path strategies in the narrow rectangles.

Firstly, it was found that the spiral path patterns were much more complex to calculate and
implement on the welding robot that the contour paths. The spiral path patterns used more
complex mathematical descriptions which in turn made the robot programs more complex. Thus
the spiral paths were the most complex to calculate and implement out of the three path
families, which is a disadvantage. Also, their complexity is predicted to sharply increase with
increasing fill layer shape complexity.

Secondly, it was found that the spiral path strategies were not completely successful in filling in
the corners in the square and rectangular fill layers, just like the contour path strategies. The
weld path design that they used at the corners was the same as in the contour paths.
Nevertheless, the same imperfections were noticed at the apex of the corners. This shows that
some special procedure or path strategy modification is necessary at the fill layer corners.
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It was predicted that the spiral path strategies would have led to more uniform thin wall
boundary surface temperatures than all the raster path strategies. Similarly to the contour path
strategies, the spiral path strategies always filled the layer edges with a single weld, which is
predicted to have led to more even heating of the thin wall boundaries. Again, this cannot be
proven in this experiment and it is not known how the spiral paths compare to the contour paths
in this sense.

It was also predicted that the spiral path strategies would have produced more symmetrical
stress distributions than raster path strategies. Similarly as in contour paths, this is predicted
because the fill welds were not all welded in the same direction and the greatest stresses from a
weld occur in the direction of the weld bead. This would be an advantage of spiral paths over
raster paths but it cannot be proven in this experiment, nor is it known how the spiral stresses
would compare to the contour stresses.

Finally, it was noticed that spiral path strategies performed similarly to contour path strategies
in the narrow rectangular objects. The various thermal instabilities typical of spiral path
strategies were not pronounced due to the elongated shape and small area size of the fill layers.
The biggest difference seen between the two path families here was the problems that the spiral
paths had at the edge of the fill layers where their welds started or stopped and turned a corner,
as described previously. This is illustrated in Figures 6.30 and 6.31.

6.5 Thin Wall and Solid Fill Layer Sequencing Results
It was found that the thin wall and fill layer sequencing trials were inconclusive and did not
produce meaningful results. It was noticed that the weld tests that were designed to sequence the
thin walls so that they were level with the fill layers failed to do so adequately. They failed to
keep the thin wall boundary and the fill layers level with each other after the welding of each fill
layer. It was found that due to imperfectly matched weld settings and path design parameters,
the thin wall boundary was always slightly above the level of the fill layers. The thin wall
boundary was never fully melted by the fill layers and its top surface remained at least partially
intact. Thus any results obtained from these weld tests would not have been truly representative
of the thin walls level with fill layers sequencing strategy. Therefore, the two sequencing
strategies could not be compared.
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There was however one exception in the form of the following result. It was noticed that a
disadvantage of sequencing the thin wall layers so that they are as high as possible, is an
increased risk of the torch hitting the weldment during layer filling. If any part of the thin wall
boundary is too high relative to the fill layers, it will come into contact with the nozzle when
welding the edges of the fill layers. Thus the higher the thin wall layers are sequenced to be, the
greater the risk of a collision with the nozzle. Such collisions were observed to cause the
welding torch to get stuck on the boundary, before either suddenly breaking free, or causing an
emergency stop on the welding robot. Thus contact between the welding torch and the
weldment is highly undesirable. Thus care is required when using the thin wall layers ahead of
the fill layers sequencing strategy. At no point should the difference in height between the
boundary and the fill be greater than the standoff minus the vertical distance between the
contact-tip and the nozzle tip.

6.6 Generic Phenomena Results
6.6.1 Thin Wall Boundary and Fill Layer Edge Related Phenomena

It was found that weld path strategy performance at the thin wall boundary and at the edges of
the fill layers is particularly important for the overall quality of the welded object. It was found
that if any one thin wall weld was of poor quality, it would reduce the quality of subsequent thin
wall welds welded over it and would reduce the quality of the fill layers and the object as a
whole. It was also found that in order to completely fill in the edges of a fill layer all the way
around its boundary and to avoid unfilled voids and uneven deposition, it was necessary to fill
the edges with a single weld that ran all the way along the layer perimeter. As well as this, it
was found that the way in which fill welds strike the thin wall boundary and the way in which
they fill in the layer corners are also important.

The quality of every single thin wall boundary weld and the quality of the thin wall boundary as
a whole was found to be very important for the quality of the whole object. It was observed that
if any one thin wall boundary weld was irregular, had weld defects, or was of a poor quality in
any way, then it would affect the quality of subsequent thin wall welds. These subsequent thin
wall welds would then also be of a reduced quality and this destabilising effect would propagate
upward through the thin wall boundary. It was also noticed that the quality of the thin wall
boundaries affects the object's surface quality, since the outer edges of the boundary form the
outer vertical surfaces of the object. As well as this, it was also observed that irregular thin wall
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boundaries lead to increased defects and instabilities at the edges of the fill layers, due to the
unstable geometric conditions at the layer perimeter.

As a result of all these findings, it can be seen that it is important to ensure that every single thin
wall boundary weld is as regular and of as high a quality as possible. It can also be seen that it is
very important that the fill welds do not reduce the quality of the thin wall welds, or do so as
little as possible, by not over heating or over melting them.

It was also observed that the optimal method for filling in the edges of a fill layer is to weld all
along the layer perimeter, directly adjacent to the thin wall boundary, with a single unbroken fill
weld. Otherwise, where this method is not employed, the quality of the thin wall boundary
and/or the fill layers will be reduced. Not using this method leads to problems such as unfilled
voids, uneven deposition, a possible increased risk of other weld defects such as inclusions and
lack of fusion and sometimes also the melting of the thin wall boundary. This method was
predicted as being optimal as a result of all the problems that raster path strategies had at the
edges of the fill layers and was confirmed as such by the success of the contour and spiral path
strategies. Examples of how this method performs and what happens where it is not employed
can be found in the results sections dealing with the performance at the layer edges of these path
families. This edge filling method is illustrated in Figure 6.42.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.42: The welding around the layer perimeter edge filling strategy
(a) With a square fill layer; (b) With a circular fill layer

Another observation that was made from the raster path family results regarded how fill welds
should strike the thin wall boundary if they need to approach it or move away from it. It was
observed that the optimal design is to have the weld path meet the thin wall boundary at 90°, in
order to maximise geometric stability and minimise defects. This is illustrated in Figure 6.43.
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Examples of what was observed to occur where this method was not followed can be found in
the raster path results section that deals with performance near fill layer edges.

Figure 6.43: Fill weld striking thin wall boundary strategy

Finally, it was observed that weldment quality near the corners of a fill layer is very dependent
on the weld path design there. It was seen from the raster path strategy results that raster paths
were prone to using very short raster lines near the corners of square and rectangular fill layers.
This in turn was seen to lead to either welds of length zero with accompanying unfilled voids
and uneven deposition, or to severe localised thermal instabilities. Examples can be found in the
raster path strategy results sections. From this it could be seen that corners should not be filled
with very short welds nor should welds zigzag into weld corners. It is also evident that weld
paths must hit the apex of a corner, otherwise the corner can not be fully filled in.

It is thus recommended that corners in the fill layer be filled in using welds that approach and
exit the corner parallel and directly adjacent to the thin wall boundary and weld right into the
corner apex. This is illustrated in Figure 6.44. The contour and spiral path strategies were found
to do this and their performance at the corners of square and rectangular layers was much better,
as can be seen in their results sections. Nevertheless, they were still found to have small
problems at the corner apex's, which shows that this corner weld path design strategy alone may
be insufficient to guarantee good quality at the corner apex's. Some kind of additional weld
parameter or weld path modification strategy may thus also be needed. However such a
modification is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 6.44: Fill layer corner welding strategy

6.6.2 Number of Welds, Weld Corners and Thermal Stability Related Phenomena

A number of observations were made with regard to numbers of individual welds per fill layer,
corners in weld paths and thermal stability. Firstly, it was confirmed that thermal instability in
general causes geometric instability and can cause weld defects and therefore should be
minimised. Secondly, it was observed that greater heat inputs in a layer filling procedure as well
as faster layer filling times tend to promote inter-layer thermal instability and require longer
inter-layer cooling times. It was also found that weld starts and stops tend to be very detrimental
to object quality and so numbers of individual welds per fill layer should be low and short welds
should be avoided.

With regard to corners in weld paths, it was found that they introduce problems and
recommendations were made regarding how they should be designed. As well as this, it was
found that it was detrimental to layer quality if fill welds were made under ever increasing
temperatures as the layer filling progressed, due to an increasing amount of heat in the
weldment. This form of intra-layer thermal instability was observed to lead to varying weld
bead shapes in fill layers. It was found that in order to reduce this intra-layer thermal instability,
cooling stops needed to be employed during the layer filling procedures.

As a result of these findings it was observed that while lower numbers of individual welds per
fill layer reduce the problems associated with weld starts and stops, they also reduce the level of
thermal control over the filling process. Finally, a summary was produced of the performances
in terms of numbers of individual welds and thermal instability of the various path strategies
that were trialed.

Firstly, it can be noted that thermal instability was confirmed to lead to geometric instability and
could also lead to weld defects. This can clearly be seen from the results of all the weld path
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strategy families, where thermal instability of various kinds reduced the quality of the welded
objects. Detailed information can be found in the results sections of the raster, contour and
spiral path strategies. Therefore it can be seen that thermal instability can be a serious problem
and needs to be minimised as much as possible.

Secondly, it was observed that some welded objects suffered from inter-layer thermal
instability. Inter-layer thermal instability occurred where not enough heat could escape from the
weldment between the welding of fill layers, resulting in successive fill layers being welded
under ever increasing surface temperatures. Where it was seen to occur, it was seen to change
the shape of welds beads as the number of layers deposited increased. The observation was
made that weldments with higher temperatures require longer inter-layer cooling stops in order
to minimise this inter-layer thermal instability. Thus it can also be stated that layer filling
procedures that use greater total heat inputs, or perform the layer filling faster, tend to promote
inter-layer thermal instability. These layer filling procedures then require longer inter-layer
cooling stops in order to minimise the instability.

It was also found that weld starts and stops tend to be very detrimental to object quality. This
could be seen throughout the path strategy results, but is most clearly seen in the results of the
discrete raster path strategies since these had the most weld starts and stops. Weld starts and
stops are a major problem because weld starts involve arc ignitions, arc ignition failures and
weld heating zones, whereas weld stops involve crater filling zones. These in turn were seen to
introduce uneven deposition and in some cases thermal instability, unfilled voids and an
increased risk of other weld defects such as inclusions and lack of fusion. These were all found
to be serious problems and were seen to accumulate as the number of layers welded increased.
Further information and examples can be found in the raster strategy results sections.

The optimisation of weld starts and stops is out of the thesis scope, though while it would be
possible to improve them, it is undesirable to have to do so. Thus it was noted that in order to
reduce the instabilities and weld defects caused by weld starts and stops, the number of
individual welds per fill layer should be reduced. And conversely, it was observed that increased
numbers of individual welds per fill layer lead to more of these problems.

Another result that was related to weld starts and stops and the number of individual welds per
fill layer, was short welds. A consequence of needing to reduce the number of individual welds
was the need to avoid short welds, since the presence of short welds tends to increase the
number of individual welds needed to fill a layer. As well as this, it was found that short welds
are more difficult to control than long welds, since the starting and ending regions comprise a
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greater percentage of their length. The extreme short weld was the point weld, that consisted
entirely of an arc ignition and crater fill, one immediately after the other and in the same
location. Point welds were found to be especially undesirable. More information regarding short
welds can be found in the discrete raster path strategy results.

Now, weld corners in weld paths were also found to be a source of problems. Corners in a weld
path were found to introduce localised thermal instability caused by the weld moving into areas
of the weldment affected by the weld's own trailing thermal field. If a weld changes course and
moves through its own trailing thermal field, it will temporarily experience hotter surface
temperatures, which in turn were found to temporarily enlarge the weld pool and change the
weld bead shape. Examples of what various weld corners were seen to do to the quality of the
weld layers can be found in the raster, contour and spiral path strategy results.

As well as thermal instability, it should also be noted that weld corners were seen to create small
depressions in the surfaces of the fill layers, where deposits of glassy slag tended to form. These
glassy slag deposits were then observed to make it more difficult for arcs to ignite in subsequent
weld layers. Thus it can be stated that corners in weld paths are undesirable and it can be
recommended that they should be avoided if possible. However the discrete raster paths showed
that not having any weld corners does not necessarily result in the best path strategy
performance, since they suffered badly from high numbers of weld starts and stops.

Thus in order to help with weld corner design, a number of recommendations can be made.
Firstly, corners in a weld path should be as straight as possible. That is, they should have a
corner angle that is as close to 180° as possible. This is because the more acute the angle, the
further back into the trailing thermal field the weld will pass. Secondly, the corner should have a
radius of curvature that is a large as possible. The larger the radius of curvature, the less the
weld will be affected by its own trailing thermal field. And finally, corners in the weld path
should be spaced as far away from each other as possible in order to prevent their thermal
instability effects from combining. These recommendations are illustrated in Figure 6.45.
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Figure 6.45: Recommendations for the design of weld path corners

Another source of intra-layer thermal instability was found to be the continual increase in
weldment temperature during the course of welding. As a weld is being made, it continuously
deposits more heat into the weldment and the weldment heats up during the time it takes to
make the weld. It was found that this can be a significant source of thermal instability in cases
where this rise in weldment temperatures affects the thermal conditions at the weld pool. In such
cases it was observed that the welds are made under ever increasing surface temperatures which
in turn change the size of the weld pool and the shape of the weld bead as welding progresses.

This form of intra-layer thermal instability was seen with the continuous and combined raster
path strategies where the continuous welds were observed to weld each successive raster line
under increasing temperatures. In the case of the continuous raster paths, this was seen to cause
an enlargement of the weld pool and a widening of the weld bead with each new raster line.
This form of intra-layer thermal instability was also seen in the spiral path strategies, especially
the non-constrained ones which used only one spiral arm. There, the spiral arms were clearly
seen to grow hotter and wider the further they were welded. On the other hand, the contour
paths and the discrete raster paths were not noticeably affected by this phenomenon. Thus it can
be seen that this form of intra-layer thermal instability is detrimental to object quality and also
needs to be avoided.

However, a link was noticed between the number of individual welds per fill layer and the intralayer thermal instability caused by increasing weldment temperatures. It was noticed that the
fewer the number of individual welds and thus also the longer the welds, the fewer the
opportunities to employ cooling stops during layer filling to let the weldment cool down. This is
because cooling stops can only be employed between individual welds and not during welding.
In turn, the fewer the cooling stops during layer filling, the greater the intra-layer thermal
instability.
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This link was clearly seen with the continuous raster and single-armed spiral paths strategies,
which all had only one individual weld per fill layer. These path strategies could not employ any
cooling stops during layer filling because they only had one weld. They could only employ
cooling after a layer was finished. As a result, they were found to have suffered the most from
this form of intra-layer thermal instability. In contrast, the contour and discrete raster path
strategies which had more individual welds were not observed to be significantly affected. Thus
it was found that fewer numbers of individual welds per fill layer tend to lead to more of this
intra-layer thermal instability.

Thus an important result that emerged was that the number of individual welds per fill layer
affects both weld starts and stops and thermal instability. It can be stated that while lower
numbers of individual welds per fill layer reduce localised geometric and thermal instabilities
and weld defects associated with weld starts and stops, they also reduce the level of thermal
control over the filling process and thus tend to promote overall thermal instability.

Finally, a summary was produced of the performances in terms of numbers of individual welds
and thermal instability of the various path strategies that were trialed. In broad terms, the
performances of the path strategies can be summarised by the diagram shown in Figure 6.46.

Figure 6.46: An approximate summary of path strategy performance

From the diagram in Figure 6.46, the basic trend can be seen that was mentioned previously;
that lower numbers of individual welds reduce weld start and stop problems but also tend to
increase overall thermal instability. This is especially the case with the various types of raster
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path strategies. Overall path strategy performance improves if there are fewer individual welds
and there is less overall thermal instability.

It can thus be seen that none of the raster path types made any progress in the direction of better
overall path performance. In contrast, the contour and spiral path strategies performed better
overall than the raster strategies and were closer to the ideal path strategy performance.

Both the contour and spiral path strategies had better path patterns than raster paths and were
not restricted to following adjacent parallel lines like the raster paths were. They had fewer
individual welds and therefore fewer starts and stops than the discrete raster path strategies. The
contour paths also had less thermal instability related to weld path corners and continual
weldment heating than the combined raster paths. On the other hand, the spiral paths had less
thermal instabilities related to corners but more related to weldment heating than combined
raster paths, yet they also had less corner related instability than continuous raster paths.

It should be noted that this is only a broad summary and some versions of the path strategies
mentioned above had their own particular performance characteristics, as reported in the
previous results sections.

6.6.3 Constraint Strategy Phenomena

A number of phenomena relating to the fill welding constraint strategies were observed. Firstly,
the self-constrained strategy was found to be successful at keeping fill weld metal in the desired
locations and was observed not to promote any weld skewness. The minimised total waiting
time weld order that the self-constrained strategy made possible was also found to be a success.
However a disadvantage of self-constrained welding was found to be that it requires the
generation and matching-up of two sets of weld parameters. On the other hand, the nonconstrained strategy was observed to cause gross geometric instability in one of its variants. It
was not proven, but it was suspected that geometric instability is a feature of non-constrained
welding in general.

The self-constrained strategy was deemed to be a geometric success in that it was not seen to
promote any weld skewness. Weld metal from the weld pools of the fill welds stayed where it
was supposed to and the welds beads formed in their intended locations. This was deemed to be
due to the symmetry of the constraint design, where both ridge and trough welds were
constrained symmetrically.
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Another advantage of the self-constrained strategy was that it enabled the use of the minimised
total waiting time weld order, which was found to be a success. The weld order in selfconstrained welding is more flexible than in non-constrained welding, which allows the
minimised total waiting time weld order to be used. This weld order was found to be a success
because it allows welds to be welded that are far away from the previously made weld. Welds
that are far away are less affected by the surface temperature field of the previous weld. Thus
welds can be scheduled in such a way as to reduce or even eliminate the cooling stops between
certain welds. This was found to be good for both thermal stability and the reduction of total
layer build time. Its importance increases with increasing numbers of individual welds, since the
amount of total layer build time saved also increases.

However a disadvantage of the self-constrained strategy is that is requires two sets of weld
settings to be chosen instead of one. It also requires the two sets of weld settings to be perfectly
matched-up and balanced in order to produce a flat top surface.

On the other hand, the non-constrained welding strategy did not use symmetrical constraint
conditions for its welds and this was found to lead to uneven deposition and thus geometric
instability. Firstly, it was observed that in raster paths the non-constrained strategy forced the
outer welds along the layer perimeter to be welded under varying constraint conditions. As was
described in the raster results section, on one side of the fill layers the welds were constrained
only by the thin wall boundary, but on the other they were also constrained by the previous fill
weld as well. This was seen to produce uneven deposition in raster paths, but this did not occur
with contour or spiral paths.

However, in the contour and spiral paths, the non-constrained strategy was seen to lead to
uneven deposition elsewhere. As was illustrated in their results sections, the outside-to-inside
non-constrained contour and spiral paths produced uneven deposition at the centres of the fill
layers resulting in the layers being much higher in the middle than at the edges. This was
dubbed the "pyramid effect", for convenience. A reverse "pyramid effect" was suspected in the
inside-to-outside contour and spiral paths, but could not be proven.

From these uneven deposition results, it is suspected but not proven that uneven deposition is an
inherent feature of non-constrained welding in general and is therefore an inherent
disadvantage. The mechanism behind such a phenomenon is not proven, but it is suspected to be
asymmetrical weld metal flow caused by the asymmetrical constraint conditions causing welds
to solidify away from their intended locations. Each new weld overlaps the previous weld and is
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constrained by it on one side, but is not constrained by anything on the other side. The molten
metal is deposited partially on the slope created by the previous weld and partially on a flat
surface. It is suspected that this causes the molten metal to flow down and away from the
previous weld and solidify away from its intended location.

Such a suspected mechanism would be a serious inherent geometric instability and it would
mean that all fill welds would solidify somewhat away from their intended locations. This in
turn would always result in weld metal being shifted to one side in the fill layer with some
surplus metal always accumulating in one particular location. This mechanism would be
consistent with the uneven depositions seen at the sides of the raster path strategies and with the
"pyramid effect" seen in the middles of the outside-to-inside contour and spiral strategies. It
would also be consistent with a possible reverse "pyramid effect" in the inside-to-outside
contour and spiral strategies.

Thus while some variants of non-constrained welding were certainly shown to be very
geometrically unstable, it is suspected but not proven that geometric instability caused by welds
solidifying away from their intended locations is an inherent feature of all non-constrained
welding.

6.6.4 Miscellaneous Phenomena

Two other miscellaneous phenomena were observed that have not yet been presented.

It was noticed that the inside of the weld nozzle and the outside of the contact-tip would collect
large amounts of spatter during the welding procedures. It is not recommended to use large
amounts of anti-spatter spray since it greatly increases the risk of arc ignition failures and arc
failures during the course of welding. Any arc failures are very detrimental to object quality.

Therefore it is important to clean the welding torch often to remove spatter so that it does not
lead to problems like porosity due to inadequate shielding gas coverage. It was noticed that
during the welding of the square objects, for example, it was desirable to clean the nozzle after
every two fill layers. This cleaning was done manually during manual pauses in the welding
procedure when the robot was waiting for an instruction from the operator to resume. However
in a fully automatic rapid prototyping or wear replacement cell, especially where weld
temperatures and cooling times need to be carefully controlled or where the amount of spatter is
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especially large, it would be necessary to employ a fully automatic and programmable torch
cleaning station.

As well as this, it was noticed that the contact-tip had problems on the inside. It was observed
that flakes of metal shaved from the electrode wire would regularly accumulate in the inside of
the contact-tip. When these were allowed to accumulate too much, they would restrict the
passage of the wire resulting in uneven deposition and increasing the risk of weld defects. Also,
contact-tip wear was occasionally observed at the opening from where the electrode wire
emerged. Such wear is undesirable as it can lead to inaccurate metal deposition. It is thus
recommended that the insides of the contact-tip be regularly cleaned and the contact-tip be
inspected for any signs of wear and replaced.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion of Preliminary
Path Strategy Sensitivity
Experiment
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7.1 Discussion of Results
The key results regarding the performances of the various weld path design strategies that were
trialed are summarised below.

The key results related to the fill layer build times and number of individual welds per fill layers
were found to be:

- The discrete raster path strategies had the most individual welds per fill layer and the
longest fill layer build times.
- The continuous raster path strategies and the spiral path strategies had the fewest
individual welds per fill layer and the shortest build times. The continuous
raster paths and the single armed spiral paths always had only one individual
weld per fill layer, while the double armed spiral paths always had two
individual welds per fill layer and slightly longer build times.
- The combined raster path strategies and the contour path strategies had intermediate
numbers of individual welds per fill layer and intermediate fill layer build times.

The key raster path strategy results were found to be:

- All of the raster path strategies that were trialed performed very poorly near the edges
of fill layers, particularly in circular fill layers. Depending on the fill layer
shape, the performance near the edges can be greatly influenced by the raster
angle, where the incorrect raster angle can greatly reduce build quality. Where
raster paths performed poorly near fill layer edges, the results were seen to be:
large unfilled voids, uneven deposition, thermal instability, melting of the thin
wall boundary and a high likelihood of other weld defects.
- Arc ignitions, arc ignition failures, weld heating sections and crater fills introduce
great geometrical instability, thermal instability and weld defects. They should
be avoided by using fewer individual welds per fill layer and fewer short welds.
- Discrete raster path strategies used very high numbers of individual welds and in some
cases generated many very short welds, which caused the quality of their
weldments to be very poor.
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- Continuous raster path strategies suffered from serious intra-layer thermal instabilities
when they turned corners to move from one raster line to the next, when they
followed short raster lines and also when they welded increasing numbers of
raster lines due to continual weldment heating. They also suffered from interlayer thermal instability as the heat in the weldment increased with increasing
layer number due to very high weld temperatures and insufficient cooling times.
In each case, thermal instability resulted in corresponding geometric instability
and often melting of the thin wall boundaries.
- Combined discrete and continuous raster path strategies were a compromise between
discrete and continuous raster paths, though not an ideal one since they did not
address all of the disadvantages of raster paths. Combined raster paths with
continuous ridge welds had somewhat geometrically and thermally unstable
ridge welds, while those with discrete ridge welds had relatively stable ridge
welds and thermally unstable but relatively geometrically stable trough welds.
- The non-constrained welding strategy caused some uneven deposition and thus
geometric instability in the raster path strategies, because the first and last raster
lines were welded under different constraint conditions.

The contour path strategies produced the following key results:

- All the contour path strategies performed well at the edges of the fill layers, much
better than all the raster path strategies, in all layer shapes including circular.
- Contour path strategies were found to generate very short welds at the centres of
square and circular fill layers and in some cases even welds of length zero. This
was undesirable from the point of view of instability and weld defects.
- Contour paths used far fewer individual welds per fill layer than discrete raster paths,
although still far more than continuous raster paths. As a result, they suffered
much less from the problems associated with weld starts and stops than the
discrete raster paths did.
- Contour paths were found to have good thermal stability properties. They were good at
avoiding intra-layer thermal instability because they largely avoided
unnecessarily sharp corners, unnecessarily high curvatures and corners that
were too close together. They could also employ cooling stops between any two
contours, which prevented the contours from being welded under changing
thermal conditions.
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- The non-constrained welding strategy did not lead to variable constraint conditions
along the layer perimeter, however it did lead to instability elsewhere. This
strategy caused very uneven deposition in the case of the outside-to-inside
contour paths, with the centres of the fill layers being much higher than the
edges, in what was dubbed the "pyramid effect". A reverse "pyramid effect"
was suspected but not proven in the case of the inside-to-outside nonconstrained contour paths.

The key results for the spiral path strategies were:

- At the edges of the square and rectangular fill layers, the spiral path strategies
performed very similarly to the contour path strategies and much better than the
all the raster path strategies. The only difference between the spiral and contour
path strategies was the region where the spiral arms terminated and turned a
corner.
- The spiral path strategies performed very poorly at the edges of the circular fill layers.
They did not fill in the layer edges and left large unfilled gaps between the fill
welds and the thin wall boundaries. These unfilled gaps then caused the fill
welds to sag towards the outside and caused the layer centres to be much higher
than the edges. The spiral paths that were used were thus completely unsuitable
for circular objects and would need to be re-designed.
- Spiral paths used far fewer individual welds per fill layer than contour, combined
raster and discrete raster paths and thus suffered much less from the problems
associated with weld starts and stops. Single armed spiral paths had less of these
problems than double armed spiral paths. Spiral paths also did not use any short
welds.
- Similarly to contour paths, spiral paths largely avoided unnecessarily sharp corners,
unnecessarily high curvatures and corners that were too close together. This is
an advantage since such features are all sources of intra-layer thermal
instability.
- Spiral paths suffered from intra-layer thermal instability during the welding of their
spiral arms due to continual weldment heating which caused the welds to be
made under variable surface temperatures. This was most pronounced with the
single armed spiral paths which could not cool the weldment during welding.
These paths produced weld beads that were wider near their end than near their
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start. Also, similarly to continuous raster paths, it was predicted that the interlayer cooling times were insufficient to prevent inter-layer thermal instability.
- Spiral path strategies that were welded from the outside inwards were more thermally
unstable than those welded from the inside outwards. This was due to
concentrated heat deposition and the resulting heat accumulation at the centre of
the fill layers. This was especially the case with the single armed spiral paths in
the square and circular fill layers. The result was increased weld bead shape
instability and very hot temperatures and very large weld pools at the centres of
the fill layers.
- Similarly to the contour paths, the non-constrained welding strategy did not lead to
variable weld constraint conditions along the layer perimeter in spiral path
strategies. However it did cause a "pyramid effect" in the outside-to-inside
spiral paths, causing uneven deposition that was much higher at the centre of the
layer than at the edges. A reverse "pyramid effect" was also suspected but not
proven in the case of the inside-to-outside non-constrained spiral paths.

The thin wall boundary and fill layer sequencing trials were inconclusive and did not produce
any major results. This was because the weld trials were not completely successful at executing
the thin wall level with fill sequencing strategy.

Finally, the key generic phenomena results were found to be:

- The quality of the fill layers and the object as a whole are very dependent on the
quality of the thin wall boundaries. It is very important for all thin wall
boundary welds to be as high quality as possible, since poor quality welds
introduce problems that propagate upward through the thin wall boundary. Thus
overheating or melting through the thin wall boundaries by the fill welds must
be avoided.
- The edges of a fill layer should be filled in using a single weld that runs unbroken all
the way around the layer perimeter. Not using this method leads to problems
such as unfilled voids, uneven deposition, weld defects and melting of the thin
wall boundary. The contour and spiral paths did this, but the raster paths did
not.
- Fill welds that approach or leave the edges of the fill layer and thus the thin wall
boundary should do so at 90° to the boundary for optimal geometric stability.
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- Corners in a fill layer should be filled in using welds that approach and exit the corner
parallel and directly adjacent to the thin wall boundary and weld right into the
corner apex. Failure to do so leads to unfilled voids and can also lead to other
weld defects and thermal instability. Contour and spiral path strategies followed
this method, but some raster path strategies did not. However this method alone
cannot guarantee good fill quality at the apex's of sharp corners and some
further procedure may be required.
- Thermal instability always tends to produce geometric instability and increases the risk
of weld defects and should always be minimised.
- Inter-layer cooling stops should be long enough to prevent inter-layer thermal
instability where layers are welded under ever increasing surface temperatures.
Failure to do so causes weld bead shapes to change as the number of layers
welded increases.
- Weld starts and stops tend to be very detrimental to object quality because they
involve arc ignitions, arc ignition failures, weld heating zones and crater filling
zones. These are all sources of serious uneven deposition and in some cases
thermal instability, unfilled voids and an increased risk of other weld defects
such as inclusions and lack of fusion. While it would be possible to improve the
performance of weld starts and stops, it is undesirable to have to do so and thus
weld starts and stops should be avoided. It is thus desirable to reduce the
number of individual welds per fill layer and to avoid short welds.
- Corners in weld paths were found to be sources of intra-layer thermal instability due to
the welds moving through their own trailing temperature fields. This caused
temporary rises in surface temperature at the weld pool and localised changes in
weld bead shape. If corners in a weld path cannot be avoided, they should have
included angles as close to 180° as possible, they should have radii of curvature
as large as possible and they should be as far away from other corners as
possible.
- The weldment continually heating up during the course of a weld was found to be a
significant source of intra-layer thermal instability. It can cause welds to be
experience much hotter surface temperatures near their end than near their start.
This leads to uneven weld pool sizes, uneven weld bead shapes and can lead to
significant melting of the thin wall boundary. In order to counter this form of
intra-layer thermal instability, cooling stops should be employed if possible
during the layer filling procedure.
- The number of individual welds per fill layer affects both weld starts and stops and
thermal instability. Lower numbers of individual welds per fill layer reduce
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geometric and thermal instabilities and weld defects associated with weld starts
and stops, but they also reduce the level of thermal control over the filling
process and thus tend to promote overall thermal instability.
- None of the raster path strategies performed well in the sense of numbers of weld
starts and stops and thermal instability. Decreasing numbers of individual welds
were seen to lead to increased overall thermal instability. However the contour
and spiral path strategies were able to have both reduced numbers of individual
welds and reduced overall thermal instability and thus better overall
performance.
- The self-constrained welding strategy promoted regular weld deposition and was not
seen to promote any weld skewness. It was also more flexible with its weld
order than non-constrained welding, which was useful for thermal stability
control while minimising total build time. However self-constrained welded
requires the use of two separate sets of weld parameters that need to be balanced
with one another.
- The non-constrained welding strategy produced uneven deposition in the raster path
strategies and gross uneven deposition in the outside-to-inside contour and
spiral path strategies. It was also suspected but not proven to produce uneven
deposition in the case of the inside-to-outside contour and spiral path strategies.
It is suspected but not proven that the non-constrained welding strategy in
general always leads to uneven deposition due to welds solidifying away from
their intended locations due to the irregular constraint conditions.

From these results, it can be seen that the various weld path strategies performed very
differently. All the various raster path strategies performed very poorly at the edges of the fill
layers, resulting in large unfilled voids, uneven deposition and other serious problems. The
discrete raster paths had serious quality problems brought about by high numbers of weld starts
and stops, which were brought about by high numbers of individual welds per fill layer and in
many cases by very short welds. On the other hand, the continuous raster paths exchanged some
of these problems for various serious thermal and hence geometric instabilities which also led to
serious quality problems. The combined raster paths did find some compromise between the
discrete and continuous raster paths, yet they were not a good compromise since they failed to
address some of the pressing quality problems found in the other raster path strategies. Thus the
various raster path strategy variants that were trialed performed differently, yet they all
performed very poorly overall for various reasons.
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Contour path strategies were found to perform much better overall than any of the raster path
strategies. Contour paths were much better at filling in the layer edges than any raster paths
could ever be, even in the circular layers. However contour paths tended to use very short welds
in the centres of fill layers and some care is needed to avoid using welds of length zero. Contour
paths suffered much less from the problems associated with weld starts and stops than discrete
raster paths, though more than continuous raster paths. Yet at the same time, contour path
strategies were found to have excellent thermal control capabilities which allow them to largely
avoid the various thermal instabilities and related quality problems that were seen in the
continuous and combined raster path strategies.

Spiral path strategies were also found to perform much better overall than all the raster path
strategies, though they performed somewhat differently to the contour path strategies. Spiral
paths performed as well at the edges of square and rectangular fill layers as contour paths and
much better than raster paths. However they performed very poorly at the edges of circular
layers and need a re-design before they can be suitable for circular layers. Spiral paths had even
fewer problems with weld starts and stops than contour paths and combined raster paths, not to
mention discrete raster paths, since they had very few individual welds per fill layer. They also
avoided using any short welds. At the same time, spiral paths had better thermal properties than
continuous raster paths and avoided some of their thermal instability problems. However they
were not as thermally stable as contour paths since they exchanged some weld stop and start
related problems for some thermal instability related problems. Spiral paths welded from the
outside inwards were especially prone to thermal instability at the centre of the fill layers.

The self-constrained and non-constrained welding strategies also performed differently to each
other. Self-constrained welding was found not to promote weld skewness and was found to
promote even deposition on the condition that the ridge and trough weld settings are properly
matched. The self-constrained strategy was also more flexible with its weld order than nonconstrained welding, which was useful for thermal stability control while minimising total build
time. On the other hand, the non-constrained strategy was found to lead to uneven deposition.
This was found to be the case with the raster paths, but especially so in the outside-to-inside
contour and spiral paths where it caused serious geometric instability. It was suspected that nonconstrained welding always causes uneven deposition due to the fill welds always solidifying
away from their intended locations, but this could not be proven.

Thus it can be stated that all the various path strategies performed very differently, with the
contour and spiral path strategies clearly performing better overall than the various raster path
strategies. The exception being that the spiral paths need a re-design before being suitable for
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circular objects. This was largely because the contour and spiral path strategies performed much
better at the edges of fill layers than raster path strategies and because they managed to reduce
weld starts and stops while still managing to reduce overall thermal instability. A number of
generic recommendations were made on the design of weld paths for maximum process stability
and it can be seen that contour and spiral paths make better use of them than the raster paths.

Some of the problems that were found to be created by the weld paths may be addressed
through the use of special procedures that improve object quality through methods such as
localised variations in weld process parameters and/or weld paths. However it is very desirable
to avoid problems where possible through choice of weld path strategies that can naturally avoid
such problems. This experiment shows that different weld path strategies perform very
differently and have very different levels of natural ability to avoid problems.

Hence the stability and quality of the build process was found to be very sensitive to various
aspects of weld path design. Weld path design was seen to affect both geometric and thermal
stability as well as weld defects and total build time. Weld paths that incorporate positive
aspects of weld path design while managing to minimise the negative aspects lead to greater
build process stability and better overall performance. The results of this experiment thus show
that open-loop weld path design is useful as a tool for improving process stability and
performance and that research in this field is worthwhile.

7.2 Experimental Conclusions
A selection of weld path design strategies were trialed in the robotic GMAW cell by welding
solid objects with vertical weld walls using various combinations of path strategies and object
shapes. It was found that:

1)

The performance of the various path strategies varied significantly, with the contour and
spiral paths performing much better than the raster paths.

2)

A number of recommendations were made on how to design weld paths for improved
process stability and performance and it was found that the spiral paths need to be redesigned before they can be suitable for circular objects.
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3)

The stability and overall performance of the rapid prototyping by GMAW process is
very sensitive to weld path design.

4)

Open-loop weld path design is useful as a tool for improving process stability and
performance.

5)

Investigation into the effects of weld path design on process stability and performance is
worthwhile.
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Chapter 8
Weld Path Strategy
Comparison Experiment
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8.1 Aim of Experiment
The previous experiment that was presented in the previous three chapters trialed a range of
weld path design strategies and found that process stability is very sensitive to the choice of path
strategy. It thus concluded that weld path design can be useful as a tool for improving process
stability and recommended further research in this area. Now, this experiment that is presented
in these next three chapters continued this investigation. It tested and compared a selection of
alternative weld path strategies in order to further investigate their effects on stability and to
establish which strategies perform best.

The aim of this experiment was thus to compare a selection of path strategy combinations in
terms of geometric stability, thermal stability, weld defects, build time and the number of
individual welds per fill layer.

The path strategy combinations that were tested were selected from those trialed in the
preliminary experiment. The most promising strategy combinations were selected, along with
those whose performance could not be adequately assessed or compared in the preliminary
experiment. The path strategies that were tested were as follows:

- Contour weld paths
- Line weld at centre of fill area
- Constant welding direction of all contours
- Weld order of fill weld contours
- Minimised total waiting time weld order (if self-constrained)
- Sequential from inside outwards weld order (if non-constrained)
- Sequential from outside inwards weld order (if non-constrained)
- Spiral weld paths
- Number of spiral arms
- 1 (if non-constrained)
- 2 (if self-constrained)
- Welding direction of all spiral arms
- From inside outwards
- From outside inwards
- Constraint strategies
- Self-constrained
- Non-constrained
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A total of seven distinct path strategy combinations were tested, as can be seen from this list of
path strategies. As in the preliminary experiment, the "minimised total waiting time weld order"
is a fill weld order that minimised total waiting time, while ensuring that adjacent welds are not
welded one directly after the other without cooling in between. However in the case of this
experiment, due to the small number of fill welds per fill layer, all of the contour fill welds
needed to employ cooling times and thus the total cooling times of all the contour strategies are
effectively the same.

Raster weld paths were not tested because the preliminary experiment showed that they were
clearly inferior to contour and spiral weld paths. It was found that raster paths did not fill the
edges of fill layers as well as contour and spiral paths. Unlike raster paths, contour and spiral
paths were also found to minimise and optimise the use of weld corners. In the case of square
and rectangular objects both contour and spiral paths were found to employ only right angled
fill weld corners, in similar quantities and were found not to employ any tight 180º turns. It
should be noted that since both contour and spiral paths employ similar weld corners, this
experiment did not compare path strategy performance at weld corners and the optimisation of
weld corners in general was outside the scope of this experiment.

Contour paths were found in the preliminary experiment to use higher numbers of fill welds per
fill layer than spiral paths and consequently use shorter welds. However contour paths were also
found to have more scope for thermal control than spiral paths, which were predicted to
generate higher weldment temperatures. Thus the performance of contour and spiral paths was
compared in this experiment. The performance of spiral paths starting from the inside of the fill
area and moving outwards was also compared to those starting from the outside of the fill area
and moving inwards, since these could not be adequately compared in the preliminary
experiment. Finally, self-constrained and non-constrained strategies when applied to contour
and spiral paths were also compared.

All the path strategy combinations were tested using a single object shape, for clearer
comparison. The object shape used was a rectangle, mid-way between the square and narrow
rectangle shapes used in the preliminary experiment. This was used in order to avoid weld
starting and stopping inaccuracies from affecting the middle of the welded object, while still
using a generic shape that is relatively similar to a square, where the weld path performance
could clearly be observed. A circular object shape was not used, since the spiral weld paths
would require a re-design before they were suitable for such a shape.
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The following measurements were made with which to assess and compare the various aspects
of weld path strategy performance:

- Surface profile: the profile of the top surface of the top fill layer across the central
cross-section
- Surface temperature: the mean and upper decile surface temperatures and the standard
deviation of temperatures on the top surface of the top fill layer as well as the
thin wall boundary (measured 90 seconds after the final arc is extinguished)
- Macrostructure: weld beads and weld defects as shown by the macrostructure in the
central cross-section
- Build time: The total build time of the first fill layer (both including and not including
cooling times)
- Number of individual welds per fill layer: As counted from each weld path pattern

The cross-sections taken for the purposes of the surface profile and macrostructure
measurements were taken through the centre and perpendicular to the longer axis of each
rectangle.

The surface temperature measurements were taken 90 seconds after the extinguishing of the
final arc in order to measure the "inter-layer" thermal stability. The 90 seconds corresponds to a
possible cooling time that might be employed between the welding of consecutive layers.
Higher final surface temperatures and greater variations in temperatures signify greater thermal
instability, since these may lead to variable weld bead shapes, weld defects or weldment
overheating. "Intra-layer" thermal stability was not measured directly, but was reflected by the
surface regularity and macrosection measurements.

The surface temperatures of both the top fill layer and the top thin wall boundary layer were
measured in order to examine thermal stabilities in both of these regions. Thin wall boundaries
are especially sensitive to increases in surface temperatures and their quality is of great
importance to the quality of the object as a whole.
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8.2 Experimental Method
8.2.1 General Method Description

The chosen weld path strategy combinations were each executed in the welding cell four times,
resulting in four weld samples per weld path strategy combination and twenty-eight samples in
total. The repetitions of each weld path strategy combination were welded non-sequentially and
on different days.

As mentioned previously, the shape used for each weldment was a rectangle. The rectangle was
designed such that the programmed width was eight times the weld spacing and the
programmed length was thirteen times the weld spacing. As a result, the rectangles were filled
by seven weld beads across the width. Every weldment was made on base plates that were
initially at room temperature, of approximately 15-20ºC. Two weldments were made on each
base plate, each weldment in their own half of the base plates.

Ridge and trough fill welds were used for self-constrained layer filling while another weld type
was used for all the welds for non-constrained layer filling. The settings for the thin wall, ridge
and trough fill welds were the same as those from the preliminary experiment. Justification for
these weld parameters can be found in the method section of the previous experiment. All of the
weld settings for the new non-constrained fill welds in this experiment were set to be the means
of the ridge and trough fill weld settings. This was in order to produce equal mean weld bead
deposition areas and mean heat inputs in order to allow for direct comparisons between selfconstrained and non-constrained weldments in terms of cross-sectional geometry and weldment
temperatures.

As found in the previous experiment, regions where welds start and stop introduce instability
and uneven deposition into the build process. However as discussed previously, these
experiments do not aim to develop special procedures and optimal weld parameters for such
regions, even though this would be very beneficial, choosing to focus rather on weld path design
at the layer level. As such, in order to reduce the impact of these regions on the results that this
experiment aimed to generate, weld settings were used for these regions that would minimise
their impact on the rest of the build process.

The weld settings used for the various welds are shown in Tables 8.1 - 8.4.
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Table 8.1: Weld settings used in experiment (1)
Weld Type

Voltage (%)

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

Wire Feed

Travel Speed

Rate (m/min)

(mm/s)

Thin wall

100

16.4

90

4

5

Ridge

120

20.5

122

5.5

4

Trough

150

27.4

154

7

4

Non-constr.

135

24.6

138

6.25

4

Table 8.2: Weld settings used in experiment (2)
Weld Type

Heat Input

Deposition

Vert. Incr.

Ignition

Ignition WFR

(J/mm)

Area (mm2)

(mm/layer)

Voltage (%)

(m/min)

Thin wall

295

8.48

1.45

130

4

Ridge

623

14.58

2.5

150

6

Trough

1058

18.56

2.5

150

6

Non-constr.

850

16.57

2.5

150

6

Table 8.3: Weld settings used in experiment (3)
Weld Type

Ignition Move

Heating Zone

Heating Zone

Heating Zone

Delay (s)

Speed (mm/s)

Length (mm)

Voltage (%)

Thin wall

0

10

5

115

Ridge

0.1

10

3

150

Trough

0.1

10

3

150

Non-constr.

0.1

10

3

150

Table 8.4: Weld settings used in experiment (4)
Weld Type

Heating Zone

Crater Fill Time

Crater Fill

Crater Fill WFR

WFR (m/min)

(s)

Voltage (%)

(m/min)

Thin wall

3

0

100

2

Ridge

5.5

1

120

5.5

Trough

7

1

150

7

Non-constr.

6.25

1

135

6.25

A contact-tip to workpiece distance of 15mm was used for all welds. This was the same as in
the previous experiment and justification of the choice of this parameter may be found in the
method section of that experiment. The shielding gas used was Argoshield 51 with a gas flow
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rate of 15L/min, for reasons expressed in the experimental equipment chapter and the method
chapter of the previous experiment. The experiment also used the water-cooled nozzle and the
automatic wire snipper to snip the tip of the electrode wire before every weld. A fill weld
spacing of 6.25mm was used, which was within the same range of weld spacings as used in the
previous experiment. Justification for this weld spacing can be found in the method section of
that experiment.

Now, the preliminary experiment showed that arc ignition failures were very common when
attempting to ignite fill welds in regions where a lot of slag had accumulated. In order to avoid
forcing fill welds to ignite on top of such areas and in order to reduce the number of wasted
weld samples, the weld paths were slightly modified to allow some fill welds to ignite in
slightly offset positions. The inner-most contour welds and the spiral welds that were welded
from the inside outwards had their ignition points shifted away from the centre of the fill area by
0.75 times the weld spacing. This decreased the chances of arc ignition failures occurring and
did not affect the central cross-section of the weldments.

Each weldment was made with 3 fill layers, 1.66667 thin wall layers per fill layer and the thin
wall boundary layers were sequenced 2 extra layer sets ahead of the fill layers. Thus, in effect,
there were 5 thin wall boundary layers all welded before the first fill layer was welded.

A cooling time of 30 seconds was used after each thin wall boundary weld and a cooling time of
120 seconds was used after each individual fill weld. These cooling times were automatically
measured by the robot controller and after each cooling period the robot would automatically
move to perform its next weld. Other than these automatic cooling times, there were no other
pauses in the robot program execution.

In order to prevent the weld nozzle being choked with spatter, the nozzle was manually cleaned
after the first and second fill layers of every weldment. This was done during the automatic
cooling periods and did not affect the cooling times nor the robot program execution.

During the robot program execution the slag was not cleaned off the surface of the welds near
the central cross-section, in order to test for weld defects despite the presence of slag. If RP or
WR by robotic GMAW is to be viable then it needs to be fast and fully automatic and robust to
slag deposits. Thus near the central weldment cross-section, all the welds were welded on top of
a slag deposit. However, during the automatic cooling periods slag was cleaned from those areas
away from the central cross-section where subsequent welds were to be ignited. This was done
to avoid arc ignition failures which would otherwise have introduced extra cooling times into
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the welding procedure and affected the thermal measurements. Again, this slag cleaning was
carried out during the automatic cooling periods and did not affect the cooling times nor the
robot program execution.

8.2.2 Measurements and Data Processing

The surface temperatures of the top weldment surfaces were measured with the thermal imaging
camera by taking thermal photographs of the top of the weldments. Each thermal photograph
was taken 90 seconds after the arc was extinguished at the end of a welding procedure and was
saved in the form of a 12 bit tif. The thermal data from these photographs was later extracted for
the purposes of further investigation.

An emissivity value of 0.90 was used for the temperature measurements, since most of the top
weldment surface was expected to be oxidised steel [Wylangowski, 2002]. In order to avoid
light reflecting from the surface of the weldments, a screen was erected beside the welding
workbench to shield the weldments from light coming through the windows of the laboratory
and the laboratory lights were switched off. Immediately after the last arc was extinguished,
each weldment was very lightly brushed with a wire brush to remove loose slag before the
thermal photos were taken.

After being taken with the thermal imaging camera, the thermal photographs were transferred
from the camera onto the PC. The desired thermal photographs, those that had been taken after
90 seconds, were then processed in the software package "TherMonitor Pro" produced by
Thermoteknix Systems Ltd. In the thermal images, each pixel from each image was an
independent temperature reading. The temperature readings from the top surface of the top fill
layer of each weldment (not including the thin wall boundary) were isolated by drawing a
polygon around them. Similarly, the temperature readings from the thin wall boundaries of each
weldment were isolated by drawing lines along the top of the boundary.

It should be noted that some of the weldments had been photographed after some slag had
already popped off the surface of the weldment, exposing the non-oxidised steel underneath that
had a different emissivity to the rest of the weldment. As a result, some of the thermal photos
had regions of erroneous temperature readings that were clearly distinguishable from the rest of
the weldment surface. The polygons and lines were drawn in such a manner as to avoid those
regions of erroneous readings, to prevent the erroneous readings from affecting the analysis.
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The isolated temperature readings were then exported to separate text files. The text files were
then processed in Matlab to extract the temperature values from each file, delete any unwanted
output from TherMonitor Pro and output all the temperature values in ascending order in text
column format back into the text files. This in turn produced a series of text files where each file
corresponded to one particular surface and contained all the measured temperature values from
that surface. These temperature values were then loaded into Matlab, where the desired
temperature distribution parameters were calculated for each surface. The temperature
distribution parameters were then grouped according to weld path strategy combination and the
weld path strategy combinations were compared with one another.

The number of individual fill welds per fill layer, as well as the build times of the first fill layer,
were measured automatically by the robot controller for each weldment tested. These results
were then collated and analysed in the software package Matlab.

Selected welds were monitored and had their weld signals automatically saved to disk for
further analysis by the software program 'Solids4 Weld Logger', which was written by the
author and is described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. These measurements were then analysed in
Matlab to calculate the mean weld parameters for each weld type as presented in Tables 8.1 and
8.2.

In order to measure the surface profiles and macrostructures of the weld samples, the weld
samples were cut through the middle with a band-saw. The position of the cut was adjusted for
the width of the band-saw blade, so that one of the two parts of each weld sample exhibited the
desired central cross-section. After cutting, the desired cross-sections were smoothed on an
abrasive belt. The cross-sections were then scanned on a flat-bed scanner at 600 dpi (pixels per
inch), resulting in a millimetres per pixel ratio in each image of 0.042333 mm/pixel (or 23.622
pixels/mm). This millimetres per pixel ratio was also verified by calculating it independently for
a few sample images using a ruler that had been placed in the images.

Once the cross-section images were in the computer, they were oriented so that the base plates
in all the images were horizontal so that all the cross-sections would be at the same angle. The
two reference points used for this were on the top surface of the base plates, immediately either
side of the welded object. The top surfaces of the top fill layers were isolated by cropping away
the sides of the images so that only the fill layers remained. The thin wall boundaries were not
included. The selected width of the fill layers that was used was kept constant for all the images
so that all the surface profile measurements would be carried out over a constant distance. This
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width across which the surface roughness was measured, referred to as the "cut off", was
calculated according to Equation 8.1.

Wfill = W - Wthinwall
where: W = rectangle programmed width = 8 (programmed weld spacing)
and Wthinwall = thin wall weld width
Equation 8.1: Formula for calculating the surface profile cut off distance

The width of the thin wall welds was the same as in the preliminary experiment, where the
width was found to be 5.5mm, since the thin wall weld parameters were the same. Thus the
width of the fill layers, or the "cut off", used for the surface roughness measurements was
44.5mm (or 1051 pixels).

Once the unwanted sides of the images had been cropped, the tops and bottoms of the images
were also cropped, leaving only the top surfaces of the top fill layers running across the middle
of the images. The interface between the weldment and the background was then identified in a
photo editing software program. The identified weldment was then coloured black and the
background was coloured white and the resulting images were saved as two colour tifs. The
images were then loaded into Matlab, where the intersections between the white and black
pixels were found, the pixels at the intersections were counted, the results multiplied by the
mm/pixel ratio and the surface profile curves in mm thus obtained for each weldment. Since the
cross-section images were taken at a high resolution and the surface profile curves used every
pixel as a measurement, the surface profile curves thus obtained were assumed to be a
continuous description of the surfaces.

Surface roughness values were then calculated from the surface profile curves in Matlab. Three
different descriptors of surface roughness were used so that the surfaces could be compared
using all three: Ra, Rq and Rt [Kalpakjian, 1989]. These three descriptors of surface roughness
were calculated in millimetres according to their definitions as shown in Equation 8.2. As
described previously, the cut off value for all the surface roughness measurements was 44.5mm
(or 1051 pixels).
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, y = vertical value of surface points (mm)

and N = total number of surface points in a profile curve
Equation 8.2: Definitions of the surface roughness descriptors [Kalpakjian, 1989]

After they were calculated, the roughness values were grouped according to weld path strategy
combination and compared.

Finally, after the surface profiles had been scanned, macrosections were taken of the weld
samples in order to expose the macrostructures. Firstly, the cross-sectional surfaces of the
samples that had previously been scanned were milled slightly to make them completely flat.
Then they were ground on grinding disks ranging in grit size from P60 to P800. After this, they
were polished on a 6µm polishing disk and then etched at room temperature in a mixture of 10%
nitric acid and 90% ethanol for 7 minutes. Finally, the macrosections were photographed with a
digital camera under a spotlight.

8.2.3 Naming Scheme

Finally, in order to identify the various weld path strategy combinations that were tested and
their weld samples, a naming scheme was devised. The weld samples were named in the
following manner:

ms4
c = contour; s = spiral
y = self-constrained; n = non-constrained
m = minimised total waiting time weld order; i = in-to-out (weld order or direction); o =
out-to-in (weld order or direction)
<number> = build strategy combination weldment number (from 1 to 4) (eg. 2)

For example, the 3rd weld sample of the non-constrained contour with outside to inside weld
order strategy combination was named 'ms4cno3'. The weld path strategy combinations
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themselves were also named using this scheme. For example, the self-constrained spiral with
inside outwards welding direction strategy combination was referred to as strategy combination
'syi'.
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Chapter 9
Weld Path Strategy
Comparison
Experimental Results
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9.1 Surface Profile Results
9.1.1 Exploratory Analysis

Photographs of two weld samples are shown below, together with their weld path strategies and
two colour surface profile images. Figure 9.1 shows sample 'cym4', which was the fourth
repetition of the self-constrained contour with minimised waiting time weld order path strategy.
Figure 9.2 shows sample 'syi2', which was the second repetition of the self-constrained insideto-outside spiral path strategy. The robot program that was used to make sample 'cym4' along
with all the other contour path samples is shown in Appendix E.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9.1: Weld sample 'cym4'
(a) Path strategy; (b) Top view (scale shown in mm); (c) Surface profile
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9.2: Weld sample 'syi2'
(a) Path strategy; (b) Top view (scale shown in mm); (c) Surface profile

The acquired surface profile curves were graphed, with a separate graph for each path strategy
and with all four weld samples from each strategy plotted together. Both the vertical and
horizontal axes of the graphs were in mm and were both equally scaled in order to represent the
true shape of the surface profiles. The surface profile graphs are shown in Figures 9.3 - 9.9.
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Figure 9.3: Surface profiles of path strategy 'cym'
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Figure 9.4: Surface profiles of path strategy 'cni'
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Figure 9.5: Surface profiles of path strategy 'cno'
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Figure 9.6: Surface profiles of path strategy 'syi'
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Figure 9.7: Surface profiles of path strategy 'syo'
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Figure 9.8: Surface profiles of path strategy 'sni'
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Figure 9.9: Surface profiles of path strategy 'sno'

It was found that the replications of each weld path strategy had similar surface profile curves.
This similarity between replications of the path strategies allowed for confident estimation of
path strategy performance and for comparison between strategies.

It was also found that the self-constrained path strategies were fairly flat overall except that they
had a periodic wave-like shape coinciding with the ridge and trough welds. It could be seen that
this was caused by the trough welds being a little too high for the ridge welds, due to
imperfectly matched weld settings. Apart from the wave-like shape, no other significant surface
variations could be seen. It is predicted that flat surface profiles could be attained if the ridge
welds settings and the trough welds settings could be perfectly matched.

The non-constrained strategies that were welded from the inside of the fill layers outwards were
found to be relatively flat near the middle, yet showed some evidence of being excessively high
near the edges. Near the middle of the fill layers they looked to be the flattest of all the path
strategies tested. This was due to all the welds having the same weld settings and overlapping
each other sequentially. Since the inner weld was made first and the outer welds were made last,
the outer welds were made under different constraint conditions to the other welds. If excessive
material deposition did indeed occur at the layer edges, it may have been affected by the
different constraint conditions. However the surface profile results are not clear on whether or
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not there was excessive deposition at the edges, nor what may have caused it.

Finally, the non-constrained strategies that were welded from the outside of the fill layers
inwards were found to be clearly the least flat of all. They had large accumulations of weld
metal near the centre of the fill layers, as well as depressions further away from the centre.
Since the total amount of metal deposited was always constant for all the samples, conservation
of matter states that the extra metal at the centres must have come out of the depressions. As
well as this, it was also observed that the surface profiles increased somewhat in height very
close to the edges of the layers. This was due to the presence of the thin wall boundaries
immediately adjacent to the edges of the fill layers. It is predicted that the accumulation of metal
near the centre is caused by the fill welds being welded under different constraint conditions in
the centre than elsewhere and by the welds encroaching on the space required by the central
weld, forcing it upwards.

9.1.2 Plots of Results

The various surface roughness statistics, Ra, Rq and Rt, were calculated for each surface profile
curve according to the formulae presented in the experimental method. It should be noted that
due to the way in which they are defined, the surface roughness statistics respond differently to
profile curves. Rq penalises far away surface points more than Ra, while Rt only penalises the
furthest surface points and is not at all sensitive to the closer surface points. These roughness
results were then grouped according to weld path strategy, resulting in seven groups of results
each with a sample size of four, one group of results per path strategy. These results were then
graphed using dot plots, with a separate dot plot for each roughness statistic, as shown in
Figures 9.10 - 9.12.
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Ra Roughness Results
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Figure 9.10: Dot plot of Ra vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown

Rq Roughness Results
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Figure 9.11: Dot plot of Rq vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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Rt Roughness Results
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Figure 9.12: Dot plot of Rt vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown

9.1.3 Analysis of Results

The dot plots showed that for each roughness statistic all the path strategies had approximately
similar values except for the non-constrained outside-to-inside path strategies, 'cno' and 'sno',
which were approximately twice as rough as the others. To test whether or not there was any
evidence that these results varied, the results were compared using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) techniques.

The results of the self-constrained path strategies, that is those of 'cym', 'syi' and 'syo', were
compared with each other using one-way ANOVA to test for evidence that they were not all
equal. This was done separately for each roughness statistic and the results are shown in Table
9.1. As well as this, the results from all the non-constrained path strategies were analysed using
two-way ANOVA to test for evidence that those results varied due to welding direction (insideoutwards vs. outside-inwards) and path family (contour vs. spiral). This was also done
separately for each roughness statistic and the results are shown in Table 9.2.
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Table 9.1: Comparison results between path strategies 'cym', 'syi' and 'syo'
Comparison of

p Value for Ra

p Value for Rq

p Value for Rt

'cym', 'syi' and 'syo'

0.2529

0.2837

0.4608

Table 9.2: Comparison results between all non-constrained path strategies
Comparisons of all non-constrained

p Values for Ra

p Values for Rq

p Values for Rt

Variation due to welding direction

0.0001

0.0001

0.0000

Variation due to path family

0.5993

0.4628

0.2536

Variation due to interaction

0.8923

0.8528

0.5007

It can be seen that no evidence was found to show that the self-constrained path strategies had
different roughness values from each other (p >> 0.05). Therefore, since there was no evidence
to the contrary, it is concluded for the purposes of this experiment that the roughness values of
all the self-constrained path strategies were approximately equal. It can also be seen that very
strong evidence was found that the roughness values of the non-constrained path strategies
varied due to the welding direction (p << 0.05). However no evidence was found to show that
they varied due to either path family or the interaction between path family and welding
direction (p >> 0.05). In light of these results, it was concluded for the purposes of this
experiment that the two non-constrained inside-to-outside path strategies 'cni' and 'sni' could be
considered as approximately equal to each other, while the two non-constrained outside-toinside path strategies 'cno' and 'sno' could also be considered as approximately equal to each
other.

Next, the self-constrained and non-constrained inside-to-outside path strategies were all
compared using one-way ANOVA. This was done in order to see whether or not they could all
be approximately equal to each other. The results are shown in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3: Comparison results between path strategies 'cym', 'syi', 'syo', 'cni' and 'sni'
Comparison of

p Value for Ra

p Value for Rq

p Value for Rt

'cym', 'syi', 'syo', 'cni' and 'sni'

0.3215

0.2851

0.1689

It was thus found that there was insufficient evidence to show that the roughness values of all
these path strategies were not the same (p > 0.05). Since it could not be disproved, it was thus
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concluded for the purposes of this experiment that the self-constrained and non-constrained
inside-to-outside path strategies all had approximately equal roughness values.

All these findings thus confirmed the observations made from the dot plots. Now, since they
were found to have approximately equal roughness values, the non-constrained outside-to-inside
path strategies were combined together for the purposes of further analysis. Similarly, since all
the other path strategies were also found to be approximately equal, they too were combined
with each other for the purposes of further analysis.

Next, the population means of the two groups of path strategies were estimated for each of the
roughness statistics. The results are shown in Table 9.4, with all confidence intervals being
95%.

Table 9.4: Surface roughness values of path strategies
Path strategies

Ra (mm)

Rq (mm)

Rt (mm)

'cym', 'syi', 'syo', 'cni' and 'sni'

0.310 ± 0.024

0.384 ± 0.028

1.439 ± 0.099

'cno' and 'sno'

0.563 ± 0.096

0.697 ± 0.111

2.688 ± 0.380

Finally, the differences in population means between these two groups of path strategies were
estimated using t-tests. The differences were estimated in the form of 95% confidence intervals.
As well as this, p values were also calculated which showed the strength of the evidence that the
populations being compared were actually different. The results are shown in Table 9.5.

Table 9.5: Differences in surface roughness between path strategies
Difference between path strategies

'cym', 'syi', 'syo', 'cni' and 'sni'

Difference in Ra

Difference in Rq

Difference in Rt

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

0.253 ± 0.063

0.313 ± 0.073

1.249 ± 0.256

vs.
'cno' and 'sno'

In all three of these comparisons, the p value was found to be 0.0000. This showed that there
was very strong evidence that the populations being compared were actually different for each
roughness statistic (p << 0.05).
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9.2 Surface Temperature Results
9.2.1 Exploratory Analysis

Thermal photographs of two weld samples are shown below, together with their weld path
strategies and optical photographs. Figure 9.13 shows sample 'cni3', which was the third
repetition of the non-constrained inside-to-outside contour path strategy. Figure 9.14 shows
sample 'sno1', which was the first repetition of the non-constrained outside-to-inside spiral path
strategy.

(a)

(b)
>450.0°C
450.0
400.0
350.0
300.0

<253.6°C

(c)
Figure 9.13: Weld sample 'cni3'
(a) Path strategy; (b) Overview (scale shown in mm); (c) Thermal photograph
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(a)

(b)
>450.0°C
450.0
400.0
350.0
300.0

<253.6°C

(c)
Figure 9.14: Weld sample 'sno1'
(a) Path strategy; (b) Overview (scale shown in mm); (c) Thermal photograph

Some exploratory analysis was carried out on the surface temperature data in order to examine
the nature and validity of the data. Firstly, all of the temperature measurements from all of the
weldments were plotted in box plots. Figure 9.15 shows the box plots for all the thin wall
temperatures and Figure 9.16 shows the box plots for all the fill layer temperatures. Each data
element in the box plots represents a unique temperature measurement obtained from a single
pixel from the thermal photographs.
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Thin Wall Boundary Temperatures [deg C]
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Weld Tests

Figure 9.15: Box plots showing all the thin wall temperature measurements
Each weld test is represented by its own box plot, containing: a box with horizontal
lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile; lines extending out from the
box to the minimum and maximum but no further than 1.5 inter-quartile ranges (IQRs);
and crosses at outlying points that are further away from the box than 1.5 IQRs.
Weld tests 1-4 = cym1-4; weld tests 5-8 = cni1-4; weld tests 9-12 = cno1-4;
weld tests 13-16 = syi1-4; weld tests 17-20 = syo1-4; weld tests 21-24 = sni1-4;
weld tests 25-28 = sno1-4 (respectively).
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Fill Area Temperatures [deg C]
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Figure 9.16: Box plots showing all the fill layer temperature measurements
Each weld test is represented by its own box plot, containing: a box with horizontal
lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile; lines extending out from the
box to the minimum and maximum but no further than 1.5 inter-quartile ranges (IQRs);
and crosses at outlying points that are further away from the box than 1.5 IQRs.
Weld tests 1-4 = cym1-4; weld tests 5-8 = cni1-4; weld tests 9-12 = cno1-4;
weld tests 13-16 = syi1-4; weld tests 17-20 = syo1-4; weld tests 21-24 = sni1-4;
weld tests 25-28 = sno1-4 (respectively).

The box plots show that the temperature measurements tended to be skewed somewhat towards
lower temperatures, with the fill layer temperatures being more skewed overall than the thin
wall temperatures. It was thought that the skewness may be due to weld bead edges and other
irregularities in the surface shape leading to differences in cooling rates as well as in angles of
measurement. It also may be due to irregularities in the emissivity of the surfaces due to
different amounts of slag and surface oxidisation. This would indicate that the skewness of the
measurements would be partly experimental error and partly a valid spread of results. It was
thus decided to avoid focusing on extremely high and extremely low temperature values in the
analysis, while still taking into account the more moderately skewed values.
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In the box plots, there was no data that clearly stood out as being very different from the rest of
the data, thus it was concluded that all the data was valid and could be used for further analysis.
The temperatures from the 'cym' and 'cni' path strategies looked very similar, while the
temperatures from the 'cno' path strategy were much lower. The 'syi' and 'syo' temperatures
looked very similar, while being clearly higher than the 'cym' and 'cni' temperatures. Finally, the
temperatures from the 'sni' and 'sno' path strategies also looked very similar to each other, while
clearly being higher than all the others.

Secondly, histograms were plotted for the temperature measurements from each weldment, to
illustrate the spread of temperature measurements from within each weldment. As was seen
from the box plots, the temperature distributions tended to be skewed towards lower
temperatures, with some being more skewed than others and with some not being skewed at all.
The most skewed temperature distributions appeared to come from the following weldments:
from the fill layer of weldment 'cym2'; from the thin wall of weldment 'cno2'; from the thin wall
of weldment 'cno4'; from the fill layer of weldment 'syi3'; from the fill layer of weldment 'syi4';
and from the fill layer of weldment 'sni4'. The thermal images from these particular weldments
were re-examined visually to check for anything unusual that may have led to the skewness of
the temperature results towards cooler temperatures, however nothing significant was noticed.
An example of a histogram showing a temperature distribution that was not skewed is shown in
Figure 9.17, while Figure 9.18 shows a histogram of a temperature distribution that was very
skewed.
Temperatures for: i = 19; j = 1
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Figure 9.17: Histogram showing distribution of temperature measurements from the
thin wall of weldment 'syo3' (with temperature in degrees C on the x-axis)
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Temperatures for: i = 10; j = 1
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Figure 9.18: Histogram showing distribution of temperature measurements from the
thin wall of weldment 'cno2' (with temperature in degrees C on the x-axis)

For the purposes of further analysis it was decided to treat all the temperature measurements as
having a similar distribution, from which typical descriptive statistics such as mean and standard
deviation could be calculated. The weldments could then be compared against each other by
comparing the various descriptive statistics calculated from within each weldment.

Finally, a selection of descriptive statistics were calculated from the temperature measurements
from within each weldment. These descriptive statistics were then grouped by weld path
strategy and plotted so that comparisons between weld path strategies could be made. The
descriptive statistics from the fill layers and thin walls were plotted separately. At this stage, this
was only performed for the purposes of the exploratory analysis and no formal comparisons
between weld path strategies were made. The following descriptive statistics were calculated
and plotted:

- Minimum temperature
- Lower decile temperature
- Lower quartile temperature
- Median temperature
- Upper quartile temperature
- Upper decile temperature
- Maximum temperature
- Temperature range
- Temperature inter-quartile range
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- Mean temperature
- Trimmed mean temperature (using central 75%)
- Standard deviation of temperature

It was found that all the various descriptive statistics that were related to one particular aspect of
temperature distribution; lower temperatures, middle temperatures, higher temperatures or
temperature spread; performed similarly. They all conveyed similar information in terms of how
the path strategies compared, with the exception of some of those descriptive statistics that
relied on the maximum and minimum temperatures. Thus since it had already been decided to
avoid focusing on extremely low and high temperature measurements and since the other
descriptive statistics performed similarly, it was concluded that the thermal stability analysis
could be performed using the mean temperatures, upper decile temperatures and standard
deviations of temperatures.

9.2.2 Plots of Results

The mean temperature, upper decile temperature and standard deviation of temperature were
calculated from the temperature measurements from within the thin wall and fill layer of each
weldment. This produced one value of mean temperature, one value of upper decile temperature
and one value of standard deviation of temperature, per thin wall and fill layer, per weldment.
These results were then grouped according to the weld path strategy that were used to make
each weldment, which produced a set of results for every weld path strategy. Since each weld
path strategy was executed four times, this resulted in each strategy having a sample size of
four. These weld path strategy results were then illustrated by plotting them using dot plots. The
dot plots of all the results are shown in Figures 9.19 - 9.24 below.
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Figure 9.19: Dot plot of upper decile thin wall boundary temperature vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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Figure 9.20: Dot plot of upper decile fill layer temperature vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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Figure 9.21: Dot plot of mean thin wall boundary temperature vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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Figure 9.22: Dot plot of mean fill layer temperature vs. weld path strategy
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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Figure 9.23: Dot plot of standard deviation of thin wall boundary temperature vs. weld
path strategy. Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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Figure 9.24: Dot plot of standard deviation of fill layer temperature vs. weld path strategy.
Where data points overlap, the number of overlapping points is shown
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9.2.3 Analysis of Mean and Upper Decile Temperatures

From the dot plots shown above, it can be seen that certain weld path strategies produced very
similar mean and upper decile temperatures, both in the thin walls and the fill layers. The 'cym'
strategy results were very similar to the 'cni' strategy results. Also, the 'syi' strategy results were
very similar to the 'syo' strategy results. And finally, the 'sni' results were very similar to the
'sno' results. The results of these path strategies were compared using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) techniques to test whether or not there was any evidence that they varied.

In the case of both mean and upper decile temperatures, as well as of both thin walls and fill
layers, the results from the 'cym' and 'cni' weld path strategies were compared using one-way
ANOVA. This was in order to test for the presence of any evidence that would show that the
mean temperatures and upper decile temperatures of these strategies were not in fact equal. As
well as this, all the mean temperature and upper decile temperature results from all the spiral
strategies were compared with one another. This was done using two-way ANOVA to test for
any evidence that the results were affected by constraint strategy (self-constrained vs. nonconstrained), by welding direction (inside-outwards vs. outside-inwards), as well as by any
possible interaction between these two factors. The results of all of these comparisons are
shown in Tables 9.6 - 9.8.

Table 9.6: Comparison results between path strategies 'cym' and 'cni'
Comparison of

p value for mean

p Value for upper decile

'cym' and 'cni'

temperatures

temperatures

Thin wall temperatures

0.6793

0.6580

Fill layer temperatures

0.9974

0.9874

Table 9.7: Comparison results between all spiral path strategies for thin wall temperatures
Comparisons of all spiral

p Values for mean thin wall

p Values for upper decile

strategies

temperatures

thin wall temperatures

Variation due to welding

0.6188

0.6728

0.0000

0.0000

0.5493

0.4878

direction
Variation due to constraint
strategy
Variation due to interaction
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Table 9.8: Comparison results between all spiral path strategies for fill layer temperatures
Comparisons of all spiral

p Values for mean fill layer

p Values for upper decile fill

strategies

temperatures

layer temperatures

Variation due to welding

0.4674

0.7898

0.0000

0.0000

0.5162

0.5091

direction
Variation due to constraint
strategy
Variation due to interaction

As can be seen from Table 9.6, it was found that there was no evidence at all that the 'cym' and
'cni' weld path strategies produced different mean temperatures or upper decile temperatures, in
the thin wall boundaries or the fill layers (p >> 0.05). Thus it was concluded for the purposes of
this experiment that the 'cym' and 'cni' weld path strategies produced approximately equal mean
temperatures and approximately equal upper decile temperatures.

The analysis of the spiral path strategies in Tables 9.7 and 9.8 showed that there was no
evidence at all that the temperatures produced by the spiral path strategies varied due to welding
direction (p >> 0.05). However, the analysis did show that there was very strong evidence that
the temperatures varied due to constraint strategy (p << 0.05). Finally, the analysis showed that
there was no evidence at all that the spiral path temperatures varied due to any interaction
between the welding direction and the constraint strategy (p >> 0.05). Thus it was concluded for
the purposes of this experiment that the two self-constrained spiral path strategies ('syi' and
'syo') produced approximately equal mean temperatures and approximately equal upper decile
temperatures. Similarly, it was also concluded that the two non-constrained spiral path strategies
('sni' and 'sno') produced approximately equal mean temperatures and approximately equal
upper decile temperatures.

These findings thus confirmed the observations made from the dot plots. Since it was shown
that they produced approximately equal results, the 'cym' and 'cni', 'syi' and 'syo', as well as the
'sni' and 'sno' path strategies were then combined for the purposes of further analysis involving
mean and upper decile temperatures.

Next, the population means were estimated for the various mean temperatures and upper decile
temperatures produced by the various weld path strategies. The results are shown in Tables 9.9
and 9.10, with all confidence intervals being 95%.
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Table 9.9: Mean temperatures of path strategies
Path strategies

Mean thin wall temperature (°C)

Mean fill layer temperature (°C)

'cym' and 'cni'

281.0 ± 3.2

283.9 ± 3.2

'cno'

212.3 ± 9.0

212.4 ± 7.8

'syi' and 'syo'

324.1 ± 7.9

331.1 ± 8.4

'sni' and 'sno'

361.7 ± 8.7

370.3 ± 8.8

Table 9.10: Upper decile temperatures of path strategies
Path strategies

Upper decile thin wall temperature

Upper decile fill layer temperature

(°C)

(°C)

'cym' and 'cni'

290.0 ± 3.4

290.0 ± 3.3

'cno'

219.2 ± 9.8

218.6 ± 8.9

'syi' and 'syo'

341.0 ± 8.1

343.5 ± 8.2

'sni' and 'sno'

384.0 ± 11.2

383.9 ± 10.1

Finally, the differences between the various weld path strategies were estimated. These
differences in population means were calculated using t-tests and were given in the form of 95%
confidence intervals. p values were also calculated for the comparisons, which showed how
strong the evidence was that the samples being compared were in fact different. The results of
the comparisons are shown in Tables 9.11 to 9.14.

Table 9.11: Differences in mean thin wall temperature between path strategies
Differences in mean thin

'cym' and 'cni'

'cno'

'syi' and 'syo'

'sni' and 'sno'

'cym' and 'cni'

0

-68.7 ± 6.1

43.0 ± 7.8

80.7 ± 8.4

'cno'

68.7 ± 6.1

0

111.8 ± 11.6

149.4 ± 12.5

'syi' and 'syo'

-43.0 ± 7.8

-111.8 ± 11.6

0

37.6 ± 10.7

'sni' and 'sno'

-80.7 ± 8.4

-149.4 ± 12.5

-37.6 ± 10.7

0

wall temperature (°C)
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Table 9.12: Differences in mean fill layer temperature between path strategies
Differences in mean fill

'cym' and 'cni'

'cno'

'syi' and 'syo'

'sni' and 'sno'

'cym' and 'cni'

0

-71.5 ± 5.7

47.3 ± 8.2

86.5 ± 8.5

'cno'

71.5 ± 5.7

0

118.8 ± 12.1

158.0 ± 12.5

'syi' and 'syo'

-47.3 ± 8.2

-118.8 ± 12.1

0

39.2 ± 11.0

'sni' and 'sno'

-86.5 ± 8.5

-158.0 ± 12.5

-39.2 ± 11.0

0

layer temperature (°C)

Table 9.13: Differences in upper decile thin wall temperature between path strategies
Differences in upper decile

'cym' and 'cni'

'cno'

'syi' and 'syo'

'sni' and 'sno'

'cym' and 'cni'

0

-70.8 ± 6.5

50.9 ± 7.9

94.0 ± 10.6

'cno'

70.8 ± 6.5

0

121.8 ± 11.9

164.8 ± 16.0

'syi' and 'syo'

-50.9 ± 7.9

-121.8 ± 11.9

0

43.1 ± 12.5

'sni' and 'sno'

-94.0 ± 10.6

-164.8 ± 16.0

-43.1 ± 12.5

0

thin wall temperature (°C)

Table 9.14: Differences in upper decile fill layer temperature between path strategies
Differences in upper decile

'cym' and 'cni'

'cno'

'syi' and 'syo'

'sni' and 'sno'

'cym' and 'cni'

0

-71.4 ± 6.2

53.5 ± 8.1

93.9 ± 9.6

'cno'

71.4 ± 6.2

0

124.9 ± 12.0

165.3 ± 14.4

'syi' and 'syo'

-53.5 ± 8.1

-124.9 ± 12.0

0

40.5 ± 11.8

'sni' and 'sno'

-93.9 ± 9.6

-165.3 ± 14.4

-40.5 ± 11.8

0

fill layer temperature (°C)

In all of these comparisons, the p value was found to be 0.0000. This showed that in all of these
comparisons, there was very strong evidence that the population means being compared were
not equal and were in fact different (p << 0.05).

9.2.4 Analysis of Standard Deviations of Temperatures

The dot plots of the standard deviations of temperatures showed that all the contour path
strategies seemed to produce similar standard deviations of temperatures, both in the case of
thin wall and fill layer temperatures. The dot plots also showed that all of the spiral path
strategies seemed to produce approximately similar standard deviations, in the case of thin wall
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and fill layer temperatures. These apparent similarities were formally tested using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) techniques, to see if there was any evidence to the contrary.

All the contour paths standard deviation results were compared using one-way ANOVA to test
how likely it was that all their population means were equal to each other. All the spiral paths
standard deviation results were compared to each other using two-way ANOVA to test for any
evidence that their population means had been affected by constraint strategy (self-constrained
vs. non-constrained), by welding direction (inside-outwards vs. outside-inwards), as well as by
any possible interaction between these two factors. All this was done for the thin wall results
and again for the fill layer results. The results of all of these comparisons are shown in Tables
9.15 to 9.17.

Table 9.15: Comparison results between all contour path strategies
Comparison of all contour

p Value for standard deviation of temperatures

strategies
Thin wall temperatures

0.2168

Fill layer temperatures

0.2052

Table 9.16: Comparison results between all spiral path strategies for thin wall temperatures
Comparisons of all spiral

p Values for standard deviation of thin wall temperatures

strategies
Variation due to welding direction

0.2477

Variation due to constraint

0.0441

strategy
Variation due to interaction

0.9816

Table 9.17: Comparison results between all spiral path strategies for fill layer temperatures
Comparisons of all spiral

p Values for standard deviation of fill layer temperatures

strategies
Variation due to welding direction

0.0339

Variation due to constraint

0.1478

strategy
Variation due to interaction

0.7314
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Table 9.15 show that there was no evidence that the standard deviation of temperatures in thin
walls or fill layers was not the same for all the contour path strategies (p >> 0.05). Thus it was
concluded for the purposes of this experiment that all the contour path strategies produced
approximately equal standard deviations of temperatures.

Tables 9.16 and 9.17 show that there was no evidence that the standard deviation of
temperatures of spiral paths varied due to an interaction between constraint strategy and welding
direction (p >> 0.05). However, the effects of constraint strategy and welding direction were
less clear. The comparison of the standard deviations of thin wall temperatures showed that
there was no evidence for variation due to welding direction (p >> 0.05), yet there was some
evidence for variation due to constraint strategy (p ≈ 0.05). But the comparison of the standard
deviations of fill layer temperatures showed the opposite; there was some evidence that there
was variation due to welding direction (p ≈ 0.05), yet insufficient evidence to show that there
was variation due to constraint strategy (p > 0.05).

Thus in the case of the spiral paths, the thin wall standard deviations seemed to vary slightly
with constraint strategy, yet the fill layer standard deviations seemed to vary slightly with
welding direction. However, in both cases the strength of the evidence was not extremely strong
(0.03 < p < 0.05). Due to this reason and the relative volatility of the standard deviation results,
it was decided that there was insufficient evidence to prove any variation in standard deviations
of temperatures among the spiral path strategies overall. Thus for the purposes of this
experiment, it was concluded that all the spiral path strategies produced approximately equal
standard deviations of temperatures, both in thin walls and in fill layers.

These findings thus confirmed the observations made from the dot plots. Since these
comparisons showed that contour path strategies produced approximately equal results and that
spiral path strategies produced approximately equal results, these path strategies were combined
for the purposes of further analysis involving the standard deviation of temperatures.

Next, the population means were estimated for the standard deviations of temperatures produced
by the contour and spiral weld path strategies. The results are shown in Table 9.18, with all
confidence intervals being 95%.
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Table 9.18: Standard deviation of temperatures of path strategies
Path strategies

Standard deviation of thin wall

Standard deviation of fill layer

temperature (°C)

temperature (°C)

contour strategies

6.07 ± 0.58

5.52 ± 0.49

spiral strategies

13.52 ± 1.59

10.87 ± 0.84

Finally, the differences in standard deviations of temperatures between the contour and spiral
path strategies were estimated. These differences in population means were calculated using ttests and were given in the form of 95% confidence intervals. p values were also calculated for
the comparisons, which showed how strong the evidence was that the samples being compared
were in fact different. The results of the comparisons are shown in Table 9.19.

Table 9.19: Differences in standard deviations of temperatures between path strategies
Difference between path

Difference in standard

Difference in standard

strategies

deviation of thin wall

deviation of fill layer

temperature (°C)

temperature (°C)

-7.45 ± 1.84

-5.35 ± 1.02

Contours vs. spirals

In both of these comparisons, the p value was found to be 0.0000. This showed that for both of
these comparisons, there was very strong evidence that the population means being compared
were not equal and were actually different (p << 0.05).

9.3 Macrostructure Results
9.3.1 Description of Weld Defects Found

All the macrosection photographs of the weld samples are shown in Appendix E.

The photographs show that there was no lack of fusion in any of the macrosections. All weld
beads exhibited full and deep penetration into all neighbouring material. The fill welds could be
seen to penetrate and fully fuse with the base plate, with the other fill welds and with the thin
wall boundaries. The thin wall welds did not have any problems fusing with the thin wall welds
underneath. And the "ridge" and "trough" type welds as well as the "non-constrained" type
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welds did not have any problems fusing with previously deposited metal as required with their
respective constraint strategies.

The photographs also show that there was no porosity nor porosity related pores. Porosity in the
form of large numbers of bubbles in the macrosections was clearly not present. Weld defects
that look somewhat like isolated pores could be seen, however it will be demonstrated that these
were not in fact pores but slag inclusions.

The only prevalent type of weld defect shown by the macrosections was slag inclusions. Most of
the weld samples had some small slag inclusions, which were all of approximately the same size
at around 0.5mm in diameter. Virtually all of them occurred at the junction between the fill
layers and the thin wall boundaries and were most common at the base of the thin wall
boundaries in the corner between the boundaries, the base plate and the fill welds. However
there were usually not many of these inclusions visible in any one weld sample, typically 0 - 4
inclusions per sample. But there was one sample, 'cni4', that had more inclusions. Most of the
inclusions in weld sample 'cni4' were clustered along the junction between the fill welds and one
of the thin wall boundaries. Some sample macrosection photographs showing slag inclusions are
shown in Figures 9.25 - 9.28.

Figure 9.25: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cno1' showing slag inclusions
(scale shown in cm)
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Figure 9.26: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cym4' showing slag inclusions
(scale shown in cm)

Figure 9.27: Macrostructure of weld sample 'syi3' showing slag inclusion
(scale shown in cm)

Figure 9.28: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cni4' showing slag inclusions and crack
(scale shown in cm)

As mentioned previously, these slag inclusions may look somewhat like pores. However pores
are single pockets of porosity and usually occur more or less randomly. The defects described
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did not occur randomly, but instead tended to occur in the same locations. Also, the weldments
were welded without any slag removal near where these cross-sections were taken, which makes
slag inclusions likely. Slag inclusions are especially likely in difficult locations such as along
the inside and at the base of the thin wall boundaries, where most of these defects were seen to
occur. Indeed, the sides of the thin wall boundaries on the weld samples clearly exhibited hard
slag deposits of the type likely to cause such inclusions [Norrish and Di Pietro, 2002].

Apart from the slag inclusions, the only other type of weld defect seen was a crack in weld
sample 'cni4', as shown in Figure 9.28. It can be seen that this is a crack that occurred between a
series of slag inclusions and is not a lack of fusion. It is impossible for lack of fusion to occur
through the inside of a weld bead. However sample 'cni4' clearly exhibits full and deep
penetration by the fill welds into the thin wall boundary and the defect in question clearly runs
through the fill weld beads instead of around them. Thus the defect cannot be lack of fusion.
Furthermore, it can be seen that there are a large number of slag inclusions along the inside of
the thin wall boundary where this defect occurred, making it likely that a crack could have
formed between the inclusions and joined them together [Norrish and Di Pietro, 2002].

Thus the macrosections showed that there was essentially one type of weld defect present, the
slag inclusions. They also showed that there were usually only very few inclusions in any given
sample, considering that slag was not cleaned off during welding. However high concentrations
of inclusions can and do lead to cracking, as demonstrated in one particular weld sample.

It can be concluded that the welding procedures did well not to create any more slag inclusions
or other weld defects than they did. Especially since no attempt was made to clean slag from
welds during the build process. The inclusions that were seen occurred in locations with
difficult geometry, where the burning off of slag can be expected to be the most difficult. The
single crack that was seen was a result of a particularly large number of inclusions in one
particular area. Thus the build processes were largely, though not completely, successful in
keeping the weld samples defect-free.

It may be possible to prevent such slag inclusions from occurring through the tuning of the weld
settings by increasing the heat input in order to burn away more of the slag. However it can
certainly be concluded that slag burning and slag inclusions in difficult geometries have been
shown to be a concern that requires special attention. Finally, it can also be noted that in certain
wear replacement applications such weld defects may be acceptable, though in rapid
prototyping applications that might not be the case [Norrish and Di Pietro, 2002].
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9.3.2 Variation in Weld Defects Between Path Strategies

The macrostructure results did not show any evidence that weld defects of any kind varied
depending on weld path strategy. All the weld path strategies had weldments with slag
inclusions and not a single weld path strategy was completely inclusion-free. As mentioned
previously, no other form of weld defect was found, except for the crack caused by a
particularly high concentration of inclusions in one region of one weld sample. The number of
inclusions seen in the path strategies did vary, however since only one cross-section was taken
per weldment and only four cross-sections per path strategy, some natural variation in the
results can be expected. The variation in the number of inclusions seen between path strategies
is not great enough to constitute evidence that the defects varied due to path strategy.

Slag inclusions are greatly affected by weld settings and weld temperature. Weld settings that
use more heat input or higher weld temperatures can be expected to lead to fewer slag
inclusions. It has been shown that the great majority of the slag inclusions found occurred along
the inside of the thin wall boundary and especially at the base. Thus it may be expected that
higher weld heat inputs or higher weld temperatures of fill welds that fuse with the thin wall
boundaries would lead to fewer slag inclusions there.

Now, the self-constrained path strategies used "trough" welds to fuse with the thin wall
boundaries, while the non-constrained path strategies used the "non-constrained" welds. Since
the "trough" welds were set at a greater heat input, it may be expected that the self-constrained
path strategies would have fewer slag inclusions. While this trend may possibly exist, there is
not enough evidence from this experiment to prove this.

Similarly, it may be expected that path strategies that weld from the inside of the fill layer
outwards may have fewer inclusions than those welding from the outside inwards, because their
outer welds would have been made under hotter conditions. Again, while this may indeed be the
case, there is not enough evidence to prove it. In fact, the sample that showed the most
inclusions at the inside of the thin wall boundary was welded from the inside outwards.

In any case, such possible tendencies for more or fewer slag inclusions on the inner side of the
thin wall boundaries may not be indicative of intrinsic path strategy superiority. All weld types
can be adjusted for greater heat input regardless of the weld path strategy used. Thus one path
strategy may be as capable of dealing with inclusions as another.
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9.3.3 Geometry and Temperature Related Results

As well as weld defects, the macrosections also provided some results relating to the geometric
and thermal performance of the weld path strategies. These results are presented in this section.

The macrosections of the self-constrained weld path strategies show that the wave-like surface
profile shape seen previously was indeed caused by imperfectly matched ridge and trough weld
settings. It can be seen from Figures 9.29 and 9.30 that the high points on the surface profiles
were caused by the trough welds and the low points were caused by the ridge welds. It can be
seen that the trough welds were made with a deposition area that was slightly too large for the
available space between the ridge welds. As a result, the trough welds bulge upwards to form
the wave-like surface profiles. This shows that the surface profiles of the self-constrained weld
path strategies could be improved if the ridge and trough weld settings were better matched. It
can also be seen that the ridge and trough welds are fairly symmetrical about the vertical axis
and there is no weld skewness, due to the symmetrical constraint conditions. This weld
symmetry is an advantage, in that it makes for more stable weld deposition and thus better
geometric stability.

Figure 9.29: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cym2' showing wave-like surface profile
(scale shown in cm)
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Figure 9.30: Macrostructure of weld sample 'syi1' showing wave-like surface profile
(scale shown in cm)

The macrosections also show the cause of the uneven surface profiles seen in the outside-toinside non-constrained weld path strategies. The macrosections show that the large
accumulations of weld metal in the centre of the fill layers, typical of these path strategies, were
caused by insufficient space being available for the final central weld beads. It can be seen that
the surrounding weld beads encroach on the space needed by the final central weld beads,
forcing them to bulge upwards when they are welded. This confirmed visual observations made
by the author during the welding of these samples and confirmed the cause of the "pyramid
effect" seen in the preliminary path strategy experiment. The macrosections also show that the
weld beads are not symmetrical about the vertical axis but are in fact skewed towards the centre
of the layer.

This result is shown in Figure 9.31 for the case of contour weld paths. Figure 9.32 shows a
comparable weld sample from a spiral weld path strategy. It can be seen that this result is not
clear from the spiral path macrosections due to the masking effect of the very large weld beads
and heat affected zones in these samples. However since the surface profiles of these spiral
samples were very similar to the corresponding contour profiles and since their welds were also
skewed towards the centre of the layer, it is assumed that the same result applies.
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Figure 9.31: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cno2' showing uneven
weld metal deposition (scale shown in cm)

Figure 9.32: Macrostructure of weld sample 'sno3' showing uneven
weld metal deposition (scale shown in cm)

From the principle of conservation of matter, if too much metal gets deposited near the centre of
the fill layer as was the case in the outside-to-inside non-constrained weld path strategies, then
that means that too little metal was deposited elsewhere. Thus it can be seen that during the
welding of the outside-to-inside non-constrained weld samples, all the weld beads formed closer
towards the centre of the fill layer than intended, reducing the space remaining for the final
central weld and causing it to bulge upwards. This is thought to have occurred due to the
asymmetric constraint conditions used in the non-constrained welding strategy, which gave rise
to the skewed weld beads seen in the macrosections. It resulted in the surface profiles seen
previously, that were too high near the middle and too low elsewhere. This shows that the
outside-to-inside non-constrained path strategies have a fundamental geometric instability in
that the deposited metal solidifies away from the desired locations which then leads to metal
accumulating unevenly elsewhere.
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The above result was demonstrated for the outside-to-inside non-constrained path strategies,
however it is possible that a corresponding phenomenon may also have occurred in the insideto-outside non-constrained path strategies. Since the inside-to-outside path strategies were
welded in the opposite direction, it is possible that all the weld beads may have formed further
away from the centre of the fill layer than intended. This in turn would have reduced the space
remaining for the outer-most welds and caused them to bulge upwards to some extent. In such a
phenomenon, the overall bulging effect would be split between the two sides of the fill layer and
would not combine into one single bulge as was seen in the outside-to-inside strategies. This
would improve the surface profile compared to the outside-to-inside non-constrained path
strategies, making it less uneven, but it would also make the phenomenon more difficult to see.

However the macrostructures of the inside-to-outside non-constrained weld path strategies do
not provide clear evidence for such a phenomenon occurring. This may be because it did not
occur at all, or because it was too small to see clearly, as outlined above. However it can be seen
that the weld beads are also not symmetrical about the vertical axis and are skewed away from
the centre of the layer, in the opposite direction to the weld beads from the outside-to-inside
non-constrained strategies. Thus the prediction that all non-constrained path strategies, not just
outside-to-inside, suffer from this form of fundamental geometric instability cannot be proven in
this experiment. The macrosections of two inside-to-outside non-constrained weld path strategy
samples are shown in Figures 9.33 and 9.34.

Figure 9.33: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cni3' showing possibly
uneven weld metal deposition (scale shown in cm)
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Figure 9.34: Macrostructure of weld sample 'sni1' showing possibly
uneven weld metal deposition (scale shown in cm)

Another result shown by the macrosections relates to the thermal performance of the outside-toinside non-constrained spiral weld paths. It can be seen that the samples welded with this path
strategy have very large weld beads and heat affected zones in the centre of the fill layers, as
illustrated in Figures 9.35 and 9.36. These very large weld beads and heat affected zones are
clearly much larger than the beads and heat affected zones at the edges of the fill layers.

This shows that as the welds were deposited from the outside inwards, they increased in
temperature until they were much hotter in the middle than at the edges. Such behaviour would
have been caused by the concentrated deposition of heat and resulting accumulation of heat in
the centre of the fill layers near the end of the layer filling procedures. This is a form of "intralayer" thermal instability that this path strategy has and it can be seen how dramatically it
affects the sample macrostructure. To contrast with this, Figures 9.37 and 9.38 show weld
samples from other weld path strategies that have much more uniformly sized weld beads and
heat affected zones.

Figure 9.35: Macrostructure of weld sample 'sno1' showing very large weld bead and
HAZ in the centre of the fill layer (scale shown in cm)
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Figure 9.36: Macrostructure of weld sample 'sno2' showing very large weld bead and
HAZ in the centre of the fill layer (scale shown in cm)

Figure 9.37: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cni2' showing relatively uniformly sized
weld beads and heat affected zones (scale shown in cm)

Figure 9.38: Macrostructure of weld sample 'syo4' showing relatively uniformly
sized weld beads and heat affected zones (scale shown in cm)
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Finally, the macrosections show that in all the weld samples the size of the weld beads increases
with increasing fill layer number. This trend can be seen with all the weld path strategies. It
would have been caused by increasing surface temperatures as the number of fill layers
increased and is thus a form of "inter-layer" thermal instability. Ideally, the size of the weld
beads should be consistent and not change with layer number, thus such inter-layer thermal
instability is undesirable. It is caused by high surface temperatures at the end of a layer filling
procedure and by insufficient inter-layer cooling times. Therefore, higher final surface
temperatures need longer inter-layer cooling times in order to avoid inter-layer thermal
instability. Some sample macrosections are shown in Figures 9.39 and 9.40 illustrating this
trend.

Figure 9.39: Macrostructure of weld sample 'cym1' showing increasing
weld bead width with increasing fill layer number (scale shown in cm)

Figure 9.40: Macrostructure of weld sample 'sni3' showing increasing
weld bead width with increasing fill layer number (scale shown in cm)
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9.4 Build Times and Weld Numbers Results
Mean fill layer build times (both including and not including cooling stops) and mean numbers
of individual fill welds per fill layer were calculated for each weld path strategy combination,
from the recorded measurements for each weldment. The results are presented in Table 9.20.

Table 9.20: Mean build times and number of welds per fill layer of path strategies
Path strategy

Build time (not

Total build time

Individual welds per

including cooling) (s)

(including cooling)

fill layer

(s)
'cym'

198

678

4

'cni'

198

678

4

'cno'

197

677

4

'syi'

164

404

2

'syo'

162

402

2

'sni'

148

268

1

'sno'

147

267

1

Table 9.20 shows that all the contour weld path strategies had the same results, all the selfconstrained spiral weld path strategies had the same results and all the non-constrained spiral
weld path strategies had the same results. This was to be expected considering that build time is
not affected by contour weld order in non-constrained welding, nor spiral arm welding
direction. It should however be noted that the "minimised total waiting time weld order" selfconstrained contour path strategy would normally produce lower total build times than the other
contour paths. However in this case the weldment was so small that no build time savings could
be made.

The results were then grouped together by combining the weld path strategies that had the same
results, as shown in Table 9.21.
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Table 9.21: Mean build times and number of welds per fill layer
of various groups of path strategies
Path strategies

Build time (not

Total build time

Individual welds per

including cooling) (s)

(including cooling)

fill layer

(s)
contour

197

677

4

self-constr. spiral

163

403

2

non-constr. spiral

148

268

1

It can be seen that the contour paths produced much slower total build times than the selfconstrained spiral paths, which in turn were much slower than the non-constrained spiral paths.
The contour paths also had more individual fill welds per fill layer than the self-constrained
spiral paths, which in turn had more individual fill welds per fill layer than the non-constrained
spiral paths. It can be seen that the number of individual welds per fill layer affects the total
build time (including cooling stops), since the weldments were made in such a way that every
individual weld had its own cooling stop. However it can also be seen that it also affects the
build time (not including cooling stops). This is due to the extra time overheads associated with
moving the torch into position and starting and finishing each individual weld.

By definition due to the way they were calculated, the build times not including cooling stops
are related to the build times including cooling stops according to Equation 9.1.

tc = tn + ts × Ns
Equation 9.1: Calculation of build time (including cooling stops) from
build time (not including cooling stops)

Where: tc is the total build time per fill layer including cooling stops; tn is the total build time
per fill layer not including cooling stops; ts is the duration of each cooling stop; and Ns is the
number of cooling stops used per fill layer. In the case of this experiment, where the number of
cooling stops used per fill layer was always equal to the number of individual welds per fill
layer, the build times are related by Equation 9.2.

tc = tn + ts × Nw
Equation 9.2: Relationship between build times in experiment
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Where: tc is the total build time per fill layer including cooling stops; tn is the total build time
per fill layer not including cooling stops; ts is the duration of each cooling stop; and Nw is the
number of individual fill welds per fill layer.

In general, the total build time per fill layer including cooling stops may be expressed as shown
in Equation 9.3.

tc =

Nw  (D)i

∑  (V)i + (ta)i  + ts × Ns

i = 1

Equation 9.3: Build time (including cooling stops) in the general case
Where: tc is the total build time per fill layer including cooling stops; Nw is the number of
individual fill welds per fill layer; (D)i and (V)i are the length and welding speed of a particular
individual fill weld, respectively; (ta)i is the time for a particular fill weld that is taken up by
auxiliary activities such as the weld torch moving to the weld starting location, the shielding gas
pre-flow time, the arc ignition, any extra time used in the weld heating zone, the crater filling,
the wire tip snipping, etc.; ts is the duration of each cooling stop; and Ns is the number of
cooling stops used per fill layer.
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10.1 Discussion of Results
10.1.1 Constraint Strategy Discussion

The analysis of the roughness values from the surface profiles showed that all the selfconstrained path strategies as well as all the inside-to-outside non-constrained path strategies
had approximately equal results. At the same time, all the outside-to-inside non-constrained path
strategies had approximately equal results. However the roughness values from the outside-toinside non-constrained path strategies were almost twice as bad as the roughness values from
the other path strategies. These results show that while the self-constrained and the inside-tooutside non-constrained path strategies produced similar results, the outside-to-inside nonconstrained path strategies clearly performed much worse and should be avoided.

The surface profiles and the macrosections of the self-constrained path strategies showed that
the self-constrained path strategies had approximately flat surface profiles except for a wavelike pattern. This wave-like pattern was shown to be caused by imperfectly matched ridge and
trough weld settings, which resulted in the trough weld beads being a little too large for the
space defined for them by the ridge welds. The results also showed that the weld beads in the
self-constrained path strategies were not skewed in any one particular direction and were
approximately symmetrical about the vertical axis.

These results show that the surface profiles produced by the self-constrained path strategies are
sensitive to the weld settings used for the ridge and trough welds and that the surface profiles
can be improved by improving the match between these weld settings. Thus it can be stated that
the self-constrained path strategies can produce very even surface profiles on the condition that
their ridge and trough weld settings are very well matched. These results also show that the
weld beads in the self-constrained strategies formed evenly and in the desired locations, since
they were symmetrical and not skewed. These are all advantages for the self-constrained
welding strategy in terms of geometric stability and it can be concluded that this strategy has
good geometric stability properties.

On the other hand, the surface profiles and the macrosections of the outside-to-inside nonconstrained path strategies showed that these path strategies had very poor geometric
performance. As has been mentioned previously, these path strategies had the most uneven
surface profiles of all. The results showed that they had large accumulations of weld metal at the
centres of the fill layers and depressions on either side. It could be seen that they deposited the
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weld metal very unevenly. The results also showed that these path strategies produced
asymmetrical weld beads that were clearly skewed towards the centres of the fill layers.

The results showed that the very poor surface profiles of the outside-to-inside non-constrained
strategies were caused by their weld beads forming away from their intended locations. The
weld beads formed closer to the centres of the fill layers than intended, presumably due to the
asymmetric constraint conditions which caused the weld beads to be skewed towards the layer
centres. This was seen to reduce the space available for the central weld beads, which in turn
were forced to form with raised profiles. A property of these weld path strategies was thus
found to be that their weld beads form away from their desired locations which leads to too little
metal deposition in some regions and too much in other regions. Thus it can be concluded that
the outside-to-inside non-constrained path strategies are very geometrically unstable. Outsideto-inside non-constrained welding should thus be avoided, unless the welding application is
very undemanding.

Finally, the surface profile and macrosection results of the inside-to-outside non-constrained
path strategies showed that these path strategies produced approximately flat profiles except for
possibly excessive weld metal deposition near the layer edges. They also showed that the weld
beads were asymmetrical and skewed away from the centres of the fill layers, in an opposite
manner to the outside-to-inside non-constrained weld beads.

The inside-to-outside non-constrained path strategies were similar to the outside-to-inside nonconstrained strategies, except that their weld beads were made in the opposite direction. As
noted above, their weld beads were also skewed like the weld beads from the outside-to-inside
non-constrained strategies, except in the opposite direction.

Thus it was suspected that these path strategies also had weld beads that formed away from their
intended locations, similarly to the outside-to-inside non-constrained strategies, except that any
excessive metal accumulation would occur at the layer edges instead of the layer centre.
However this could not be proven conclusively. If this was indeed the case, then the inside-tooutside non-constrained path strategies would also be inherently geometrically unstable, making
all non-constrained welding in general geometrically unstable. As it is, it is concluded that the
inside-to-outside non-constrained path strategies are unlikely to be as geometrically stable as the
self-constrained strategies. It is recommended to avoid inside-to-outside non-constrained
welding in favour of self-constrained welding, unless the welding application is very
undemanding.
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Thus in summary, the self-constrained welding strategy was found to be the most geometrically
stable and the most able to produce good surface profiles, on the condition that the ridge and
trough weld settings are very well matched. The non-constrained strategy when welded from the
outside inwards was shown to be the least geometrically stable, with weld beads forming away
from their intended locations, very uneven deposition and material accumulation at the centre of
the fill layer and the most uneven surface profiles. It was suspected that the non-constrained
welding strategy was also geometrically unstable when welded from the inside outwards,
although to a lesser extent, though this could not be proven conclusively. It is recommended that
non-constrained welding in general should be avoided in favour of self-constrained welding,
especially for demanding applications such as rapid prototyping, although it may be appropriate
for less demanding wear replacement applications.

Thus it was concluded that the most geometrically stable constraint strategy was the selfconstrained strategy, followed by the non-constrained strategy when welded from the inside
outwards, followed by the non-constrained strategy when welded from the outside inwards
which was clearly the least stable.

10.1.2 Number of Welds and Thermal Stability Discussion

The mean and upper decile surface temperature results from both the thin walls and the fill
layers showed that the 'cno' path strategy was clearly the coolest, followed by path strategies
'cym' and 'cni' which were approximately equal and clearly hotter, followed by 'syi' and 'syo'
which were approximately equal and clearly hotter again, followed by strategies 'sni' and 'sno'
which were approximately equal and clearly the hottest of all. The numbers of welds per fill
layer and the total build time results showed that the contour path strategies ('cym', 'cni' and
'cno') had the highest numbers of individual welds per fill layer and the slowest total build
times, followed by the self-constrained spiral path strategies ('syi' and 'syo'), followed by the
non-constrained spiral path strategies ('sni' and 'sno').

As well as this, the macrosection results showed that all the weld samples from all the path
strategies experienced increasing weld bead widths with increasing fill layer number, which was
a consequence of inter-layer thermal instability. The macrosection results also showed that the
non-constrained spiral path strategies that were welded from the outside inwards suffered from
gross thermal instability near the centres of the fill layers, which resulted in very large weld
beads and heat affected zones near the fill layer centres.
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Also, the analysis of the standard deviation of surface temperatures from both the thin walls and
the fill layers showed that the spiral path strategies varied more than the contour path strategies.
The standard deviations of temperature in all the contour path strategies ('cym', 'cni' and 'cno')
were found to be approximately equal. At the same time, the standard deviations of temperature
in all the spiral path strategies were found to be similar. Some variation may have been present
among the spiral paths strategies, but the evidence was inconclusive. However the spiral path
strategies had standard deviations of temperature that were approximately twice those of the
contour path strategies.

It can be seen that increasing numbers of individual welds per fill layer allowed the path
strategies to employ increasing numbers of cooling stops during layer filling, which in turn
increased total build times. Longer build times in turn resulted in cooler final surface
temperatures, as shown by the temperature results from both the thin walls and the fill layers. It
can also be seen that the 'cno' path strategy had cooler final surface temperatures than the other
contour strategies because it welded its contours from the outside inwards, which resulted in its
shortest weld being made last. Thus it can be seen that the weld order in contour path strategies
affects the surface temperatures of the weldment.

Now, greater numbers of cooling stops and lower final surface temperatures in a path strategy
indicate that a path strategy has a greater scope for thermal control. It has more opportunities to
pause the layer filling process to let the weldment cool down and to prevent the weldment from
overheating. It thus has a greater potential to avoid intra-layer thermal instability that occurs
when weld beads change shape due to being made on ever increasing surface temperatures. It
can thus be seen that the most thermally stable path strategies were the contour path strategies
('cym', 'cni' and 'cno'), followed by the self-constrained spiral path strategies ('syi' and 'syo'),
followed by the non-constrained spiral path strategies ('sni' and 'sno').

It can also be seen that contour paths have an added scope for thermal control through control of
their weld order. Because its shortest weld was made last, the 'cno' strategy had the lowest final
surface temperatures of all. However the most flexible contour path strategy in terms of contour
weld order was the 'cym' strategy, due to it being self-constrained. This strategy does not have
to weld its contours sequentially and can employ any weld order as long as the ridge and trough
welds are made with the proper modes of constraint. If a different weld order had been chosen
for the experiment, the 'cym' final temperatures would have been different.

As well as this, it can be seen that the path strategies with the lower final surface temperatures
were also found to have lower variations in surface temperature. This can be expected, since
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hotter objects cool faster than colder objects and thus in time the temperature variation between
hotter and colder objects decreases. Since the cooler path strategies took longer to perform the
layer filling, it can be expected that the temperature variations between various points on their
weldment surfaces would be less. Greater variations in surface temperature promote greater
thermal instability, which indicates once again that the contour path strategies were more
thermally stable than the spiral path strategies.

Another result relating to intra-layer thermal instability was that the outside-to-inside nonconstrained spiral path strategies were very thermally unstable near the centres of the fill layers.
They deposited heat into the weldment in such a manner that a lot of heat accumulated in the
centre of the layers, resulting in extreme overheating by the end of the layer filling procedures.
The macrosections showed that this in turn caused the weld beads and the heat affected zones to
be very large near the middle of the layers. This was a form of gross intra-layer thermal
instability and shows that the non-constrained spiral paths that were welded from the outside
inwards are particularly thermally unstable and should always be avoided.

However a similar, although smaller, phenomenon is also suspected in the self-constrained
spiral paths that were welded from the outside inwards. This path strategy used a cooling stop
during layer filling and the welds were more widely spaced and did not overlap, thus any
thermal instability would be smaller. However this path strategy also used spiral arms that were
welded from the outside inwards and it is suspected that these spiral arm welds would also have
resulted in some unnecessary thermal instability at the centre of the fill layers. This cannot be
proven conclusively in this experiment, however it is very likely. Thus the conclusion is made
that the self-constrained spiral paths that were welded from the outside inwards are probably
also unnecessarily thermally unstable near the centres of the fill layers and it is recommended to
avoid them.

Another form of thermal instability that was found was inter-layer thermal instability. As
mentioned previously, the macrosections showed that in every weld sample, the weld bead
widths increased with increasing fill layer number. This was due to inter-layer thermal
instability which occurs when successive fill layers are made under ever increasing surface
temperatures. It can be seen from the macrosections that this form of thermal instability is
detrimental to object quality and should be avoided.

Inter-layer thermal instability can be reduced by using longer inter-layer cooing stops to allow
the weldment to cool to as close to ambient temperature as possible. Higher final weldment
surface temperatures require longer inter-layer cooling stops. Thus in order to avoid inter-layer
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thermal instability, the non-constrained spiral path strategies would need longer inter-layer
cooling stops than the self-constrained spiral path strategies, which in turn would require longer
cooling stops than the contour path strategies.

Finally, it needs to be mentioned that greater numbers of individual welds per fill layer lead to
greater numbers of weld starts and stops, which can be very detrimental to object quality. This
was shown to be the case in the preliminary path sensitivity experiment, where arc ignitions, arc
ignition failures, weld heating zones and crater fill zones were shown to introduce gross
geometric and thermal instabilities as well as weld defects. It was concluded in that experiment
that while these problem areas could be improved through special procedures or weld parameter
tuning, it is undesirable to have to do so. It is thus very desirable to reduce the number of weld
starts and stops in a layer filling procedure by using fewer individual welds per fill layer. Thus
greater numbers of weld starts and stops brought about by greater numbers of individual welds
per fill layer are a serious disadvantage for a path strategy.

Now, the non-constrained spiral strategies were found to have fewer individual welds per fill
layer and therefore fewer weld starts and stops than the self-constrained spiral strategies, which
in turn were found to have fewer than the contour strategies. Thus the contour path strategies
suffer the most from weld starts and stops, which is a significant disadvantage. The selfconstrained spirals suffer less, which is an advantage over the contour paths, while the nonconstrained spiral paths suffer the least of all, which is an advantage over all the other path
strategies.

Thus in summary, the most thermally stable path strategies were the contour path strategies
('cym', 'cni' and 'cno'), followed by the self-constrained spiral path strategies ('syi' and 'syo'),
followed by the non-constrained spiral path strategies ('sni' and 'sno'). This was due to the
numbers of cooling stops that the path strategies could use during layer filling and thus the level
of thermal control that they had. It was also due to the contour path strategies producing lower
variations in surface temperatures and having extra thermal control through control of the
contour weld order.

The spiral path strategies that were welded from the outside inwards also had a special thermal
instability disadvantage in that they generated higher weldment temperatures and larger weld
beads and heat affected zones near the centres of the fill layers. This was clearly proven in the
outside-to-inside non-constrained spiral strategy, however a similar but smaller thermal
instability was also deemed very likely in the outside-to-inside self-constrained spiral strategy.
It was thus concluded that this is a disadvantage of all outside-to-inside spiral strategies and it
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was recommended that they be avoided in favour of the inside-to-outside spiral strategies. As
well as this, inter-layer thermal instability was found to be present and undesirable and those
path strategies that produced higher final weld temperatures would require longer inter-layer
cooling times to avoid it.

However, those path strategies that used more individual welds per fill layer also used more
weld starts and stops and were thus more exposed to the serious instabilities and weld defects
that they can cause. Thus the path strategies that were found to suffer the least from the
problems associated with weld starts and stops were the non-constrained spiral path strategies
('sni' and 'sno'), followed by the self-constrained spiral path strategies ('syi' and 'syo'), followed
by the contour path strategies ('cym', 'cni' and 'cno'). It should also be noted that the number of
individual welds per fill layer used by the contour path strategies would increase with increasing
fill layer size, whereas the number of welds per fill layer used by the spiral path strategies would
always be constant.

10.1.3 Weld Defects Discussion

The macrosection results showed that the only prevalent type of weld defect that was present in
the weld samples was slag inclusions. The only other weld defect that was found was a crack
that was caused by a high concentration of slag inclusions in one particular location. There were
not very many inclusions found per weld sample, but they are a concern that requires special
attention since high concentrations have been shown to cause cracks and since the burning off
of slag is difficult in some locations. However overall, the performance in terms of weld defects
was seen as reasonably good, considering that slag was not cleaned off the weldment during
welding. No variation in weld defects could be seen between the various weld path strategies
and the choice of path strategy was not seen to affect the weld defects.

10.1.4 Weld Path Strategy Comparison Summary

The performances of all the weld path design strategies were summarised, in order to see which
performed best overall and which performed worst. The advantages and disadvantages of each
weld path design strategy were listed alongside the strategy name as shown in Table 10.1.
Relatively major advantages were given two ticks, minor advantages were given one tick, major
disadvantages were given two crosses and minor disadvantages were given one cross. The
comparison was designed so that one tick would cancel out one cross.
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Path
Strategy
'cym'

'cni'

'cno'

Table 10.1: Weld path strategy comparisons
Major advantage = ; minor advantage = ; major disadvantage =  ;
minor disadvantage = ; each cancels one 
Advantages
Disadvantages

Self-constrained strategy is

geometrically stable
Most thermal control and best
thermal stability due to most cooling
stops
Most thermal control and best
thermal stability due to most cooling
stops

Most thermal control and best

thermal stability due to most cooling
stops

'syi'

'syo'

'sni'

'sno'

Self-constrained strategy is
geometrically stable
Fewer problems with weld starts and
stops due to fewer individual welds per
fill layer
Less thermal control and worse
thermal stability due to fewer cooling
stops
Self-constrained strategy is
geometrically stable
Fewer problems with weld starts and
stops due to fewer individual welds per
fill layer
Less thermal control and worse
thermal stability due to fewer cooling
stops
Fewest problems with weld starts
and stops due to fewest individual welds
per fill layer

Fewest problems with weld starts

and stops due to fewest individual welds
per fill layer

 Most problems with weld starts and

stops due to highest number of
individual welds per fill layer

Score




 Most problems with weld starts and

-

stops due to highest number of
individual welds per fill layer
 Inside-to-outside non-constrained
strategy is suspected to be inherently
geometrically unstable (better to avoid)
 Most problems with weld starts and
stops due to highest number of
individual welds per fill layer
  Outside-to-inside non-constrained
strategy is inherently very geometrically
unstable







 Some geometric and thermal

instability likely at centre of fill layers
due to overheating due to the outside-toinside spiral strategy (better to avoid)

 Least thermal control and worst

thermal stability due to no intra-layer
cooling stops
 Inside-to-outside non-constrained
strategy is suspected to be inherently
geometrically unstable (better to avoid)
 Least thermal control and worst
thermal stability due to no intra-layer
cooling stops
  Geometrically and thermally
unstable at centre of fill layers due to
overheating due to the outside-to-inside
spiral strategy
  Outside-to-inside non-constrained
strategy is inherently very geometrically
unstable




-
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It was found that the 'cym' path strategy, that used a self-constrained contour path with a
minimised cooling time weld order, performed quite well. It used the self-constrained welding
strategy which was found to have good geometric stability properties. Along with the other
contour paths, it also had the greatest level of thermal control and was the most thermally stable
due to the highest number of intra-layer cooling stops that it could employ. However it also had
the most problems associated with weld starts and stops due to the highest number of individual
welds per fill layer.

The 'cni' path strategy, that used an inside-to-outside non-constrained contour path, did not
perform as well as the 'cym' path strategy. Just like the 'cym' path strategy, it was the most
thermally stable and had the best level of thermal control due to the highest number of intralayer cooling stops that it could employ. It also had the same number of problems with weld
starts and stops due to the same high number of individual welds per fill layer. However unlike
the 'cym' path strategy, it did not use self-constrained welding. Instead, it used inside-to-outside
non-constrained welding, which was suspected of being inherently geometrically unstable and is
better to avoid.

The 'cno' path strategy, that used an outside-to-inside non-constrained contour path, performed
worse than the 'cni' path strategy. Just like the 'cni' path strategy, it was the most thermally
stable and had the best level of thermal control due to the highest number of intra-layer cooling
stops that it could employ. Also just like the 'cni' path strategy, it had the most problems with
weld starts and stops due to the highest number of individual welds per fill layer. However
unlike the 'cni' path strategy, it used the outside-to-inside non-constrained path strategy.
Whereas the inside-to-outside non-constrained strategy was suspected to be somewhat
geometrically unstable, the outside-to-inside non-constrained strategy was clearly proven to be
even worse. The outside-to-inside non-constrained strategy was clearly shown to be inherently
very geometrically unstable.

Now the 'syi' path strategy, that used an inside-to-outside self-constrained spiral path, was found
to perform the best overall out of all the path strategies. It used the self-constrained welding
strategy which was found to have good geometric stability properties. It also had fewer
problems associated with weld starts and stops than the contour path strategies because it used
fewer individual welds per fill layer. Finally, it had reasonably good thermal control capabilities
and therefore thermal stability because it could employ an intra-layer cooling stop, though it
was not quite as thermally stable as the contour strategies.
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The 'syo' path strategy, that used an outside-to-inside self-constrained spiral path, was found to
perform very similarly but not quite as well as the 'syi' strategy. Just like the 'syi' path strategy, it
used the self-constrained welding strategy which had good geometric stability properties. It also
had fewer problems associated with weld starts and stops than the contour path strategies
because it used fewer individual welds per fill layer. As well as this, it also had reasonably good
thermal control capabilities just like the 'syi' strategy because it also could employ an intra-layer
cooling stop.

However the outside-to-inside spiral welding direction was found to be a disadvantage, since it
is likely to reduce the strategy's thermal stability. It was deemed likely that this strategy would
suffer some thermal and therefore geometric instability at centre of fill layers due to localised
overheating due to the welding direction. Therefore, it is better to avoid this strategy in favour
of the 'syi' strategy.

On the other hand, the 'sni' path strategy was found not to perform so well overall. It used an
inside-to-outside non-constrained spiral path. It was found to have the least problems associated
with weld starts and stops, along with the other non-constrained spiral strategy, because it could
only ever have one individual weld per fill layer. However at the same time, it could not employ
any intra-layer cooling stops and therefore had the least thermal control and therefore poor
thermal stability. As well as this, it did not use the self-constrained strategy, but instead used the
inside-to-outside non-constrained strategy. As mentioned for the 'cni' strategy, the inside-tooutside non-constrained strategy was suspected of being inherently geometrically unstable and it
is better to avoid it.

Finally, the 'sno' path strategy, that used an outside-to-inside non-constrained spiral path, was
found to clearly perform the worst overall out of all the path strategies. Same as the 'sni'
strategy, it had the least problems associated with weld starts and stops because it could only
ever have one individual weld per fill layer. However just like the 'sni' strategy, it could not
employ any intra-layer cooling stops and therefore had the least thermal control and therefore
poor thermal stability.

In addition to that, it was also shown to have extra geometric and thermal instability at the
centre of fill layers due to localised overheating due to the spiral arm welding direction. This
problem was deemed to be very likely in the 'syo' path strategy, however here it was certainly
present and magnified due to the non-constrained welding strategy. Finally, it used the outsideto-inside non-constrained strategy. This strategy, as mentioned for the 'cno' path strategy, was
clearly shown to be inherently very geometrically unstable.
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Thus it was found that the path strategy that performed the best overall in terms of geometric
stability, thermal stability, weld defects, total build time and numbers of welds per fill layer,
was the inside-to-outside self-constrained spiral path strategy ('syi').

However, the self-constrained contour path strategy using the minimum waiting time weld order
('cym') may be the best path strategy to use in situations where thermal stability and control over
weldment surface temperature are crucial. This is because this path strategy uses more
individual welds per fill layer and therefore has more problems with weld starts and stops, but in
exchange has better thermal properties. If the arc ignition, weld heating and crater filling zones
of a weld were to be improved to the point where they no longer introduced any instabilities or
weld defects and if there were never any arc ignition failures, then this path strategy would be
the best path strategy.

On the other hand, the outside-to-inside non-constrained spiral path strategy ('sno') was found to
be clearly the worst path strategy out of all the path strategies tested in this experiment.

10.2 Experimental Conclusions
A selection of weld path design strategies were tested and compared, in order to further
investigate their effects on process stability and to establish which strategies perform best. Each
path strategy was tested in terms of geometric stability, thermal stability, weld defects, build
time and the number of individual welds per fill layer. It was found that:

1)

The self-constrained welding strategy can produce good geometric stability on the
condition that the ridge and trough weld settings are very well matched.

2)

The non-constrained strategy when programmed to weld from the outside of a fill layer
inwards is inherently very geometrically unstable. It caused weld beads to form away
from their intended locations and caused very uneven deposition.
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3)

The non-constrained strategy is also suspected of being inherently geometrically
unstable when programmed to weld from the inside of a fill layer outwards, though this
could not be proven conclusively. Non-constrained welding in general is not
recommended for rapid prototyping although it may be appropriate for less demanding
wear replacement applications.

4)

Path strategies with more individual welds per fill layer can employ more cooling stops
during layer filling and therefore have lower final surface temperatures and tend to be
more thermally stable. However more individual welds per fill layer leads to more
problems associated with weld starts and stops.

5)

Non-constrained (single armed) spiral path strategies that are programmed to weld from
the outside of a fill layer inwards have added significant thermal and geometric
instability at the centres of fill layers. It was suspected that self-constrained (double
armed) spiral path strategies programmed to weld in the same direction also have a
similar, but smaller added instability, though this could not be proven conclusively.

6)

Inter-layer thermal instability causes weld beads to increase in width with increasing fill
layers. Path strategies with higher final surface temperatures require longer inter-layer
cooling times in order to avoid this problem.

7)

The only prevalent type of weld defect found occurring through the central crosssections of weldments was slag inclusions. There were not very many slag inclusions
found through the central cross-section of each weldment, yet inclusions do require
special attention.

8)

The choice of path strategy was not seen to affect the weld defects occurring through
the central cross-sections.

9)

Out of the path strategies that were studied in this experiment, the path strategy that
performed best overall was the self-constrained spiral path strategy programmed to weld
from the inside of a fill layer outwards.
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10)

The self-constrained contour path strategy that uses the minimised total waiting time
weld order was found to be best in situations where thermal stability and control over
weldment surface temperature are critical. This path strategy has improved thermal
performance at the cost of more problems associated with weld starts and stops.

11)

Out of the path strategies that were studied in this experiment, the path strategy that
performed worst overall was the non-constrained spiral path strategy programmed to
weld from the outside of a fill layer inwards.
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Chapter 11
Discussion
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11.1 Stability Improvement through Weld Path Design
The work reported in this thesis confirms the findings of previous researchers that geometric
and thermal instability are inherent features of the rapid prototyping and wear replacement by
GMAW processes [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Doumanidis,
1997] [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999] [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1998]
[Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998] [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991]
[Tinkler, McNabb, et al., 1987] [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002].

Thermal instabilities can greatly reduce the quality of a weldment and need to be minimised.
Geometric instability is cumulative and any instability that occurs in a lower part of a weldment
cannot be reversed, unless material removal is used. Thus any geometric instability propagates
through the rest of the weldment, compounded by any further instability that may occur. It has
been shown that thermal instability always tends to produce geometric instability as well as
tending to increase the risk of weld defects.

The need to control and reduce geometric and thermal instability goes right to the heart of rapid
prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW, since the main reason for pursuing this
technology is its potential ability to directly manufacture or repair fully functional metal parts.
However this is not possible if the process cannot deliver the required level of geometric
accuracy or an acceptable level of thermal control. Poor geometric accuracy and poor thermal
control can lead to incorrect shape and reduced mechanical properties. Thus any useful rapid
prototyping or wear replacement by GMAW requires a reliable method of countering the lack of
stability. The required level of stability varies depending on the application, with higher
geometric and thermal stability being required for applications such as machine parts compared
to ground engaging tools.

This current thesis has established a new method for controlling and reducing geometric and
thermal instability not previously considered. It has been shown that rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by robotic GMAW can be made more stable through appropriate weld path design.
It was found that the stability of the process is very sensitive to weld path design and that
optimised open-loop weld path design can be used to greatly improve process stability and
performance. A number of different mechanisms were identified through which the weld path
design impacts on the stability and performance of the process and corresponding
recommendations for weld path design were presented. The suitability of various weld path
designs for different types of applications was assessed and the most optimal weld path designs
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for an expected wide range of applications were identified. The commonly used raster family of
weld paths performed especially poorly when compared to other types of weld paths and is not
recommended except for very undemanding applications.

Previous attempts at reducing instability include full real-time control of the heat and mass
deposition onto the substrate. Research into this method was lead by Doumanidis, who claimed
that off-line open-loop weld procedure generation "can not cope with unpredictable alterations
of the process conditions, resulting in poor dimensional tolerances" [Doumanidis and
Fourligkas, 1997]. The current work has shown that fixed weld path strategies with fixed weld
parameters cannot adapt to dynamic changes in weldment and weld process conditions, but poor
results are not always inevitable, since appropriate open-loop weld path design can greatly
improve results.

Although the real time geometric and thermal control systems developed by Doumanidis
[Doumanidis, 1994] are likely to improve the results obtained by rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW, it is also possible to achieve improved results through appropriate
open-loop weld path design that are acceptable to many rapid prototyping and wear replacement
applications without the need for the extra expense and complexity. It is suggested that it is
desirable to limit full real-time control to only those applications that cannot be catered for any
other way. A rapid prototyping or wear replacement system that relies less on real-time control
will be cheaper to obtain, cheaper to use, require less skilled operators, be more portable or
easier to relocate, cheaper to maintain and possibly more robust and reliable. Increased
portability would allow for increased flexibility in the way a system is utilised, making it easier
to relocate depending on customer demands, with the ideal being a totally portable system that's
instantly deployable to customer sites as required.

Another pre-existing method for controlling and reducing instability was through the use of a
modified system that also incorporated material removal through CNC milling, such as the
systems developed by Karunakaran, Song and Kmecko and Kovacevic [Karunakaran,
Shanmuganathan, Jadhav, et al., 2000] [Karunakaran, Shanmuganathan, Roth-Koch, et al.,
1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1998] [Song, Park, et al., 1999] [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. The
advantage of such systems is that they remove some of the effects of the instabilities of the
welding process during the CNC milling process. These systems can produce excellent results
and may be very desirable for demanding applications, yet they require more equipment and
therefore more expense and they have the added disadvantage of being very slow [Jandric and
Kovacevic, 2001]. Increased stability through appropriate weld path design may eliminate the
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need to use such systems for some applications, yet it can also be used in conjunction with these
systems to improve their performance.

The most time consuming aspect of these systems is material removal, which is very slow and
minimising the amount of machining required can significantly reduce object build time
[Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]. Jandric wrote that if "the surface of each deposited [weld] layer
would be smooth enough ... many, if not all, of the layers could be deposited without
introducing the milling operation, and the major disadvantage of this process [the slow speed]
could be eliminated" [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001]. Song also noted this, writing that "it would
be best if the prototype tool can be manufactured directly without any secondary process"
[Song, Park, et al., 1998]. Improved geometric & thermal stability through appropriate weld
path design can improve the build quality such that the amount and frequency of machining can
be reduced, thus speeding up the process. It should also be noted that surface grinding or milling
is also often used in wear replacement. As in rapid prototyping, the use of appropriate weld
paths can reduce the amount of material removal required or even eliminate it for some
applications.

As has been outlined in the literature survey, it is also possible to reduce geometric instability
by improving the regularity of individual weld beads by improving the stability of the GMAW
metal transfer process. Thin wall welds are especially sensitive to the regularity of their weld
beads and thus to the stability of the metal transfer process. Regular weld beads are always very
important in rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW, yet it is possible to add extra
geometric stability by improving bead regularity still further, by making the metal transfer
process even more stable. One way of doing this is through the use of pulsed GMAW and the
kinds of metal transfer control systems developed by Kovacevic [Kmecko, Hu, et al., 1999]
[Kovacevic, 1999] [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998] and another way is expected to be through
the use of controlled short-circuit GMAW. This methodology of improving weld regularity is
separate yet complimentary to the methodology developed in this thesis and both should be
considered in an effort to improve object quality.

Another approach to improving geometric stability also existed in the form of the hybrid weld
parameter control system developed by Jandric and Kovacevic [Jandric and Kovacevic, 2001].
This control system recognised that local features of a substrate such as edges and corners create
different thermal transfer conditions that impact on weld bead dimensions and shape. The
control system was able to counteract these effects by suitably varying the weld parameters in
those locations. This approach is also separate to yet complimentary to the methodology
developed in this thesis and both may be considered simultaneously. Indeed Jandric's system
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may be especially useful for demanding applications, since the weld path design methodology
developed in this thesis does not assist with the different local heat transfer conditions in those
regions.

Yet another pre-existing methodology that might also be useful for controlling instability in
rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW is the thermal control methodology
developed by Kondoh and Ohji for GTAW [Kondoh and Ohji, 1998]. This system predictively
calculated the required heat inputs in discrete sections of straight bead-on-plate GTAW welds,
in order to control surface temperature at desired discrete points. However while such a system
might prove useful, further research would be required to expand the system to cover the many
thermal conditions found in rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW.

Since geometric and thermal instability are such inherent features of rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW and since it is so important to reduce them as much as possible, it is
envisaged that the methodology for reducing them developed by this thesis be considered in
conjunction with some of these other methodologies for maximum results for a given
application.

Finally, it should be noted that the results obtained in this thesis and the conclusions reached
were not influenced by the weld parameters that were used for making the welds. The welding
parameters in this thesis were set to reasonable values generally suited to rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by GMAW, that would facilitate the extraction of the results discussed in this
chapter. Since all of these results pertain to the effects of weld path design and not those
properties of individual weld beads that are determined by weld parameters, the results of this
thesis would have been the same if slightly different weld parameters had been used.

However while such generic weld parameters suited the purposes of the particular investigations
undertaken in this thesis, practical rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW systems
would require more sophisticated weld parameter selection in order to best suit the needs of
each particular application.

It may also be noted that the results from this thesis are also expected to be applicable to rapid
prototyping by GTAW since the two processes are similar, though the decoupled heat and
material transfer in GTAW may make it easier to control weldment temperatures during
welding through control of the welding current.
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11.2 Quality of Thin Wall Boundaries
It was found that when using the "boundary method" to create solid objects, the quality of the
fill layers and of the object as a whole are very dependent on the quality of the thin wall
boundaries. Any irregularity in the welds of the thin wall boundaries introduces problems that
propagate upward through the rest thin wall boundary, permanently reducing it's quality. Since
the thin wall boundaries in turn serve to define the shape of the fill layers, such thin wall
irregularity also translates into fill layer instability.

As found by various researchers, thin wall boundaries require very tightly tuned weld
parameters, constant standoffs and very regular weld beads and are highly sensitive to changes
in substrate temperature [Ribeiro, 1998] [Ribeiro, 1999] [Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997] [Ribeiro,
Ogunbiyi, et al., 1997] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono,
1999] [Kovacevic and Beardsley, 1998] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Increasing substrate
temperature leads to decreasing thin wall quality.

It was found that any overheating or melting of the thin wall boundaries by any fill welds is very
detrimental to object quality and must be avoided.

11.3 Weld Starts and Stops and Thermal Control
It was found that weld starts and stops tend to be very detrimental to object quality because they
involve arc ignitions, the risk of arc ignition failures, weld heating zones and crater filling
zones, all of which tend to be problematic. It may be noted that short welds were thus also found
to be problematic since they imply a greater number of weld starts and stops in a layer. It was
found that special procedures are likely be needed to control object quality in these regions,
depending on the application. However it is argued that it is very desirable to avoid such
problems by avoiding weld starts and stops wherever possible during solid layer welding by
using fewer individual welds per fill layer and fewer short welds.

The fact that weld starts and stops create problems such as these had also been recognised by
Zhang and Li, who had found that weld starts and stops are particularly significant sources of
uneven deposition in thin wall rapid prototyping by GMAW [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. They also
recommended that weld starts and stops should be minimised if possible and they developed
special procedures to improve geometric stability at weld starts and stops in thin walls by
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modifying the weld parameters and weld paths in those regions. This thesis confirms the
findings of Zhang and Li, though it found that weld starts and stops are very problematic for all
rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW, not just thin wall welding and thus should
also be avoided when performing layer filling.

Other researchers have also reported that rapid prototyping processes tend to suffer problems
caused by deposition path starts and stops. Qiu and Tarabanis both found that in FDM path
starts and ends tend to introduce unfilled voids and they both recommended that path starts and
stops should be avoided [Qiu, Langrana, et al., 2001] [Tarabanis, 2001]. Tarabanis advocated
avoiding path starts and stops through appropriate raster angle selection if using raster paths.
These results for extrusion-based rapid prototyping were echoed by Rajan who noted that path
starts, stops and corners tend to introduce uneven material deposition and recommended
avoiding these path features as much as possible [Rajan, Srinivasan, et al., 2001]. Rajan
developed an algorithm for generating raster paths with as few raster lines as possible, based on
optimising the raster angle, in order to minimise these path features. Sarma noted that in rapid
prototyping in general, deposition path corners, starts and ends in general should be avoided
where possible during layer filling since "regions of sharp turns in the tool trajectory and ends
of the tool trajectory are causes for concern as more/less material remains in those regions than
otherwise estimated" [Sarma, 2000].

The current work confirms that rapid prototyping by GMAW is the same as other forms of rapid
prototyping in the sense that path starts and stops always tend to introduce problems and
minimisation of path starts and stops is to be recommended. Also, as will be expounded later in
this discussion, the current work also confirms that it is possible to control the number of path
starts and stops in a raster path through raster angle selection, though contour and spiral paths
use far fewer starts and stops than is possible with raster paths.

Due to the potentially very severe nature of the weld defects, unfilled voids and other
disturbances caused by weld starts and stops, all rapid prototyping and wear replacement by
GMAW systems would need to pay at least some attention to the way they execute weld starts
and stops, depending on the demands of the particular application. This is because no matter
what weld path is used and how much they are minimised, there is always at least one weld start
and stop pair per fill layer. The more demanding the application, the more sophisticated the
weld start and stop control would need to be. Systems that incorporate material removal could
tolerate some of these problems to a degree, however the increased machining required would
increase production time. It is recommended that all systems should seek to avoid these
problems during layer welding by using fewer numbers of individual welds per fill layer.
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A further stability issue was found in this thesis that is linked to the problems associated with
weld starts and stops. It was found that a weldment heating up during a layer welding procedure
is a source of thermal instability since later weld beads are made under different thermal
conditions than earlier beads. This was found to result in potentially significant geometric
instability in the form of uneven weld pool sizes, uneven weld bead shapes and an increased risk
of melting the thin wall boundary. It was found that it is very desirable to counter this
phenomenon by pausing the layer welding process to allow the substrate to cool, however this
can only be done between separate individual welds. Thus the more individual welds per fill
layer a weld path employs, the more scope there is for thermal control, due to the increased
opportunities for the scheduling of cooling stops.

Dickens and Spencer had previously recognised that heat build-up in the substrate in rapid
prototyping by GMAW is undesirable and leads to a deterioration in object quality [Dickens,
Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. To try to
combat heat build-up they advocated the use of thermal sensing and pausing the build process
until the substrate reached a desirable temperature. This thesis confirms the need to remove
excess heat from the weldment. However this thesis expands on this result by showing that any
increase at all in substrate temperature is undesirable since it leads to a corresponding change in
weld bead shape, thus introducing geometric instability. This thesis also makes the key
observation that pausing for cooling is only possible between individual welds, as described
above and thus that path strategies vary in their ability to accommodate cooling stops.

Thus it was found that the number of individual welds per fill layer used by a path strategy
affects both the numbers of weld starts and stops and the ability to schedule cooling stops.
Increased scope for thermal control through cooling stops also leads to a decreased ability to
avoid the problems associated with weld starts & stops. It is suggested that a balance needs to be
kept in terms of the number of individual welds per layer, between introducing layer-wide
thermal instability and introducing problems near weld starts and stops. The more individual
welds per fill layer a path strategy uses, the more it needs to rely on special procedures to
control weld starts and stops, though this also varies with application. This conflicting link
between the number of weld starts and stops and the opportunities for the scheduling of cooling
pauses and the need to balance these through the number of individual welds per fill layer, has
not appeared in existing literature.

Practical rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW systems would need to make a
judgement regarding the particular application's tolerance to the problems introduced by weld
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starts and stops, the performance of their weld start and stop control techniques (if any), the
importance of thermal control and regularity to the particular application and the number of
cooling pauses that may be necessary to adequately control weldment temperature during layer
filling.

It is also suggested that discrete raster path strategies have too many individual welds per fill
layer and more than any of the other path strategies. The actual number varied depending on the
raster angle and layer shape, yet even in the best case scenario they still used twice as many as
contour path strategies. As a result, they had the best scope for thermal control through cooling
stops. However they also had unnecessarily high numbers of weld starts and stops and
sometimes very short welds. As a consequence, the weldments they produced were found to be
of very poor quality. The use of discrete raster path strategies is therefore not recommended in
rapid prototyping or wear replacement by GMAW.

Nickel investigated the residual stresses produced by discrete raster paths in SDM using low
carbon steels [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 2001]. Nickel
found that the highest residual stresses occur in the direction of the raster lines and that lower
residual stresses and lower base plate deflections can be produced by using higher numbers of
short raster lines, rather than lower numbers of longer raster lines. This is consistent with the
findings of Spencer, Matthes and Song, who all found that in rapid prototyping by welding, the
greatest residual stresses occur in the direction of the weld bead [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]
[Matthes and Alaluss, 2001] [Song, Park, et al., 1999]. Song proposed a similar methodology
for reducing stress as Nickel and recommended considering shorter weld beads instead of longer
ones.

Even though the use of greater numbers of short welds may reduce residual stress and distortion
in a weldment, this thesis shows that such a methodology has the serious disadvantage of
increasing the number of weld starts and stops and this cannot be overlooked. Therefore such a
methodology for reducing residual stress cannot be automatically recommended. The
consequences of the problems introduced by increased numbers of weld starts and stops would
need to be weighed against the stress relief benefits. However it also cannot be overlooked that
residual stresses and distortion are a major problem in rapid prototyping and wear replacement
by GMAW and must be controlled in some way in order for the process to be successful. If this
stress and distortion reduction methodology is not used due to concerns about weld starts and
stops, then some other stress control technique may be required.
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It was found that the continuous raster path strategies and the single armed spiral path strategies
had too few individual welds per fill layer. They only had one individual weld per layer and
consequently avoided all but one weld start and stop pair. However they could not schedule any
cooling stops during layer filling and thus were found to introduce very significant thermal
instability. As a result of this thermal instability, it was determined that continuous raster paths
and single armed spiral paths are not desirable, except for applications that are very
undemanding. These two types of path strategies, especially the continuous raster paths, have
very often been used in the past, yet the disadvantages reported here have not appeared in
previous literature.

Contour path strategies were found to have an intermediate number of individual welds per
layer: fewer than discrete raster paths yet more than continuous raster paths and spiral paths.
They were found to have a desirable balance between thermal control and avoidance of weld
starts and stops that should suit many types of applications. Contour paths would thus be an
attractive choice for many rapid prototyping and wear replacement applications. While they
have been used in the past, this positive attribute of theirs had not been previously identified.
Though it should be noted that contour paths can generate very short welds in the centre of
layers, depending on layer shape.

Double armed spiral paths always use two individual welds per layer, thus they were able to
avoid more weld starts and stops than both discrete raster paths and contour paths. At the same
time, it was found that the thermal instability that they introduced due to their very limited
scope for thermal control did not have major consequences, especially if the spiral arms were
welded from the middle of the layers outwards towards the edges. The thermal instability that
they introduced was certainly of a much lower magnitude than that of single-armed spiral paths
or continuous raster paths. Thus they were also found to have a desirable balance between
thermal control and avoidance of weld starts and stops, which also had not been previously
recognised. As a result, double-armed spiral paths would also be an attractive choice for many
rapid prototyping and wear replacement applications.

It would also be possible to use self-constrained spiral paths with four or more spiral arms, thus
further increasing the scope for thermal control achievable through spiral paths. Though of
course such paths would then use more weld starts and stops and thus need to rely more heavily
on special techniques to control these areas.

Finally, a new observation was made regarding the number of individual welds per fill layer
versus layer size, when using contour or spiral path strategies. It was observed that the number
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of individual welds per fill layer used by contour path strategies increases with increasing layer
size, whereas the number of welds per layer used by spiral path strategies is always constant. At
the same time, reduced thermal control due to fewer opportunities to schedule cooling stops
may be less of a problem with larger layer sizes due to the heat being distributed over a larger
area. Thus it is predicted that the desirability of double armed spiral paths would increase with
increasing layer size, whereas the desirability of contour paths would decrease. Thus it can be
seen that layer size may also affect the choice of weld path strategy in rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by GMAW.

11.4 Weld Path Performance at Layer Edges
It was found in this thesis that certain path strategies produce very significant geometric &
thermal instabilities and weld defects at fill layer edges. It was also noticed that this can lead to
overheating and melting of the thin wall boundaries. Based on the instabilities and defects
identified, a number of important recommendations were developed for weld path design near
layer edges.

It is recommended by this thesis that layer edges be filled by a single weld running unbroken all
the way along the inside of the layer perimeter. While it may be possible to improve weldment
quality near layer edges through other special localised techniques, it was found that it is very
desirable to avoid having to do so by following this recommendation where possible. This
recommendation was foreshadowed by Farouki, who predicted that in rapid prototyping in
general contour paths would tend to produce smoother deposition near the edges of a layer than
raster paths, because they are offset from the layer boundary [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994].
This thesis confirms this prediction for the case of rapid prototyping and wear replacement by
GMAW.

All of the spiral and contour path strategies investigated in this thesis were found to do this and
were found to perform very well at layer edges as a result. However by the nature of their
design, it is impossible for any raster path strategy to do this and all the various raster path
strategies investigated in this thesis performed very poorly at layer edges. Depending on layer
shape and raster angle, they were found to produce many defects such as large unfilled voids,
uneven deposition, thermal instability and melting of the thin wall boundary. The spiral paths
that were employed for circular layers in this thesis also failed to follow this principle. These
circular spirals did not properly fill the edges of the circular layers at all, producing large
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unfilled voids and other associated defects as a result. These circular spiral path strategies were
therefore found to be totally unsuitable for circular layers in their current form and would need
to be re-designed or augmented with special edge filling techniques.

These results echo the results of past researchers investigating the performance of continuous
raster paths at layer edges in FDM [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999] [Qiu, Langrana, et al., 2001]
[Tarabanis, 2001] [Wenbiao and Jafari, 2000]. They found that the many corners that these
raster paths use are responsible for producing very significant unfilled voids and uneven
deposition at the layer edges in FDM. In order to try to minimise these defects, they advocated
minimising the number of corners or changes in direction used by continuous raster paths.
However this thesis showed that continuous raster paths can never perform as well at layer
edges as contour or spiral paths. Kulkarni and Dutta also found that the voids produced by
continuous raster paths at layer edges are smallest when the raster lines meet the edge of the
layer at 90º. Continuous raster paths were also found to be problematic in wear replacement by
GMAW by Tinkler. Tinkler found that corners in continuous raster paths introduce thermal
instability in wear replacement by GMAW, stating that when using these paths "it is important
that process parameters be carefully controlled during the reversing stage of each pass in order
to maintain good quality" [Tinkler, Fihey, et al., 1991].

This thesis confirms that weld path corners at layer edges in rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW produce voids and inconsistent deposition and should be avoided,
otherwise special techniques would need to be employed to control deposition in these regions.
The recommendation in this thesis to use a single weld running along the inside of the layer
perimeter is thus a corollary of these results. However it should also be noted that systems that
include material removal may be able to ignore this recommendation, though doing so would
increase the amount of material that they would need to remove, which would increase their
production time.

Furthermore, on the topic of spiral path strategies, it may be noted that Kulkarni and Dutta as
well as Sarma proposed the Spiral of Archimedes for the filling of circular layers [Kulkarni and
Dutta, 1999] [Sarma, 2000]. However as mentioned previously, this thesis found that spiral
paths based on the Spiral of Archimedes alone are totally unsuitable for circular shapes in rapid
prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW. They would either need to be totally redesigned,
which would increase the complexity of their calculation, or have special edge filling
procedures added to them. The only systems that could possibly use spiral paths based on the
Spiral of Archimedes alone for circular shapes may be systems that use material removal,
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though they would need to remove large amounts of material which would significantly increase
their production time.

Kulkarni, Dutta and Sarma also proposed a spiral path for the filling of square layers that was
made up of linked straight line segments, the position of whose corners was a function of their
angle about the centre [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999] [Sarma, 2000]. However Kulkarni and Dutta
noted that the spiral arms of such a path are never parallel to the sides of the layer and rightly
predicted that this would lead to large unfilled voids at the layer edges. As a result, they
proposed the type of spiral path for rectangular layers that was used by Spencer and was also
used in this thesis with good results, since it followed the method recommended by this thesis
[Spencer and Dickens, 1995]. It may also be noted that a convenient mathematical description
was developed in this thesis for this type of path, for the case of rectangles and squares.

Another recommendation for weld path design near layer edges advocated by this thesis was
that any fill welds that cannot be parallel to the thin wall boundary and that need to approach or
leave the edge of a layer should do so perpendicularly to the boundary, in order to minimise
geometric instability. This recommendation was formulated after it was found that unfilled
voids at layer edges increase in size when the angle is more acute. This confirmed the findings
of Kulkarni and Dutta who found that this was the case in FDM [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999].
Another reason for this recommendation was also found to be that the weld pool metal of fill
welds tended to be attracted to the thin wall boundary due to surface tension, which distorted the
fill weld bead shape at the boundary interface.

The final recommendation for weld path design near layer edges developed by this thesis
concerned the filling of layer corners. It was recommended that corners in a layer perimeter that
had been defined by a thin wall boundary should be filled using an unbroken weld that follows a
path offset from that of the thin wall boundary and passes right into and through the corner
apex. Spiral and contour paths were found to do this and were most successful at filling such
corners. On the other hand, it was found that raster paths could only do this in special
circumstances. Where raster paths did not do this, they were found to produce unfilled voids and
possibly other defects and in some circumstances significant thermal instability. However it was
also found that while it is very useful, this recommendation on its own is insufficient to
guarantee good fill quality at the apex's of sharp corners in a layer perimeter, without also
melting through the thin wall boundary. Some special localised procedure may still be required
to guarantee good fill quality at the apex's of sharp corners in a layer perimeter. It may be noted
that Kulkarni and Dutta as well as Qiu proposed varying the deposition rate in extrusion-based
rapid prototyping such as FDM in order to eliminate unfilled voids at the apex's of corners in
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layer edges [Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999] [Qiu, Langrana, et al., 2001]. Some similar methods
may be required in rapid prototyping by GMAW.

Overall, the contour and spiral path strategies investigated in this thesis performed much better
at the edges of layers and in the corners than the various raster path strategies. The only
exception being the spiral path strategies used to fill circular layers, which were not suitable on
their own in their current form. This thesis thus showed the very significant differences in
performance in these regions of raster paths compared to contour and spiral paths, the
supremacy of these latter two not having been clearly stated in existing literature. This result
increases the attractiveness of contour and spiral path strategies for rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW.

11.5 Weld Path Corners
It was found by this thesis that all corners in a weld path, not just those at the edges of fill
layers, tend to introduce instabilities that would better be avoided. Corners in weld paths were
found to be potentially very significant sources of thermal instability due to the welds moving
through their own trailing temperature fields. It was seen that this caused temporary rises in
surface temperature at the weld pool and thus localised changes in weld bead shape. It also
increased the risk of melting the thin wall boundary if the weld path corner was at the edge of a
layer. This fact that transient variations in surface temperature occur at weld path corners would
have been known to investigators of rapid prototyping or wear replacement by GMAW, yet the
significance of it had not been explicitly explored.

A number of simple yet very useful recommendations were made for weld path design for
minimising the instabilities introduced by corners. Despite their usefulness and simplicity, they
had not been clearly advocated in previous literature for rapid prototyping or wear replacement
by GMAW. It was recommended that weld paths should be designed to have corners in the weld
path such that the included angles be as close to 180° as possible and the radii of curvature be as
large as possible. That is, that corners be as straight as possible, with the ideal being no corners
at all. It was also recommended that weld path corners be as far away from each other as
possible. For a given layer shape, it is easy to implement these recommendations since they
prescribe the use of contour or spiral type weld paths. Yet layer shapes with sharp corners in
their perimeter will still necessitate the use of sharp corners in the weld path. Where required,
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extra control of weld bead behaviour at weld path corners could be achieved through special
localised techniques such as the variation of welding current.

Both contour and spiral path strategies were found to make good use of the weld path corner
design recommendations. They could not avoid corner angles and curvatures that were dictated
to them by the layer perimeter, but they did avoid introducing their own extra corner
instabilities. The only exception to this was at the centre of layers where they could not avoid
using weld path corners that were close together. This is another advantage of contour and spiral
style weld paths that should add to their attractiveness for rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW, yet it had not been expressed in existing literature.

In contrast, it was found that continuous raster paths introduced many unnecessary cornerinduced instabilities, because they had to move from one raster line to the next. Furthermore,
these corner-induced instabilities all occurred at the layer edges, where they were found to be
prone to damaging the thin wall boundary, as was discussed in the previous section of this
chapter. These unnecessary corner-induced instabilities were found to be even worse in cases
where the raster lines were not perpendicular to the layer boundary and also where the raster
lines were short. This disadvantage of continuous raster paths was found to significantly
degrade the quality of the objects they produced, yet it had also not been expressed in existing
literature.

As far as continuous raster paths go, Kamarthi claimed that the optimal ones in convex polygon
layers for CNC milling were those that had their raster lines parallel to the longest side of the
polygon, since it conserved total path length and therefore machining time [Kamarthi,
Bukkapatnam, et al., 2000] [Kamarthi, Pittner, et al., 1997]. This principle is expected to be
advantageous for rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW, since it is expected to
minimise the weld path corners occurring in a continuous raster path. However even in this best
case scenario, continuous raster paths will still introduce much more corner-induced instability
than contour and spiral paths. Combined discrete and continuous raster paths were also found to
introduce unnecessary corner-induced instabilities, though to a lesser extent than continuous
raster paths, since they were forced to follow every second raster line.

It was found that the fundamental need of continuous and combined raster paths to traverse
successive raster lines, or every second raster line, was an unnecessary source of significant
instability near the path corners. The ability of contour and spiral paths to avoid any
unnecessary corner-induced instability and to use all the space available to them was found to
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be a new key to improved path performance beyond what can be achieved through balancing the
number of individual welds per layer alone.

It is possible that this attribute of contour and spiral paths may also help to reduce residual
stresses. This attribute is expected to also translate into more symmetrical heat distributions in
the substrate, which in turn should lead to reduced residual stresses according to Ramaswami
and Chin [Ramaswami, 1997] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 1996] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 2001 a and b].
However more research would be necessary before making such recommendations for stress
reduction through open-loop weld path design. Nevertheless, the possibility of residual stress
control through open-loop weld path design is worth pursuing through further research since it
could greatly benefit the process. Some stress control methodologies rely on pausing deposition
in order to execute some explicit stress reduction procedure, whereas the ideal would be to rely
as much as possible on time efficient methodologies such as weld path design.

Finally, it can be noted that a known added problem with weld path corners is that they can lead
to too much material being deposited at the corner apex. This had been recognised by Kmecko
and Kovacevic and many other researchers investigated rapid prototyping by GMAW, as well as
being predicted to be the case for all rapid prototyping in general by Sarma [Kmecko, Hu, et al.,
1999] [Sarma, 2000]. A common approach to solving this problem is to reduce the amount of
material deposited at the apex, either by temporarily increasing the welding speed or by
temporarily decreasing the wire feed rate under synergic control. In any case, it is best to avoid
such weld path corners where possible and this is an added reason to adopt the corner
minimisation recommendations put forward in this thesis.

11.6 Constraint Strategies
It was found in this thesis that the self-constrained and non-constrained welding strategies had
very different geometric stability properties. Self-constrained strategies were found to produce
symmetrical, evenly formed weld beads that were not skewed and that formed in their intended
locations. This was because each weld type in self-constrained welding is made under
symmetrical constraint conditions. This was found to be a very important advantage of selfconstrained welding in terms of geometric stability, that had not appeared in existing literature.

It was also found that self-constrained welding had another useful attribute when used with
contour and discrete raster path strategies. It was found that when used with these path
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strategies, self-constrained welding gave extra scope for thermal control while conserving build
time, through flexibility of the weld order of individual welds. Unlike non-constrained welding,
self-constrained contour and discrete raster paths can employ any weld order as long as the
welds are made with the proper modes of constraint. This enables welds that are relatively far
away from each other to be made in quicker succession with reduced cooling time in between,
due to the reduced thermal impact of one upon the other. In this way, it is possible to design the
weld order such that thermal control is maintained while reducing total build time. This useful
advantage of self-constrained welding had also not appeared in existing literature.

It may also be recalled at this point that Ramaswami had advocated symmetrical heat deposition
into substrates in SDM for reduced residual stresses and that this was supported by the work of
Chin, who found that greater thermal gradients inside an object lead to greater residual stresses
[Ramaswami, 1997] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 1996] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 2001 a and b]. It is expected
that the flexibility in weld order afforded by the self-constrained welding strategy could also be
used to increase the symmetry of the heat deposition and thus reduce residual stresses. However
further research would be required to more fully investigate this possibility. Also, Fessler
claimed that in SDM by laser welding the self-constrained welding strategy itself inherently
reduces stress compared to non-constrained welding, irrespective of weld order [Fessler, Merz,
et al., 1996]. However Fessler failed to recognise that the experiment that was used to test this
was flawed, since it compared raster paths with different raster angles. As has been discussed
previously in this chapter, the raster angle itself is known to affect residual stresses.

However self-constrained welding was found to have one significant disadvantage. The selfconstrained welding strategy requires two sets of welding parameters for two different types of
welds, ridge and trough, unlike the non-constrained welding strategy that only require one. It
was found that the two sets of welding parameters must be perfectly matched with each other
and with the gap between the welds in order to produce a good result. Otherwise, selfconstrained welding cannot produce flat, even layers. This had also previously been recognised
by Kalligerakis and Spencer, who both presented this as a disadvantage of self-constrained
welding [Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992] [Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al.,
1998].

However a positive feature that comes out of using two different weld types, with the trough
welds having their shape constrained by the ridge welds, is that the trough welds' current can be
varied within a certain range for other useful purposes. Spencer proposed varying the trough
welding current to help control weldment temperature and Kalligerakis proposed varying the
current to help control penetration and dilution for demanding wear replacement applications
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[Spencer and Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998] [Kalligerakis and Mellor, 1992].
However it needs to be remembered that the trough welding current needs to be high enough to
burn away slag that tends to accumulate in the troughs and to penetrate and fully fuse with the
surrounding substrate on all three sides of the weld bead. It also needs to be low enough not to
melt through the adjacent ridge weld beads. Spencer also proposed the use of through-the-arc
sensing for automatic control of the trough weld parameters to help achieve these goals. It
would also be possible to employ some form of thermal sensing and feedback, either of the
surface immediately ahead of the weld pool or of the entire substrate, to help with the control of
substrate temperature.

Thus the self-constrained welding strategy was found to be very attractive, however the need to
use two very well matched sets of weld parameters is a problem that would need to be addressed
by rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW systems that use this strategy. These
weld parameters cannot be predicted using the simple formula for mean weld bead area based
on filler wire diameter, wire feed speed and travel speed. This is because the height of the
deposited layer depends on the height of the ridge weld beads and therefore on their heat input
and the substrate surface temperature. The geometry of the trough channels that the trough
welds need to fill thus depend on the shape of the ridge welds as well as the weld bead gap. The
higher and narrower the ridge weld beads, the greater the weld bead area required from the
trough welds.

In order to overcome the disadvantage of having to precisely match the two sets of weld
parameters and the gap between the weld beads, it may be desirable to consider real-time
control systems that can sense the geometry of the trough channels and set the trough weld
parameters accordingly. It is envisaged that such control systems would need to use a laser
sensing system to sense the shape and size of the channel immediately ahead of the trough weld
and vary the weld parameters to suit. This could then ensure flat and even deposition and
remove the need to predict the required trough weld parameters in advance. If such a control
system is not used, then rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW systems would
need to set their ridge and trough weld parameters based on a database of pre-programmed
proven weld parameter pairs and/or predictive calculations of ridge weld bead shape.

On the other hand, the non-constrained welding strategy was found to produce skewed
asymmetrical weld beads that form shifted away from their intended locations. This was found
to be due to the asymmetric constraint conditions under which the welds are made, with the
direction of the skewness and the positional shift being dependent on the weld order of the weld
beads. This property of the non-constrained welding strategy was found to result in potentially
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grossly uneven material deposition, with less material being deposited in some locations and
more in others, depending on the layer shape and the particular path strategy used. Thus the
non-constrained welding strategy was found to be an inherent source of very significant
geometric instability and this was found to be a very important disadvantage of the strategy that
had not appeared in existing literature.

As a result, non-constrained welding is generally not recommended for rapid prototyping
applications, which are generally not expected to tolerate this geometric instability and which
should consider using self-constrained welding instead. However the results produced by nonconstrained welding may be adequate for less demanding wear replacement applications such as
the surfacing of ground-engaging tools. Also, systems that incorporate material removal may be
more tolerant of non-constrained welding, though it is expected to slow them down due to the
removal of extra material. The one advantage of non-constrained welding over self-constrained
welding is that it only uses one set of weld parameters, not two.

Therefore self-constrained welding was found to have much better geometric stability properties
than non-constrained welding, which had not previously been shown to be the case in existing
literature, on the condition that the ridge and trough weld settings are very well matched. Selfconstrained welding would be recommended for most applications, especially demanding ones,
though non-constrained welding may still be appropriate for less demanding wear replacement
applications. It may be noted that Kalligerakis had previously claimed that self-constrained
welding produced smoother surface profiles than non-constrained welding in wear replacement,
but did not elaborate further and did not prove this to be the case, concentrating rather on
comparing other advantages and disadvantages of these two welding strategies [Kalligerakis and
Mellor, 1992].

11.7 Welding Direction
It was found in this thesis that path strategies that first fill-in the outer regions of a layer and
work their way inwards towards the centre, tend to promote increased heat concentration in the
centre of the layer and thus extra thermal instability. At the same time, it was found that path
strategies that fill-in a layer in the opposite manner do not produce such heat concentration in
any region, since they deposit heat in an ever wider area. This result is in agreement with the
decision made by Tarabanis to use contour paths that started in the centre and worked their way
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outward rather than the other way around in FDM "for heat dissipation purposes", though
Tarabanis did not elaborate at all on this decision [Tarabanis, 2001].

This form of thermal instability was very evident with the non-constrained single armed spiral
path strategy, when programmed to weld from the outside of a fill layer inwards. This path
strategy produced significant thermal and geometric instability at the centres of fill layers that
would be particularly harmful for rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW
applications where thermal cycles or dilution levels are especially important. This was thus
found to be a significant new disadvantage of this particular path strategy and it is not
recommended for such applications.

Such extra thermal instability at the centres of layers is however always undesirable and it is
therefore recommended in general to consider using path strategies that work from the centre of
a layer outwards instead, or at least to keep this in mind when designing cooling pauses in the
build process.

It may be noted here that Nickel compared inside-outwards non-constrained contour paths with
outside-inwards ones in SDM using low carbon steel and found that the outside-inwards contour
paths produced lower residual stresses and deformation [Nickel, 1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al.,
1999] [Nickel, Barnett, et al., 2001]. However it needs to be pointed out that this path strategy
was found in this thesis to have especially poor geometric properties in rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by GMAW, courtesy of the non-constrained welding strategy and is therefore
not recommended. Also, as discussed previously, all contour paths have the ability to schedule
cooling pauses between any two contour welds, the design of which would affect the residual
stresses and deformation. Therefore more research would be required before making
recommendations for stress reduction based on weld path design.

11.8 Inter-Layer Thermal Control
It was found in this thesis that not letting a weldment cool enough between layers results in
inter-layer thermal instability, which results in weld bead shapes varying in shape between
layers. This is an undesirable source of instability and it is recommended that it be avoided. It is
recommended that for maximum inter-layer stability, the welding of new layers should begin
with the weldment being at a constant temperature for all layers. Those path strategies that
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generate higher surface temperatures at the end of a layer filling procedure would thus require
longer inter-layer cooling stops.

This result is in step with Dickens and Spencer who advocated the use of thermal sensing and of
pausing the build process to allow the weldment to cool to a desired temperature before
continuing [Dickens, Cobb, et al., 1993] [Dickens, Pridham, et al., 1992] [Spencer, Dickens, et
al., 1998]. Spencer trialled this and found that it is especially beneficial for thin wall welding,
though any cooling time is added directly to the total build time. Spencer contemplated forced
cooling yet stated that this could lead to cracking and recommended that "extensive" further
research is still needed into cooling techniques and their effects on object properties. It may be
noted at this point that, as has been previously discussed, different path strategies have different
scope for thermal control during layer filling. However, it is recommended that all layer filling
should begin with a surface temperature that is as constant as possible. Using a temperature
sensor may be a good way of doing this.

The phenomenon of heat build-up as an object grows in rapid prototyping by GMAW was also
recognised by Song, who found that it was undesirable since it affected weld bead dimensions
and microstructure, causing these to vary depending on the height above the base plate [Song,
Park, et al., 1998]. Song also showed that as an object grows, the cooling rate of the layer being
welded decreases due to the changing object geometry. To try to combat such heat build-up,
Song proposed varying the welding parameters as a function of the layer's height above the base
plate. However while this may be useful, one would still need to remain within the range of
suitable welding parameters, since welding parameters also affect other issues such as
penetration, inclusions and thin wall regularity. The variation in cooling rate during the build
process, though, may be another reason to use thermal sensing since the time a layer needs to
reach a certain temperature would vary. However it needs to be remembered that the more
sensing and feedback a rapid prototyping or wear replacement by GMAW system uses, the
more expensive and complex to operate it would tend to be. Any such thermal sensing would
need to be as robust and cost-effective as possible.

Another important factor to consider in this discussion is residual stress. Chin found that greater
thermal gradients inside an object lead to greater residual stresses in SDM by microcasting
[Chin, Beuth, et al., 1996] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 2001 a and b]. Since welding of any kind
inherently deposits heat, Chin recommended always keeping substrate temperatures high as well
as uniform and constant and recommended uniform preheating of the entire object during the
build process in order to reduce residual stresses. A similar result was obtained by Matthes, who
found that reducing or removing inter-layer cooling time in rapid prototyping by welding and
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thus allowing weldment temperatures to grow, reduces residual stresses [Matthes and Alaluss,
2001]. In thin wall welding by GMAW, Spencer found that hotter thin walls have lower residual
stresses but decreased surface finish and recommended a compromised level of cooling to
balance thin wall regularity with residual stresses [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. However
Spencer did not offer any recommendations for heat and stress control in solid object welding.
Song presented a similar set of recommendations for the control of stress and microstructure in
rapid prototyping by GMAW. Song recommended the preheating of base plates, the use of
thicker base plates, the periodic heat treatment of weldments and cooling rates for weldments
that are as low as possible [Song, Park, et al., 1999].

As has been discussed throughout this chapter, this thesis stresses the need for maximum
thermal consistency and recommends weld path design methodologies that maximise thermal
stability. This is consistent with the recommendation of Chin that weldment temperatures
should be as uniform and constant as possible in order to reduce residual stress [Chin, Beuth, et
al., 1996] [Chin, Beuth, et al., 2001 a and b]. It is consistent both in terms of intra-layer thermal
stability where weld path design plays a major role, as well as in terms of inter-layer thermal
stability as discussed in this section of the chapter.

However the above authors also recommend keeping weldment temperatures high, as well as
constant, in order to reduce stresses. Yet many researchers have found that the quality of thin
weld walls deteriorates very quickly with increasing surface temperature [Ribeiro, 1998]
[Ribeiro, 1999] [Ribeiro and Norrish, 1997] [Ribeiro, Ogunbiyi, et al., 1997] [Dickens,
Pridham, et al., 1992] [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999] [Kovacevic and Beardsley,
1998] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Furthermore, this thesis found that any imperfections in
the thin wall boundary propagate throughout the rest of the weldment, that very high quality thin
wall boundaries are a key to good object quality and that melting or even overheating of the thin
wall boundary by the fill welds is very bad for object quality.

Thus the methodology of reducing stresses by keeping weldment temperatures high is
inconsistent with the need to maximise thin wall quality. It would be technically possible to
keep weldment temperatures high and then cooling them down very slowly to room temperature
before performing further thin wall welding and then heating the weldment up again, however
this would drastically increase production time and it is not expected to be practical. It should
also be noted at this point that if this thesis had used uniform weldment preheating it would not
have affected the findings of the thesis and the results of the thesis are valid whether uniform
preheating is used or not. Furthermore, controlled heating and cooling of weldments implies
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extra equipment and therefore expense. Therefore more research is needed into the optimisation
and balancing of the various needs of rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW.

11.9 Weld Defects
It was found that slag inclusions are a common type of weld defect in rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by GMAW. In order to avoid slag inclusions, the fill welds must be set such
that they generate enough heat to burn the slag away. Apart from slag inclusions and instances
where various defects occurred through bad weld path design as discussed previously, no other
weld defects were found to be a problem. The cross-sectional samples that were taken all
showed full fusion.

The boundary method used in this thesis, previously successfully used by Spencer, Zhang, De
Boer and Jacono, was once again confirmed to work well and it is practical for use in rapid
prototyping by GMAW systems [De Boer, Jacono, et al., 2000] [Jacono, 1999] [Spencer and
Dickens, 1995] [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998] [Zhang, Li, et al., 2002]. It allows for full
fusion, yet at the same time it also allows for control of the outer wall geometry through the use
of the thin wall boundary. Yet once again it should be noted that it depends on the thin wall
boundary being of very high quality and not being melted or overheated as a result of the layer
filling. One disadvantage of the boundary method is that it relies on a separate set of welding
parameters for the thin wall welds. As a result, rapid prototyping by GMAW systems would
need to balance the height of the thin wall welds with the fill welds in order to produce flat top
surfaces. However this would be less of an issue with systems that incorporated material
removal.

It was found that the most likely place for slag inclusions to occur is at the inner side of the thin
wall boundary. However it was also found that it is particularly difficult to burn slag away from
this region, because of the need to melt right down into the corner where the thin wall boundary
and fill layer meet, without melting the thin wall boundary. This result had not appeared in
existing literature. This is therefore another negative attribute of the boundary method, since
weld defects cannot be tolerated and special attention must be given to these regions. Fill welds
with higher heat inputs than normal might be required in these regions, in conjunction with
longer cooling times to allow the thin wall boundary to cool down to a desirable temperature.
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11.10 Final Recommendations
It was found in this thesis that the best naturally performing and most attractive path strategy for
an expected wide range of applications in rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW,
is the self-constrained double-armed spiral path strategy when programmed to weld from the
inside of a layer outwards. This path strategy was found to have the optimum mix of geometric,
thermal and weld defect properties, though this would vary depending on the particular
application.

For applications requiring extra scope for thermal control, where control over weldment
temperature is critical, this thesis recommends the self-constrained contour path strategy. This
path strategy was found to have better natural scope for thermal control than the above
mentioned double-armed spiral path strategy, however this was at the cost of having a much
reduced capacity to avoid the problems associated with weld starts and stops. As a result, it
would need to rely more heavily on special measures to control the regions near weld starts and
stops.

Raster weld path strategies and the non-constrained welding strategy are not recommended
except for undemanding applications.

One disadvantage of contour and spiral paths that has so far not been mentioned in this
discussion is that they can be significantly more complex to generate for a given layer shape
than raster paths. Further information regarding the generation of contour and spiral paths has
been provided in previous work by Farouki [Farouki, Tarabanis, et al., 1994], Kao [Kao, 1999]
[Kao and Prinz, 1998], Ramaswami [Ramaswami, 1997], Sarma [Sarma, 2000], Tarabanis
[Tarabanis, 2001] and Vosniakos [Vosniakos and Papapanagiotou, 2000]. This is something that
rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW systems would need to accommodate in
order to benefit from the use of these path strategies.

Thus by using one of these two path strategies that were found to be most attractive, rapid
prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW systems can enjoy improved geometric and
thermal stability and fewer problems with weld defects, simply through the choice of weld path.
This is a significant new way of combating geometric and thermal instability that had not been
achieved by previous researchers investigating rapid prototyping and wear replacement by
GMAW.
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In conclusion, it can be seen that there are various issues critical to the success of RP/WR by
GMAW, such as dimensional accuracy and surface quality, residual stresses and distortion,
avoidance of weld defects and unfilled voids, as well as build time. Other issues such as cost,
robustness, portability are also important. However as found in this thesis, many of these issues
tend to oppose one another and it is difficult to address all of them since improving one may
harm another. As mentioned previously, much still remains to be investigated and there is need
for still further research into rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW.

However it can be concluded that in order to best address the various important issues, a flexible
and multi-faceted approach is required. It is predicted that the most successful rapid prototyping
and wear replacement by GMAW systems in practice will probably use some combination of:
•

Stability and weld defect control through open-loop weld path design

•

Special techniques to improve deposition quality at weld starts, stops and corners

•

Controlled heating and cooling for controlling stress and microstructure, either explicit
and/or as part of the deposition process

•

Some form of material removal

•

And some form of robust and cost effective temperature and/or substrate geometry sensing
with real-time control of some aspects of the build process.
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12.1 Conclusions of Thesis
The effects of open-loop weld path design on the stability and performance of rapid prototyping
(RP) and wear replacement (WR) by the robotic GMAW process were studied. This was done
by identifying a range of weld path design strategies and focussing on their effects on the
geometric and thermal stability of the build process, on weld defects and on total build time.
The objective was to test whether open-loop weld path design could be used to improve process
stability and performance and to optimise weld path design by comparing weld path design
strategies and establishing which performed best. It was found that:

1)

The stability of the rapid prototyping and wear replacement by GMAW process is very
sensitive to weld path design.

2)

Optimised open-loop weld path design can be used to greatly improve process stability
and performance.

3)

The quality of an object built using the "boundary method" is very dependent on the
quality of the thin wall boundaries and it was found that any overheating or melting of
the thin wall boundaries by any fill welds is very detrimental to object quality and must
be avoided.

4)

Weld starts and stops introduce instabilities caused by arc ignitions, arc ignition
failures, weld heating zones and crater filling zones and thus tend to be very
detrimental to object quality. It was argued that it is very desirable to avoid such
problems by avoiding weld starts and stops by using fewer individual welds per fill
layer.

5)

Weld path strategies that employ higher numbers of individual welds per fill layer have
greater scope for thermal control, since the build process can be paused between
individual welds to implement temperature control measures. Otherwise, weld pool
sizes and weld bead shapes vary due to varying substrate temperatures due to continual
welding, which can be a very significant source of geometric instability.

6)

A balance needs to be kept in terms of the number of individual welds per layer,
between introducing layer-wide thermal instability and introducing problems near weld
starts and stops. The more individual welds per fill layer a path strategy uses, the more
it needs to rely on special procedures to control weld starts and stops, depending on the
particular application.
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7)

Certain path strategies tend to produce very significant geometric and thermal
instabilities and weld defects at fill layer edges. A number of useful recommendations
were developed for weld path design near layer edges.

8)

Corners in weld paths are potentially very significant sources of thermal instability due
to the welds moving through their own trailing temperature fields. This causes
temporary rises in surface temperature at the weld pool and thus localised changes in
weld bead shape. A number of simple yet useful recommendations were made for weld
path design for minimising the instabilities introduced by corners.

9)

The self-constrained welding strategy produces symmetrical, evenly formed weld
beads that are not skewed and that form in their intended locations, due to each weld
type being made under symmetrical constraint conditions. The self-constrained
welding strategy was found to be attractive for use in rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW, though there is a need to balance the parameters of the two
weld types.

10)

The non-constrained welding strategy produces skewed asymmetrical weld beads that
form shifted away from their intended locations, due to the asymmetric constraint
conditions under which the welds are made, with the direction of the skewness and the
positional shift being dependent on the weld order of the weld beads. This can result in
potentially grossly uneven material deposition. The non-constrained welding strategy is
generally not recommended, though it may be adequate for less demanding wear
replacement applications such as the surfacing of ground-engaging tools.

11)

Path strategies that first fill-in the outer regions of a layer and work their way inwards
towards the centre tend to promote increased heat concentration in the centre of the
layer and thus extra thermal instability. Path strategies that fill-in a layer in the
opposite manner do not produce such heat concentration in any region, since they
deposit heat in an ever wider area.

12)

The welding of new layers should begin with the weldment being at a constant
temperature for all layers, otherwise weld bead shapes will vary between layers, due to
inter-layer thermal instability. This is undesirable and weldment temperature control
measures should be implemented between layers.

13)

Slag inclusions are a common type of weld defect in rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW. They are particularly common on the insides of thin wall
boundaries, where they are problematic to overcome.
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14)

The best naturally performing and most attractive path strategy for an expected wide
range of applications, is the self-constrained double-armed spiral path strategy when
programmed to weld from the inside of a layer outwards. This path strategy was found
to have the optimum mix of geometric, thermal and weld defect properties, though this
would vary depending on the particular application.

15)

Improvements were made in the designs of spiral paths and equations suitable for
implementation by a robot were developed to mathematically describe and generate
spiral paths in rectangular and circular shapes.

16)

The self-constrained contour path strategy is recommended for applications requiring
extra scope for thermal control, where control over weldment temperature is critical.
This path strategy was found to have better natural scope for thermal control than the
above mentioned double-armed spiral path strategy, however this was at the cost of
having a much reduced capacity to avoid the problems associated with weld starts and
stops. As a result, it would need to rely more heavily on special measures to control the
regions near weld starts and stops.

17)

The commonly used raster family of weld paths performed especially poorly when
compared to other types of weld paths and is not recommended except for very
undemanding applications.

18)

By using one of the most recommended path strategies, rapid prototyping and wear
replacement by GMAW systems can enjoy improved geometric and thermal stability
and fewer problems with weld defects, simply through the choice of weld path.

19)

Overall, a flexible and multi-faceted approach is required in rapid prototyping and
wear replacement by GMAW. It is predicted that the most successful systems in
practice will make use of a combination of technologies such as: appropriate weld path
design; special welding procedures for difficult regions; controlled heating and cooling
for stress and microstructure control; material removal; and some form of robust and
cost effective real-time temperature and/or substrate geometry feedback control.
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12.2 Recommendations for Further Research
This thesis has shown that open-loop weld path design can be used to control the stability of
rapid prototyping and wear replacement by robotic GMAW and that optimal weld path design
can greatly improve process stability and performance. The following further research is
recommended:

1)

Development of special procedures to maximise stability and minimise weld defects
near arc ignitions, weld heating zones and crater fill regions and to minimise arc
ignition failures.

2)

Development of procedures to completely fill in the apex's of sharp corners at the
edges of fill layers and to minimise weld defects in these areas.

3)

Development of special procedures to minimise localised uneven deposition and
thermal instability at weld path corners by varying process parameters such as travel
speed, feed rate and heat input.

4)

Modification or re-design of spiral paths to make them suitable for use with circular
objects.

5)

Study of the automatic optimisation and generation of weld paths for more complex
object geometries and the effects of weld path design strategies on process stability and
performance in more complex geometries.

6)

Further study comparing the performance of self-constrained vs. non-constrained
welding for different applications.

7)

Development of practical models for the prediction of weld parameters for the two
types of welding in self-constrained welding.

8)

Further study of weld defects produced by weld path strategies at difficult geometries
and the minimisation of slag inclusions.

9)

Investigation into residual stress reduction through open-loop weld path design and the
development of practical and robust guidelines on how to deal with the issue of
residual stress in rapid prototyping and wear replacement applications.

10)

Study of the effects of open-loop weld path design on thermal gradients and thermal
cycles and their effects on the microstructures of more complex metals.
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11)

Development of robust and cost-effective real-time feedback control systems for
controlling key process parameters such as: control of contact-tip to workpiece
distance based on welding process signals; control of trough fill weld settings based on
trough channel geometry in self-constrained welding; control of cooling stop duration
based on weldment surface temperature; control of heat input based on surface
temperature immediately ahead of the weld pool.

12)

Improvement through weld path design of process stability and performance in rapid
prototyping and wear replacement by the robotic GTAW process.

13)

Physical modelling of the effects of weld path design on geometric and thermal
stability.

14)

Development of comprehensive commercially viable hybrid rapid prototyping and
wear replacement systems involving deposition by welding, leveraging combinations
of technologies, specifically suited for key areas of industrial application.
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Sample Raster Path Robot Program
'mraste12.prg'
%%%
VERSION:1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE MRASTE12
! mraste12.prg
! Michael Siminski June 2001
! Based on mraster1.prg (Michael Siminski)
! This program welds a solid rectangle using the
!
boundary/self-constrained fill methodology, using a raster fill
!
pattern, that is discrete (ie not a single continuous weld) and has
!
a raster angle of 0 degrees (parallel to the long side of the
!
rectangle).
CONST robtarget pHome:=*;
CONST robtarget pOverhead:=*;
CONST robtarget pStart{2}:=[*,*];
VAR robtarget pwallBR;
VAR robtarget pwallBL;
VAR robtarget pwallTL;
VAR robtarget pwallTR;
CONST num NumRasterLines:=3;
VAR robtarget pfill1{3};
VAR robtarget pfill2{3};
CONST num FillWeldOrder{3}:=[2,1,3];
CONST bool FillWeldRidge{3}:=[TRUE,FALSE,FALSE];
CONST bool WaitAfterFWeld{3}:=[TRUE,TRUE,TRUE];
VAR num WallLayersNeed;
VAR num WallLayersDone;
VAR num CurrentFillLayer;
CONST num WallLayPerFill:=1.66667;
!Number of extra wall layers sets (each set equals 'WallLayPerFill' layers)
! that the walls will be ahead of the fill by
CONST num WallSetsAhead:=2;
CONST num RectLength:=80;
CONST num RectWidth:=26.5;
CONST num FillStartEndGap:=6.625;
CONST num NumFillLayers:=12;
VAR num NumWallLayers;
VAR num NumWallLayersInt;
CONST num VertOffseto:=1.45;
CONST num VertOffseti:=2.5;
! Wait time between filler welds
CONST num WaitSec:=120;
PERS welddata wldwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS weavedata wvdz:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PROC weldfills()
VAR string TempStr;
VAR bool LastFill;
LastFill:=FALSE;
IF CurrentFillLayer=NumFillLayers LastFill:=TRUE;
TempStr:="Fill layer no.: " + NumToStr(CurrentFillLayer,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumFillLayers,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF LastFill=TRUE TPWrite "Last fill layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Fill...";
weldfill LastFill;
CurrentFillLayer:=CurrentFillLayer+1;
ExecOffsetFill;
ENDPROC
PROC weldfill(bool IsLastLayer)
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR clock FillClock;
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VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR

num TempTime;
num TimeGone;
num i;
bool TempBool;
bool TempBool2;

TimeGone:=0;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumRasterLines DO
ClkReset FillClock;
ClkStart FillClock;
TempNum:=FillWeldOrder{i};
TempBool:=FillWeldRidge{i};
TempBool2:=WaitAfterFWeld{i};
TempStr:="Welding raster line no.: " + NumToStr(TempNum,0);
TPWrite TempStr;
IF TempBool=TRUE THEN
wldfill:=wldfill1;
smdfill:=smdfill1;
TempStr:="(A ridge weld)";
ELSE
wldfill:=wldfill2;
smdfill:=smdfill2;
TempStr:="(A trough weld)";
ENDIF
TPWrite TempStr;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ArcL\On,pfill1{TempNum},vmax,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL\Off,pfill2{TempNum},v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
TempTime:=ClkRead(FillClock);
ClkStop FillClock;
IF IsLastLayer=FALSE OR i<NumRasterLines THEN
IF TempBool2=TRUE THEN
TempTime:=TempTime+WaitSec;
ENDIF
ENDIF
TimeGone:=TimeGone+TempTime;
IF IsLastLayer=FALSE OR i<NumRasterLines THEN
IF TempBool2=TRUE THEN
TempStr:="Waiting for " + NumToStr(WaitSec,0) + " seconds...";
TPWrite TempStr;
WaitTime WaitSec;
ENDIF
ENDIF
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDFOR
TempStr:="Fill layer build time = " + NumToStr(TimeGone,0) + " [s]";
TPWrite TempStr;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDPROC
PROC weldwalls(num RunNum)
VAR num i;
VAR string TempStr;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RunNum DO
TempStr:="Wall layer no.: " + NumToStr(WallLayersDone+1,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumWallLayersInt,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF (WallLayersDone+1)=NumWallLayersInt TPWrite "Last wall layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Thin Walls...";
weldwall;
WallLayersDone:=WallLayersDone+1;
ExecOffsetWall;
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayersNeed+WallLayPerFill;
ENDPROC
PROC weldwall()
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ArcL\On,pwallBR,vmax,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallBL,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallTL,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallTR,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL\Off,pwallBR,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
ENDPROC
PROC ExecOffsetWall()
pwallBR:=Offs(pwallBR,0,0,VertOffseto);
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pwallBL:=Offs(pwallBL,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallTR:=Offs(pwallTR,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallTL:=Offs(pwallTL,0,0,VertOffseto);
ENDPROC
PROC ExecOffsetFill()
VAR num i;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumRasterLines DO
pfill1{i}:=Offs(pfill1{i},0,0,VertOffseti);
pfill2{i}:=Offs(pfill2{i},0,0,VertOffseti);
ENDFOR
ENDPROC
PROC setup()
VAR num TempInt;
VAR num i;
wldwall:=[5,100,4,0,5,100,4];
smdwall:=[1,2,130,3,0,5,0,5,110,2,0,0,0.5,1,100,2];
! "ridge" fill welds
wldfill1:=[4,120,5.5,0,4,120,5.5];
smdfill1:=[1,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,130,5.5,0,1,0.5,1,100,5.5];
! "trough" fill welds
wldfill2:=[4,150,7,0,4,150,7];
smdfill2:=[1,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,150,6.75,0,1,0.5,1,100,7];
pwallBL:=Offs(pwallBR,-RectLength,0,0);
pwallTR:=Offs(pwallBR,0,RectWidth,0);
pwallTL:=Offs(pwallBL,0,RectWidth,0);
TempInt:=RectWidth/(NumRasterLines+1);
pfill1{1}:=Offs(pwallBR,-FillStartEndGap,TempInt,0);
pfill2{1}:=Offs(pwallBL,FillStartEndGap,TempInt,0);
FOR i FROM 2 TO NumRasterLines DO
pfill1{i}:=Offs(pfill1{i-1},0,TempInt,0);
pfill2{i}:=Offs(pfill2{i-1},0,TempInt,0);
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayPerFill;
WallLayersDone:=0;
CurrentFillLayer:=1;
NumWallLayers:=WallLayPerFill*NumFillLayers;
NumWallLayersInt:=Round(NumWallLayers);
ENDPROC
PROC main()
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR num NumWallExecute;
TPErase;
TPReadNum TempNum,"Enter starting position number (1-2): ";
TempNum:=Round(TempNum);
IF TempNum < 1 OR TempNum > 2 EXIT;
pwallBR:=pStart{TempNum};
setup;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillLayers DO
TPErase;
IF i=1 THEN
IF WallSetsAhead>0 THEN
FOR j FROM 1 TO WallSetsAhead DO
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF WallLayersDone<NumWallLayersInt THEN
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDIF
weldfills;
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE
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Appendix B
Contour Weld Paths
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Sample Contour Path Robot Program
'mcontr10.prg'
%%%
VERSION:1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE MCONTR10
! mcontr10.prg
! Michael Siminski April 2002
! Based on mcontr09.prg (Michael Siminski)
! This program welds a solid circle using the boundary/non-constrained
!
fill methodology, using a contour fill pattern.
CONST robtarget pHome:=[[630.99,-316.37,350.29],[5E-06,-0.722556,0.691312,-1.9E-05],[1,0,-1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]];
CONST robtarget pOverhead:=[[820.97,197.75,314.1],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]];
CONST robtarget pStart{2}:=[[[857.4,195.3,20.8],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]],
[[747.4,195.3,20.8],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]];
VAR robtarget pWallCentre;
VAR robtarget pFillCentre;
! Number of whole contours (loops) used for fill (a line weld centre
!
counts as 0.5 contours)
! Contours are numbered from outside
CONST num NumContours:=6;
VAR num FillRadius{6};
CONST num FillWeldOrder{6}:=[1,2,3,4,5,6];
CONST bool FillWeldRidge{6}:=[FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,FALSE];
CONST bool WaitAfterFWeld{6}:=[TRUE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE];
VAR num NumFillWelds;
VAR bool InnerPoint;
VAR num WallLayersNeed;
VAR num WallLayersDone;
VAR num CurrentFillLayer;
CONST num WallLayPerFill:=1.66667;
! Number of extra wall layers sets (each set equals 'WallLayPerFill'
!
layers) that the walls will be ahead of the fill by
CONST num WallSetsAhead:=2;
CONST num Radius:=40;
CONST num NumFillLayers:=6;
VAR num NumWallLayers;
VAR num NumWallLayersInt;
CONST num VertOffseto:=1.45;
CONST num VertOffseti:=2.5;
! Wait time between filler welds
CONST num WaitSec:=120;
PERS welddata wldwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS weavedata wvdz:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];

PROC weldfills()
VAR string TempStr;
VAR bool LastFill;
LastFill:=FALSE;
IF CurrentFillLayer=NumFillLayers LastFill:=TRUE;
TempStr:="Fill layer no.: " + NumToStr(CurrentFillLayer,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumFillLayers,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF LastFill=TRUE TPWrite "Last fill layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Fill...";
weldfill LastFill;
CurrentFillLayer:=CurrentFillLayer+1;
ExecOffsetFill;
ENDPROC
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PROC weldfill(bool IsLastLayer)
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR num WeldNum;
VAR clock FillClock;
VAR num TempTime;
VAR num TimeGone;
VAR num i;
VAR bool IsRidge;
VAR bool WaitAfter;
VAR robtarget pTemp1;
VAR robtarget pTemp2;
VAR robtarget pTemp3;
VAR robtarget pTemp4;
TimeGone:=0;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillWelds DO
ClkReset FillClock;
ClkStart FillClock;
WeldNum:=FillWeldOrder{i};
IsRidge:=FillWeldRidge{i};
WaitAfter:=WaitAfterFWeld{i};
TempStr:="Welding contour no.: " + NumToStr(WeldNum,0);
TPWrite TempStr;
IF IsRidge=TRUE THEN
wldfill:=wldfill1;
smdfill:=smdfill1;
TempStr:="(A ridge weld)";
ELSE
wldfill:=wldfill2;
smdfill:=smdfill2;
TempStr:="(A trough weld)";
ENDIF
TPWrite TempStr;
pTemp1:=Offs(pFillCentre,FillRadius{WeldNum}*Cos(0), FillRadius{WeldNum}*Sin(0),0);
pTemp2:=Offs(pFillCentre,FillRadius{WeldNum}*Cos(90), FillRadius{WeldNum}*Sin(90),0);
pTemp3:=Offs(pFillCentre,FillRadius{WeldNum}*Cos(180),
FillRadius{WeldNum}*Sin(180),0);
pTemp4:=Offs(pFillCentre,FillRadius{WeldNum}*Cos(270),
FillRadius{WeldNum}*Sin(270),0);
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ArcL\On,pTemp1,vmax,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
IF WeldNum=NumFillWelds AND InnerPoint=TRUE THEN
ArcL\Off,pTemp1,vmax,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ELSE
ArcC pTemp2,pTemp3,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ArcC\Off,pTemp4,pTemp1,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ENDIF
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
TempTime:=ClkRead(FillClock);
ClkStop FillClock;
IF IsLastLayer=FALSE OR i<NumFillWelds THEN
IF WaitAfter=TRUE THEN
TempTime:=TempTime+WaitSec;
ENDIF
ENDIF
TimeGone:=TimeGone+TempTime;
IF IsLastLayer=FALSE OR i<NumFillWelds THEN
IF WaitAfter=TRUE THEN
TempStr:="Waiting for " + NumToStr(WaitSec,0) + " seconds...";
TPWrite TempStr;
WaitTime WaitSec;
ENDIF
ENDIF
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDFOR
TempStr:="Fill layer build time = " + NumToStr(TimeGone,0) + " [s]";
TPWrite TempStr;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDPROC

PROC weldwalls(num RunNum)
VAR num i;
VAR string TempStr;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RunNum DO
TempStr:="Wall layer no.: " + NumToStr(WallLayersDone+1,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumWallLayersInt,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF (WallLayersDone+1)=NumWallLayersInt TPWrite "Last wall layer!";
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TPWrite "Welding Thin Walls...";
weldwall;
WallLayersDone:=WallLayersDone+1;
ExecOffsetWall;
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayersNeed+WallLayPerFill;
ENDPROC

PROC weldwall()
VAR robtarget
VAR robtarget
VAR robtarget
VAR robtarget

pTemp1;
pTemp2;
pTemp3;
pTemp4;

pTemp1:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(0),Radius*Sin(0),0);
pTemp2:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(90),Radius*Sin(90),0);
pTemp3:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(180),Radius*Sin(180),0);
pTemp4:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(270),Radius*Sin(270),0);
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ArcL\On,pTemp1,vmax,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ArcC pTemp2,pTemp3,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ArcC\Off,pTemp4,pTemp1,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
ENDPROC

PROC ExecOffsetWall()
pWallCentre:=Offs(pWallCentre,0,0,VertOffseto);
ENDPROC

PROC ExecOffsetFill()
pFillCentre:=Offs(pFillCentre,0,0,VertOffseti);
ENDPROC

PROC setup()
VAR num i;
VAR num MinDim;
VAR num ContourGap;
wldwall:=[5,100,4,0,5,100,4];
smdwall:=[10,2,130,3,0,10,0,5,115,3,0,0,0.5,1,100,2];
! "ridge" fill welds
wldfill1:=[4,120,5.5,0,4,120,5.5];
smdfill1:=[10,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,130,5.5,0,1,0.5,1,120,5.5];
! "trough" fill welds
wldfill2:=[4,150,7,0,4,150,7];
smdfill2:=[10,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,150,6.75,0,0.3,0.5,1,150,7];
pFillCentre:=pWallCentre;
MinDim:=2*Radius;
IF ((2*NumContours) MOD 2) = 0 THEN
!No centre point weld
InnerPoint:=FALSE;
NumFillWelds:=NumContours;
ELSE
!Centre point weld
InnerPoint:=TRUE;
NumFillWelds:=NumContours+0.5;
ENDIF
ContourGap:=MinDim/(2*NumContours+1);
FillRadius{1}:=Radius-ContourGap;
FOR i FROM 2 TO NumFillWelds DO
FillRadius{i}:=FillRadius{i-1}-ContourGap;
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayPerFill;
WallLayersDone:=0;
CurrentFillLayer:=1;
NumWallLayers:=WallLayPerFill*NumFillLayers;
NumWallLayersInt:=Round(NumWallLayers);
ENDPROC

PROC main()
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR num NumWallExecute;
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TPErase;
TPReadNum TempNum,"Enter starting position number (1-2): ";
TempNum:=Round(TempNum);
IF TempNum < 1 OR TempNum > 2 EXIT;
pWallCentre:=pStart{TempNum};
setup;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillLayers DO
TPErase;
IF i=1 THEN
IF WallSetsAhead>0 THEN
FOR j FROM 1 TO WallSetsAhead DO
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF WallLayersDone<NumWallLayersInt THEN
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDIF
weldfills;
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE
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Spiral Weld Paths
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Circular Spirals
Circular Spirals With One Spiral Arm

An illustration of the circular spiral path with one spiral arm and the formula that defines it are
given below.

r=

dθ
2π

θ ≥ 0 (radians)

The welding robot could be programmed to move in either straight lines or circular arcs, but not
circular spirals. Thus this spiral path was approximated by using a large number of discrete points,
with the points being connected to each other with individual circular arcs. However if the points
were too close to each other, the welding robot would not be able to plot a path for itself between
the points. Thus a minimum distance was used to ensure that consecutive points would be separated
by at least this distance. This distance was called 'a' and is illustrated above.

The discrete spiral points were calculated according to the following formula:

θn =

2π an
, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N
d

It should be noted that using this formula, the inner-most two points will be separated by exactly
the distance 'a', while the other points will be separated by distances greater than 'a'. The value of 'a'
used in the robot programs was 0.5mm. 'N' was calculated for a given circular fill area according
to:

R − d
, R = programmed fill area radius
N=
 a 
Where x  is the largest integer not greater than x. This function was used as it is well suited for
the welding robot.
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However it was desirable to set the outer-most spiral point exactly, so that the spiral path
terminated at exactly the desired distance from the fill area boundary. The outer-most spiral point
was therefore defined to lie further than 'θN' and was calculated separately, according to the
following formula:

R 
θlast = 2π − 1 , R = programmed fill area radius
d 
θ = θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., θN, θlast

Thus the total number of points used to define the spiral was 'N + 2'. It should also be noted that the
desired gap between adjacent welds is here equal to 'd'.

Circular Spirals With Two Spiral Arms

An illustration of the circular spiral path with two spiral arms and the formula that defines it are
given below.

r=

± d(2θ + π )
4π

θ ≥ 0 (radians)

For the purposes of this thesis, spiral arm number one will be the positive radius spiral arm and will
be the "ridge" weld for the self-constrained welding strategy. Also, spiral arm number two will be
the negative radius spiral arm and will be the "trough" weld for the self-constrained welding
strategy.

As described previously for the single arm spiral path, the welding robot could not weld circular
spirals directly, thus the path was approximated by a large number of discrete points connected by
circular arcs and calculated according to the following formula:

θn =

2π an
, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., Ni , i = 1, 2
d
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Where 'i' corresponds to spiral arms one and two, respectively. As previously mentioned, the value
of 'a' used in the robot programs was 0.5mm. 'Ni' was calculated for a given circular fill area
according to:

 4R − 5d 
 4R − 3d 
, N2 = 
N1 = 

 , R = programmed fill area radius
 4a 
 4a 
Where x  is the largest integer not greater than x. This function was used as it is well suited for
the welding robot.

It was desirable to set the outer-most spiral points exactly, so that the spiral paths terminated at
exactly the desired distances from the fill area boundary. The outer-most spiral points were
therefore defined to lie further than '(θN)i' and were calculated separately, according to the
following formulae:

 R 3
R 5
−  , (θlast)2 = 2π −  , R = programmed fill area radius
 d 4
 d 4

(θlast)1 = 2π

θ = θ0, θ1, θ2, ..., (θN)i, (θlast)i

Thus the total number of points used to define each spiral arm was 'Ni + 2'. It should also be noted
that the desired gap between adjacent welds is here equal to 'd/2'.

Sample Circular Spiral Path Robot Program - 'mspirl02.prg'
%%%
VERSION:1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE MSPIRL02
! mspirl02.prg
! Michael Siminski May 2002
! Based on sptest2.prg (Michael Siminski)
! This program welds a solid circle using a spiral fill pattern.
CONST robtarget pHome:=[[630.99,-316.37,350.29],[5E-06,-0.722556,0.691312,-1.9E-05],[1,0,-1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]];
CONST robtarget pOverhead:=[[820.97,197.75,314.1],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]];
CONST robtarget pStart{2}:=[[[863.5,197.9,20.5],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]], [[753.5,197.9,20.5],[0,0.707107,0.707107,0],[-1,0,-1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]];
VAR robtarget pWallCentre;
VAR robtarget pFillCentre;
!
!*************************************************************************
!
! Number of spiral arms (must be either 1 or 2)
! If 'spirals'=1 then spiral 1 is effectively trough
! If 'spirals'=2 then spiral 1 is ridge and spiral 2 is trough
CONST num spirals:=1;
!
! Welding from inside to outside or visa-versa for each fill spiral
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! TRUE = from inside to outside
! The size of array 'SpiralInOut' must be equal to 'spirals'
CONST bool SpiralInOut{1}:=[FALSE];
!
! The total number of points required to describe each fill spiral
!
arm (calculated automatically)
! The size of array 'NumArmPoints' must be equal to 'spirals'
VAR num NumArmPoints{1};
!
! The last theta value on the outer end of each fill spiral
!
(in radians) (calculated automatically)
! The size of array 'ThetaLast' must be equal to 'spirals'
VAR num ThetaLast{1};
!
! If 'true' then all points describing a spiral arm are joined with arcs
! If 'false' then the two inner-most points are joined with a straight line
! (calculated automatically)
! The size of array 'AllArcs' must be equal to 'spirals'
VAR bool AllArcs{1};
!
!*************************************************************************
!
VAR num WallLayersNeed;
VAR num WallLayersDone;
VAR num CurrentFillLayer;
CONST num WallLayPerFill:=1.66667;
! Gap between adjacent fill weld paths (mm)
CONST num Gap:=6.66667;
! Minimum allowable distance between two adjacent fill spiral points (mm)
CONST num ADist:=0.5;
! Radial distance gained per 360 degrees for each spiral arm
VAR num DDist;
!Number of extra wall layers sets (each set equals 'WallLayPerFill'
! layers) that the walls will be ahead of the fill by
CONST num WallSetsAhead:=2;
! Length is along x axis of work object
! Width is along y axis of work object
CONST num Radius:=40;
CONST num NumFillLayers:=6;
VAR num NumWallLayers;
VAR num NumWallLayersInt;
CONST num VertOffseto:=1.45;
CONST num VertOffseti:=2.5;
! Wait time between filler welds
CONST num WaitSec:=120;
PERS welddata wldwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS weavedata wvdz:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PROC weldfills()
VAR string TempStr;
VAR bool LastFill;
LastFill:=FALSE;
IF CurrentFillLayer=NumFillLayers LastFill:=TRUE;
TempStr:="Fill layer no.: " + NumToStr(CurrentFillLayer,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumFillLayers,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF LastFill=TRUE TPWrite "Last fill layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Fill...";
weldfill LastFill;
CurrentFillLayer:=CurrentFillLayer+1;
ExecOffsetFill;
ENDPROC
! Calculates the sin value of an angle expressed in radians
FUNC num SinRad(num RadianAngle)
VAR num Answer;
Answer:=Sin(180*RadianAngle/pi);
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC
! Calculates the cos value of an angle expressed in radians
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FUNC num CosRad(num RadianAngle)
VAR num Answer;
Answer:=Cos(180*RadianAngle/pi);
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the spiral radius corresponding to a spiral angle
!
(in radians)
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
FUNC num RSpiral(num Theta,num ArmNum)
VAR num Answer;
Answer:=(DDist*(3-2*ArmNum)*(2*Theta+pi*(spirals-1)))/(4*pi);
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the spiral arm angle 'theta' depending on point number
! (not including the outer terminating spiral arm point) (in radians)
! 'PointNum' = spiral arm point number
!
(0 <= 'PointNum' <= (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2))
FUNC num GetTheta(num PointNum)
VAR num Answer;
Answer:=2*pi*ADist*PointNum/DDist;
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the spiral arm angle 'theta' depending on point number
!
(in radians)
! 'PointNum' = spiral arm point number (0 <= 'PointNum')
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
! Note: If 'PointNum' > ('NumArmPoints{ArmNum}'-2), then this
!
function returns 'ThetaLast{ArmNum}'
FUNC num GetThetaCheck(num PointNum,num ArmNum)
VAR num Answer;
IF PointNum > (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2) THEN
Answer:=ThetaLast{ArmNum};
ELSE
Answer:=GetTheta(PointNum);
ENDIF
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

PROC weldfill(bool IsLastLayer)
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR clock FillClock;
VAR num TempTime;
VAR num TimeGone;
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
VAR num j_;
VAR num LinePointCheck;
VAR num LoopMax;
VAR bool IsRidge;
VAR bool IsLastSpiralArm;
VAR robtarget pTemp1;
VAR robtarget pTemp2;
VAR num TempR;
VAR num TempT;
TimeGone:=0;
FOR i FROM 1 TO spirals DO
ClkReset FillClock;
ClkStart FillClock;
IF spirals=2 AND i=1 THEN
IsRidge:=TRUE;
ELSE
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IsRidge:=FALSE;
ENDIF
IsLastSpiralArm:=FALSE;
IF IsLastLayer=TRUE THEN
IF spirals=1 OR i=2 IsLastSpiralArm:=TRUE;
ENDIF
TempStr:="Welding spiral arm no.: " + NumToStr(i,0);
TPWrite TempStr;
IF IsRidge=TRUE THEN
wldfill:=wldfill1;
smdfill:=smdfill1;
TempStr:="(A ridge parameter spiral)";
ELSE
wldfill:=wldfill2;
smdfill:=smdfill2;
TempStr:="(A trough parameter spiral)";
ENDIF
TPWrite TempStr;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
LoopMax:=NumArmPoints{i};
IF SpiralInOut{i} = TRUE THEN
LinePointCheck:=2;
ELSE
LinePointCheck:=1;
ENDIF
FOR j FROM 1 TO LoopMax DO
IF SpiralInOut{i} = TRUE THEN
j_:=j;
ELSE
j_:=LoopMax-j+1;
ENDIF
TempT:=GetThetaCheck(j_-1,i);
TempR:=RSpiral(TempT,i);
pTemp1:=Offs(pFillCentre,TempR*CosRad(TempT),TempR*SinRad(TempT),0);
IF j=1 THEN
ArcL\On,pTemp1,vmax,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ELSEIF j_=LinePointCheck AND AllArcs{i}=FALSE THEN
IF j=LoopMax THEN
ArcL\Off,pTemp1,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ELSE
ArcL pTemp1,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ENDIF
ELSEIF j=LoopMax THEN
ArcC\Off,pTemp2,pTemp1,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ELSE
IF ((LoopMax-j_) MOD 2) = 1 THEN
pTemp2:=pTemp1;
ELSE
ArcC pTemp2,pTemp1,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun \Wobj:=wbench;
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
TempTime:=ClkRead(FillClock);
ClkStop FillClock;
IF IsLastSpiralArm=FALSE TempTime:=TempTime+WaitSec;
TimeGone:=TimeGone+TempTime;
IF IsLastSpiralArm=FALSE THEN
TempStr:="Waiting for " + NumToStr(WaitSec,0) + " seconds...";
TPWrite TempStr;
WaitTime WaitSec;
ENDIF
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDFOR
TempStr:="Fill layer build time = " + NumToStr(TimeGone,0) + " [s]";
TPWrite TempStr;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDPROC

PROC weldwalls(num RunNum)
VAR num i;
VAR string TempStr;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RunNum DO
TempStr:="Wall layer no.: " + NumToStr(WallLayersDone+1,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumWallLayersInt,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
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IF (WallLayersDone+1)=NumWallLayersInt TPWrite "Last wall layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Thin Walls...";
weldwall;
WallLayersDone:=WallLayersDone+1;
ExecOffsetWall;
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayersNeed+WallLayPerFill;
ENDPROC

PROC weldwall()
VAR robtarget
VAR robtarget
VAR robtarget
VAR robtarget

pTemp1;
pTemp2;
pTemp3;
pTemp4;

pTemp1:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(0),Radius*Sin(0),0);
pTemp2:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(90),Radius*Sin(90),0);
pTemp3:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(180),Radius*Sin(180),0);
pTemp4:=Offs(pWallCentre,Radius*Cos(270),Radius*Sin(270),0);
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ArcL\On,pTemp1,vmax,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcC pTemp2,pTemp3,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcC\Off,pTemp4,pTemp1,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
ENDPROC

PROC ExecOffsetWall()
pWallCentre:=Offs(pWallCentre,0,0,VertOffseto);
ENDPROC

PROC ExecOffsetFill()
pFillCentre:=Offs(pFillCentre,0,0,VertOffseti);
ENDPROC

PROC setup()
VAR num i;
wldwall:=[5,100,4,0,5,100,4];
smdwall:=[10,2,130,3,0,10,0,5,115,3,0,0,0.5,1,100,2];
! "ridge" fill welds
wldfill1:=[4,120,5.5,0,4,120,5.5];
smdfill1:=[10,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,130,5.5,0,1,0.5,1,120,5.5];
! "trough" fill welds
wldfill2:=[4,150,7,0,4,150,7];
smdfill2:=[10,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,150,6.75,0,0.3,0.5,1,150,7];
pFillCentre:=pWallCentre;
DDist:=spirals*Gap;
FOR i FROM 1 TO spirals DO
NumArmPoints{i}:= Trunc((4*Radius-DDist*(4+(3-2*i)*(spirals-1))) / (4*ADist)) + 2;
ThetaLast{i}:=2*pi*Radius/DDist - pi*(4+(3-2*i)*(spirals-1))/2;
IF (NumArmPoints{i} MOD 2) = 1 THEN
! If 'NumArmPoints{i}' is odd
AllArcs{i}:=TRUE;
ELSE
AllArcs{i}:=FALSE;
ENDIF
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayPerFill;
WallLayersDone:=0;
CurrentFillLayer:=1;
NumWallLayers:=WallLayPerFill*NumFillLayers;
NumWallLayersInt:=Round(NumWallLayers);
ENDPROC

PROC main()
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR num NumWallExecute;
TPErase;
TPReadNum TempNum,"Enter starting position number (1-2): ";
TempNum:=Round(TempNum);
IF TempNum < 1 OR TempNum > 2 EXIT;
pWallCentre:=pStart{TempNum};
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setup;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillLayers DO
TPErase;
IF i=1 THEN
IF WallSetsAhead>0 THEN
FOR j FROM 1 TO WallSetsAhead DO
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF WallLayersDone<NumWallLayersInt THEN
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDIF
weldfills;
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE

Rectangular Spirals
Rectangular Spirals With One Spiral Arm

The rectangular spiral path with one spiral arm was defined according to the following diagrams
and constraints:

a≥d
(∴L ≥ W)
N is even
OR
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The number 'N' was restricted to being an even number in order to reduce the number of corners in
the weld path.

The points on the spiral arm, relative to the spiral coordinate system as shown above, could then be
found using the following formulae:

   n + 1
  a
 n + 1 
xn = 2 
mod2  − 1  + d 


 4 
  2
  2 
 n 
  d
 n 
yn = 2   mod2  − 1  + d   
 4 
  2
 2
n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N
Where x  is the largest integer not greater than x, while x mod y = x − y x y  . The formulae
were written in this form in order to be easily applicable to the welding robot. 'a' and 'N' were
calculated according to:

a=L-W+d

W

N = 2  − 2
d

The outer-most point on the spiral arm is specially defined and does not follow the same formulae
as all the other points. It is therefore called 'Plast' and is calculated according to the following
formulae:

 L + d(M − 3) 
xlast = [1 − 2M ]

2


 W − d(M + 1) 
ylast = [2M − 1]

2


W
mod2
 d 

where M = 

P = P0, P1, P2, ..., PN, Plast

Thus the total number of points used to define the spiral arm is 'N + 2'. The desired gap between
adjacent welds is equal to 'd' and 'W/d' must be an integer.

The coordinate system of the spiral path, as shown in the diagrams above, can be found using the
following formulae:
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Ls =

L + d(1 − M )
W + d(1 − M )
, Ws =
2
2

Rectangular Spirals With Two Spiral Arms

The rectangular spiral path with two spiral arms was defined according to the following diagrams
and constraints:

a≥d
(∴L ≥ W)
N1 is even
N2 is even
OR

The numbers 'N1' and 'N2' were restricted to being even numbers in order to reduce the number of
corners in the weld path.

For the purposes of this thesis, spiral arm number one will be the arm that starts from the negative
'x' axis, as shown in the diagram above. It will also be used as the "ridge" weld for the selfconstrained welding strategy. Spiral arm two will be the arm that starts from the positive 'x' axis
and will be the "trough" weld.
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The points on the spiral arms, relative to the spiral coordinate system as shown above, could then
be found using the following formulae:

   n + 1
  a
 n + 1 
(xn)1 = 2 
mod2  − 1  + d 


 2 
  2
  2 

 n 
  d
 n 
(yn)1 = 2   mod2  − 1  + d   
 2 
  2
 2
(xn)2 = −(xn)1 , (yn)2 = −(yn)1
n = 0, 1, 2, ..., Ni , i = 1, 2
Where 'i' corresponds to spiral arms one and two, respectively and where x  is the largest integer
not greater than x, while x mod y = x − y x y  . The formulae were written in this form in order
to be easily applicable to the welding robot. 'a' and 'Ni' were calculated according to:

a=L-W+d

N1 =

W
W
− 4 , N2 =
−2
d
d

The outer-most points on the spiral arms are specially defined and do not follow the same formulae
as all the other points. They are therefore called '(Plast)1' and '(Plast)2' and are calculated according to
the following formulae:

 L − 3d 
 W − 3d 
, (ylast)1 = [2M1 - 1]
(xlast)1 = [1 − 2M1]

 2 
 2 
 L − 3d 
W − d
, (ylast)2 = [2M1 - 1]
(xlast)2 = [1 − 2M1]

 2 
 2 
W
mod2 and M2 = 1 − M1
 2d 

where M1 = 

P = P0, P1, P2, ..., (PN)i, (Plast)i

Thus the total number of points used to define each spiral arm is 'Ni + 2'. The desired gap between
adjacent welds is equal to 'd' and 'W/d' must be an even integer.

The coordinate system of the spiral path, as shown in the diagrams above, can be found using the
following formulae:

Ls =

L + d(1 − 2M1)
W + d(1 − 2M1)
, Ws =
2
2
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Sample Rectangular Spiral Path Robot Program - 'mspirl01.prg'
%%%
VERSION:1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE MSPIRL01
! mspirl01.prg
! Michael Siminski April 2002
! Based on sptest3.prg (Michael Siminski)
! This program welds a solid rectangle (or square) using a spiral
!
fill pattern.
CONST robtarget pHome:=[[630.99,-316.37,350.29],[5E-06,-0.722556,0.691312,-1.9E-05],[1,0,-1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]];
CONST robtarget pOverhead:=[[820.97,197.75,314.1],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]];
CONST robtarget pStart{2}:=[[[897.2,180.5,20.9],[0,0.707107,-0.707107,0],[-1,0,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]], [[787.2,180.5,20.9],[0,0.707107,0.707107,0],[-1,0,-1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]];
VAR robtarget pwallBR;
VAR robtarget pwallBL;
VAR robtarget pwallTL;
VAR robtarget pwallTR;
VAR robtarget pFillOrigin;
!
!**************************************************************************
!
! Number of spiral arms (must be either 1 or 2)
! If 'spirals'=1 then spiral arm 1 is effectively trough
! If 'spirals'=2 then spiral arm 1 is ridge and spiral arm 2 is trough
CONST num spirals:=1;
!
! Welding from inside to outside or visa-versa for each fill spiral arm
!
(in spiral arm order)
! TRUE = from inside to outside
! The size of array 'SpiralInOut' must be equal to 'spirals'
CONST bool SpiralInOut{1}:=[FALSE];
!
! Width of rectangle (ie smallest rectangle dimension), divided by,
! distance (or gap) between adjacent parallel fill weld lines
! If 'spirals'=1 then 'WonD' must be an integer
! If 'spirals'=2 then 'WonD' must be an even integer
CONST num WonD:=4;
!
! The total number of points required to describe each fill spiral
!
arm (calculated automatically)
! The size of array 'NumArmPoints' must be equal to 'spirals'
VAR num NumArmPoints{1};
!
! The x value (from the fill origin) of the point on the outer end of
!
each fill spiral (calculated automatically)
! The size of array 'XLast' must be equal to 'spirals'
VAR num XLast{1};
!
! The y value (from the fill origin) of the point on the outer end of
!
each fill spiral (calculated automatically)
! The size of array 'YLast' must be equal to 'spirals'
VAR num YLast{1};
!
!**************************************************************************
!
! Note: Fill coordinate system used has:
!
- origin inside fill area at a calculated point
!
- x axis in the direction of the length (ie longest dimension) of
!
the rectangle
VAR num WallLayersNeed;
VAR num WallLayersDone;
VAR num CurrentFillLayer;
CONST num WallLayPerFill:=1.66667;
VAR num DDist;
VAR num ADist;
!Number of extra wall layers sets (each set equals 'WallLayPerFill'
! layers) that the walls will be ahead of the fill by
CONST num WallSetsAhead:=2;
! 'RectLength' is along x axis of work object
! 'RectWidth' is along y axis of work object
CONST num RectLength:=80;
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CONST num RectWidth:=26.7;
VAR bool RectLongX;
CONST num NumFillLayers:=6;
VAR num NumWallLayers;
VAR num NumWallLayersInt;
CONST num VertOffseto:=1.45;
CONST num VertOffseti:=2.5;
! Wait time between filler welds
CONST num WaitSec:=120;
PERS welddata wldwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS weavedata wvdz:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];

PROC weldfills()
VAR string TempStr;
VAR bool LastFill;
LastFill:=FALSE;
IF CurrentFillLayer=NumFillLayers LastFill:=TRUE;
TempStr:="Fill layer no.: " + NumToStr(CurrentFillLayer,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumFillLayers,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF LastFill=TRUE TPWrite "Last fill layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Fill...";
weldfill LastFill;
CurrentFillLayer:=CurrentFillLayer+1;
ExecOffsetFill;
ENDPROC

! Calculates the x value (from the fill origin) of the point on a spiral
!
arm corresponding to a given point index
! (not including the outer terminating spiral arm point)
! 'NNum' = point index for which to calculate
!
(0 <= 'NNum' <= (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2))
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
FUNC num XSpiral(num NNum,num ArmNum)
VAR num Answer;
VAR num Sign1;
VAR num Sign2;
Sign1:=3 - 2*ArmNum;
Sign2:=2 * ((Trunc((NNum+1)/2.0)) MOD 2) - 1;
Answer:=ADist/2.0 + DDist*Trunc((NNum+1)/(2*(3-spirals)));
Answer:=Sign1 * Sign2 * Answer;
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the y value (from the fill origin) of the point on a spiral
!
arm corresponding to a given point index
! (not including the outer terminating spiral arm point)
! 'NNum' = point index for which to calculate
!
(0 <= 'NNum' <= (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2))
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
FUNC num YSpiral(num NNum,num ArmNum)
VAR num Answer;
VAR num Sign1;
VAR num Sign2;
Sign1:=3 - 2*ArmNum;
Sign2:=2 * ((Trunc(NNum/2.0)) MOD 2) - 1;
Answer:=DDist/2.0 + DDist*Trunc(NNum/(2*(3-spirals)));
Answer:=Sign1 * Sign2 * Answer;
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the x value (from the fill origin) of the point on a spiral
!
arm corresponding to a given point index
! (INCLUDING the outer terminating spiral arm point)
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! 'NNum' = point index for which to calculate (0 <= 'NNum')
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
! Note: If 'NNum' > (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2),
!
then this function returns 'XLast{ArmNum}'
FUNC num XSpiralCheck(num NNum,num ArmNum)
VAR num Answer;
IF NNum > (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2) THEN
Answer:=XLast{ArmNum};
ELSE
Answer:=XSpiral(NNum,ArmNum);
ENDIF
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the y value (from the fill origin) of the point on a spiral
!
arm corresponding to a given point index
! (INCLUDING the outer terminating spiral arm point)
! 'NNum' = point index for which to calculate (0 <= 'NNum')
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
! Note: If 'NNum' > (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2),
!
then this function returns 'YLast{ArmNum}'
FUNC num YSpiralCheck(num NNum,num ArmNum)
VAR num Answer;
IF NNum > (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2) THEN
Answer:=YLast{ArmNum};
ELSE
Answer:=YSpiral(NNum,ArmNum);
ENDIF
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the fill spiral robtarget with respect to the work object,
!
given the 'x' and 'y' values of the spiral point with respect to the
!
fill coordinate system.
! Offsets from robtarget 'pFillOrigin', and does not change its 'z' value.
FUNC robtarget FillOffs(num XOffs,num YOffs)
VAR robtarget Answer;
IF RectLongX = TRUE THEN
Answer:=Offs(pFillOrigin,XOffs,YOffs,0);
ELSE
Answer:=Offs(pFillOrigin,-YOffs,XOffs,0);
ENDIF
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

! Calculates the fill spiral robtarget with respect to the work object,
!
given its spiral arm point index (INCLUDING the outer terminating
!
spiral arm point)
! 'NNum' = point index for which to calculate (0 <= 'NNum')
! 'ArmNum' = spiral arm number (1 <= 'ArmNum' <= spirals)
! Note: If 'NNum' > (NumArmPoints{ArmNum}-2), then this function
!
returns the outer terminating spiral arm point
FUNC robtarget GetSpiralPoint(num NNum,num ArmNum)
VAR robtarget Answer;
VAR num Xtemp;
VAR num Ytemp;
Xtemp:=XSpiralCheck(NNum,ArmNum);
Ytemp:=YSpiralCheck(NNum,ArmNum);
Answer:=FillOffs(Xtemp,Ytemp);
RETURN Answer;
ENDFUNC

PROC weldfill(bool IsLastLayer)
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR clock FillClock;
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VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR
VAR

num TempTime;
num TimeGone;
num i;
num j;
num j_;
num LoopMax;
bool IsRidge;
bool IsLastSpiralArm;
robtarget pTemp;

TimeGone:=0;
FOR i FROM 1 TO spirals DO
ClkReset FillClock;
ClkStart FillClock;
IF spirals=2 AND i=1 THEN
IsRidge:=TRUE;
ELSE
IsRidge:=FALSE;
ENDIF
IsLastSpiralArm:=FALSE;
IF IsLastLayer=TRUE THEN
IF spirals=1 OR i=2 IsLastSpiralArm:=TRUE;
ENDIF
TempStr:="Welding spiral arm no.: " + NumToStr(i,0);
TPWrite TempStr;
IF IsRidge=TRUE THEN
wldfill:=wldfill1;
smdfill:=smdfill1;
TempStr:="(A ridge parameter spiral)";
ELSE
wldfill:=wldfill2;
smdfill:=smdfill2;
TempStr:="(A trough parameter spiral)";
ENDIF
TPWrite TempStr;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
LoopMax:=NumArmPoints{i};
FOR j FROM 1 TO LoopMax DO
IF SpiralInOut{i} = TRUE THEN
j_:=j;
ELSE
j_:=LoopMax-j+1;
ENDIF
pTemp:=GetSpiralPoint(j_-1,i);
IF j=1 THEN
ArcL\On,pTemp,vmax,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ELSEIF j=LoopMax THEN
ArcL\Off,pTemp,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ELSE
ArcL pTemp,v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ENDIF
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
TempTime:=ClkRead(FillClock);
ClkStop FillClock;
IF IsLastSpiralArm=FALSE TempTime:=TempTime+WaitSec;
TimeGone:=TimeGone+TempTime;
IF IsLastSpiralArm=FALSE THEN
TempStr:="Waiting for " + NumToStr(WaitSec,0) + " seconds...";
TPWrite TempStr;
WaitTime WaitSec;
ENDIF
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDFOR
TempStr:="Fill layer build time = " + NumToStr(TimeGone,0) + " [s]";
TPWrite TempStr;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDPROC

PROC weldwalls(num RunNum)
VAR num i;
VAR string TempStr;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RunNum DO
TempStr:="Wall layer no.: " + NumToStr(WallLayersDone+1,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumWallLayersInt,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF (WallLayersDone+1)=NumWallLayersInt TPWrite "Last wall layer!";
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TPWrite "Welding Thin Walls...";
weldwall;
WallLayersDone:=WallLayersDone+1;
ExecOffsetWall;
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayersNeed+WallLayPerFill;
ENDPROC

PROC weldwall()
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ArcL\On,pwallBR,vmax,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallBL,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallTL,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallTR,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL\Off,pwallBR,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
ENDPROC

PROC ExecOffsetWall()
pwallBR:=Offs(pwallBR,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallBL:=Offs(pwallBL,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallTR:=Offs(pwallTR,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallTL:=Offs(pwallTL,0,0,VertOffseto);
ENDPROC

PROC ExecOffsetFill()
pFillOrigin:=Offs(pFillOrigin,0,0,VertOffseti);
ENDPROC

PROC setup()
VAR num i;
VAR num Lnum;
VAR num Wnum;
VAR num Mnum{2};
VAR num LSnum;
VAR num WSnum;
wldwall:=[5,100,4,0,5,100,4];
smdwall:=[10,2,130,3,0,10,0,5,115,3,0,0,0.5,1,100,2];
! "ridge" fill welds
wldfill1:=[4,120,5.5,0,4,120,5.5];
smdfill1:=[10,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,130,5.5,0,1,0.5,1,100,5.5];
! "trough" fill welds
wldfill2:=[4,150,7,0,4,150,7];
smdfill2:=[10,2,135,4,0,10,0,4,150,6.75,0,0.3,0.5,1,150,7];
pwallBL:=Offs(pwallBR,-RectLength,0,0);
pwallTR:=Offs(pwallBR,0,RectWidth,0);
pwallTL:=Offs(pwallBL,0,RectWidth,0);
IF RectLength<RectWidth THEN
RectLongX:=FALSE;
Lnum:=RectWidth;
Wnum:=RectLength;
ELSE
RectLongX:=TRUE;
Lnum:=RectLength;
Wnum:=RectWidth;
ENDIF
DDist:=Wnum / WonD;
ADist:=Lnum - Wnum + DDist;
FOR i FROM 1 TO spirals DO
NumArmPoints{i}:=Wnum*(3-spirals)/DDist + 2*(i-1) - 2;
Mnum{i}:=(3-2*i)*((Wnum/(spirals*DDist)) MOD 2) + i - 1;
XLast{i}:=(1 - 2*Mnum{1}) * (Lnum - DDist*(Mnum{1}*(spirals-2)+3)) / 2.0;
YLast{i}:=(2*Mnum{1} - 1) * (Wnum - DDist*(Mnum{1}*(2-spirals) + 2*spirals - 2*i +
1)) / 2.0;
ENDFOR
LSnum:=(Lnum + DDist*(1-spirals*Mnum{1})) / 2.0;
WSnum:=(Wnum + DDist*(1-spirals*Mnum{1})) / 2.0;
IF RectLongX = TRUE THEN
pFillOrigin:=Offs(pwallBL,LSnum,WSnum,0);
ELSE
pFillOrigin:=Offs(pwallBR,-WSnum,LSnum,0);
ENDIF
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayPerFill;
WallLayersDone:=0;
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CurrentFillLayer:=1;
NumWallLayers:=WallLayPerFill*NumFillLayers;
NumWallLayersInt:=Round(NumWallLayers);
ENDPROC

PROC main()
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR num NumWallExecute;
TPErase;
TPReadNum TempNum,"Enter starting position number (1-2): ";
TempNum:=Round(TempNum);
IF TempNum < 1 OR TempNum > 2 EXIT;
pwallBR:=pStart{TempNum};
setup;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillLayers DO
TPErase;
IF i=1 THEN
IF WallSetsAhead>0 THEN
FOR j FROM 1 TO WallSetsAhead DO
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF WallLayersDone<NumWallLayersInt THEN
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Press 'OK' to continue...","","","","","OK";
ENDIF
weldfills;
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE
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Appendix D
Shielding Gases for Thin
Wall Welding Experiment
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Aim of Experiment
The aim of this experiment was to test how shielding gas type affects thin wall welding, by
comparing two shielding gases: Argoshield 50 and Argoshield 51.

These two shielding gases Argoshield 50 and 51 are also named "Argoshield Light" and
"Argoshield Universal", respectively, however the former names will be used in this experiment.
More information about these gases can be found in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Argoshield 50 and 51 are both recommended by the manufacturer for the filler wire type being
used [BOC Gases Australia Limited, 1998]. Argoshield 51 had previously been successfully used
for thin wall welding by Jacono [Jacono, 1999], however according to the manufacturer's
information Argoshield 50 produces better arc stability and is specifically suited to welding light
welds [CIG, 1993]. This experiment was thus conducted to compare these two shielding gases and
to test whether Argoshield 50 has any significant advantages over Argoshield 51 in thin wall
welding. The work in this appendix is published in Siminski and De Boer [2002 b].

Argoshield 51 was always intended for layer filling since it is suited to heavier welds [CIG, 1993].
However if Argoshield 50 was shown to be significantly better for thin wall welding, then it may
have been necessary to use Argoshield 51 for the layer filling and Argoshield 50 for the thin walls.
Otherwise, all the welding in this thesis could be performed using only Argoshield 51.

Experimental Method
A series of thin weld walls was welded in the welding cell in order to compare the effects of the
shielding gases. The thin walls were all made to a programmed length of 150mm with 30 vertically
stacked weld layers and a contact-tip to workpiece distance of 15mm. The robot was programmed
to wait 30 seconds between each weld layer, to let the welds cool and reduce the surface
temperature which can otherwise become excessive. The water cooled nozzle was used as well as
automatic wire trimming in between every weld layer. CigWeld Autocraft LW1 filler wire and
6mm thick base plates were used, as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Every thin weld wall was
made on a base plate that was initially at room temperature.
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The two shielding gases tested were [BOC Gases Australia Limited, 1998]:

- Argoshield 50 (3.1% Oxygen, 5% Carbon Dioxide, 91.9% Argon)
- Argoshield 51 (2.75% Oxygen, 16% Carbon Dioxide, 81.25% Argon)

Each shielding gas was tested at two different gas flow rates:

- 15 L/min
- 20 L/min

These flow rates were chosen because they are common flow rate values and because a flow rate of
15L/min was successfully used by Jacono [Jacono, 1999]. Also, it was desirable to test whether or
not gas flow rate would affect the results. The gas flow rate for each weld wall was set while the
robot was not welding, before the start of every weld wall, using the weld monitoring system and
Gas Flow Meter application described in Chapter 4.

Two different sets of weld settings were also used, developed by Jacono for thin wall welding
[Jacono, 1999]:

Weld Settings Used
Settings Name

Voltage

Voltage

Wire feed rate

Travel speed

Vertical increment

(%)

(V)

(m/min)

(mm/s)

(mm)

Low deposition

95

~14.4

2

5

1.25

High deposition

95

~16.6

5

5

1.7

The vertical increment is the distance by which the torch position is adjusted between consecutive
weld layers. After one weld layer is complete, the torch position is adjusted so that the following
layer can be made over the top of it with a constant standoff.

A total of eight weld walls were made; one weld wall for each combination of gas type, gas flow
rate, and weld setting. The wall tests numbering is shown below:
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Weld Tests Key
Wall Test Number

Weld Settings

Gas Type

Gas Flow Rate

1

low deposition

Argoshield 51

20L/min

2

high deposition

Argoshield 51

20L/min

3

low deposition

Argoshield 51

15L/min

4

high deposition

Argoshield 51

15L/min

5

low deposition

Argoshield 50

20L/min

6

high deposition

Argoshield 50

20L/min

7

low deposition

Argoshield 50

15L/min

8

high deposition

Argoshield 50

15L/min

The welding process was monitored and the weld process data was recorded using the weld
monitoring system and the Weld Logger program described in Chapter 4. The weld process data
was measured for five seconds during the middle section of the first ten and last ten weld layers of
each wall. The weld process during every weld layer of every wall was also closely monitored by
eye. The weld walls were inspected visually for surface and weld regularity and any noticeable
defects. The widths and heights of each wall were measured using vernier callipers. The data
recordings were later analysed in the software package Matlab.

The weld process parameters that were calculated for every recorded layer were:

- Mean voltage
- Mean current
- Mean heat input (total heat input calculated using total voltage)
- Mean arc efficiency (calculated as percentage of total power used to melt electrode)
- Mean short-circuit periods (i.e. mean time between short circuits or mean of inverse of
short circuit frequencies)
- Standard Deviation of short-circuit periods (i.e. standard deviation of time between short
circuits or standard deviation of inverse of short circuit frequencies)

The distribution of the short-circuit periods is assumed to be normal [Norrish, 1992]. The standard
deviation of the distribution of short-circuit periods was measured because it can be used as an
indicator of weld process stability, where the smaller the standard deviation, the more stable the
welding process [Norrish, 1992].

Weld temperature was not measured because a suitable temperature measurement sensor was not
available at the time this experiment was conducted.
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Experimental Results
Visual Observations

All the weld walls created showed weld defects near the wall ends. Every wall exhibited
incomplete fusion with the base plates near the outer ends of the walls and had separated from the
base plates in those areas. The geometry of the walls was also defective near the ends.

All of the low deposition walls, those made with the low deposition weld settings, showed
excellent surface quality, very smooth and regular final layers and no visible defects. At no time
during the welding process were any bubbles observed in the weld pool. Visually, all the low
deposition walls were very similar.

One difference observed between the low deposition weld walls was the geometry of their top weld
layers. The top weld layers had slightly different geometry depending on the shielding gas type
used. The Argoshield 51 top weld layers had very small ripples in them, an order of magnitude
smaller than the weld bead height, but their bead height and width regularity was high. The
Argoshield 50 top weld layers did not exhibit such ripples, but their bead height and width
regularity was not quite as high. Thus the Argoshield 51 top weld layers were slightly rougher but
more regular than the Argoshield 50 top weld layers.

During the welding process it was observed that the metal transfer process was somewhat less
stable with Argoshield 51 than with Argoshield 50. The process with Argoshield 51 was seen to
occasionally lose stability, causing short bursts of spatter. This applied irregular forces on the weld
pool and disturbed the weld pool metal at the instant that the instability occurred. The molten metal
was then seen to solidify in its disturbed state, causing the weld bead ripples described above.

A photo of low deposition wall tests 1 and 5 is shown below and the top weld layer of wall test 1 is
also shown below.
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Overview of weld walls 1 and 5

Top weld layer of weld wall 1 (scale shown in mm)

In contrast to the low deposition weld walls, all of the walls made with the high deposition weld
settings were irregular, had irregular final weld layers and poor surface quality. In addition to this,
they exhibited signs of porosity. Visually, however, all of the high deposition walls were also very
similar and no differences could be noticed between them.

The high deposition walls were made using the same cooling time between weld layers as the low
deposition walls, however this was found to be inadequate for the high deposition walls. The high
deposition walls used a much higher heat input than the low deposition walls and thus would have
required a longer cooling time in order to maintain a stable weld temperature as the number of
layers increased. Since this was not the case, the amount of heat inside the high deposition walls
increased as the number of weld layers increased, causing the weld temperature to rise. The higher
temperatures then resulted in the high deposition walls being of a lower quality.
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As with the low deposition weld walls, the welding process was monitored visually during every
weld layer of every weld wall and every weld layer was inspected visually after completion. After
the second or third weld layer of every high deposition weld wall, tiny bubbles of gas were seen to
form in the molten weld metal. Many of these rose to the surface of the molten metal before it
solidified, yet some were clearly seen to solidify inside the weld beads. The weld beads were seen
to "boil", resulting in the weld beads having a "sizzled" texture. This weld boiling slowly increased
as the number of weld layers increased. However, the weld beads were already irregular due to the
increasing weld temperatures and their overall geometry was not seen to be greatly affected by the
weld boiling. The fact that the welds were seen to boil indicates the presence of porosity.

It should be noted that during the high deposition weld walls no weld boiling was ever observed
during the first and second weld layers. The third weld layers were occasionally observed to boil,
but the phenomenon was only slight. The fourth weld layers were clearly seen to boil in all cases,
with the boiling slowly increasing with layer number after that.

A photo of high deposition wall tests 2 and 6 is shown below and the top weld layer of wall test 2 is
also shown below.

Overview of weld walls 2 and 6
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Top weld layer of weld wall 2 (scale shown in mm)

Wall Height and Width Results

The height and width of each weld wall was measured using vernier callipers. These measurements
only reflect the approximate average dimensions of the weld walls, since the weld walls were not
completely regular and their heights and widths varied along their lengths. The wall dimensions
results are presented in the table below.

Thin wall height and width results
Wall Test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Wall Height

39.6

52.7

40.5

53.9

40.0

52.2

40.1

52.5

Wall Width

3.6

6.6

3.3

6.6

3.4

6.7

3.4

6.1

All the walls with low deposition settings had similar height and width values and all the walls with
high deposition settings also had similar height and width values. There was no clear evidence that
these dimensions were affected by either the gas type or the gas flow rate.
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Weld Process Parameter Results

The weld monitoring data measured during the welding process was analysed in order to calculate
the weld process parameters listed in the experimental method. This produced one measured value
for each of the weld process parameters, for each weld layer of each wall.

These weld process parameter results were firstly analysed layer-by-layer to investigate whether
the weld layer number from which the data recordings were taken had any effect on the measured
results, or whether these results were independent of layer number. Each weld process parameter
was graphed versus weld layer number, for layers 1-10 and 21-30 of each weld wall. It was found
that there were no clear trends with any of these process parameters for layer numbers 21-30. Since
no evidence was found to the contrary, it was assumed that the weld process parameters were
independent of weld layer number for weld layers 21-30.

Based on these results, it was decided that the weld data measurements from the last ten weld
layers of each wall can be treated as being repetitions of one another made under identical
conditions, with variations in between layers being due to natural variation and random
measurement inaccuracies. As such, it was also assumed that these results from within each weld
wall are also normally distributed and can thus be combined to estimate populations for each
particular weld process parameter for each particular weld wall.

Next, these populations of each weld process parameter for each weld wall were compared between
weld walls to test for any changes due to gas type or gas flow rate. For example, the mean voltage
from weld wall 1 was compared to the mean voltage from weld wall 3. Since ten weld data
recordings were used per weld wall, corresponding to layers 21-30, each comparison involved
comparing two populations, each with a sample size of ten. For the purposes of the comparisons, it
was assumed that the populations being compared had equal population variances. The
comparisons were performed using a t-test, to test whether there was evidence that the population
means were not equal. If evidence was found that the means of two populations were not equal,
that meant that that gas type or flow rate had affected that particular weld process parameter. An
'alpha' value of 0.05 was used for each t-test and differences in population means were expressed in
the form of 95% confidence intervals.

Each weld process parameter listed in the experimental method was compared by gas type and by
gas flow rate, for each of the weld settings used. For each comparison, a box plot was plotted to
show the populations being compared, a 'p' value was calculated showing the strength of the
evidence that the population means were not equal and the difference in population means was
estimated and given as a 95% confidence interval. These results show the extent, if any, of the
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effects of gas type and gas flow rate on the chosen weld process parameters. Summaries of these
results are presented in the tables below.

Effect of gas flow rate on mean voltage (20L/min vs. 15L/min)
(Typical mean voltage values: 14.4V for low deposition settings;
16.6V for high deposition settings)
Change in mean voltage due to gas flow

With low deposition

With high deposition

rate

settings

settings

With Argoshield 51

0.10 ± 0.03 [V]

-0.05 ± 0.04 [V]

With Argoshield 50

0.10 ± 0.02 [V]

0.05 ± 0.03 [V]

Effect of gas type on mean voltage (Argoshield 51 vs. Argoshield 50)
(Typical mean voltage values: 14.4V for low deposition settings;
16.6V for high deposition settings)
Change in mean voltage due to gas type

With low deposition

With high deposition

settings

settings

With 20L/min

0.02 ± 0.02 [V]

0.01 ± 0.04 [V]

With 15L/min

0.02 ± 0.03 [V]

0.11 ± 0.03 [V]

Effect of gas flow rate on mean current (20L/min vs. 15L/min)
(Typical mean current values: 50A for low deposition settings;
110A for high deposition settings)
Change in mean current due to gas flow

With low deposition

With high deposition

rate

settings

settings

With Argoshield 51

-0.6 ± 0.3 [A]

-0.3 ± 0.5 [A]

With Argoshield 50

-1.1 ± 0.4 [A]

-0.9 ± 0.5 [A]

Effect of gas type on mean current (Argoshield 51 vs. Argoshield 50)
(Typical mean current values: 50A for low deposition settings;
110A for high deposition settings)
Change in mean current due to gas type

With low deposition

With high deposition

settings

settings

With 20L/min

-2.5 ± 0.4 [A]

-1.8 ± 0.5 [A]

With 15L/min

-3.0 ± 0.3 [A]

-2.4 ± 0.5 [A]
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Effect of gas flow rate on mean heat input (20L/min vs. 15L/min)
(Typical mean heat input values: 145J/mm for low deposition settings;
364J/mm for high deposition settings)
Change in mean heat input due to gas

With low deposition

With high deposition

flow rate

settings

settings

With Argoshield 51

-0.7 ± 0.6 [J/mm]

-1.9 ± 1.4 [J/mm]

With Argoshield 50

-2.1 ± 1.0 [J/mm]

-1.6 ± 1.2 [J/mm]

Effect of gas type on mean heat input (Argoshield 51 vs. Argoshield 50)
(Typical mean heat input values: 145J/mm for low deposition settings;
364J/mm for high deposition settings)
Change in mean heat input due to gas

With low deposition

With high deposition

type

settings

settings

With 20L/min

-6.9 ± 1.0 [J/mm]

-5.7 ± 1.3 [J/mm]

With 15L/min

-8.4 ± 0.6 [J/mm]

-5.5 ± 1.3 [J/mm]

Effect of gas flow rate on mean arc efficiency (20L/min vs. 15L/min)
(Typical mean arc efficiency values: 0.225 for low deposition settings;
0.205 for high deposition settings)
Change in mean arc efficiency due to gas

With low deposition

With high deposition

flow rate

settings

settings

With Argoshield 51

-0.011 ± 0.014

-0.001 ± 0.002

With Argoshield 50

0.006 ± 0.003

0.002 ± 0.002

Effect of gas type on mean arc efficiency (Argoshield 51 vs. Argoshield 50)
(Typical mean arc efficiency values: 0.225 for low deposition settings;
0.205 for high deposition settings)
Change in mean arc efficiency due to gas

With low deposition

With high deposition

type

settings

settings

With 20L/min

-0.003 ± 0.014

-0.004 ± 0.002

With 15L/min

0.014 ± 0.002

-0.002 ± 0.002
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Effect of gas flow rate on mean short-circuit periods (20L/min vs. 15L/min)
(Typical mean short-circuit periods values: 21ms for low deposition settings;
13ms for high deposition settings)
Change in mean short-circuit periods due

With low deposition

With high deposition

to gas flow rate

settings

settings

With Argoshield 51

0.30 ± 0.48 [ms]

0.12 ± 0.14 [ms]

With Argoshield 50

-0.67 ± 0.24 [ms]

0.16 ± 0.15 [ms]

Effect of gas type on mean short-circuit periods
(Argoshield 51 vs. Argoshield 50)
(Typical mean short-circuit periods values: 21ms for low deposition settings;
13ms for high deposition settings)
Change in mean short-circuit periods due

With low deposition

With high deposition

to gas type

settings

settings

With 20L/min

-4.61 ± 0.35 [ms]

-3.43 ± 0.16 [ms]

With 15L/min

-5.58 ± 0.40 [ms]

-3.39 ± 0.13 [ms]

Effect of gas flow rate on standard deviation of short-circuit periods (20L/min vs. 15L/min)
(Typical standard deviation of short-circuit periods values: 3.25ms for low deposition settings;
1.70ms for high deposition settings)
Change in std.dev. of short-circuit

With low deposition

With high deposition

periods due to gas flow rate

settings

settings

With Argoshield 51

-0.436 ± 0.319 [ms]

0.091 ± 0.170 [ms]

With Argoshield 50

0.213 ± 0.314 [ms]

-0.047 ± 0.220 [ms]

Effect of gas type on standard deviation of short-circuit periods
(Argoshield 51 vs. Argoshield 50)
(Typical standard deviation of short-circuit periods values: 3.25ms for low deposition settings;
1.70ms for high deposition settings)
Change in std.dev. of short-circuit

With low deposition

With high deposition

periods due to gas type

settings

settings

With 20L/min

1.674 ± 0.294 [ms]

-0.030 ± 0.210 [ms]

With 15L/min

2.322 ± 0.338 [ms]

-0.168 ± 0.181 [ms]
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Discussion of Results
Thin Wall Quality and Dimensions

All of the thin weld walls made had poor properties near their ends, but control of the areas near the
ends of the walls was outside of the experimental scope. Thus no effort was made during this
experiment to control the wall quality there and these end sections are ignored. For strategies
dealing with how to improve object and weld properties near the starts and ends of welds, refer to
Zhang [Zhang, Chen, et al., 2002].

All of the low deposition walls were found to have excellent surface quality, were very smooth, had
regular final layers and showed no visible defects. Visually, all of the low deposition walls looked
very similar. However, all of the high deposition walls were found to be irregular, had irregular
final weld layers, poor surface quality, and showed signs of porosity. Visually, all of the high
deposition walls also looked very similar.

The gas type was found to have a slight effect on the low deposition weld walls. Visual observation
of the welding process showed that the welding process with Argoshield 51 was less stable than
with Argoshield 50. Argoshield 51 produced less regular and more explosive metal transfer, which
caused spatter and ripples to form in the weld pool. Because the weld pool was small and fastfreezing, these ripples solidified in the weld beads. However these ripples were of an order of
magnitude smaller than the weld bead height and thus affected only the weld bead texture, not the
weld bead shape. Argoshield 50 did not produce these ripples, however the final weld beads in the
thin walls produced with this gas were slightly less regular in height and width that those made
with Argoshield 51.

The walls made with the high deposition weld settings used a much higher heat input than the walls
made with the low deposition weld settings, approximately 364J/mm and 145J/mm respectively. As
a result, a lot more heat was added to the weldment with the high deposition settings. However
both were given the same amount of time to cool between consecutive weld layers, which would
have resulted in the high deposition weld walls developing significantly higher weld temperatures.

It is known that increasing weld temperatures decrease the quality of thin weld walls. This was
recognised by Spencer who noted that "excess residual heat not only affected surface finish but also
the bead height, due to delayed solidification" and that "the result was large amounts of porosity,
poor surface finish and increased material flow" [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Spencer also
found that thin walls are especially prone to developing high temperatures due to the restricted heat
flow paths and that increasing cooling time improved wall surface finish. This effect of weld
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temperature on thin wall quality agrees with the large differences in wall quality observed in this
experiment.

Porosity was known to have occurred in the high deposition weld walls because of the presence of
weld "boiling". The welding of every weld in the weld walls was carefully observed and all the
high deposition weld walls had welds which "boiled". Weld boiling is a known phenomena and is a
sign of porosity. Porosity and weld boiling are discussed further in the discussion on porosity
section of this experiment. No weld boiling was ever observed during the first two weld layers, but
was always observed during the third or fourth layers. As the number of weld layers increased, the
amount of weld boiling also was observed to slowly increase. As well as causing porosity, the weld
boiling also had the effect of giving the weld beads a "sizzled" appearance.

The thin wall height and width measurements only measured the approximate average dimensions
of the thin walls since most of the walls were not completely regular. The weld settings used
naturally had an effect on these dimensions, with the high deposition settings producing higher and
wider weld walls, as expected. The low deposition walls had an average height of approximately
40.1mm and an average width of approximately 3.4mm. The high deposition walls had an average
height of approximately 52.8mm and an average width of approximately 6.5mm. Neither the gas
type nor the gas flow rate were seen to have any significant effect on the wall heights or widths.

Weld Process Parameter Effects

The gas flow rate affected all of the measured weld process parameters, but the effects were very
small and considered negligible.

The gas type did affect the mean voltage and mean arc efficiency, but the effects were also very
small and considered negligible.

The gas type had small but significant effects on mean current, mean heat input and mean shortcircuit periods. Argoshield 51 produced mean currents that were lower by 2.8±0.4A compared to
Argoshield 50 with the low deposition weld settings (typical mean current values were 50A) and
lower by 2.1±0.5A compared to Argoshield 50 with the high deposition weld settings (typical mean
current values were 110A). Argoshield 51 produced mean heat inputs that were lower by
7.7±0.8J/mm compared to Argoshield 50 with the low deposition weld settings (typical mean heat
input values were 145J/mm) and lower by 5.6±1.3J/mm compared to Argoshield 50 with the high
deposition weld settings (typical mean heat input values were 364J/mm). Argoshield 51 also
produced mean short-circuit periods that were lower by 5.10±0.38ms compared to Argoshield 50
with the low deposition weld settings (typical mean short-circuit periods values were 21ms) and
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lower by 3.41±0.15ms compared to Argoshield 50 with the high deposition weld settings (typical
mean short-circuit periods values were 13ms). All the confidence intervals given here are the
means of the 95% confidence intervals for the two gas flow rates, as reported in the results section
of this experiment.

It is likely that the lower mean short-circuit periods with Argoshield 51 resulted in lower arc times,
which would have lowered the mean currents. Since the welding speed was always constant and the
effects on mean voltage have been considered negligible, it can be seen that the lower mean
currents with Argoshield 51 resulted in the lower mean heat inputs.

It can also be seen that the gas type affected the mean current, mean heat input and mean shortcircuit periods more significantly for the low deposition weld settings than for the high deposition
weld settings, since the effects are greater for the low deposition settings compared to their typical
parameter values. It should be noted that no difference could be seen in the appearance of the high
deposition weld walls. It should also be noted that as reported above, the low deposition weld walls
made with Argoshield 50 were noticed to have slightly less regularly shaped weld beads than with
Argoshield 51, which is consistent with higher heat input and thus higher weld temperatures. This
agrees with the weld parameter results.

The gas type also had large effects on the standard deviation of short-circuit periods with the low
deposition weld settings, but did not have any proven effects with the high deposition settings.
With the low deposition settings, Argoshield 51 produced standard deviations of short-circuit
periods that were higher by 1.998±0.316ms compared to Argoshield 50 (typical standard deviation
of short-circuit periods values were 3.25ms). With the high deposition settings, Argoshield 51
produced standard deviations of short-circuit periods that were lower by 0.099±0.196ms compared
to Argoshield 50 (typical standard deviation of short-circuit periods values were 1.70ms). Again,
all of the confidence intervals given here are the means of the 95% confidence intervals for the two
gas flow rates, as reported in the results section of this experiment.

This means that the welding process with Argoshield 50 was approximately twice as stable as with
Argoshield 51, in the case of the low deposition settings walls. But in the case of the high
deposition settings walls, the gas type did not affect the welding process stability. The previously
reported lower process stability and solidified ripples seen in the low deposition walls made using
Argoshield 51 and the absence of these phenomena with Argoshield 50 agree with this result.
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Discussion on Porosity
Weld Boiling and Sources of Porosity

The "boiling" effect in a solidifying weld bead is a known phenomenon, and is a known sign of
porosity. The weld "boils" due to bubbles of gas forming in the molten weld metal as it cools and
solidifies. These gas bubbles then get trapped inside the solidified metal and form porosity. The
bubbles form as a result of gas or gases being present in the molten metal. These gases may come
from a combination of two sources: nitrogen gas dissolved in the molten weld pool metal; and
carbon from molten steel reacting with oxygen gas to form carbon monoxide gas [Norrish, 2001].

The solubility of nitrogen gas in molten steel falls as molten steel cools, and the solubility drops
very sharply at the melting point where the molten steel solidifies. If there is more nitrogen gas in
the molten steel than can be dissolved in solid steel, and if the molten steel cools too fast for the
nitrogen to escape, the excess nitrogen comes out of solution and forms bubbles of nitrogen gas.
Thus too much nitrogen gas in the molten steel and a cooling rate that is too high are both causes of
porosity [Norrish, 2001].

Carbon from the molten steel can react with oxygen gas to form carbon monoxide gas and thus also
cause porosity. To help prevent this from happening, small amounts of Si, Mn & Ti are typically
added to filler wire. These substances will react with oxygen before the carbon will and their
oxides are solids. Thus the amount of CO gas produced is reduced as is the risk of porosity.
However these substances are more volatile than steel, and will be the first to vaporise as a result of
high temperatures. Vaporised Si, Mn & Ti themselves do not cause porosity, yet they reduce the
amount still remaining in the molten steel and thus increase the amount of CO gas produced. Thus
higher weld temperatures reduce the amounts of Si, Mn & Ti in the steel and thus increase porosity
[Norrish, 2001].

It is possible to test for the amounts of Si, Mn & Ti remaining in a weld in various locations and
thus see how great a contribution to porosity this phenomenon had. It would also be possible to test
for the amounts of Si, Mn & Ti at various heights in a thin weld wall to see how this phenomenon
is affected by the number of weld layers [Norrish, 2001]. This, however, is outside the scope of this
thesis.

High levels of nitrogen gas in the molten weld pool metal could be caused by:

- Atmospheric air mixing with the shielding gas caused by: a leak in the shielding gas
delivery system; air sucked into shielding gas flow above the weld pool due to
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turbulent shielding gas flow; air sucked into shielding gas flow above the weld
pool due to a poor shielding gas flow pattern.
- Inadequate shielding gas flow rate caused by: shielding gas flow rate being set too low; a
leak in the shielding gas delivery system.
- Reduced coverage of weld pool area by shielding gas caused by: shielding gas flow rate
being inadequate; poor shielding gas flow pattern possibly leading to a lack of
shielding gas "blanket" over weld pool area (as in thin weld walls); high weld
temperatures heating the shielding gas and increasing its buoyancy.
- Molten weld pool metal solidifying outside of shielding gas cover caused by: high travel
speed; high weld temperature; high welding heat input; inadequate shielding gas
flow; reduced shielding gas coverage.

Porosity in Rapid Prototyping by GMAW

Thus there are many factors in rapid prototyping by GMAW that can affect the amount of porosity
in the welds, even though there are only two basic physical sources of the porosity. This is because
these physical sources of porosity can themselves be influenced by various factors. Some of these
factors can affect the level of porosity in more than one way, some factors are interdependent and
some factors counteract other factors. Some factors are also much more significant in some
situations in RP by GMAW than others. The critical combination of factors leading to porosity in
thin wall welding may be quite different to that leading to porosity in layer filling welding. Where
both thin wall and layer filling welding are used together to make an object, the interrelationships
between thin wall and layer filling welding may also be significant. These factors also vary
depending on the parameters used in a particular welding procedure. How porosity behaves in these
various situations is currently not known and is a possible topic for further research.

It is currently not known how significant porosity due to nitrogen gas or porosity due to carbon
monoxide gas were in these thin wall welding tests, nor what combination of factors affecting them
was most critical.

It is speculated that the shielding gas pattern around a thin wall weld may be a major factor that
affects porosity [Norrish, 2001]. When welding on a thin weld wall, the shielding gas does not
collect and form a protective "blanket" over the weld pool area as in layer filling welding. Instead it
is speculated that it flows straight past the weld pool and down the sides of the weld wall. This
would probably result in reduced coverage of the weld pool area and would probably increase the
likelihood of the molten weld pool metal solidifying outside of the shielding gas cover.

It is also possible that the shielding gas flow pattern may be more sensitive to changes in weld
temperature and may be more likely to suck air into the gas flow stream [Norrish, 2001]. Layer
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filling welding does not have such a gas flow pattern and if this flow pattern is indeed very
significant, then porosity could behave very differently in thin wall welding than in layer filling
welding. Investigating the flow patterns of shielding gas in various situations in RP by GMAW is
also a possible topic for further research.

However there was a trend in these weld walls that showed that as the number of weld layers and
the surface temperature increases, porosity increases. Temperature itself was not measured and the
actual relationship between surface temperature and porosity in thin wall welding cannot be
determined from these experiments. However a trend was observed that suggested that higher
surface temperature can lead to increased porosity in thin wall welding. This is supported by the
fact that temperature is known to promote both physical sources of porosity. Higher temperatures
lead to longer weld pools which may decrease the shielding gas coverage of the weld pool and thus
increase the chance of porosity in thin wall welding.

This observed trend in porosity and its link to weld temperature may agree with Vasinonta.
Vasinonta found that for thin walls made using the LENS process, the weld pool length increases
dramatically when wall height increases from zero, before stabilising versus height as the height
becomes large and the effect of the base plate is lost [Vasinonta, Beuth, et al., 2001]. The link
between temperature in thin wall rapid prototyping by GMAW, porosity and weld quality was also
researched by Spencer [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998].

Thus in order to reduce the risk of porosity in thin wall welding, it is important to keep the surface
temperature low. Every thin wall weld should be made on a surface temperature that is as low as
possible. The heat inside an object should not be allowed to accumulate as the number of weld
layers increases. After an object becomes hotter after a weld, measures need to be taken to cool it
down. This can be done in three ways [Di Pietro, 2001]:

- Change the weld parameters and use a lower heat input.
- Use increased cooling for the weld process and/or the welded object.
- Wait for a longer time before welding over a previous weld.

However for thin wall welding, changing the heat input is not an option as uniform weld layers of a
given width are required. Increasing the cooling rates would lead to increased chances of weld
cracking inside the object [Spencer, Dickens, et al., 1998]. Such an increase in the risk of cracking
is undesirable since residual stresses are already high and difficult to predict in complex welded
objects. In the absence of accurate thermal and stress models for a particular welded object, cooling
rates should be as slow as possible in order to decrease the chances of cracking.
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Thus the practical way of preventing internal heat accumulation is to wait for a weld to cool to as
close to room temperature as possible before welding over it. Refer to Spencer [Spencer, Dickens,
et al., 1998] for further information regarding temperatures and stresses in thin wall welding by
GMAW. Modelling the temperature, stresses, cooling rates and cracking, as well as the effects of
weld temperature on porosity for objects rapid prototyped by GMAW, are all possible topics for
further research.

Experimental Conclusions and Recommendations
The effects of Argoshield 50 and 51 on thin wall rapid prototyping by robotic GMAW were tested
by comparing weld walls made using the two gases. The effects of the flow rate of these two
shielding gases were also tested by comparing two flow rates: 15L/min and 20L/min. All tests were
carried out using two sets of weld settings, one that produced low deposition weld walls and one
that produced high deposition weld walls.

The gas flow rates were found to have very small effects on the thin walls and these effects were
considered negligible.

The shielding gas type was also found to have small effects on the thin walls, but these effects were
more significant. Argoshield 50 was found to produce slightly lower short-circuit frequencies,
slightly higher mean currents and heat inputs but better arc stability than Argoshield 51. These
effects produced small but visible differences in the thin walls made with the low deposition weld
settings, but produced no visible differences in the thin walls made with the high deposition weld
settings. Apart from these differences, all the weld walls were identical and no other significant
effects caused by the gas type were found.

Thus Argoshield 50 and 51 produced slightly different but very similar thin weld walls and the
choice of shielding gas did not greatly affect thin wall quality.

Following this experiment, since both shielding gases are suitable for thin wall welding, it was
decided to use the shielding gas Argoshield 51 for all the welding experiments in this thesis. This
was because Argoshield 51 is designed for both light and heavy sections which would make it
suitable for all thin wall as well as layer filling welds. Unlike Argoshield 50, which is designed
only for light sections.
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Appendix E
Weld Path Strategy
Comparisons
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Robot Program Used for Welding Contour Path Strategies
'contour.prg'
%%%
VERSION:1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE CONTOUR
! contour.prg
! Michael Siminski June 2002
! Based on tempcon4.prg (Michael Siminski)
! For Solids4 experiment
! This program welds a solid rectangle using a contour fill pattern,
!
using a line in the fill centre.
CONST robtarget pHome:=*;
CONST robtarget pOverhead:=*;
CONST robtarget pStart{2}:=[*,*];
! Number of whole contours (loops) used for fill
!
(a line weld centre counts as 0.5 contours)
! (Contours are numbered from outside)
VAR num NumContours;
! Note: The second dimension of 'pfill' must be ceil(NumContours)
VAR robtarget pfill{4,4};
! Note: The dimension of 'FillWeldOrder', 'FillWeldType' and
!
'WaitAfterFWeld' must be ceil(NumContours)
VAR num FillWeldOrder{4};
! Type of fill weld (1 = ridge self-constrained; 2 = trough self-constrained;
!
3 = non-constrained)
VAR num FillWeldType{4};
VAR bool WaitAfterFWeld{4};
! The spacing between adjacent parallel fill weld paths
CONST num FillWeldSpacing:=6.25;
! The number of fill weld spacings by which rectangle length is greater than the width
CONST num NumSpacingsLen:=5;
! Wait time between thin wall boundary welds
CONST num WaitSecThin:=30;
! Wait time between fill welds
CONST num WaitSecFill:=120;
CONST num WallLayPerFill:=1.66667;
! Number of extra wall layers sets (each set equals 'WallLayPerFill' layers)
!
that the walls will be ahead of the fill by
CONST num WallSetsAhead:=2;
CONST num NumFillLayers:=3;
CONST num VertOffseto:=1.45;
CONST num VertOffseti:=2.5;
! The number of fill weld spacings by which the start of the inner-most
!
contour line is offset outwards (to improve arc ignition success rate)
CONST num NumSpacingsOffs:=0.75;
VAR robtarget pwallBR;
VAR robtarget pwallBL;
VAR robtarget pwallTL;
VAR robtarget pwallTR;
VAR num RectLength;
VAR num RectWidth;
VAR num NumFillWelds;
VAR num InnerLine;
VAR num WallLayersNeed;
VAR num WallLayersDone;
VAR num CurrentFillLayer;
VAR num NumWallLayers;
VAR num NumWallLayersInt;
! Is the layer filling self-constrained?
!
(TRUE = self-constrained; FALSE = non-constrained)
VAR bool IsSelfConstr;
! If non-constrained filling is used (ie if 'IsSelfConstr' = FALSE),
!
is contour weld order from inside outwards?
!
(TRUE = from inside outwards; FALSE = from outside inwards)
!
(If 'IsSelfConstr' = TRUE, this variable is ignored)
VAR bool IsInOut;
PERS welddata wldwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdwall:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS welddata wldfill3:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
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PERS seamdata smdfill:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill1:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill2:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS seamdata smdfill3:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
PERS weavedata wvdz:=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
! Countdown using wire snipper declarations
VAR intnum WeldStartIntr;
VAR intnum WeldStartIntr2;
VAR intnum StCntDownIntr;
VAR intnum MarkTimeIntr;
! The number of seconds after which the wire snipper begins to mark time
CONST num MinCountTime:=20;
! The total number of seconds marked by the wire snipper
!
(from the time the arc is extinguised)
CONST num TotalCountTime:=30;
VAR num TimeCounted;
VAR bool ArcOnCheckFlag;
VAR bool ValveOnOffFlag;
! Results File Declarations
VAR iodev FileHandle;
CONST string ResultsFileName:="ram1disk:/michael/solids4/s4result.txt";
! Automatic Weld Logging Declarations
! When a loggable weld is about to begin, this variable is set to 1 and
!
after it is completed it is set to 0
PERS num LoggableWeld:=0;
! Is current weldment a contour or a spiral (Contour = 1; Spiral = 0)
PERS num IsContour:=1;
! Is the layer filling self-constrained? (self-constrained = 1; non-constrained = 0)
PERS num IsConstrained:=0;
! Weld order/direction type (minimised time = 0; in-to-out = 1; out-to-in = 2)
PERS num WeldOrderDir:=0;
! Weld type (thin wall boundary weld = 0; ridge fill weld = 1;
!
trough fill weld = 2; non-constrained fill weld = 3)
PERS num WeldTypeNum:=0;
! Weld layer number
PERS num WeldLayerNum:=1;
TRAP WeldStarted
! The last fill weld has started
IF ArcOnCheckFlag=FALSE THEN
! If this trap routine is running for the first time
ArcOnCheckFlag:=TRUE;
IDelete WeldStartIntr;
ITimer 1,WeldStartIntr2;
ELSE
IF diARC_EST=1 THEN
! When final fill weld is well and trully going
IDelete WeldStartIntr2;
ISignalDI \Single,diARC_EST,0,StCntDownIntr;
ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN;
ENDTRAP
TRAP StartCountdown
! Set up marking of time every second through wire snipper
TimeCounted:=0;
ValveOnOffFlag:=FALSE;
IDelete StCntDownIntr;
! Execute trap routine 'MarkTime' every 0.5 seconds
ITimer 0.5,MarkTimeIntr;
RETURN;
ENDTRAP
TRAP MarkTime
IF ValveOnOffFlag=TRUE THEN
IF (TimeCounted+1)>MinCountTime THEN
! Close wire snipper
SetDO dovalve1,1;
ENDIF
ValveOnOffFlag:=FALSE;
IF (TimeCounted+1)>=TotalCountTime IDelete MarkTimeIntr;
TimeCounted:=TimeCounted+1;
ELSE
! Open wire snipper
SetDO dovalve1,0;
ValveOnOffFlag:=TRUE;
ENDIF
RETURN;
ENDTRAP
PROC SetLogFlag()
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LoggableWeld:=1;
ENDPROC
PROC ResetLogFlag()
LoggableWeld:=0;
ENDPROC
PROC SignalLoggable(num TempType,num TempLayer)
! Make extra sure this is reset so as to later generate an 'on-changed'
!
event on the PC
ResetLogFlag;
! Give the PC time to go through its trivial loop (if that happens)
WaitTime 0.1;
! Set the weld info variables for the PC to read
WeldTypeNum:=TempType;
WeldLayerNum:=TempLayer;
! Signal to the PC that a loggable weld is about to begin
SetLogFlag;
ENDPROC
PROC weldfills()
VAR string TempStr;
VAR bool LastFill;
LastFill:=FALSE;
IF CurrentFillLayer=NumFillLayers LastFill:=TRUE;
TempStr:="Fill layer no.: " + NumToStr(CurrentFillLayer,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumFillLayers,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF LastFill=TRUE TPWrite "Last fill layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Fill...";
weldfill LastFill;
CurrentFillLayer:=CurrentFillLayer+1;
ExecOffsetFill;
ENDPROC
PROC weldfill(bool IsLastLayer)
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num WeldNum;
VAR clock FillClock;
VAR num TempTime;
VAR num BuildTimeWiCool;
VAR num BuildTimeNoCool;
VAR num i;
VAR num WeldType;
VAR bool WaitAfter;
VAR bool IsLastWeld;
BuildTimeWiCool:=0;
BuildTimeNoCool:=0;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillWelds DO
WeldNum:=FillWeldOrder{i};
WeldType:=FillWeldType{i};
WaitAfter:=WaitAfterFWeld{i};
IF IsLastLayer=TRUE AND i=NumFillWelds THEN
IsLastWeld:=TRUE;
ELSE
IsLastWeld:=FALSE;
ENDIF
TempStr:="Welding contour no.: " + NumToStr(WeldNum,0);
TPWrite TempStr;
TEST WeldType
CASE 1:
! Ridge self-constrained
wldfill:=wldfill1;
smdfill:=smdfill1;
TempStr:="(A ridge self-constrained weld)";
CASE 2:
! Trough self-constrained
wldfill:=wldfill2;
smdfill:=smdfill2;
TempStr:="(A trough self-constrained weld)";
DEFAULT:
! Assume WeldType = 3
! Non-constrained
wldfill:=wldfill3;
smdfill:=smdfill3;
TempStr:="(A non-constrained weld)";
ENDTEST
TPWrite TempStr;
IF IsSelfConstr=TRUE THEN
IF WeldNum=1 OR WeldNum=2 THEN
SignalLoggable WeldType,CurrentFillLayer;
ENDIF
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ELSE
IF WeldNum=1 THEN
SignalLoggable WeldType,CurrentFillLayer;
ENDIF
ENDIF
ClkReset FillClock;
ClkStart FillClock;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
! Open wire snipper
SetDO dovalve1,0;
IF IsLastWeld=TRUE THEN
ArcOnCheckFlag:=FALSE;
ISignalDI \Single,diARC_EST,1,WeldStartIntr;
ENDIF
!No centre line: InnerLine:=0;
!Centre line along x axis: InnerLine:=1;
!Centre line along y axis: InnerLine:=2;
ArcL\On,pfill{1,WeldNum},vmax,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
IF WeldNum=NumFillWelds AND InnerLine<>0 THEN
ArcL\Off,pfill{(2*InnerLine),WeldNum},v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun
\Wobj:=wbench;
ELSE
ArcL pfill{2,WeldNum},v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pfill{3,WeldNum},v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pfill{4,WeldNum},v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL\Off,pfill{1,WeldNum},v50,smdfill,wldfill,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ENDIF
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
IF IsLastWeld=FALSE THEN
SnipWire\Fast;
ENDIF
TempTime:=ClkRead(FillClock);
ClkStop FillClock;
ResetLogFlag;
BuildTimeNoCool:=BuildTimeNoCool + TempTime;
BuildTimeWiCool:=BuildTimeWiCool + TempTime;
IF WaitSecFill>0 AND IsLastWeld=FALSE AND WaitAfter=TRUE THEN
BuildTimeWiCool:=BuildTimeWiCool + WaitSecFill;
TempStr:="Waiting for " + NumToStr(WaitSecFill,0) + " seconds...";
TPWrite TempStr;
TempStr:="WARNING! Robot Will Move Automatically!";
TPWrite TempStr;
WaitTime WaitSecFill;
ENDIF
ENDFOR
IF CurrentFillLayer=1 THEN
! If this was the first fill layer
TempStr:="Fill layer build time (NOT including cooling) = " +
NumToStr(BuildTimeNoCool,0) + " [s]";
Write FileHandle,TempStr;
TempStr:="Fill layer build time (including cooling) = " + NumToStr(BuildTimeWiCool,0)
+ " [s]";
Write FileHandle,TempStr;
ENDIF
ENDPROC
PROC weldwalls(num RunNum)
VAR num i;
VAR string TempStr;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RunNum DO
TempStr:="Wall layer no.: " + NumToStr(WallLayersDone+1,0) + " (out of " +
NumToStr(NumWallLayersInt,0) + ")";
TPWrite TempStr;
IF (WallLayersDone+1)=NumWallLayersInt TPWrite "Last wall layer!";
TPWrite "Welding Thin Walls...";
weldwall;
IF WaitSecThin>0 THEN
TempStr:="Waiting for " + NumToStr(WaitSecThin,0) + " seconds...";
TPWrite TempStr;
TempStr:="WARNING! Robot Will Move Automatically!";
TPWrite TempStr;
WaitTime WaitSecThin;
ENDIF
WallLayersDone:=WallLayersDone+1;
ExecOffsetWall;
ENDFOR
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayersNeed+WallLayPerFill;
ENDPROC
PROC weldwall()
SignalLoggable 0,(WallLayersDone+1);
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
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ArcL\On,pwallBR,vmax,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallBL,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallTL,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL pwallTR,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
ArcL\Off,pwallBR,v50,smdwall,wldwall,wvdz,fine,weldgun\Wobj:=wbench;
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
ResetLogFlag;
ENDPROC
PROC ExecOffsetWall()
pwallBR:=Offs(pwallBR,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallBL:=Offs(pwallBL,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallTR:=Offs(pwallTR,0,0,VertOffseto);
pwallTL:=Offs(pwallTL,0,0,VertOffseto);
ENDPROC
PROC ExecOffsetFill()
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
FOR i FROM 1 TO 4 DO
FOR j FROM 1 TO NumFillWelds DO
pfill{i,j}:=Offs(pfill{i,j},0,0,VertOffseti);
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
ENDPROC
PROC setup()
VAR num i;
VAR num MinDim;
VAR num ContourGap;
VAR num IndWeldsPerLayr;
VAR string TempStr;
! Weld Settings
! Thin wall welds
wldwall:=[5,100,4,0,5,100,4];
smdwall:=[10,2,130,4,0,10,0,5,115,3,0,0,0.5,1,100,2];
! "Ridge" self-constrained fill welds
wldfill1:=[4,120,5.5,0,4,120,5.5];
smdfill1:=[10,2,150,6,0.1,10,0,3,150,5.5,0,1,0.5,1,120,5.5];
! "Trough" self-constrained fill welds
wldfill2:=[4,150,7,0,4,150,7];
smdfill2:=[10,2,150,6,0.1,10,0,3,150,7,0,1,0.5,1,150,7];
! Non-constrained fill welds
wldfill3:=[4,135,6.25,0,4,135,6.25];
smdfill3:=[10,2,150,6,0.1,10,0,3,150,6.25,0,1,0.5,1,135,6.25];
! Fill Process Configuration
! (Contours are numbered from outside)
NumContours:=3.5;
IF IsSelfConstr=TRUE THEN
FillWeldOrder:=[2,4,1,3];
FillWeldType:=[1,1,2,2];
WaitAfterFWeld:=[TRUE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE];
ELSE
IF IsInOut=TRUE THEN
FillWeldOrder:=[4,3,2,1];
ELSE
FillWeldOrder:=[1,2,3,4];
ENDIF
FillWeldType:=[3,3,3,3];
WaitAfterFWeld:=[TRUE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE];
ENDIF
! Shape Calculations
RectWidth:=(2*NumContours+1)*FillWeldSpacing;
RectLength:=RectWidth+NumSpacingsLen*FillWeldSpacing;
! Thin Wall Boundary Geometric Calculations
pwallBL:=Offs(pwallBR,-RectLength,0,0);
pwallTR:=Offs(pwallBR,0,RectWidth,0);
pwallTL:=Offs(pwallBL,0,RectWidth,0);
! Fill Geometric Calculations
IF RectLength>RectWidth THEN
MinDim:=RectWidth;
ELSE
MinDim:=RectLength;
ENDIF
IF ((2*NumContours) MOD 2) = 0 THEN
!No centre line
InnerLine:=0;
NumFillWelds:=NumContours;
ELSE
IF RectLength>RectWidth THEN
!Centre line along x axis
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InnerLine:=1;
ELSE
!Centre line along y axis
InnerLine:=2;
ENDIF
NumFillWelds:=NumContours+0.5;
ENDIF
ContourGap:=MinDim/(2*NumContours+1);
pfill{1,1}:=Offs(pwallBR,-ContourGap,ContourGap,0);
pfill{2,1}:=Offs(pwallBL,ContourGap,ContourGap,0);
pfill{3,1}:=Offs(pwallTL,ContourGap,-ContourGap,0);
pfill{4,1}:=Offs(pwallTR,-ContourGap,-ContourGap,0);
FOR i FROM 2 TO NumFillWelds DO
pfill{1,i}:=Offs(pfill{1,i-1},-ContourGap,ContourGap,0);
pfill{2,i}:=Offs(pfill{2,i-1},ContourGap,ContourGap,0);
pfill{3,i}:=Offs(pfill{3,i-1},ContourGap,-ContourGap,0);
pfill{4,i}:=Offs(pfill{4,i-1},-ContourGap,-ContourGap,0);
IF InnerLine<>0 AND i=NumFillWelds AND NumSpacingsOffs<>0 THEN
! If have an inner line and if calculating inner line robtargets
!
and if want a starting offset
IF InnerLine=1 THEN
!Inner lines get welded from 1 to 2 (Move 1 and 4 up the x axis)
pfill{1,i}:=Offs(pfill{1,i},NumSpacingsOffs*ContourGap,0,0);
pfill{4,i}:=Offs(pfill{4,i},NumSpacingsOffs*ContourGap,0,0);
ELSE
!Inner lines get welded from 1 to 4 (Move 1 and 2 down the y axis)
pfill{1,i}:=Offs(pfill{1,i},0,-NumSpacingsOffs*ContourGap,0);
pfill{2,i}:=Offs(pfill{2,i},0,-NumSpacingsOffs*ContourGap,0);
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
! Automatic weld logging stuff
ResetLogFlag;
! This whole program uses contour paths
IsContour:=1;
IF IsSelfConstr=TRUE THEN
IsConstrained:=1;
ELSE
IsConstrained:=0;
ENDIF
IF IsSelfConstr=TRUE THEN
WeldOrderDir:=0;
ELSE
IF IsInOut=TRUE THEN
WeldOrderDir:=1;
ELSE
WeldOrderDir:=2;
ENDIF
ENDIF
! Give dummy values for now
WeldTypeNum:=0;
WeldLayerNum:=0;
! Output to results file the number of individual fill welds per fill layer
IndWeldsPerLayr:=NumFillWelds;
TempStr:="Number of individual fill welds per fill layer = " +
NumToStr(IndWeldsPerLayr,0);
Write FileHandle,TempStr;
! Wire snipper countdown matters
CONNECT WeldStartIntr WITH WeldStarted;
CONNECT WeldStartIntr2 WITH WeldStarted;
CONNECT StCntDownIntr WITH StartCountdown;
CONNECT MarkTimeIntr WITH MarkTime;
TimeCounted:=0;
ArcOnCheckFlag:=FALSE;
ValveOnOffFlag:=FALSE;
! Other Housekeeping
WallLayersNeed:=WallLayPerFill;
WallLayersDone:=0;
CurrentFillLayer:=1;
NumWallLayers:=WallLayPerFill*NumFillLayers;
NumWallLayersInt:=Round(NumWallLayers);
ENDPROC
PROC main()
VAR num i;
VAR num j;
VAR string TempStr;
VAR num TempNum;
VAR num NumWallExecute;
ResetLogFlag;
! Open file, note: any existing file will be overwritten
Open ResultsFileName,FileHandle\Write;
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TPErase;
TPReadNum TempNum,"Enter starting position number (1-2): ";
TempNum:=Round(TempNum);
IF TempNum < 1 OR TempNum > 2 EXIT;
pwallBR:=pStart{TempNum};
TPReadFK TempNum,"Use self-constrained filling..?","","","","YES","NO";
IF TempNum=4 THEN
IsSelfConstr:=TRUE;
! Assign a dummy value
IsInOut:=TRUE;
ELSE
IsSelfConstr:=FALSE;
TPReadFK TempNum,"Fill weld order from inside outwards..?","","","","YES","NO";
IF TempNum=4 THEN
IsInOut:=TRUE;
ELSE
IsInOut:=FALSE;
ENDIF
ENDIF
setup;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
SnipWire\Fast;
FOR i FROM 1 TO NumFillLayers DO
TPErase;
IF i=1 THEN
IF WallSetsAhead>0 THEN
FOR j FROM 1 TO WallSetsAhead DO
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF WallLayersDone<NumWallLayersInt THEN
NumWallExecute:=Round(WallLayersNeed-WallLayersDone);
weldwalls NumWallExecute;
ENDIF
weldfills;
ENDFOR
MoveJ pOverhead,vmax,z20,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
MoveJ pHome,vmax,z200,weldgun\WObj:=wbench;
! Wait until finished marking time with wire snipper
WaitUntil TimeCounted>=TotalCountTime;
WaitTime 1;
! Open wire snipper
SetDO dovalve1,0;
Close FileHandle;
ResetLogFlag;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE

Weld Sample Macrosections
Path Strategy 'cym'

Macrosection of weld sample 'cym1' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'cym2' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'cym3' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'cym4' (scale shown in cm)
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Path Strategy 'cni'

Macrosection of weld sample 'cni1' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'cni2' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'cni3' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'cni4' (scale shown in cm)

Path Strategy 'cno'

Macrosection of weld sample 'cno1' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'cno2' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'cno3' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'cno4' (scale shown in cm)

Path Strategy 'syi'

Macrosection of weld sample 'syi1' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'syi2' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'syi3' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'syi4' (scale shown in cm)
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Path Strategy 'syo'

Macrosection of weld sample 'syo1' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'syo2' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'syo3' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'syo4' (scale shown in cm)

Path Strategy 'sni'

Macrosection of weld sample 'sni1' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'sni2' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'sni3' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'sni4' (scale shown in cm)

Path Strategy 'sno'

Macrosection of weld sample 'sno1' (scale shown in cm)
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Macrosection of weld sample 'sno2' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'sno3' (scale shown in cm)

Macrosection of weld sample 'sno4' (scale shown in cm)
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